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METHOD FOR EXTRACTING NUCLEI OR WHOLE CELLS FROM
FORMALIN-FIXED

PARAFFIN-EMBEDDED TISSUES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/745,259,

filed October 12, 2018; U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/813,634, filed March 4, 2019; U.S.

Provisional Application No. 62/829,402, filed April 4, 2019; U.S. Provisional Application No.

62/887,339, filed August 15, 2019; and U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/890,971, filed August

23, 2019. The entire contents of the above-identified applications are hereby fully incorporated

herein by reference.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH

[0002] This invention was made with government support under Grant No.(s) DK043351,

DK1 14784 and DK1 17263 awarded by the National Institutes of Health. The government has

certain rights in the invention.

REFERENCE TO AN ELECTRONIC SEQUENCE LISTING

[0003] The contents of the electronic sequence listing (BROD_3900_ST25.txt”; Size is 5,073

bytes and it was created on October 11, 2019) is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0004] The subject matter disclosed herein is generally directed to methods of single nuclei

sequencing. The subject matter disclosed herein is also directed to isolating single cells and nuclei

from frozen and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues for use in the analysis of single

cells from archived biological samples. The subject matter disclosed herein is also directed to

therapeutic targets, diagnostic targets and methods of screening for modulating agents.

BACKGROUND

[0005] Single cell methods (e.g., single cell RNA-Seq) has greatly extended our understanding

of heterogeneous tissues, including the CNS (A. Zeisel et al., Brain structure. Cell types in the



mouse cortex and hippocampus revealed by single-cell RNA-seq. Science 347, 1138-1 142 (2015);

S . Darmanis et al., A survey of human brain transcriptome diversity at the single cell level. Proc

Natl Acad Sci USA 112, 7285-7290 (2015); J . Shin et al., Single-Cell RNA-Seq with Waterfall

Reveals Molecular Cascades underlying Adult Neurogenesis. Cell Stem Cell 17, 360-372 (2015);

B . Tasic et al., Adult mouse cortical cell taxonomy revealed by single cell transcriptomics. Nat

Neurosci 19, 335-346 (2016); D . Usoskin et al., Unbiased classification of sensory neuron types

by large-scale single-cell RNA sequencing. Nat Neurosci 18, 145-153 (2015); E . R . Thomsen et

al., Fixed single-cell transcriptomic characterization of human radial glial diversity. Nat Methods

13, 87-93 (2016)), and is reshaping the concept of cell type and state. Formalin-fixed paraffin-

embedded (FFPE) tissues are available for archival tissues, provide for easy storage and shipping,

are available for rare diseases, and have well documented pathology. However, analyzing single

cells from FFPE tissues has been challenging. For example, FFPE samples may have damaged

cellular structures, low input and degraded/fragmented RNA, and the samples are cross linked.

Thus, there is a need for improved devices and methods to allow for understanding heterogeneous

tissues and cell populations present in FFPE samples.

[0006] Despite its central role in intestinal function and health, our understanding of the ENS

is limited due to longstanding technical challenges; most of our knowledge to date is based on

immunohistochemistry with a limited number of known markers. Because the ENS is dispersed

among other cell types within the intestine (e.g., myocytes and fibroblasts), enteric neurons are

rare in any sample. Moreover, they are exceptionally challenging to isolate and study with genomic

tools. Finally, most work on the ENS to date has been performed in rodent models with relatively

few human studies (13). Single cell methods currently are not able to be used to analyze tissues

from the ENS. Thus, there is a need for improved devices and methods to allow for understanding

heterogeneous tissues and cell populations, such as the ENS. Moreover, treatment of diseases

associated with the ENS are needed and require new biomarkers, methods of screening and

therapeutic targets.

SUMMARY

[0007] In certain example embodiments, the present invention provides for methods of

isolating nuclei or whole cells from tissue samples (e.g., frozen or FFPE). In further example



embodiments, the invention provides for a method of single cell sequencing comprising: extracting

nuclei from a tissue sample under conditions that preserve the nuclear membranes, ribosomes

and/or rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER); sorting single nuclei into separate reaction vessels;

extracting RNA from the single nuclei; generating a cDNA library; and sequencing the library,

whereby gene expression data from single cells is obtained. In further example embodiments, the

invention provides for a method of single cell sequencing comprising: extracting whole cells from

a tissue sample under conditions that preserve the cell membranes; sorting single cells into separate

reaction vessels; extracting RNA from the single cells; generating a cDNA library; and sequencing

the library, whereby gene expression data from single cells is obtained. In some embodiments, the

reaction vessels may be single cell droplets.

[0008] In one aspect, the present invention provides for a method of recovering nuclei or whole

cells from a formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue comprising: dissolving paraffin from

a FFPE tissue sample in a solvent, preferably the solvent is selected from the group consisting of

xylene and mineral oil, wherein the tissue is dissolved at a temperature between 4C to 90C,

preferably room temperature (20 to 25C) for recovering whole cells and 90C for recovering nuclei;

rehydrating the tissue using a gradient of ethanol from 100% to 0% ethanol (EtOH); transferring

the rehydrated tissue to a volume of a first buffer comprising a buffering agent, a detergent and an

ionic strength between lOOmM and 200mM, optionally the first buffer comprises protease

inhibitors or proteases and/or BSA; chopping or dounce homogenizing the tissue in the buffer; and

removing debris by filtering and/or FACS sorting.

[0009] In certain embodiments, the method further comprises isolating nuclei or cell types by

FACS sorting.

[0010] In certain embodiments, dissolving paraffin from a FFPE tissue sample, comprises

incubating at least one time in xylene, at room temperature (RT), for about 10 minutes each, and

wherein xylene is removed at each change. In certain embodiments, the method further comprises

washing the tissue at least two times with xylene for about 10 min each, wherein the washes are

performed at room temperature (RT), 90C, or at least one time at room temperature (RT) and at

least one time at 90C, wherein xylene is removed at each change.

[0011] In certain embodiments, dissolving paraffin from a FFPE tissue sample, comprises

incubating at least twice in about 5 ml xylene per 30-100 mg FFPE tissue sample, at room



temperature, for about 10 minutes each, wherein xylene is removed at each change. In certain

embodiments, the method further comprises washing the tissue with xylene at 37C for about 10

min. In certain embodiments, the method further comprises cutting the tissue into two or more

pieces and washing at least one piece of the tissue with xylene at 37C for about 10 min.

[0012] In certain embodiments, dissolving paraffin from a FFPE tissue sample, comprises

incubating at least three times in xylene, at room temperature, for about 10 minutes each, and

wherein xylene is removed at each change. In certain embodiments, the method further comprises

washing the tissue three additional times with xylene for about 10 min each, wherein the first wash

is at room temperature and the second and third washes are at 90C, and wherein xylene is removed

at each change.

[0013] In certain embodiments, rehydrating the tissue comprises a step gradient of ethanol

(EtOH) and the tissue is incubated between 1 to 10 minutes at each step. In certain embodiments,

the step gradient comprises incubating the tissue for about 2 minutes each in successive washes of

95%, 75%, and 50% ethanol (EtOH).

[0014] In certain embodiments, after rehydrating the tissue the method further comprises

placing the tissue samples on ice or on a device capable of maintaining the tissue between 4 and

10C, wherein all subsequent steps are performed at a temperature between 4 and 10C.

[0015] In certain embodiments, after the step of dissolving paraffin from the tissue or

rehydrating the tissue the method further comprises dividing the tissue, preferably in half.

[0016] In certain embodiments, the first buffer comprises a detergent selected from the group

consisting of NP40, CHAPS and Tween-20. In certain embodiments, the NP40 concentration is

about 0.2%. In certain embodiments, the Tween-20 concentration is about 0.03%. In certain

embodiments, the CHAPS concentration is about 0.49%. In certain embodiments, the first buffer

is selected from the group consisting of CST, TST, NST and NSTnPo.

[0017] In certain embodiments, after the step of chopping or dounce homogenizing the method

further comprises centrifuging, preferably, the sample is centrifuged at about 500g for about 5 min,

and resuspending the sample in a second buffer comprising a buffering agent and an ionic strength

between lOOmM and 200mM, optionally the second buffer comprises protease inhibitors. In

certain embodiments, the second buffer is ST, optionally comprising protease inhibitors.



[0018] In certain embodiments, the sample is filtered through a 40 uM filter. In certain

embodiments, the method further comprises washing the filtered sample in the first buffer. In

certain embodiments, the method further comprises filtering the sample through a 30 uM filter.

[0019] In certain embodiments, after the step of chopping or dounce homogenizing the method

further comprises adding an additional 2 volumes of the first buffer (3 volumes total) and filtering

the sample through a 40 uM filter. In certain embodiments, the method further comprises adding

an additional three volumes of the first buffer (6 volumes total), centrifuging, preferably, the

sample is centrifuged at about 500g for about 5 min, and resuspending the sample in a second

buffer comprising a buffering agent and an ionic strength between lOOmM and 200mM, optionally

the second buffer comprises protease inhibitors. In certain embodiments, the second buffer is ST,

optionally comprising protease inhibitors.

[0020] In certain embodiments, the method further comprises reversing cross-linking in the

tissue sample before or during any step of the method. In certain embodiments, reversing cross-

linking comprises proteinase digestion. In certain embodiments, the proteinase is proteinase K or

a cold-active protease.

[0021] In certain embodiments, the method further comprises adding a reagent that stabilizes

RNA to the tissue sample before or during any step of the method.

[0022] In certain embodiments, the method further comprises lysing recovered cells or nuclei

and performing reverse transcription. In certain embodiments, the reverse transcription is

performed in individual reaction vessels. In certain embodiments, the reaction vessels are wells,

chambers, or droplets.

[0023] In certain embodiments, the method further comprises performing single cell, single

nucleus or bulk RNA-seq, DNA-seq, ATAC-seq, or ChIP on the recovered nuclei or whole cells.

[0024] In certain embodiments, the method further comprises staining the recovered cells or

nuclei. In certain embodiments, the stain comprises ruby stain.

[0025] In certain embodiments, single cells or nuclei are enriched by FACS or magnetic-

activated cell sorting (MACS). The nuclei or cells of any method described herein may further be

detectable by a fluorescent signal, whereby individual nuclei or cells may be further sorted. The

single nuclei or cells may be immunostained with an antibody with specific affinity for an

intranuclear protein or cell surface protein. The antibody may be specific for NeuN. The nuclei



may be stained with a nuclear stain. The nuclear stain may comprise DAPI, Ruby red, trypan blue,

Hoechst or propidium iodine. In certain embodiments, nuclei can be labeled with ruby dye

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Vybrant DyeCycle Ruby Stain, #V-10309) added to the resuspension

buffer at a concentration of 1:800.

[0026] In certain embodiments, the tissue sample is obtained from a subject suffering from a

disease. In certain embodiments, the disease is cancer, a neurological disease, autoimmune disease,

infection, or metabolic disease. The heterogeneous population of cells may be derived from a

section of a tissue or a tumor from a subject. The section may be obtained by microdissection. The

tissue may be nervous tissue. The nervous tissue maybe isolated from the brain, spinal cord or

retina.

[0027] In another aspect, the present invention provides for a method of recovering nuclei and

attached ribosomes from a tissue sample comprising: chopping the tissue sample at between 0-4

°C in a nuclear extraction buffer comprising Tris buffer, a detergent and salts; and filtering the

sample through a filter between 30-50 uM, preferably 40 uM, and optionally washing the filter

with fresh nuclear extraction buffer, wherein the nuclei are present in the supernatant passed

through the filter. In certain embodiments, the nuclear extraction buffer comprises 10-20 mM Tris,

about 0.49% CHAPS, a salt concentration having an ionic strength of l00-250mM, and about

0.01% BSA, whereby nuclei are recovered that have a preserved nuclear envelope and ribosomes.

In certain embodiments, the nuclear extraction buffer is buffer CST. In certain embodiments, the

nuclear extraction buffer comprises 10-20 mM Tris, about 0.03% Tween-20, a salt concentration

having an ionic strength of l00-250mM, and about 0.01% BSA, whereby nuclei are recovered that

have a preserved nuclear envelope, rough ER and ribosomes. In certain embodiments, the nuclear

extraction buffer is buffer TST. In certain embodiments, the salts comprise 146 mM NaCl, lmM

CaC , and 2lmM MgC . In certain embodiments, chopping comprises chopping with scissors for

1-10 minutes.

[0028] In certain embodiments, nuclei from specific cell types are genetically modified to

express a detectable label on the nuclear membrane and the method further comprises enriching

nuclei from the specific cell types using the detectable label. In certain embodiments, the method

further comprises staining the recovered nuclei. In certain embodiments, the stain comprises ruby

stain. In certain embodiments, the nuclei are sorted into discrete volumes by FACS.



[0029] In certain embodiments, the method further comprises pelleting the nuclei and

resuspending the nuclei in a second buffer consisting of Tris buffer and salts. In certain

embodiments, the second buffer is buffer ST.

[0030] In certain embodiments, the method further comprises generating a single nuclei

barcoded library for the recovered nuclei, wherein the nucleic acid from each nuclei is labeled with

a barcode sequence comprising a cell of origin barcode, optionally the barcode sequence includes

a cell of origin barcode and a unique molecular identifier (UMI). In certain embodiments, RNA

and/or DNA is labeled with the barcode sequence. In certain embodiments, the library is an RNA-

seq, DNA-seq, and/or ATAC-seq library. In certain embodiments, the method further comprises

sequencing the library.

[0031] In certain embodiments, the tissue sample is fresh frozen. In certain embodiments, the

tissue sample comprises cells originating from the central nervous system (CNS) or enteric nervous

system (ENS). In certain embodiments, the tissue sample is obtained from the gut or the brain. In

certain embodiments, the tissue sample is obtained from a subject suffering from a disease. In

certain embodiments, the tissue sample is treated with a reagent that stabilizes RNA.

[0032] In certain embodiments, the discrete volumes are droplets, wells in a plate, or

microfluidic chambers.

[0033] In another aspect, the present invention provides for a method of treating a disease

selected from the group consisting of Hirschsprung’s disease (HSCR), inflammatory bowel disease

(IBD), autism spectrum disorder (ASD), Parkinson’s disease (PD) and schizophrenia in a subject

in need thereof comprising administering one or more agents capable of modulating the function

or activity of: one or more neurons selected from the group consisting of PEMN1, PEMN2,

PIMN1, PIMN2, PIMN3, PIMN4, PIMN5, PIN1, PIN2, PSN and PSVN; or one or more cells

functionally interacting with the one or more neurons. In certain embodiments, the one or more

cells functionally interacting with the one or more neurons are selected from the group consisting

of T cells, dendritic cells (DC), B cells, fibroblasts and adipocytes.

[0034] In another aspect, the present invention provides for a method of modulating appetite

and energy metabolism in a subject in need thereof comprising administering one or more agents

capable of modulating the function or activity of: one or more neurons selected from the group



consisting of PIMN4 and PIMN5; or one or more adipose cells functionally interacting with the

one or more neurons.

[0035] In certain embodiments, the one or more neurons are characterized by expression of

one or more markers according to Table 14 or Table 21. In certain embodiments, the one or more

agents modulate the expression, activity or function of one or more genes according to Table 14

or Table 21. In certain embodiments, the one or more agents modulate the expression, activity or

function of one or more genes selected from the group consisting of: NPY, CGRP, Glutamate,

GABA, LEP, VIP, PACAP, Nitric oxide, NOS1, FGF1, PDGF, SLIT2, SLIT3, IL15, IL7, IL12A,

PENK, CHAT and TPH2; or NPYR1, CALCRL, GRM8, GABRE, LEPR, VIPR2, GRIA4,

GUCY1A3, FGFR1, PDGFRB, ROBOl, ROB02, IL15R, IL7R, IL12RB1, OPRM1, CHRNE and

HTR3A. In certain embodiments, the one or more agents modulate the expression, activity or

function of one or more genes selected from the group consisting of: NPY and CGRP; or NPYR1

and CALCRL. In certain embodiments, the one or more agents modulate the expression, activity

or function of one or more core transcriptional programs according to Table 23. In certain

embodiments, the one or more agents modulate the expression, activity or function of one or more

genes of the one or more core transcriptional programs.

[0036] In certain embodiments, the one or more agents comprise an antibody, small molecule,

small molecule degrader, genetic modifying agent, nucleic acid agent, antibody-like protein

scaffold, aptamer, protein, or any combination thereof. In certain embodiments, the genetic

modifying agent comprises a CRISPR system, RNAi system, a zinc finger nuclease system, a

TALE, or a meganuclease. In certain embodiments, the CRISPR system comprises Cas9, Casl2,

or Casl4. In certain embodiments, the CRISPR system comprises a dCas fused or otherwise linked

to a nucleotide deaminase. In certain embodiments, the nucleotide deaminase is a cytidine

deaminase or an adenosine deaminase. In certain embodiments, the dCas is a dCas9, dCasl2,

dCasl3, or dCasl4. In certain embodiments, the nucleic acid agent or genetic modifying agent is

administered with a vector. In certain embodiments, the nucleic acid agent or genetic modifying

agent is under the control of a promoter specific to a marker gene for the one or more neurons

according to Table 14 or Table 21. In certain embodiments, the nucleic acid agent is a nucleotide

sequence encoding the one or more genes (e.g., an overexpression vector, a sequence encoding a

cDNA of a gene).



[0037] In certain embodiments, the one or more agents are administered to the gut.

[0038] In another aspect, the present invention provides for a method of detecting one or more

cells of the enteric nervous system (ENS) comprising detecting one or more markers according to

Table 14-17 or Table 20-22. In certain embodiments, detecting the one or more markers comprises

immunohi stochemistry .

[0039] In another aspect, the present invention provides for a method of screening for agents

capable of modulating expression of a transcription program according to Table 23 comprising:

administering an agent to a population of cells comprising neurons selected from the group

consisting of PEMN1, PEMN2, PIMN1, PIMN2, PIMN3, PIMN4, PIMN5, PIN1, PIN2, PSN and

PSVN; and detecting expression of one or more genes in the transcriptional program. In certain

embodiments, detecting expression comprises RT-PCR, RNA-seq, single cell RNA-seq,

fluorescently labeled probes, or an immunoassay. In certain embodiments, the neurons express one

or more reporter genes under control of a promoter specific to the one or more genes in the

transcriptional program and detecting comprises detecting the reporter gene.

[0040] In another aspect, the present invention provides for a method of identifying gene

expression in single cells comprising providing sequencing reads from a single nuclei sequencing

library and counting sequencing reads mapping to introns and exons. In certain embodiments, the

method further comprises filtering the single nuclei. In certain embodiments, nuclei doublets are

removed by filtering. In certain embodiments, nuclei containing ambient RNA or ambient RNA

alone is removed by filtering.

[0041] These and other aspects, objects, features, and advantages of the example embodiments

will become apparent to those having ordinary skill in the art upon consideration of the following

detailed description of illustrated example embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0042] An understanding of the features and advantages of the present invention will be

obtained by reference to the following detailed description that sets forth illustrative embodiments,

in which the principles of the invention may be utilized, and the accompanying drawings of which:

[0043] FIG. 1 - Schematic of variables of extracting nuclei from a FFPE tissue block and

preparing cDNA.



[0044] FIG. 2 - Image of nuclei and FACS plot using douncing in the FFPE extraction

protocol.

[0045] FIG. 3 - Image of nuclei and FACS plot using chopping in the FFPE extraction

protocol.

[0046] FIG. 4 - Image of nuclei and FACS plot using 90C extraction and proteinase K in the

FFPE extraction protocol.

[0047] FIG. 5 - Image of nuclei and FACS plot using 90C extraction and no proteinase K in

the FFPE extraction protocol.

[0048] FIG. 6 - Image of nuclei and FACS plot using room temperature extraction and

proteinase K in the FFPE extraction protocol.

[0049] FIG. 7 - Image of nuclei and FACS plot using room temperature extraction and no

proteinase K in the FFPE extraction protocol.

[0050] FIG. 8 - Image of nuclei obtained from B16 PDX (patient derived xenograft) using

90C extraction in the FFPE extraction protocol.

[0051] FIG. 9 - Image of cells obtained from B 16 PDX (patient derived xenograft) using room

temperature extraction in the FFPE extraction protocol.

[0052] FIG. 10 - Image of nuclei obtained from d4mra (patient derived xenograft) using 90C

extraction in the FFPE extraction protocol.

[0053] FIG. 11 - Image of cells obtained from d4mra (patient derived xenograft) using room

temperature extraction in the FFPE extraction protocol.

[0054] FIG. 12 - Images of nuclei and cells obtained using the FFPE extraction protocol.

[0055] FIG. 13 - Bioanalyzer electropherograms showing RNA quality (left) and cDNA

traces after amplification (right).

[0056] FIG. 14 - Image of nuclei used for RNA extraction and electropherograms showing

cDNA traces with and without heat steps.

[0057] FIG. 15 - Bioanalyzer electropherogram showing cDNA traces from bulk sorted

nuclei.

[0058] FIG. 16 - Bioanalyzer electropherograms from the samples in Table 5 . (xylene sample

in row5, oil sample in row 5, and frozen sample in row 8).



[0059] FIG. 17 - Bioanalyzer electropherograms from the samples extracted with TCL, 5000

nuclei and Xylene RNA control.

[0060] FIG. 18 - Bioanalyzer electropherograms from a FFPE sample treated at 55C for 15

minutes using TCL lysis buffer and oil isolation.

[0061] FIG. 19 - Bioanalyzer electropherograms from xylene extracted total RNA.

[0062] FIG. 20 - RAISIN RNA-seq captures RNA from intact nuclei and associated

ribosomes. (A) Study overview. (B) Neuron nuclei enrichment with reporter mice. Representative

histology (left) and FACS (right) of ENS nuclei labelling. Histology and FACS images for all

models are in fig. 24A-C. (C-E) optimization of RAISIN and INNER Cell RNA-seq. (C) Cellular

composition of each extraction. Ternary plot showing the proportion of nuclei expressing neuron,

glia or neither signature (triangle edges) from each extraction type (dots). Purple, green: published

protocols (16, 17). Blue, red: top performing protocols (n = 5,236 GFP+ sorted nuclei across all

protocols). (D) RAISIN and INNER Cell RNA-seq isolate nuclei with attached ribosomes and

rough ER. Ultra-thin section transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of nuclei extractions from

published methods (top) (16, 17) and with RAISIN (bottom left) and INNER Cell (bottom right)

methods. (E) Higher exorrintron ratios in RAISIN and INNER Cell methods. Exomintron ratio (y

axis, log2(ratio)) following snRNA-seq from each preparations in (D). All comparisons significant

(Wilcoxon test, p-value < 10 10) ; boxplots: 25%, 50%, and 75% quantiles; error bars: standard

deviation (SD). (F) RAISIN RNA-seq is compatible with droplet-based RNA-seq. A t-distributed

stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) of RAISIN RNA-seq profiles from mouse colon of 10,889

unsorted RAISINs profiled by droplet-based scRNA-seq and colored by cell type.

[0063] FIG. 21 - Mouse ENS atlas reveals 24 neuron subsets that vary with circadian

phase and colon location. (A-B) Mouse neuron reference map. (A) 24 neuron subsets profiled by

RAISIN RNA-seq. t-SNE of 2,447 neuron RAISIN RNA-Seq profiles from mouse colon colored

by major putative neuron classes based on post hoc annotation (SOM). (B) Neuron subsets vary

by anatomical location and mouse line. Neuron subsets (columns) arranged by transcriptional

similarity (dendrogram, top) and annotated with the proportion of cells isolated from each

transgenic model (green pie chart) or colon segment (red/blue pie chart). Dot plot shows for select

neurotransmitters and neuropeptides (rows), the fraction of cells in each subset (dot size)

expressing the synthetic enzyme (top) or respective receptors (bottom) (genes for synthesis and



receptors in table 18), and the mean expression level in expressing cells in the subset (dot color).

(C,D) Mouse ENS gene expression is affected by circadian rhythm. Distribution of neuron

gene expression levels y axis, log2(TP10K+l)) of select genes (x axis) that are upregulated

at morning (red) or evening (blue) time points in all neurons (C) or at the morning time point

in PSNls and PSN2s (D). (E) Changes in ENS expression along colon length. Mean expression

across all neuron subsets (color bar) of significantly DE genes (columns) across colon

regions (rows), arranged by location of peak expression from proximal to distal. (F) Revisions

to the peristaltic model. Left: current model of the peristaltic circuit (adapted from 13). Right:

additions to this model derived from the ENS atlas. (G) The mechanosensitive ion channel Piezol

is expressed in PIMNs and PEMNs. Distribution of gene expression levels (y axis, log2(TPlOK+l))

across neuron subsets (x axis) for genes in peristaltic model: Htr4 (top), Piezol (middle) and Piezo2

(bottom). (H,I) Validation of gene expression in situ. Representative images of smFISH for Caleb

and Nmu (G) or Nog and Grp (H), both with Tubb3 immunostaining. Merged channels on right.

Inset: example neuron expressing all three markers.

[0064] FIG. 22 - Atlas of the human colon muscularis propria reveals 11 neuron subsets

with roles in immunity and disease. (A) Census of the human muscularis propria. t-SNE of

134,835 RAISIN RNA-seq profiles from the muscularis propria of cancer-proximal

macroscopically normal colon resections from 10 human donors, colored by cell type, annotated

post hoc. (B) Enteric neuron census. t-SNE of 83 1RAISIN RNA-seq profiles from enteric neurons,

colored by subset, annotated post hoc. (C) Correspondence of human and mouse enteric neurons.

Percent (dot size and color) of neurons from each human subset (rows) that matched each mouse

neuron subset (column) according to the classifier (SOM). (D) Transcriptional signatures

conserved between mouse and human neuron subsets. The fraction of expressing cells (dot size)

and mean expression level in expressing cells (dot color) of selected genes (columns) identified as

conserved for each neuron class (rows) between mouse (top) and human (bottom); full list

available in table 23. (E-G) Characterization of ICCs in the colon (E) ICC gene signature. Fraction

of expressing cells (dot size) and mean expression level in expressing cells (dot color) of selected

ICC marker genes (columns) across human cell subsets (rows). (F) ICCs and not myocytes express

receptors for nitric oxide. Distribution of expression levels (x axis, log2(TPlOK+l)) of

acetylcholine (left) and nitric oxide (right) receptors across cell subsets y axis). (G) In situ



expression of key ICC markers in the human colon. (H) Proposed peristaltic circuitry. (I-J)

Inferred cell-cell interactions networks for human cells in the mucosa and muscularis propria. (I)

Statistically significant interactions. Nodes: cell subsets, annotated by type (color) and colon

location (bold: muscularis). Edges connect pairs of cell subsets with a significant excess of cognate

receptor-ligand pairs expressed (p < 0.05) relative to a null model (SOM). (J) Select receptor-

ligand interactions between neurons and adipocytes, fibroblasts, and immune cell subsets. (K,L)

Representative in situ validations of IL-7 expression in NOS1+ neurons (K) and IL-12 expression

in CHAT+ neurons (L).

[0065] FIG. 23 - Human enteric neurons express disease risk genes for primary

enteroneuropathies, IBD, and CNS disorders with concomitant gut dysmotility. Mean

expression (scaled log2(TPlOK+l)) across cell subsets (rows) of putative risk genes (columns)

implicated by GWAS for Hirschsprung’s disease (HRSC), inflammatory bowel disease (IBD),

autism spectrum disorders (ASD), and Parkinson’s disease (PD) (SOM), which were identified as

cell-specific in either (A) the colon mucosa, or (B) the colon muscularis propria.

[0066] FIG. 24 - Mouse models for snRNA-seq optimization. (A-C) Labeling of nuclei in

the mouse colon using different Cre-driver lines and conditional nuclear sfGFP (INTACT allele)

(A3), or regulatory region driving expression of nuclear mCherry (C). Representative images

show cross-section of mouse colon with muscularis propria (bottom) and mucosa (top) (left).

FACS plots (right) show enriched populations. (D) snRNA-seq of GFP+ nuclei from SoxlO-

Cre;INTACT animals. Fraction (y axis) of identified cell-types (x axis) in samples obtained from

the brain (grey) and colon (black) using two previously published snRNA-seq methods (16, 17).

[0067] FIG. 25 - Buffer optimization for snRNA-seq. (A) Decision tree for selection of best

buffers. (B) RAISIN RNA-seq has optimal combination of ENS proportions and neuron quality

scores. ENS signature score ( axis, mean and standard error of the mean (SEM); log2(TPlOK+l);

SOM) and number of detected genes per nucleus (x axis, mean and SEM) for each of 36 total

conditions. Dot size: percent neurons captured. Select nuclei extractions are marked in color

(legend). (C-E) Quality scores across all tested parameters. Quality metrics (columns, x axes) for

(C) a range of concentrations (y axes) across detergents, (D) mechanical extraction procedures,

and (E) buffers.



[0068] FIG. 26 - Extracted nuclei across different protocols. Representative phase contrast

images of nuclei isolated using extractions with different detergents or extraction kits (grey, SOM)

and buffers (blue), with varying detergent concentrations and additives (marked on image). All

extractions were performed with the ‘chop’ method (SOM) unless otherwise indicated.

[0069] FIG. 27 - Reproducibility and validations for the mouse ENS atlas. (A, B)

Reproducible cell subset distributions across transgenic mouse lines and individual mice. t-SNE

of RAISIN RNA-seq profiles of 2,447 neurons (A) and 2,734 glia (B) colored by cell subset (left),

mouse model (middle), or donor mouse (right). (C) Neuron composition in colon. Percent of all

cells in the colon that are neurons y axis) as estimated by FACS (transgene expressing nuclei us.

unlabeled nuclei) andpost-hoc adjustment using RAISIN RNA-seq data. (D) Chat+Nosl + neurons.

Representative images of Chat and Nosl expression in neurons. (E) Nog+Grp+ neurons.

Representative images of neurons that co-express Nog and Grp, showing they are not derived from

the SoxlO-Cre lineage (GFP).

[0070] FIG. 28 - Representative in situ validations confirming the co-expression of

marker genes for excitatory motor and sensory neurons. Grey-scale in situ validation showing

co-expression of DAPI (blue) along with either (A) Piezo 1 (green), Chat (red) and Tubb3 (white);

inset: Piezol +Chat+Tubb3+ PEMN; (B) Htr4 (green), Chat (red), and Tubb3 (white); inset:

Htr4+Chat+Tubb3+ PEMN; (C) Htr4 (green), both forms of CGRP (red), and Tubb3 (white); top

inset: Calca+Nosl +Tubb3+ PSN; bottom inset: Caleb+Nosl +Tubb3+ PSN; (D) Cck (green), Piezo2

(red), and Tubb3 (white); yellow inset: Cck+Piezo2+Tubb3+ PSN in muscularis propria; red inset:

Cck+Piezo2+Tubb3+ PSN in lamina propria; or (E) Caleb (green), Chat (red), and Sst (white); inset:

Calcb+Chat+Sst+ PSN.

[0071] FIG. 29 - Expression profiles reveal key functions of mouse enteric neuron

subsets. Fraction of expressing cells (dot size) and the mean levels in expressing (non-zero) cells

(dot color) of select markers. (A) Major neurotransmitters and neuropeptides (left) and other genes

(right) (columns), across neuron subsets (rows). (B) unique markers (columns) across neuron

subsets (rows).

[0072] FIG. 30 - Reproducible cell subset distributions across ten human donors. (A-F)

Shared and donor-specific cell subsets in the human cell census. t-SNE of 134,835 RAISIN RNA-

seq profiles (A,D), 831 neurons (B,E), or 6,878 glia from cancer-proximal colon resections



collected from ten human donors, colored by cell subset (A-C) or patient identifier (D-F). (G-J)

Removal of oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) signal in human neurons improved clustering

by cell subset rather than cell state. t-SNE of human enteric neurons after removal of PC1 (G,

identical to C) and before removal of PC1 (H-J) colored by cell subset, PC1 score (I), or OXPHOS

expression score (J).

[0073] FIG. 31 - Expression profiles reveal key functions of human enteric neuron

subsets. Fraction of expressing cells (dot size) and the mean expression levels in expressing (non

zero) cells (dot color) of (A) major neurotransmitters and neuropeptides and (B) other genes

(columns) across human neuron subsets (rows). Due to low levels of CHAT expression, Applicants

used the acetylcholine transporter, SLC5A7, as a marker of cholinergic neurons.

[0074] FIG. 32 - Human enteric neurons express disease risk genes for autism,

Parkinson’s disease, schizophrenia, and IBD. Mean expression (scaled log2(TPlOK+l)) across

cell subsets (rows) of putative risk genes (columns) implicated by GWAS for autism, Parkinson’s

disease, schizophrenia, and IBD.

[0075] FIG. 33 - Examples of multiple tissues and multiple individuals for analysis by single-

cell genomics.

[0076] FIG. 34 - Single nuclei RNA-seq analysis pipeline.

[0077] FIG. 35 - Violin plots showing the number of genes detected per nuclei from two

preparations of nuclei counting reads mapping to exons only or exons and introns.

[0078] FIG. 36 - Graph showing the number of nuclei passing quality control from two

preparations of nuclei counting reads mapping to exons only or exons and introns.

[0079] FIG. 37 - Violin plots showing the number of genes detected per nuclei for nuclei

subsets identified. The data was filtered using thresholds for single cell RNA-seq.

[0080] FIG. 38 - Violin plots showing the number of genes detected per nuclei for nuclei

subsets identified. The data was filtered using thresholds for single cell RNA-seq. Plot showing

expression of TRAC in the nuclei subsets.

[0081] FIG. 39 - Illustration of applying filters to remove data obtained from droplets

containing a barcoded bead and doublets (two cells).

[0082] FIG. 40 - Illustration of applying filters to remove data obtained from droplets

containing ambient RNA.



[0083] FIG. 41 - Example of clustering lung cell subsets from a tissue sample.

[0084] FIG. 42 - Violin plots showing the number of genes detected per nuclei for four

preparations from the same individual tissue.

[0085] FIG. 43 - Violin plots showing the number of genes detected per nuclei for tissue

samples from three individuals using the same nuclei preparation.

[0086] FIG. 44 - Violin plots showing the proportion of reads mapping to mitochondrial genes

from nuclei isolated from lung and heart tissues.

[0087] FIG. 45 - tSNE plots combining single nuclei RNA-seq preparations from 12 samples.

Left panel shows clusters identified. Right panel shows cells from each individual. Illustrates tSNE

clusters cells by individuals without using batch correction.

[0088] FIG. 46 - tSNE plots combining single nuclei RNA-seq preparations from 12 samples.

Left panel shows clusters identified. Right panel shows cells from each individual. Illustrates tSNE

clusters cells by cell type when using batch correction (see, e.g., LIGER: Josh Welch, Evan

Macosko (BRAIN BICCN project), bioRxiv).

[0089] FIG. 47 - tSNE plots for each sample after combining single nuclei RNA-seq

preparations from the 12 samples. Each preparation shows similar clusters.

[0090] FIG. 48 - Heat map showing differential gene expression between the nuclei subsets.

[0091] FIG. 49 - tSNE of the single nuclei RNA-seq from the 12 lung samples showing

clustering of the major subsets of parenchymal, stromal, and immune cells in lung tissue.

[0092] FIG. 50 - tSNE of the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project tissues after using

improved single nuclei RNA-seq methods.

[0093] FIG. 51 - Schematic showing detection of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) using the

improved single nuclei RNA-seq pipeline and multiple individuals.

[0094] FIG. 52 - tSNE representing nuclei from three individuals that was pooled together

(top). tSNE showing demultiplexing of the nuclei (bottom).

[0095] FIG. 53A-53L - scRNA-Seq toolbox for fresh tumor samples. (53A, 53B) Study

Overview. (53A) sc/snRNA-Seq workflow, experimental and computational pipelines, and

protocol selection criteria. (53B) Tumor types in the study. Right column: recommended protocols

for fresh (black/cells) or frozen (blue/nuclei) tumor samples. (53C) Flow chart for collection and

processing of fresh tumor samples. (53D-53G) Comparison of three dissociation protocols applied



to one NSCLC sample. (53D) Protocol performance varies across cell types. Top and middle:

Distribution of number of reads/cell, number of UMI/cell, number of genes/cell, and fraction of

mitochondrial reads (y axes) in each protocol (x axis) across the entire dataset, Bottom:

Distribution of number of genes/cell y axis) only in epithelial cells (left) or in B cells (right). (53E)

Protocols vary in number of empty drops. UMAP embedding of single cell profiles (dots) for each

protocol, colored by assignment as cell (grey) or empty drop (black). Horizontal bars: fraction of

assigned cells (grey) and empty drops (black). (53F, 53G) Protocols vary in diversity of cell types

captured. (53F) Top: UMAP embedding of single cell profiles (dots) from all three protocols,

colored by assigned cell subset signature. Bottom: Proportion of cells in each subset in each of the

three protocols, and in an analysis using CD45 depletion; n indicates the number of recovered cells

passing QC. (53G) UMAP embedding as in (53F) colored by protocol. (53H-53L) Protocol

comparison across tumor types. (53H) Cell type composition. Proportion of cells assigned to each

cell subset signature (color) for each sample. R : Resection; B : Biopsy; A : Ascites; BD: Blood

draw; O-PDX: Orthotopic patient-derived xenograft. (53I-53L) QC metrics. The median number

of UMIs/cell, median number of genes/cell, median fraction of gene expression/cell from

mitochondrial genes, and fraction of empty drops (x axes) for each sample in (53H) (y axis).

[0096] FIG. 54A-54J - snRNA-Seq toolbox for frozen tumor samples. (54A) Flow chart for

collection and processing of frozen tumor samples. (54B-54D) Comparison of four nucleus

isolation protocols in one neuroblastoma sample. (54B) Variation in protocol performance.

Distribution of number of UMI/nucleus, number of genes/nucleus, and fraction of mitochondrial

reads (y axes) in each protocol (x axis) across all nuclei in the dataset. (54C, 54D) Protocols vary

in diversity of cell types captured. (54C) Top: UMAP embedding of single nucleus profiles (dots)

from all four protocols, colored by assigned cell subset signature. Bottom: Proportion of cells from

each subset in each of the four protocols. (54D) UMAP embedding as in (54C) colored by protocol.

(54E-54H) Protocol comparison across tumor types. (54E) Cell-type composition. Proportion of

cells assigned with each cell subset signature (color) for each sample. R : Resection; B : Biopsy; A :

Ascites; BD: Blood draw; O-PDX: Orthotopic patient-derived xenograft. (54F-54H) QC metrics.

Median number of UMI/nucleus, median number of genes/nucleus, and median fraction of gene

expression/nucleus from mitochondrial genes for each sample in (54E). (54I-54J) scRNA-seq and

snRNA-seq comparison in neuroblastoma. (541) Compositional differences between scRNA-Seq



and snRNA-Seq of the same sample. UMAP embedding of scRNA-seq and snRNA-Seq profiles

of the same sample combined by CCA (Butler et al. Nature biotechnology 36:41 1-420 (2018)).

(Methods) showing profiles (dots) from either scRNA-seq (left) or snRNA-Seq (right), colored by

assigned cell type signatures. Bottom: Proportion of cells in each subset in the two protocols. (54J)

Agreement in scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq intrinsic profiles. UMAP embedding as in (541)

showing both scRNA-seq and snRNA-Seq profiles, colored by assigned cell type signatures (top,

colored as in (541)) or by protocol (bottom).

[0097] FIG. 55 - Overview of processed samples. Samples processed in this study are listed

by tumor type (rows), along with their ID, tissue source (fresh or frozen, and OCT embedding),

processing protocols tested, the recommended protocol, and the Figure showing the sample’s

analysis.

[0098] FIG. 56A-560 - ScRNA-Seq protocol comparison for one NSCLC sample. (45A)

Sample processing and QC overview. For each protocol, shown are the number of cells passing

QC, and the number of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all cells. The remaining

metrics are reported for those cells passing QC: the median number of reads per cell, median

number of UMIs per cell, median number of genes per cell, median fraction of UMIs mapping to

mitochondrial genes, median fraction of duplicated UMIs per cell, fraction of cell barcodes called

as empty droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes called as doublets. (56B) Read mapping QCs. The

percent of bases in the sequencing reads y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and

intergenic regions (x axis) across the three protocols (colored bars). (56C-56D) Overall and cell

types specific QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number

of genes per cell, fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell, and fraction of

duplicated UMIs per cell (y axes) in each of the three protocols (x axis), for all cells passing QC

(56C) and for cells passing QC from each cell type (56D, rows; if a protocol has no cells of that

type, it is not shown). (56E, 56F) Relation of empty droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP

embedding of single cell (grey), “empty droplet” (red, top), and doublet (red, bottom) profiles for

each protocol. (56G-56I) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single cell profiles from each

protocol colored by assigned cell type signature. (56J-56L) Inferred CNA profiles. Chromosomal

amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across

the single cells (rows). Top: reference cells not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type.



Bottom: cells tested for CNA relative to the reference cells. Color bar: assigned cell type signature

for each cell. (56M-560) Ambient RNA estimates. SoupX (Young et al. BioRxiv 303727 (2018)).

estimates of the fraction of RNA in each cell type derived from ambient RNA contamination (y

axis), with cell types ordered by their mean number of UMIs/cell (x axis). Red line: global average

of contamination fraction; Green line: LOWESS smoothed estimate of the contamination fraction

within each cell type, along with the associated confidence interval.

[0099] FIG. 57A-57H - ScRNA-Seq protocol comparison for NSCLC following read

down-sampling. Shown are analyses for NSCLC14 (as in Fig. 56), but after the total number of

sequencing reads within each sample was down-sampled to match the protocol with the fewest

total sequencing reads. (57A) Sample processing and QC overview. For each protocol, shown are

the number of cells passing QC. The remaining metrics are reported for those cells passing QC:

median number of UMIs per cell, median number of genes per cell, median fraction of UMIs

mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell, fraction of cell barcodes called as empty droplets,

and fraction of cell barcodes called as doublets. (57B, 57C) Overall and cell types specific QCs.

Distribution of the number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell, and fraction of gene

expression per cell from mitochondrial genes y axes) in each of the three protocols (x axis), for

all cells passing QC (57B) and for cells from each cell type (57C, rows; if a protocol has no cells

of that type, it is not shown). (57D, 57E) Relation of empty droplets and doublets to cell types.

UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single cell (grey), “empty droplet” (red, left),

and doublet (red, right) profiles for each protocol (57F-57H) Cell type assignment. UMAP

embedding of single cell profiles from each protocol colored by assigned cell type signature.

[00100] FIG. 58A-58I - Depletion protocol enriches for malignant cells in freshly processed

NSCLC. Cells were processed using the PDEC protocol or the PDEC protocol combined with

depletion of CD45+ cells. (58A) Sample processing and QC overview. For each protocol, shown

are the number of cells passing QC, and the number of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation

across all cells. The remaining metrics are reported for those cells passing QC: median number of

reads per cell, median number of UMIs per cell, median number of genes per cell, median fraction

of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell, fraction of cell barcodes called as empty

droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes called as doublets. (58B) Read mapping QCs. The percent

of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic



regions (x axis) in each of the two protocols (colored bars). (58C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the

number of reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell, and fraction of UMIs

mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell (y axes) in each of the three protocols (x axis) for all

cells passing QC. (58D, 58E) Relation of empty droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP

embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single cell (grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and

doublet (red, right) profiles for each protocol. (58F-58G) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding

of single cell profiles from each protocol colored by assigned cell type signature. (58H-58I)

Inferred CNA profiles for cells from each protocol. Chromosomal amplification (red) and deletion

(blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across the single cells (rows). Top:

reference cells not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: cells tested for CNA

relative to the reference cells. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each cell.

[00101] FIG. 59A-59I - Application of CD45+ cell depletion protocol for processing ascites

from ovarian cancer. (59A) Sample processing and QC overview. Shown are the number of cells

passing QC, and the number of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all cells. The

remaining metrics are reported for those cells passing QC: median number of reads per cell, median

number of UMIs per cell, median number of genes per cell, median fraction of UMIs mapping to

mitochondrial genes in each cell, fraction of cell barcodes called as empty droplets, and fraction

of cell barcodes called as doublets. (59B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the

sequencing reads y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis).

(59C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number

of genes per cell, and fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell (y axes) for

all cells passing QC. (59D, 59E) Relation of empty droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP

embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single cell (grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and

doublet (red, right) profiles. (59F) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single cell profiles

colored by assigned cell type signature. (59G, 59H) Flow-cytometry comparison of single cells

isolated (59G) without or (59H) with depletion of CD45+ cells. Cells were gated by FSC and SSC

(first column), doublets removed using FSC-A and FSC-H (second column), live cells identified

using 7AAD (third column), and the distribution of immune and non-immune cells quantified

using a CD45 antibody (fourth column). (591) Inferred CNA profiles for cells. Chromosomal

amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across



the single cells (rows). Top: reference cells not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type.

Bottom: cells tested for CNA relative to the reference cells. Color bar: assigned cell type signature

for each cell.

[00102] FIG. 60A-60G - Protocol for lymph node resection of metastatic breast cancer.

(60A) Sample processing and QC overview. Shown are the number of cells passing QC, and the

number of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all cells. The remaining metrics are

reported for those cells passing QC: median number of reads per cell, median number of UMIs per

cell, median number of genes per cell, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes

in each cell, fraction of cell barcodes called as empty droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes called

as doublets. (60B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis)

mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (60C) Overall QCs.

Distribution of the number of reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell,

and fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell y axes) for all cells passing

QC. (60D, 60E) Relation of empty droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and

fraction (horizontal bar) of single cell (grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and doublet (red, right)

profiles. (60F) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single cell profiles colored by assigned

cell type signature. (60G) Inferred CNA profiles for cells. Chromosomal amplification (red) and

deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across the single cells (rows).

Top: reference cells not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: cells tested for CNA

relative to the reference cells. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each cell.

[00103] FIG. 61A-61G - Protocol for lymph node biopsy of metastatic breast cancer. (61 A)

Sample processing and QC overview. Shown are the number of cells passing QC, and the number

of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all cells. The remaining metrics are reported

for those cells passing QC: median number of reads per cell, median number of UMIs per cell,

median number of genes per cell, median fraction of fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial

genes in each cell, fraction of cell barcodes called as empty droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes

called as doublets. (61B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis)

mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (61C) Overall QCs.

Distribution of the number of reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell,

and fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell (y axes) for all cells passing



QC. (61D, 61E) Relation of empty droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and

fraction (horizontal bar) of single cell (grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and doublet (red, right)

profiles. (61F) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single cell profiles colored by assigned

cell type signature. (61G) Inferred CNA profiles for cells. Chromosomal amplification (red) and

deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across the single cells (rows).

Top: reference cells not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: cells tested for CNA

relative to the reference cells. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each cell.

[00104] FIG. 62A-62G - Protocol for liver biopsy of metastatic breast cancer. (62A) Sample

processing and QC overview. Shown are the number of cells passing QC, and the number of

sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all cells. The remaining metrics are reported

for those cells passing QC: median number of reads per cell, median number of UMIs per cell,

median number of genes per cell, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in

each cell, fraction of cell barcodes called as empty droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes called as

doublets. (62B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping

to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (62C) Overall QCs. Distribution of

the number of reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell, and fraction of

UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell y axes) for all cells passing QC. (62D, 62E)

Relation of empty droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal

bar) of single cell (grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and doublet (red, right) profiles. (62F) Cell

type assignment. UMAP embedding of single cell profiles colored by assigned cell type signature.

(62G) Inferred CNA profiles for cells. Chromosomal amplification (red) and deletion (blue)

inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across the single cells (rows). Top: reference

cells not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: cells tested for CNA relative to the

reference cells. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each cell.

[00105] FIG. 63A-63G - Protocol for liver biopsy of metastatic breast cancer. (63A) Sample

processing and QC overview. Shown are the number of cells passing QC, and the number of

sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all cells. The remaining metrics are reported

for those cells passing QC: median number of reads per cell, median number of UMIs per cell,

median number of genes per cell, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in

each cell, fraction of cell barcodes called as empty droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes called as



doublets. (63B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping

to the transcriptome and intergenic regions (x axis). (63C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number

of reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell, and fraction of UMIs mapping

to mitochondrial genes in each cell y axes) for all cells passing QC. (63D, 63E) Relation of empty

droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single cell

(grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and doublet (red, right) profiles. (63F) Cell type assignment.

UMAP embedding of single cell profiles colored by assigned cell type signature. (63 G) Inferred

CNA profiles for cells. Chromosomal amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each

chromosomal position (columns) across the single cells (rows). Top: reference cells not expected

to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: cells tested for CNA relative to the reference cells.

Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each cell.

[00106] FIG. 64A-64G - Protocol for pre-treatment biopsy of neuroblastoma. (64A)

Sample processing and QC overview. Shown are the number of cells passing QC, and the number

of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all cells. The remaining metrics are reported

for those cells passing QC: median number of reads per cell, median number of UMIs per cell,

median number of genes per cell, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in

each cell, fraction of cell barcodes called as empty droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes called as

doublets. (64B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping

to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (64C) Overall QCs. Distribution of

the number of reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell, and fraction of

UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell (y axes) for all cells passing QC. (64D, 64E)

Relation of empty droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal

bar) of single cell (grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and doublet (red, right) profiles. (64F) Cell

type assignment. UMAP embedding of single cell profiles colored by assigned cell type signature.

(64G) Inferred CNA profiles for cells. Chromosomal amplification (red) and deletion (blue)

inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across the single cells (rows). Top: reference

cells not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: cells tested for CNA relative to the

reference cells. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each cell.

[00107] FIG. 65A-65G - Protocol for post-treatment resection of neuroblastoma. (65A)

Sample processing and QC overview. Shown are the number of cells passing QC, and the number



of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all cells. The remaining metrics are reported

for those cells passing QC: median number of reads per cell, median number of UMIs per cell,

median number of genes per cell, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in

each cell, fraction of cell barcodes called as empty droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes called as

doublets. (65B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping

to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (65C) Overall QCs. Distribution of

the number of reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell, and fraction of

UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell y axes) for all cells passing QC. (65D, 65E)

Relation of empty droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal

bar) of single cell (grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and doublet (red, right) profiles. (65F) Cell

type assignment. UMAP embedding of single cell profiles colored by assigned cell type signature.

(65G) Inferred CNA profiles for cells. Chromosomal amplification (red) and deletion (blue)

inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across the single cells (rows). Top: reference

cells not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: cells tested for CNA relative to the

reference cells. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each cell.

[00108] FIG. 66A-66F - Protocol for O-PDX of neuroblastoma. (66A) Sample processing

and QC overview. Shown are the number of cells passing QC, and the number of sequencing reads

and sequencing saturation across all cells. The remaining metrics are reported for those cells

passing QC: median number of reads per cell, median number of UMIs per cell, median number

of genes per cell, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell, fraction

of cell barcodes called as empty droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes called as doublets. (66B)

Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome,

transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (66C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of

reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell, and fraction of UMIs mapping

to mitochondrial genes in each cell (y axes) for all cells passing QC. (66D, 66E) Relation of empty

droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single cell

(grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and doublet (red, right) profiles. (66F) Cell type assignment.

UMAP embedding of single cell profiles colored by assigned cell type signature.

[00109] FIG. 67A-67G - Protocol for resection of neuroblastoma. (67A) Sample processing

and QC overview. Shown are the number of cells passing QC, and the number of sequencing reads



and sequencing saturation across all cells. The remaining metrics are reported for those cells

passing QC: median number of reads per cell, median number of UMIs per cell, median number

of genes per cell, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell, fraction

of cell barcodes called as empty droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes called as doublets. (67B)

Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome,

transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (67C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of

reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell, and fraction of UMIs mapping

to mitochondrial genes in each cell y axes) for all cells passing QC. (67D, 67E) Relation of empty

droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single cell

(grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and doublet (red, right) profiles. (67F) Cell type assignment.

UMAP embedding of single cell profiles colored by assigned cell type signature. (67G) Inferred

CNA profiles for cells. Chromosomal amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each

chromosomal position (columns) across the single cells (rows). Top: reference cells not expected

to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: cells tested for CNA relative to the reference cells.

Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each cell.

[00110] FIG. 68A-68G - Protocol for resection of glioma. (68A) Sample processing and QC

overview. Shown are the number of cells passing QC, and the number of sequencing reads and

sequencing saturation across all cells. The remaining metrics are reported for those cells passing

QC: median number of reads per cell, median number of UMIs per cell, median number of genes

per cell, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell, fraction of cell

barcodes called as empty droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes called as doublets. (68B) Read

mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome,

transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (68C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of

reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell, and fraction of UMIs mapping

to mitochondrial genes in each cell (y axes) for all cells passing QC. (68D, 68E) Relation of empty

droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single cell

(grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and doublet (red, right) profiles. (68F) Cell type assignment.

UMAP embedding of single cell profiles colored by assigned cell type signature. (68G) Inferred

CNA profiles for cells. Chromosomal amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each

chromosomal position (columns) across the single cells (rows). Top: reference cells not expected



to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: cells tested for CNA relative to the reference cells.

Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each cell.

[00111] FIG. 69A-69G - Protocol for resection of ovarian cancer. (69A) Sample processing

and QC overview. Shown are the number of cells passing QC, and the number of sequencing reads

and sequencing saturation across all cells. The remaining metrics are reported for those cells

passing QC: median number of reads per cell, median number of UMIs per cell, median number

of genes per cell, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell, fraction

of cell barcodes called as empty droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes called as doublets. (69B)

Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome,

transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (69C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of

reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell, and fraction of UMIs mapping

to mitochondrial genes in each cell y axes) for all cells passing QC. (69D, 69E) Relation of empty

droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single cell

(grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and doublet (red, right) profiles. (69F) Cell type assignment.

UMAP embedding of single cell profiles colored by assigned cell type signature. (69G) Inferred

CNA profiles for cells. Chromosomal amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each

chromosomal position (columns) across the single cells (rows). Top: reference cells not expected

to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: cells tested for CNA relative to the reference cells.

Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each cell.

[00112] FIG. 70A-70G - Protocol for cryopreserved sample of CLL. (70A) Sample

processing and QC overview. Shown are the number of cells passing QC, and the number of

sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all cells. The remaining metrics are reported

for those cells passing QC: median number of reads per cell, median number of UMIs per cell,

median number of genes per cell, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in

each cell, fraction of cell barcodes called as empty droplets, and fraction of cell barcodes called as

doublets. (70B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping

to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (70C) Overall QCs. Distribution of

the number of reads per cell, number of UMIs per cell, number of genes per cell, and fraction of

UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each cell (y axes) for all cells passing QC. (70D, 70E)

Relation of empty droplets and doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal



bar) of single cell (grey), “empty droplet” (red, left) and doublet (red, right) profiles. (70F) Cell

type assignment. UMAP embedding of single cell profiles colored by assigned cell type signature.

(70G) Inferred CNA profiles for cells. Chromosomal amplification (red) and deletion (blue)

inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across the single cells (rows). Top: reference

cells not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: cells tested for CNA relative to the

reference cells. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each cell.

[00113] FIG. 71A-71M - SnRNA-Seq protocol comparison for one neuroblastoma sample.

(71 A) Sample processing and QC overview. For each protocol, shown are the number of nuclei

passing QC, and the number of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all nuclei. The

remaining metrics are reported for those nuclei passing QC: the median number of reads per

nucleus, median number of UMIs per nucleus, median number of genes per nucleus, median

fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus, median fraction of duplicated

UMIs per nucleus, and fraction of nucleus barcodes called as doublets. (71B) Read mapping QCs.

The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and

intergenic regions (x axis) across the four protocols (colored bars). (71C-71D) Overall and cell

types specific QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per nucleus, number of UMIs per nucleus,

number of genes per nucleus, fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus,

and fraction of duplicated UMIs per nucleus y axes) in each of the four protocols (x axis), for all

nuclei passing QC (71C) and for nuclei from each cell type (71D, rows; if a protocol has no cells

of that type, it is not shown). (71E) Relation of doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and

fraction (horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet (red) profiles for each protocol. (71F-

711) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single nucleus profiles from each protocol

colored by assigned cell type signature. (71J-71M) Inferred CNA profiles. Chromosomal

amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across

the single nuclei (rows). Top: reference nuclei not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type.

Bottom: nuclei tested for CNA relative to the reference nuclei. Color bar: assigned cell type

signature for each nucleus.

[00114] FIG. 72A-72H - SnRNA-Seq protocol comparison for neuroblastoma following

read down-sampling. Shown are analyses for NB HTAPP-244-SMP-451 (as in Fig. 71), but after

the total number of sequencing reads within each sample was down-sampled to match the protocol



with the fewest total sequencing reads. (72A) Sample processing and QC overview. For each

protocol, shown are the number of nuclei passing QC. The remaining metrics are reported for those

nuclei passing QC: median number of UMIs per nucleus, median number of genes per nucleus,

median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus, and fraction of nucleus

barcodes called as doublets. (72B, 72C) Overall and cell types specific QCs. Distribution of the

number of UMIs per nucleus, number of genes per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to

mitochondrial genes in each nucleus (y axes) in each of the four protocols (x axis), for all nuclei

passing QC (72B) and for nuclei from each cell type (72C, rows; if a protocol has no cells of that

type, it is not shown). (72D) Relation of doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction

(horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet (red) profiles for each protocol. (72E-72H)

Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single nucleus profiles from each protocol colored by

assigned cell type signature.

[00115] FIG. 73A-73H - Protocol comparison for resection of a breast cancer metastasis

from the brain. (73A) Sample processing and QC overview. For each protocol, shown are the

number of nuclei passing QC, and the number of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation

across all nuclei. The remaining metrics are reported for those nuclei passing QC: median number

of reads per nucleus, median number of UMIs per nucleus, median number of genes per nucleus,

median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus, and fraction of nucleus

barcodes called as doublets. (73B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing

reads y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (73C) Overall

QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per nucleus, number of UMIs per nucleus, number of

genes per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus (y axes)

for all nuclei passing QC. (73D) Relation of doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction

(horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet (red) profiles for each protocol. (73E-73F)

Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single nucleus profiles from each protocol colored by

assigned cell type signature. (73G-73H) Inferred CNA profiles for nuclei. Chromosomal

amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across

the single nuclei (rows). Top: reference nuclei not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type.

Bottom: nuclei tested for CNA relative to the reference nuclei. Color bar: assigned cell type

signature for each nucleus.



[00116] FIG. 74A-74H - Protocol comparison for resection of metastatic breast cancer

from the brain. (74A) Sample processing and QC overview. For each protocol, shown are the

number of nuclei passing QC, and the number of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation

across all nuclei. The remaining metrics are reported for those nuclei passing QC: median number

of reads per nucleus, median number of UMIs per nucleus, median number of genes per nucleus,

median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus, and fraction of nucleus

barcodes called as doublets. (74B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing

reads (y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (74C) Overall

QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per nucleus, number of UMIs per nucleus, number of

genes per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus y axes)

for all nuclei passing QC. (74D) Relation of doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction

(horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet (red) profiles for each protocol. (74E-74F)

Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single nucleus profiles from each protocol colored by

assigned cell type signature. (74G-74H) Inferred CNA profiles for nuclei. Chromosomal

amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across

the single nuclei (rows). Top: reference nuclei not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type.

Bottom: nuclei tested for CNA relative to the reference nuclei. Color bar: assigned cell type

signature for each nucleus.

[00117] FIG. 75A-75H - Protocol comparison for biopsy of metastatic breast cancer from

the liver. (75A) Sample processing and QC overview. For each protocol, shown are the number

of nuclei passing QC, and the number of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all

nuclei. The remaining metrics are reported for those nuclei passing QC: median number of reads

per nucleus, median number of UMIs per nucleus, median number of genes per nucleus, median

fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus, and fraction of nucleus barcodes

called as doublets. (75B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis)

mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (75C) Overall QCs.

Distribution of the number of reads per nucleus, number of UMIs per nucleus, number of genes

per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus (y axes) for all

nuclei passing QC. (75D) Relation of doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction

(horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet (red) profiles for each protocol. (75E-75F)



Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single nucleus profiles from each protocol colored by

assigned cell type signature. (75G-75H) Inferred CNA profiles for nuclei. Chromosomal

amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across

the single nuclei (rows). Top: reference nuclei not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type.

Bottom: nuclei tested for CNA relative to the reference nuclei. Color bar: assigned cell type

signature for each nucleus.

[00118] FIG. 76A-76J - Protocol comparison for resection of ovarian cancer. (76A) Sample

processing and QC overview. For each protocol, shown are the number of nuclei passing QC, and

the number of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all nuclei. The remaining metrics

are reported for those nuclei passing QC: median number of reads per nucleus, median number of

UMIs per nucleus, median number of genes per nucleus, median fraction of UMIs mapping to

mitochondrial genes in each nucleus, and fraction of nucleus barcodes called as doublets. (76B)

Read mapping QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome,

transcriptome, and intergenic regions (x axis). (76C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of

reads per nucleus, number of UMIs per nucleus, number of genes per nucleus, and fraction of

UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus y axes) for all nuclei passing QC. (76D)

Relation of doublets to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single nucleus

(grey) and doublet (red) profiles for each protocol. (76E-76G) Cell type assignment. UMAP

embedding of single nucleus profiles from each protocol colored by assigned cell type signature.

(76H-76J) Inferred CNA profiles for nuclei. Chromosomal amplification (red) and deletion (blue)

inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across the single nuclei (rows). Top: reference

nuclei not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: nuclei tested for CNA relative to

the reference nuclei. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each nucleus.

[00119] FIG. 77A-77H - Protocol comparison for resection of sarcoma. (77A) Sample

processing and QC overview. For each protocol, shown are the number of nuclei passing QC, and

the number of sequencing reads and sequencing saturation across all nuclei. The remaining metrics

are reported for those nuclei passing QC: median number of reads per nucleus, median number of

UMIs per nucleus, median number of genes per nucleus, median fraction of UMIs mapping to

mitochondrial genes, and fraction of nucleus barcodes called as doublets. (77B) Read mapping

QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome,



and intergenic regions (x axis). (77C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per nucleus,

number of UMIs per nucleus, number of genes per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to

mitochondrial genes in each nucleus (y axes) for all nuclei passing QC. (77D) Relation of doublets

to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet

(red) profiles for each protocol. (77E-77F) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single

nucleus profiles from each protocol colored by assigned cell type signature. (77G-77H) Inferred

CNA profiles for nuclei. Chromosomal amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each

chromosomal position (columns) across the single nuclei (rows). Top: reference nuclei not

expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: nuclei tested for CNA relative to the

reference nuclei. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each nucleus.

[00120] FIG. 78A-78F - Protocol for resection of glioma. (78A) Sample processing and QC

overview. Shown are the number of nuclei passing QC, and the number of sequencing reads and

sequencing saturation across all nuclei. The remaining metrics are reported for those nuclei passing

QC: median number of reads per nucleus, median number of UMIs per nucleus, median number

of genes per nucleus, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus,

and fraction of nucleus barcodes called as doublets. (78B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of

bases in the sequencing reads y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic

regions (x axis). (78C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per nucleus, number of

UMIs per nucleus, number of genes per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial

genes in each nucleus (y axes) for all nuclei passing QC. (78D) Relation of doublets to cell types.

UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet (red) profiles.

(78E) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single nucleus profiles colored by assigned cell

type signature. (78F) Inferred CNA profiles for nuclei. Chromosomal amplification (red) and

deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across the single nuclei (rows).

Top: reference nuclei not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: nuclei tested for

CNA relative to the reference nuclei. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each nucleus.

[00121] FIG. 79A-79E - Protocol for O-PDX of neuroblastoma. (79A) Sample processing

and QC overview. Shown are the number of nuclei passing QC, and the number of sequencing

reads and sequencing saturation across all nuclei. The remaining metrics are reported for those

nuclei passing QC: median number of reads per nucleus, median number of UMIs per nucleus,



median number of genes per nucleus, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in

each nucleus, and fraction of nucleus barcodes called as doublets. (79B) Read mapping QCs. The

percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and

intergenic regions (x axis). (79C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per nucleus,

number of UMIs per nucleus, number of genes per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to

mitochondrial genes in each nucleus y axes) for all nuclei passing QC. (79D) Relation of doublets

to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet

(red) profiles. (79E) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single nucleus profiles colored

by assigned cell type signature.

[00122] FIG. 80A-80F - Protocol for resection of neuroblastoma. (80A) Sample processing

and QC overview. Shown are the number of nuclei passing QC, and the number of sequencing

reads and sequencing saturation across all nuclei. The remaining metrics are reported for those

nuclei passing QC: median number of reads per nucleus, median number of UMIs per nucleus,

median number of genes per nucleus, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in

each nucleus, and fraction of nucleus barcodes called as doublets. (80B) Read mapping QCs. The

percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and

intergenic regions (x axis). (80C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per nucleus,

number of UMIs per nucleus, number of genes per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to

mitochondrial genes in each nucleus (y axes) for all nuclei passing QC. (80D) Relation of doublets

to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet

(red) profiles for each protocol. (80E) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single nucleus

profiles from each protocol colored by assigned cell type signature. (80F) Inferred CNA profiles

for nuclei. Chromosomal amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal

position (columns) across the single nuclei (rows). Top: reference nuclei not expected to contain

CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: nuclei tested for CNA relative to the reference nuclei. Color bar:

assigned cell type signature for each nucleus.

[00123] FIG. 81A-81F - Protocol for resection of sarcoma. (81 A) Sample processing and QC

overview. Shown are the number of nuclei passing QC, the number of sequencing reads, and

sequencing saturation across all nuclei. The remaining metrics are reported for those nuclei passing

QC: median number of reads per nucleus, median number of UMIs per nucleus, median number



of genes per nucleus, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus,

and fraction of nucleus barcodes called as doublets. (81B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of

bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic

regions (x axis). (81C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per nucleus, number of

UMIs per nucleus, number of genes per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial

genes in each nucleus y axes) for all nuclei passing QC. (81D) Relation of doublets to cell types.

UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet (red) profiles.

(81E) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single nucleus profiles colored by assigned cell

type signature. (81F) Inferred CNA profiles for nuclei. Chromosomal amplification (red) and

deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across the single nuclei (rows).

Top: reference nuclei not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: nuclei tested for

CNA relative to the reference nuclei. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each nucleus.

[00124] FIG. 82A-82F - Protocol for resection of melanoma. (82A) Sample processing and

QC overview. Shown are the number of nuclei passing QC, the number of sequencing reads, and

sequencing saturation across all nuclei. The remaining metrics are reported for those nuclei passing

QC: median number of reads per nucleus, median number of UMIs per nucleus, median number

of genes per nucleus, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus,

and fraction of nucleus barcodes called as doublets. (82B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of

bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic

regions (x axis). (82C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per nucleus, number of

UMIs per nucleus, number of genes per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial

genes in each nucleus (y axes) for all nuclei passing QC. (82D) Relation of doublets to cell types.

UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet (red) profiles.

(82E) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single nucleus profiles colored by assigned cell

type signature. (82F) Inferred CNA profiles for nuclei. Chromosomal amplification (red) and

deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across the single nuclei (rows).

Top: reference nuclei not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: nuclei tested for

CNA relative to the reference nuclei. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each nucleus.

[00125] FIG. 83A-83F - Protocol for resection of melanoma. (83A) Sample processing and

QC overview. Shown are the number of nuclei passing QC, the number of sequencing reads, and



sequencing saturation across all nuclei. The remaining metrics are reported for those nuclei passing

QC: median number of reads per nucleus, median number of UMIs per nucleus, median number

of genes per nucleus, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each nucleus,

and fraction of nucleus barcodes called as doublets. (83B) Read mapping QCs. The percent of

bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome, and intergenic

regions (x axis). (83C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per nucleus, number of

UMIs per nucleus, number of genes per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial

genes in each nucleus y axes) for all nuclei passing QC. (83D) Relation of doublets to cell types.

UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet (red) profiles.

(83E) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single nucleus profiles colored by assigned cell

type signature. (83F) Inferred CNA profiles for nuclei. Chromosomal amplification (red) and

deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across the single nuclei (rows).

Top: reference nuclei not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type. Bottom: nuclei tested for

CNA relative to the reference nuclei. Color bar: assigned cell type signature for each nucleus.

[00126] FIG. 84A-84F - Protocol for cryopreserved sample of CLL. (84A) Sample

processing and QC overview. Shown are the number of nuclei passing QC, the number of

sequencing reads, and sequencing saturation across all nuclei. The remaining metrics are reported

for those nuclei passing QC: median number of reads per nucleus, median number of UMIs per

nucleus, median number of genes per nucleus, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial

genes in each nucleus, and fraction of nucleus barcodes called as doublets. (84B) Read mapping

QCs. The percent of bases in the sequencing reads (y axis) mapping to the genome, transcriptome,

and intergenic regions (x axis). (84C) Overall QCs. Distribution of the number of reads per nucleus,

number of UMIs per nucleus, number of genes per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to

mitochondrial genes in each nucleus (y axes) for all nuclei passing QC. (84D) Relation of doublets

to cell types. UMAP embedding and fraction (horizontal bar) of single nucleus (grey) and doublet

(red) profiles. (84E) Cell type assignment. UMAP embedding of single nucleus profiles colored

by assigned cell type signature. (84F) Inferred CNA profiles for nuclei. Chromosomal

amplification (red) and deletion (blue) inferred in each chromosomal position (columns) across

the single nuclei (rows). Top: reference nuclei not expected to contain CNA in this cancer type.



Bottom: nuclei tested for CNA relative to the reference nuclei. Color bar: assigned cell type

signature for each nucleus.

[00127] FIG. 85A, 85B - Protocol comparison of V2 and V3 chemistry from lOx Genomics

on a resection of sarcoma. (85A) Sample processing and QC overview. For each protocol, shown

are the number of nuclei passing QC, after the total number of sequencing reads from the V3

protocol data was down-sampled to match the number of reads in the V2 data. The remaining

metrics are reported for those nuclei passing QC: median number of UMIs per nucleus, median

number of genes per nucleus, median fraction of UMIs mapping to mitochondrial genes in each

nucleus, and fraction of nucleus barcodes called as doublets. (85B) Overall QCs. Distribution of

number of UMIs per nucleus, number of genes per nucleus, and fraction of UMIs mapping to

mitochondrial genes in each nucleus y axes) for all nuclei passing QC.

[00128] FIG. 86A-86C - Comparison of scRNA-Seq and snRNA-Seq from a single blood

draw sample of CLL (CLL1). (86A-86C) UMAP embedding of single cell and single nucleus

profiles after batch correction by CCA (Methods) colored by either assigned cell type signature

(86A; fractions in horizontal bar), cluster assignment (86B) or data type (c, cells or nuclei;

horizontal bar: cluster assignment).

[00129] FIG. 87A-87C - Comparison of scRNA-Seq and snRNA-Seq from a single

metastatic breast cancer sample (HTAPP-963-SMP-4741). (87A-87C) UMAP embedding of

single cell and single nucleus profiles after batch correction by CCA (Methods) colored by either

assigned cell type signature (87A; fractions in horizontal bar), cluster assignment (87B) or data

type (87C, cells or nuclei; horizontal bar: cluster assignment).

[00130] FIG. 88A-88C - Comparison of scRNA-Seq and snRNA-Seq from a single

neuroblastoma sample (HTAPP-656-SMP-3481). (88A-88C) UMAP embedding of single cell

and single nucleus profiles after batch correction by CCA (Methods) colored by either assigned

cell type signature (88A; fractions in horizontal bar), cluster assignment (88B) or data type (88C,

cells or nuclei; horizontal bar: cluster assignment).

[00131] FIG. 89A-89C - Comparison of scRNA-Seq and snRNA-Seq from a single O-PDX

neuroblastoma sample. (89A-89C) UMAP embedding of single cell and single nucleus profiles

after batch correction by CCA (Methods) colored by either assigned cell type signature (89A;



fractions in horizontal bar), cluster assignment (89B) or data type (89C, cells or nuclei; horizontal

bar: cluster assignment).

[00132] FIG. 90 - Validation of the SoxlO-Cre driver. Triple-transgenic mice harboring

SoxlO-Cre; INTACT; conditional tdTomato alleles were used to evaluate concordance of

genetically labeled cells and TUBB3 immunofluorescence.

[00133] FIG. 91A-91C - High quality neuron and glia transcriptomes. Mean expression

levels (log2(TPlOK+l)) of hallmark genes (x axis) across cell subsets (y axis) for major cell classes

(91 A), neuron subsets (91B), or glia subsets (91C). Cell subsets were profiled using either Smart-

Seq2 (SS2) or droplet-based methods.

[00134] FIG. 92A-92F - Detection of Tph2 expression in the brain, but not colon. (92A)

Schematic of coronal brain section. Raphe nuclei contain serotonergic (Tph2+) neurons and served

as a positive control. The pontine reticular nucleus does not contain Tph2—expressing neurons and

served as a negative control. (92B, 92C) Representative images of smFISH for Tph2 in the mouse

brain (92B) and colon (92C) of SoxlO-Cre; INTACT (GFP) mice (n = 2 animals; 12 colon

sections). (92D, 92E) Representative images of smFISH for Tph2 in the mouse brain (92B) and

colon (92C) of wild-type C57BL/6J mice (n = 2 animals; 12 colon sections). (92F) Analysis of

bulk RNA-seq data from several tissues of C57BL/6 mice (Sollner et al. 2017). RNA expression

of Tphl and Tph2 from the brain, colon and small intestine. RNA expression independently

analyzed in three mice per tissue is indicated 1-3.

[00135] FIG. 93 - An overview of cloud-based analysis. The flow chart and table show that

the pipeline for cloud based analysis after data processing is efficient and quick - it allows one

analyze about a million cells within 2 hours as compared to runs that take days. It is also shareable

and reproducible.

[00136] FIGs. 94A-94B - Fresh tissue test case for non-small cell lung carcinoma

(NSCLC). (94A) Technical QCs for three different cell dissociation protocols. While the QCs look

similar, each protocol results in a different proportion of cell types. (95B) Cell type diversity

achieved from each protocol. NSCLC samples from all three cell dissociation protocols are

embedded. Similar numbers of cells were recovered across protocols, but different cell type

proportions.



[00137] FIG. 95 - Cell type-specific QCs for three different dissociation protocols. The C4

protocol has the greatest number of genes detected per cell overall. The LE protocol has the

greatest number of genes detected per cell in epithelial cells. The PDEC protocol has the greatest

number of genes detected per cell in B cells.

[00138] FIG. 96 - The fresh tumor toolbox was used successfully across six tumor types.

Five types of fresh tumors were processed: non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC), metastatic

breast cancer (MBC), ovarian cancer, glioblastoma (GBM), and neuroblastoma, as well as a

cryopreserved non-solid, chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL).

[00139] FIG. 97 - QC assessment across all cells in a sample and per cell type for tumors

processed in Figure 96. QCs and cell proportions were measured for all of them. A recommended

protocol was chosen for each tumor type.

[00140] FIG. 98 - Workflow of single nucleus RNA-seq from frozen tissue.

[00141] FIG. 99 - snRNA-seq toolbox for processing frozen tissue. The best approach was

testing four different nucleus isolation buffers, three of which were very similar to each other apart

from the detergent and the original buffer EZ.

[00142] FIG. 100 - The frozen tumor toolbox was used successfully across 7 tumor types.

[00143] FIG. 101 - snRNA -seq of pre-malignant breast ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS).

Analysis revealed pretty good QCs and Applicants were able to detect several cell types - including

two clusters of epithelial cells, immune cells, endothelial cells, and fibroblasts.

[00144] FIG. 102 - Detection of specific breast cancer markers.

[00145] FIG. 103 - Optimization strategy for snRNA-seq of FFPE samples.

[00146] FIG. 104 - Workflow for snRNA-seq of FFPE samples.

[00147] FIG. 105 - Single-nucleus RNA-seq was tested on FFPE samples. Shown are

(105A) human lung cancer and (105B) mouse brain tissue in FFPE block. The samples were

prepared fresh and processed quickly.

[00148] FIG. 106 - Summary of optimization steps for processing FFPE tissue. Two

different library construction (LC) methods were used: SCRB-Seq and Smart-seq2.

[00149] FIG. 107 - Optimization of methods for WTA and library construction (LC).

[00150] FIG. 108A-108B - QCs for SMART-Seq2 and SCRB-Seq. In 108B, Applicants used

mineral oil for analysis of number of genes only.



[00151] FIG. 109 - Correlation across treatment, library prep and number of nuclei. As

expected, the correlation goes down with the numbers of nuclei tested - since mouse cortex is a

complex tissue with many cell types. Correlation across preps 100>10>1.

[00152] FIG. 110 - Profiling nuclei from mouse brain FFPE reveals expression of cortex

genes. There were 65 single nuclei in total. No clear clusters were detected after accounting for

batch/library type. Differential expression of known mouse cortex cell type markers was detected.

[00153] FIGs. 111A-111B - Nuclei profiled from mouse brain FFPE are predicted to map

to mouse cortex cell types. The prediction accuracy was 0.69.

[00154] The figures herein are for illustrative purposes only and are not necessarily drawn to

scale.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

General Definitions

[00155] Unless defined otherwise, technical and scientific terms used herein have the same

meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this disclosure

pertains. Definitions of common terms and techniques in molecular biology may be found in

Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual, 2nd edition (1989) (Sambrook, Fritsch, and Maniatis);

Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual, 4th edition (2012) (Green and Sambrook); Current

Protocols in Molecular Biology (1987) (F.M. Ausubel et al. eds.); the series Methods in

Enzymology (Academic Press, Inc.): PCR2: A Practical Approach (1995) (M.J. MacPherson, B.D.

Hames, and G.R. Taylor eds.): Antibodies, A Laboratory Manual (1988) (Harlow and Lane, eds.):

Antibodies A Laboratory Manual, 2nd edition 2013 (E.A. Greenfield ed.); Animal Cell Culture

(1987) (R.I. Freshney, ed.); Benjamin Lewin, Genes IX, published by Jones and Bartlet, 2008

(ISBN 0763752223); Kendrew et al. (eds.), The Encyclopedia of Molecular Biology, published by

Blackwell Science Ltd., 1994 (ISBN 0632021829); Robert A . Meyers (ed.), Molecular Biology

and Biotechnology: a Comprehensive Desk Reference, published by VCH Publishers, Inc., 1995

(ISBN 9780471 185710); Singleton e/a/., Dictionary of Microbiology and Molecular Biology 2nd

ed., J . Wiley & Sons (New York, N.Y. 1994), March, Advanced Organic Chemistry Reactions,

Mechanisms and Structure 4th ed., John Wiley & Sons (New York, N.Y. 1992); and Marten H .

Hofker and Jan van Deursen, Transgenic Mouse Methods and Protocols, 2nd edition (201 1) .



[00156] As used herein, the singular forms “a”, “an”, and “the” include both singular and plural

referents unless the context clearly dictates otherwise.

[00157] The term “optional” or “optionally” means that the subsequent described event,

circumstance or substituent may or may not occur, and that the description includes instances

where the event or circumstance occurs and instances where it does not.

[00158] The recitation of numerical ranges by endpoints includes all numbers and fractions

subsumed within the respective ranges, as well as the recited endpoints.

[00159] The terms “about” or “approximately” as used herein when referring to a measurable

value such as a parameter, an amount, a temporal duration, and the like, are meant to encompass

variations of and from the specified value, such as variations of +/-l0% or less, +1-5% or less, +/-

1% or less, and +/-0.l% or less of and from the specified value, insofar such variations are

appropriate to perform in the disclosed invention. It is to be understood that the value to which the

modifier “about” or “approximately” refers is itself also specifically, and preferably, disclosed.

[00160] As used herein, a “biological sample” may contain whole cells and/or live cells and/or

cell debris. The biological sample may contain (or be derived from) a “bodily fluid”. The present

invention encompasses embodiments wherein the bodily fluid is selected from amniotic fluid,

aqueous humour, vitreous humour, bile, blood serum, breast milk, cerebrospinal fluid, cerumen

(earwax), chyle, chyme, endolymph, perilymph, exudates, feces, female ejaculate, gastric acid,

gastric juice, lymph, mucus (including nasal drainage and phlegm), pericardial fluid, peritoneal

fluid, pleural fluid, pus, rheum, saliva, sebum (skin oil), semen, sputum, synovial fluid, sweat,

tears, urine, vaginal secretion, vomit and mixtures of one or more thereof. Biological samples

include cell cultures, bodily fluids, cell cultures from bodily fluids. Bodily fluids may be obtained

from a mammal organism, for example by puncture, or other collecting or sampling procedures.

[00161] The terms “subject,” “individual,” and “patient” are used interchangeably herein to

refer to a vertebrate, preferably a mammal, more preferably a human. Mammals include, but are

not limited to, murines, simians, humans, farm animals, sport animals, and pets. Tissues, cells and

their progeny of a biological entity obtained in vivo or cultured in vitro are also encompassed.

[00162] Various embodiments are described hereinafter. It should be noted that the specific

embodiments are not intended as an exhaustive description or as a limitation to the broader aspects

discussed herein. One aspect described in conjunction with a particular embodiment is not



necessarily limited to that embodiment and can be practiced with any other embodiment(s).

Reference throughout this specification to “one embodiment”, “an embodiment,” “an example

embodiment,” means that a particular feature, structure or characteristic described in connection

with the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the present invention. Thus,

appearances of the phrases “in one embodiment,” “in an embodiment,” or “an example

embodiment” in various places throughout this specification are not necessarily all referring to the

same embodiment, but may. Furthermore, the particular features, structures or characteristics may

be combined in any suitable manner, as would be apparent to a person skilled in the art from this

disclosure, in one or more embodiments. Furthermore, while some embodiments described herein

include some but not other features included in other embodiments, combinations of features of

different embodiments are meant to be within the scope of the invention. For example, in the

appended claims, any of the claimed embodiments can be used in any combination.

[00163] Reference is made to US provisional application 62/734,988, filed September 21, 2018

and PCT/US20 18/060860, filed November 13, 2018.

[00164] All publications, published patent documents, and patent applications cited herein are

hereby incorporated by reference to the same extent as though each individual publication,

published patent document, or patent application was specifically and individually indicated as

being incorporated by reference.

OVERVIEW

[00165] Embodiments disclosed herein provide for methods of analyzing single cells from

archived tissue samples or tissue samples that cannot be immediately processed (e.g., FFPE or

frozen tissue). Embodiments disclosed herein also provide for methods of analyzing rare or

difficult to isolate cells (e.g., neurons). Tissue processing directly for single cell or single nuclei

genomics advantageously provides for the ability to analyze archival samples, longitudinal

samples, samples that are shipped worldwide, samples from rare diseases, and/or samples that have

well documented pathology.

[00166] It is an objective of the present invention to use single cell methods on FFPE tissue

samples. Single nuclei or whole cells can be isolated from FFPE tissue samples for use in analyzing

single cells in archived samples or samples that cannot be immediately processed. In certain

embodiments, pre-malignant lesions or tissues from cancer patients are analyzed. In certain



embodiments, the methods can be used to generate an atlas of pre-cancer and cancer tissues. Most

tissues are small and preserved as FFPE and present many challenges. FFPE may damage the cell

and nuclear membranes, damages the RNA and cross-links nucleotides and the FFPE protocol

varies (e.g. fixation time, storage). Applicants have previously performed single nucleus RNA-seq

from frozen tissue. Applicants provide methods of isolating whole cells and nuclei from FFPE

tissues that can be used in single cell methods.

[00167] It is an objective of the present invention to use single cell methods on nuclei isolated

from tissue samples containing rare or difficult to isolate cells. Embodiments disclosed herein

provide for methods of isolating nuclei, including ribosomes or ribosomes and rough ER, from

tissue samples for use in analyzing single cells, preferably, in frozen samples or samples that

cannot be immediately processed. As the largest branch of the autonomic nervous system, the

enteric nervous system (ENS) controls the entire gastrointestinal (GI) tract tract, but remains

incompletely characterized. However, its sparsity and location within the structurally resilient GI

wall has precluded the application of modern single cell genomics approaches. Here, Applicants

developed RAISIN RNA-seq, which enables the capture of ribosome bound mRNA along with

intact single nuclei, and use it to profile the adult mouse and human colon to generate a reference

map of the ENS at a single cell level, profiling 2,447 mouse and 831 human enteric neurons This

map reveals an extraordinary diversity of neuron subtypes across intestinal locations, ages, and the

circadian rhythm, with conserved transcriptional programs between human and mouse. The

methods provided for novel insight into ENS function that was not possible using previous

methods. Applicants further highlight possible revisions to the current model of peristalsis and

molecular mechanisms that may allow enteric neurons to orchestrate tissue homeostasis, including

immune regulation and stem cell maintenance. Lastly, Applicants show that human enteric neurons

specifically express risk genes for neuropathic, inflammatory, and extra-intestinal diseases with

concomitant gut dysmotility.

[00168] It is another objective of the present invention to use novel therapeutic targets,

diagnostic targets and methods of screening for modulating agents based on the characterization

of the ENS described further herein. The study described herein provides a roadmap to

understanding the ENS in health and disease. The GWAS disease risk genes are now shown to be

expressed in neurons. Therefore, diseases can be treated by targeting the neurons specifically.



Specific therapeutic targets include markers for each neuron, transcriptional core programs, or

neurotransmitter and receptor pairs. The neurons are also shown to affect immune cells. Therefore,

the diseases originally not connected to immunity can be treated with anti-immune therapy (e.g.,

targeting IL-7, IL-12, IL-15).

[00169] It is another objective of the present method to provide nuclei specific methods of

analysis for single nuclei sequencing. Applicants show improved recovery of genes and cells by

counting both exons and introns and using nuclei specific filtering and batch correction.

METHODS OF RECOVERING NUCLEI OR WHOLE CELLS FROM FFPE TISSUE

[00170] In certain embodiments the invention provides methods for recovering nuclei or whole

cells from a formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue comprising dissolving paraffin from

a FFPE tissue sample in a solvent, preferably a solvent selected from the group consisting of xylene

and mineral oil. The tissue may be dissolved at a temperature between 4C to 90C, preferably room

temperature (20 to 25C) for recovering whole cells and 90C for recovering nuclei. The tissue may

be rehydrated using a gradient of ethanol from 100% to 0% ethanol (EtOH). The rehydrated tissue

may be transferred to a volume of a first buffer comprising a buffering agent, a detergent and an

ionic strength between lOOmM and 200mM. Optionally the first buffer comprises protease

inhibitors or proteases and/or BSA. The tissue may then be chopped or dounce homogenized in

the buffer and the debris may be removed by filtering and/or FACS sorting.

Tissue Samples

[00171] The tissue sample for use with the present invention may be obtained from the brain.

The tissue sample may be obtained from the gut. In certain embodiments, brain and gut cells are

difficult to analyze by single cell RNA sequencing due to cell morphology. In certain

embodiments, single nuclei sequencing can overcome difficulty in analyzing rare cells in the gut

and brain due to cell morphology. In certain embodiments, the present invention provides for

genetic targeting of rare cells in a complex tissue.

[00172] In certain embodiments, the tissue sample may be obtained from the heart, lung,

prostate, skeletal muscle, esophagus, skin, breast, prostate, pancreas, or colon.

[00173] In certain embodiments, the tissue sample is obtained from a subject suffering from a

disease. Since samples may be frozen and analyzed by single nuclei sequencing, samples from



many diseased patients may be analyzed at once. The samples do not need to be analyzed

immediately after removal from a subject. Diseased samples may be compared to healthy samples

and differentially genes may be detected. In certain embodiments, the disease is autism spectrum

disorder. Other diseases may include, but are not limited to, cancer (e.g., brain cancer) and irritable

bowel disease (IBD). In certain embodiments, the disease can be any disease described herein (see,

e.g., Examples).

[00174] Previous methods (e.g., including commercial methods) for isolating nuclei contain

lysis buffers incapable of preserving a portion of the outer nuclear envelope and ribosomes, outer

nuclear envelope, rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) with ribosomes, or outer nuclear envelope,

RER, and mitochondria. Before the present invention it was not appreciated that gene expression

of single cells may be improved by isolating nuclei that include a portion of the outer nuclear

envelope, and/or attached ribosomes, and/or rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER). In certain

embodiments, the ribosomes and/or RER is a site of RNA translation and includes fully spliced

mRNA. Preserving a portion of the RER improves RNA recovery and single cell expression

profiling.

[00175] In certain embodiments, single nuclei comprising ribosomes and/or RER are isolated

using lysis buffers comprising detergent and salt. In certain embodiments, the ionic strength of the

buffer is between 100 and 200mM. As used herein the term “ionic strength” of a solution refers to

the measure of electrolyte concentration and is calculated by:

where c is the molarity of a particular ion and z is the charge on the ion.

[00176] In certain embodiments, the ionic strength of the lysis solution can be obtained with

salts, such as, but not limited to NaCl, KC1, and (NH4)2S04. For example, the buffer can comprise

100-200 mM NaCl or KC1 (i.e., ionic strength 100-200 mM). In one embodiment, the salt

comprises NaCl and the concentration is l46mM.

[00177] In certain embodiments, the buffer comprises CaCl2. The CaCl2 may be about lmM.

In certain embodiments, the buffer comprises MgCl2. The MgCl2 may be about 2lmM.

[00178] In certain embodiments, the buffer comprises a detergent concentration that preserves

a portion of the outer nuclear envelope and/or ribosomes, and/or rough endoplasmic reticulum



(RER). The detergent may be an ionic, zwitterionic or nonionic detergent. The detergent

concentration may be a concentration that is sufficient to lyse cells, but not strong enough to fully

dissociate the outer nuclear membrane and RER or detach ribosomes. In certain embodiments, the

detergent is selected from the group consisting of NP40, CHAPS and Tween-29. Detergent

concentrations may be selected based on the critical micelle concentration (CMC) for each

detergent (Table 1). The concentration may be varied above and below the CMC. In certain

embodiments, the detergent concentration in the lysis buffer of the present invention comprises

about 0.2% NP40, about 0.49% CHAPS, or about 0.03% Tween-20. The critical micelle

concentration (CMC) is defined as the concentration of surfactants above which micelles form and

all additional surfactants added to the system go to micelles. Before reaching the CMC, the surface

tension changes strongly with the concentration of the surfactant. After reaching the CMC, the

surface tension remains relatively constant or changes with a lower slope.

[00179] The isolated nuclei comprising a preserved portion of the outer membrane and RER

and/or ribosomes may be further analyzed by single nuclei sequencing, droplet single nuclei

sequencing or Div-seq as described in international application number PCT/US2016/059239

published as WO/2017/164936. In certain embodiments, single nuclei are sorted into separate

wells of a plate. In certain embodiments, single nuclei are sorted into individual droplets. The

droplets may contain beads for barcoding the nucleic acids present in the single nuclei. The plates

may include barcodes in each well. Thus, barcodes specific to the nuclei (i.e., cell) of origin may

be used to determine gene expression in single cells.

Table 1.



[00180] Exemplary nuclei purification protocols may be used with a lysis buffer of the present

invention (Table 2).

Table 2.

[00181] One of skill in the art will recognize that methods and systems of the invention are not

limited to any particular type of sample or tissue type, and methods and systems of the invention

may be used with any type of organic, inorganic, or biological molecule (see, e.g, US Patent

Publication No. 20120122714). In particular embodiments the sample may include nucleic acid

target molecules. Nucleic acid molecules may be synthetic or derived from naturally occurring

sources. In one embodiment, nucleic acid molecules may be isolated from a biological sample

containing a variety of other components, such as proteins, lipids and non-template nucleic acids.

Nucleic acid target molecules may be obtained from any cellular material, obtained from an

animal, plant, bacterium, fungus, or any other cellular organism. In certain embodiments, the

nucleic acid target molecules may be obtained from a single cell. Biological samples for use in the

present invention may include viral particles or preparations. Nucleic acid target molecules may

be obtained directly from an organism or from a biological sample obtained from an organism,

e.g., from blood, urine, cerebrospinal fluid, seminal fluid, saliva, sputum, stool and tissue. Any

tissue or body fluid specimen may be used as a source for nucleic acid for use in the invention.

Nucleic acid target molecules may also be isolated from cultured cells, such as a primary cell

culture or a cell line. The cells or tissues from which target nucleic acids are obtained may be

infected with a virus or other intracellular pathogen. A sample may also be total RNA extracted



from a biological specimen, a cDNA library, viral, or genomic DNA. Tissues may be freshly

dissected, frozen tissue, or fixed tissue. In specific embodiments, the tissues are frozen in clear

tubes.

[00182] Nucleic acid obtained from biological samples typically may be fragmented to produce

suitable fragments for analysis. Target nucleic acids may be fragmented or sheared to desired

length, using a variety of mechanical, chemical and/or enzymatic methods. DNA may be randomly

sheared via sonication, e.g. Covaris method, brief exposure to a DNase, or using a mixture of one

or more restriction enzymes, or a transposase or nicking enzyme. RNA may be fragmented by brief

exposure to an RNase, heat plus magnesium, or by shearing. The RNA may be converted to cDNA.

If fragmentation is employed, the RNA may be converted to cDNA before or after fragmentation.

In one embodiment, nucleic acid from a biological sample is fragmented by sonication. In another

embodiment, nucleic acid is fragmented by a hydroshear instrument. Generally, individual nucleic

acid target molecules may be from about 40 bases to about 40 kb. Nucleic acid molecules may be

single-stranded, double-stranded, or double-stranded with single-stranded regions (for example,

stem- and loop-structures).

[00183] A biological sample as described herein may be homogenized or fractionated in the

presence of a detergent or surfactant. The concentration of the detergent in the buffer may be about

0.05% to about 10.0%. The concentration of the detergent may be up to an amount where the

detergent remains soluble in the solution. In one embodiment, the concentration of the detergent

is between 0.1% to about 2%. The detergent, particularly a mild one that is nondenaturing, may

act to solubilize the sample. Detergents may be ionic or nonionic. Examples of nonionic detergents

include triton, such as the Triton™ X series (Triton™ X-100 t-Oct-C6H4—(OCH2—CH2)xOH,

x=9-l0, Triton™ X-100R, Triton™ X-1 14 x=7-8), octyl glucoside, polyoxyethylene(9)dodecyl

ether, digitonin, IGEPAL™ CA630 octylphenyl polyethylene glycol, n-octyl-beta-D-

glucopyranoside (betaOG), n-dodecyl-beta, Tween™. 20 polyethylene glycol sorbitan

monolaurate, Tween™ 80 polyethylene glycol sorbitan monooleate, polidocanol, n-dodecyl beta-

D-maltoside (DDM), NEMO nonylphenyl polyethylene glycol, C12E8 (octaethylene glycol n-

dodecyl monoether), hexaethyleneglycol mono-n-tetradecyl ether (C14E06), octyl-beta-

thioglucopyranoside (octyl thioglucoside, OTG), Emulgen, and polyoxyethylene 10 lauryl ether

(C12E10). Examples of ionic detergents (anionic or cationic) include deoxycholate, sodium



dodecyl sulfate (SDS), N-lauroylsarcosine, and cetyltrimethylammoniumbromide (CTAB). A

zwitterionic reagent may also be used in the purification schemes of the present invention, such as

Chaps, zwitterion 3-14, and 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-l-propanesulf-onate. It is

contemplated also that urea may be added with or without another detergent or surfactant.

[00184] In some embodiments, the paraffin from a FFPE tissue sample may be dissolved in any

suitable solvent known in the art. Such solvents include, but are not necessarily limited to, xylene,

toluene, mineral oil, and vegetable oil. In specific embodiments, the solvent is xylene. In specific

embodiments, the solvent is mineral oil.

[00185] In some embodiments, the tissue may be dissolved at a temperature ranging from 4°C

to 90°C, such as at 4°C, 5°C, 6°C, 7°C, 8°C, 9°C, l0°C, l l°C, l2°C, l3°C, l4°C, l5°C, l6°C,

l7°C, l8°C, l9°C, 20°C, 2l°C, 22°C, 23°C, 24°C, 25°C, 26°C, 27°C, 28°C, 29°C, 30°C, 3l°C,

32°C, 33°C, 34°C, 35°C, 36°C, 37°C, 38°C, 39°C, 40°C, 4l°C, 42°C, 43°C, 44°C, 45°C, 46°C,

47°C, 48°C, 49°C, 50°C, 5l°C, 52°C, 53°C, 54°C, 55°C, 56°C, 57°C, 58°C, 59°C, 60°C, 6l°C,

62°C, 63°C, 64°C, 65°C, 66°C, 67°C, 68°C, 69°C, 70°C, 7l°C, 72°C, 73°C, 74°C, 75°C, 76°C,

77°C, 78°C, 79°C, 80°C, 8l°C, 82°C, 83°C, 84°C, 85°C, 86°C, 87°C, 88°C, 89°C, or 90°C.

[00186] In specific embodiments, the tissue may be dissolved at room temperature for the

purpose of recovering whole cells, such as at a temperature ranging between 20°C and 25°C.

[00187] In specific embodiments, the tissue may be dissolved at 90°C for the purpose of

recovering nuclei.

[00188] In specific embodiments, dissolving paraffin from a FFPE tissue sample comprises

incubating at least one time in xylene, at room temperature (RT), for about 10 minutes each,

wherein xylene is removed at each change.

[00189] In specific embodiments, the tissue may be washed at least two times with xylene for

about 10 min each. The washes may be performed at room temperature (RT), 90C, or at least one

time at room temperature (RT) and at least one time at 90C, wherein xylene is removed at each

change.

[00190] In specific embodiments, dissolving paraffin from a FFPE tissue sample comprises

incubating at least twice in about 5 ml xylene per 30-100 mg FFPE tissue sample, at room



temperature, for about 10 minutes each, wherein xylene is removed at each change. As such, the

tissue may be washed with xylene at 37C for about 10 min.

[00191] The method may further comprise cutting the tissue into two or more pieces and

washing at least one piece of the tissue with xylene at 37C for about 10 min.

[00192] In some embodiments, dissolving paraffin from a FFPE tissue sample comprises

incubating the sample at least three times in xylene, at room temperature, for about 10 minutes

each, and wherein xylene is removed at each change.

[00193] The method may further comprise washing the tissue three additional times with xylene

for about 10 min each, wherein the first wash is at room temperature and the second and third

washes are at 90C, and wherein xylene is removed at each change.

[00194] In some embodiments, after the step of dissolving paraffin from the tissue or

rehydrating the tissue the method further comprises dividing the tissue, preferably in half.

[00195] The tissue may be rehydrated using a step gradient of ethanol in concentrations ranging

from l00°C to 0°C ethanol (EtOH). The tissue may be incubated between 1 to 10 minutes at each

step. For example, the step gradient may comprise incubating the tissue for about two minutes

each in successive washes of 95% ethanol, 75% ethanol, and 50% ethanol, or any other suitable

method known in the art. In some embodiments, after the tissue is rehydrated, the method may

further comprise placing the tissue samples on ice or on a device capable of maintaining the tissue

between 4 and 10C, wherein all subsequent steps are performed at a temperature between 4 and

10C.

[00196] Rehydrated tissue may be transferred to a volume of a first buffer comprising a

buffering agent, a detergent and an ionic strength between lOOmM and 200mM. Optionally the

first buffer comprises protease inhibitors or proteases and/or BSA.

[00197] In some embodiments, the first buffer comprises a detergent selected from the group

consisting of NP40, CHAPS and Tween-20. In some embodiments, the NP40 concentration may

be about 0.2%. In some embodiments, the Tween-20 concentration may be about 0.03%. In some

embodiments, the CHAPS concentration may be about 0.49%. In some embodiments, the first

buffer may be selected from the group consisting of CST, TST, NST and NSTnPo.

[00198] The tissue may be chopped or dounce homogenized in the buffer. Non-limiting

examples of chopping include cutting with scissors, chopping with a scalpel or any blade known



in the art. Chopping may be manual. Chopping may use any device known in the art capable of

chopping. Any method for dounce homogenizing known in the art may be used. An exemplary

method for dounce homogenization is described in the examples.

[00199] In some embodiments, after the step of chopping or dounce homogenizing the method

may further comprise centrifuging. Preferably, the sample is centrifuged at about 500g for about

5 min, and the sample is then resuspended in a second buffer comprising a buffering agent and an

ionic strength between lOOmM and 200mM. Optionally the second buffer comprises protease

inhibitors. In some embodiments, the second buffer is ST, optionally comprising protease

inhibitors.

[00200] Debris may be removed by methods including, but not necessarily limited to, filtering

and/or FACS sorting. In some embodiments, the sample is filtered through a 40 uM filter. In some

embodiments, the sample is filtered through a 30 uM filter. In some embodiments, the method may

further comprise washing the filtered sample in the first buffer.

[00201] In some embodiments, after the step of chopping or dounce homogenizing the method

may further comprise adding an additional 2 volumes of the first buffer (3 volumes total) and

filtering the sample through a 40 uM filter.

[00202] In some embodiments, the method may further comprise adding an additional three

volumes of the first buffer (6 volumes total). The sample is then centrifuged. Preferably, the sample

is centrifuged at about 500g for about 5 min, and the sample is then resuspended in a second buffer

comprising a buffering agent and an ionic strength between lOOmM and 200mM. Optionally, the

second buffer comprises protease inhibitors. In some embodiments, the second buffer is ST,

optionally comprising protease inhibitors.

[00203] In some embodiments, the method may further comprise isolating nuclei or cell types

by FACS sorting.

[00204] In some embodiments, the method may further comprise reversing cross-linking in the

tissue sample before or during any step of the method. In some embodiments, reversing cross-

linking may comprise proteinase digestion. In some embodiments, the proteinase is proteinase K

or a cold-active protease.

[00205] In some embodiments, the method may further comprise adding a reagent that stabilizes

RNA to the tissue sample before or during any step of the method.



[00206] In some embodiments, the method may further comprise lysing recovered cells or

nuclei and performing reverse transcription, as described in more detail further below.

[00207] In specific embodiments, the reverse transcription is performed in individual reaction

vessels.

[00208] The individual reaction vessel may be an individual discrete volume. An “individual

discrete volume” is a discrete volume or discrete space, such as a container, receptacle, or other

defined volume or space that can be defined by properties that prevent and/or inhibit migration of

nucleic acids and reagents necessary to carry out the methods disclosed herein, for example a

volume or space defined by physical properties such as walls, for example the walls of a well, tube,

or a surface of a droplet, which may be impermeable or semipermeable, or as defined by other

means such as chemical, diffusion rate limited, electro-magnetic, or light illumination, or any

combination thereof. By “diffusion rate limited” (for example diffusion defined volumes) is meant

spaces that are only accessible to certain molecules or reactions because diffusion constraints

effectively defining a space or volume as would be the case for two parallel laminar streams where

diffusion will limit the migration of a target molecule from one stream to the other. By “chemical”

defined volume or space is meant spaces where only certain target molecules can exist because of

their chemical or molecular properties, such as size, where for example gel beads may exclude

certain species from entering the beads but not others, such as by surface charge, matrix size or

other physical property of the bead that can allow selection of species that may enter the interior

of the bead. By “electro-magnetically” defined volume or space is meant spaces where the electro-

magnetic properties of the target molecules or their supports such as charge or magnetic properties

can be used to define certain regions in a space such as capturing magnetic particles within a

magnetic field or directly on magnets. By “optically” defined volume is meant any region of space

that may be defined by illuminating it with visible, ultraviolet, infrared, or other wavelengths of

light such that only target molecules within the defined space or volume may be labeled. One

advantage to the used of non-walled, or semipermeable is that some reagents, such as buffers,

chemical activators, or other agents maybe passed in our through the discrete volume, while other

material, such as target molecules, maybe maintained in the discrete volume or space. Typically,

a discrete volume will include a fluid medium, (for example, an aqueous solution, an oil, a buffer,

and/or a media capable of supporting cell growth) suitable for labeling of the target molecule with



the indexable nucleic acid identifier under conditions that permit labeling. Exemplary discrete

volumes or spaces useful in the disclosed methods include droplets (for example, microfluidic

droplets and/or emulsion droplets), hydrogel beads or other polymer structures (for example poly-

ethylene glycol di-acrylate beads or agarose beads), tissue slides (for example, fixed formalin

paraffin embedded tissue slides with particular regions, volumes, or spaces defined by chemical,

optical, or physical means), microscope slides with regions defined by depositing reagents in

ordered arrays or random patterns, tubes (such as, centrifuge tubes, microcentrifuge tubes, test

tubes, cuvettes, conical tubes, and the like), bottles (such as glass bottles, plastic bottles, ceramic

bottles, Erlenmeyer flasks, scintillation vials and the like), wells (such as wells in a plate), plates,

pipettes, or pipette tips among others. In certain example embodiments, the individual discrete

volumes are the wells of a microplate. In certain example embodiments, the microplate is a 96

well, a 384 well, or a 1536 well microplate.

[00209] In specific embodiments, the individual reaction vessels may be wells, chambers, or

droplets.

Single cell and single nuclei sequencing

[00210] In some embodiments, the method may further comprise performing single cell, single

nucleus or bulk RNA-seq, DNA-seq, ATAC-seq, or ChIP on the recovered nuclei or whole cells.

[00211] In certain embodiments, the single nuclei and cells according to the present invention

are used to generate a single nuclei or single cell sequencing library. The sequencing library may

be generated according to any methods known in the art. Non-limiting examples are provided

herein.

[00212] In certain embodiments, the invention involves single cell RNA sequencing (see, e.g.,

Kalisky, T., Blainey, P. & Quake, S . R . Genomic Analysis at the Single-Cell Level. Annual review

of genetics 45, 431-445, (201 1); Kalisky, T. & Quake, S . R . Single-cell genomics. Nature Methods

8, 3 11-314 (201 1); Islam, S . et al. Characterization of the single-cell transcriptional landscape by

highly multiplex RNA-seq. Genome Research, (201 1); Tang, F. et al. RNA-Seq analysis to capture

the transcriptome landscape of a single cell. Nature Protocols 5, 516-535, (2010); Tang, F. et al.

mRNA-Seq whole-transcriptome analysis of a single cell. Nature Methods 6, 377-382, (2009);

Ramskold, D . et al. Full-length mRNA-Seq from single-cell levels of RNA and individual

circulating tumor cells. Nature Biotechnology 30, 777-782, (2012); and Hashimshony, T., Wagner,



F., Sher, N . & Yanai, I . CEL-Seq: Single-Cell RNA-Seq by Multiplexed Linear Amplification.

Cell Reports, Cell Reports, Volume 2, Issue 3, p666-673, 2012).

[00213] In certain embodiments, the invention involves plate based single cell RNA sequencing

(see, e.g., Picelli, S . et al., 2014, “Full-length RNA-seq from single cells using Smart-seq2” Nature

protocols 9, 171-181, doi:l0.l038/nprot.20l4.006).

[00214] In certain embodiments, the invention involves high-throughput single-cell RNA-seq.

In this regard reference is made to Macosko et al., 2015, “Highly Parallel Genome-wide

Expression Profiling of Individual Cells ETsing Nanoliter Droplets” Cell 161, 1202-1214;

International patent application number PCT/US20 15/049 178, published as W02016/040476 on

March 17, 2016; Klein et al., 2015, “Droplet Barcoding for Single-Cell Transcriptomics Applied

to Embryonic Stem Cells” Cell 161, 1187-1201; International patent application number

PCT/US20 16/027734, published as WO2016168584A1 on October 20, 2016; Zheng, et al., 2016,

“Haplotyping germline and cancer genomes with high-throughput linked-read sequencing” Nature

Biotechnology 34, 303-31 1; Zheng, et al., 2017, “Massively parallel digital transcriptional

profiling of single cells” Nat. Commun. 8, 14049 doi: l0.l038/ncommsl4049; International patent

publication number WO2014210353A2; Zilionis, et al., 2017, “Single-cell barcoding and

sequencing using droplet microfluidics” Nat Protoc. Jan;l2(l):44-73; Cao et al., 2017,

“Comprehensive single cell transcriptional profiling of a multicellular organism by combinatorial

indexing” bioRxiv preprint first posted online Feb. 2, 2017, doi: dx.doi.org/l0.H0l/l04844;

Rosenberg et al., 2017, “Scaling single cell transcriptomics through split pool barcoding” bioRxiv

preprint first posted online Feb. 2, 2017, doi: dx.doi.org/l0.H0l/l05l63; Vitak, et al.,

“Sequencing thousands of single-cell genomes with combinatorial indexing” Nature Methods,

l4(3):302-308, 2017; Cao, et al., Comprehensive single-cell transcriptional profiling of a

multicellular organism. Science, 357(6352):66l-667, 2017; and Gierahn et al., “Seq-Well:

portable, low-cost RNA sequencing of single cells at high throughput” Nature Methods 14, 395-

398 (2017), all the contents and disclosure of each of which are herein incorporated by reference

in their entirety.

[00215] In certain embodiments, the invention involves single nucleus RNA sequencing. In this

regard reference is made to Swiech et al., 2014, “In vivo interrogation of gene function in the

mammalian brain using CRISPR-Cas9” Nature Biotechnology Vol. 33, pp. 102-106; Habib et al.,



2016, “Div-Seq: Single-nucleus RNA-Seq reveals dynamics of rare adult newborn neurons”

Science, Vol. 353, Issue 6302, pp. 925-928; Habib et al., 2017, “Massively parallel single-nucleus

RNA-seq with DroNc-seq” Nat Methods. 2017 Oct;l4(lO):955-958; and International patent

application number PCT/US2016/059239, published as WO2017164936 on September 28, 2017,

which are herein incorporated by reference in their entirety.

[00216] In certain embodiments, the invention involves the Assay for Transposase Accessible

Chromatin using sequencing (ATAC-seq) as described (see, e.g., Buenrostro, et al., Transposition

of native chromatin for fast and sensitive epigenomic profiling of open chromatin, DNA-binding

proteins and nucleosome position. Nature methods 2013; 10 (12): 1213-1218; Buenrostro et al.,

Single-cell chromatin accessibility reveals principles of regulatory variation. Nature 523, 486-490

(2015); Cusanovich, D . A., Daza, R., Adey, A., Pliner, H., Christiansen, L., Gunderson, K . L.,

Steemers, F. , Trapnell, C . & Shendure, J . Multiplex single-cell profiling of chromatin

accessibility by combinatorial cellular indexing. Science. 2015 May 22;348(6237):9l0-4. doi:

l0.H26/science.aabl60l. Epub 2015 May 7; US20160208323A1; US20160060691A1; and

WO2017156336A1).

[00217] In certain embodiments, single cell expression profiling comprises single nucleus RNA

sequencing. Single nucleus RNA sequencing advantageously provides for expression profiling of

rare or hard to isolate cells. Additionally, single nucleus RNA sequencing may be used on fixed

or frozen tissues. The ability of single nucleus sequencing to be performed on frozen tissues allows

for the analysis of archived samples isolated from diseased tissues. RNA recovery from previous

single nuclei sequencing methods is robust enough for measuring single cell gene expression,

however, increased RNA recovery can allow increase gene reads per single cell. Applicants have

unexpectedly determined that single nuclei comprising a portion of the rough endoplasmic

reticulum (RER) can be isolated and the resulting nuclei provides for improved RNA recovery and

single cell expression profiling. In some embodiments, the methods provide for isolation of single

nuclei with partially intact outer membrane containing RER. In some embodiments, the methods

allow for isolation of single nuclei with partially intact outer membrane and partially intact RER

with ribosomes. In some embodiments, the methods allow for isolation of single nuclei with

partially intact outer membrane, RER and mitochondria.



[00218] In certain embodiments, the present invention provides for a method of single cell

sequencing comprising: extracting nuclei from a population of cells under conditions that preserve

a portion of the outer nuclear envelope and/or rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER); sorting single

nuclei into separate reaction vessels (discrete volumes); extracting RNA from the single nuclei;

generating a cDNA library; and sequencing the library, whereby gene expression data from single

cells is obtained. As used herein, the term “discrete volume” refers to any reaction volume, vessel,

chamber, or the like capable of separating one object from another (e.g., single cell, single nuclei,

single bead. Non-limiting examples of discrete volumes include droplets (e.g., emulsion droplets),

wells in a plate, or microfluidic chambers.

[00219] In certain embodiments, extracting nuclei under conditions that preserve a portion of

the outer nuclear envelope and rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) comprises chopping,

homogenizing or grinding the population of cells in a lysis buffer comprising: a detergent selected

from the group consisting of NP40, CHAPS and Tween-20; and an ionic strength between lOOmM

and 200mM. The NP40 concentration may be about 0.2%. The Tween-20 concentration may be

about 0.03%. The CHAPS concentration may be about 0.49%. In some embodiments, polyamines

may be included. Non-limiting examples of chopping include cutting with scissors, chopping with

a scalpel or any blade known in the art. Chopping may be manual. Chopping may use any device

known in the art capable of chopping.

[00220] In certain embodiments, the population of cells may be treated with a reagent that

stabilizes RNA. The reagent that stabilizes RNA may be a reagent that comprises the properties of

RNAlaterTM.

[00221] In certain embodiments, the separate reaction vessels may be microwells in a plate, as

described elsewhere herein. In certain embodiments, the separate reaction vessels may be

microfluidic droplets.

[00222] Applicants developed microfluidic devices and protocols that allow Drop-seq analysis

of thousands of isolated nuclei (Dronc-Seq) (see, e.g., Habib et a , 2016, “Div-Seq: Single-nucleus

RNA-Seq reveals dynamics of rare adult newborn neurons” Science, Vol. 353, Issue 6302, pp.

925-928; Habib et al., 2017, “Massively parallel single-nucleus RNA-seq with DroNc-seq” Nat

Methods. 2017 Oct;l4(lO):955-958; and International patent application number

PCT/US2016/059239). Furthermore, Applicants have recently made important progress with



reverse emulsion devices used for other nuclei-based molecular biology applications, such as a

droplet version of single-cell ATAC-Seq. The methods can be applied to single nuclei extracted

from tissue samples (e.g., FFPE and frozen tissues). To develop Dronc-Seq Applicants combined

the nuclei preparation protocol of Nuc-Seq, a new device compatible with nuclei separation, and

Drop-Seq reagents (barcoded beads, molecular biology protocols, lysis buffers) for the in-drop and

subsequent phases of the protocol. Briefly, as in Nuc-Seq, Applicants used the published (Sweich

et al., 2015) protocols for high quality generation of nuclei suspensions from mouse hippocampus.

Unlike Nuc-Seq, where Applicants next sort single nuclei using FACS, in Dronc-Seq Applicants

use a microfluidics device, following on the design principles of Drop-Seq, but optimized for the

size and properties of nuclei. The nuclei are lysed in drops, and their mRNA captured on the Drop-

Seq beads. Notably, given the smaller quantity of mRNA in nuclei, ensuring efficient capture is

key. A complementary modality (Klein et al., 2015) has higher capture but lower throughput than

Drop-Seq. Finally, Applicants test for cross-contamination due to ‘sticky’ RNA from the lysed

cytoplasms or leakage from nuclei using the cross-species controls developed for Drop-Seq

(Macosko et al., 2015). Nuclei can also be sorted through FACS prior to Drop-Seq encapsulation.

Applicants can also use pore-blocking polymers called poloxamers, such as F-68 and F-127

(Sengupta et al.,20l5). Applicants can use Dronc-Seq in the hippocampal biological system and

compare to the available of Nuc-Seq benchmarking data. Applicants can also generate Nuc-Seq

and Dronc-Seq data from the retina, demonstrating its generality.

[00223] In some embodiments, the method may further comprise staining the recovered cells

or nuclei using any suitable staining methods known in the art. In specific embodiments, the stain

comprises ruby stain.

METHODS OF RECOVERING NUCLEI AND ATTACHED RIBOSOMES FROM A

TISSUE SAMPLE

[00224] In some embodiments, the invention provides for methods of recovering nuclei and

attached ribosomes from a tissue sample comprising chopping the tissue sample at between 0-4 °C

in a nuclear extraction buffer comprising Tris buffer, a detergent and salts; and filtering the sample

through a filter between 30-50 uM, preferably 40 uM, and optionally washing the filter with fresh



nuclear extraction buffer, wherein the nuclei are present in the supernatant passed through the

filter.

[00225] As described elsewhere herein, the buffer may comprise a detergent concentration that

preserves a portion of the outer nuclear envelope and/or ribosomes, and/or rough endoplasmic

reticulum (RER). The detergent may be an ionic, zwitterionic or nonionic detergent. The detergent

concentration may be a concentration that is sufficient to lyse cells, but not strong enough to fully

dissociate the outer nuclear membrane and RER or detach ribosomes. In certain embodiments, the

detergent is selected from the group consisting of NP40, CHAPS and Tween-29. Detergent

concentrations may be selected based on the critical micelle concentration (CMC) for each

detergent (Table 1). The concentration may be varied above and below the CMC. In certain

embodiments, the detergent concentration in the lysis buffer of the present invention comprises

about 0.2% NP40, about 0.49% CHAPS, or about 0.03% Tween-20. The critical micelle

concentration (CMC) is defined as the concentration of surfactants above which micelles form and

all additional surfactants added to the system go to micelles. Before reaching the CMC, the surface

tension changes strongly with the concentration of the surfactant. After reaching the CMC, the

surface tension remains relatively constant or changes with a lower slope.

[00226] In some embodiments, the nuclear extraction buffer comprises 10-20 mM Tris, about

0.49% CHAPS, a salt concentration having an ionic strength of l00-250mM, and about 0.01%

BSA, whereby nuclei are recovered that have a preserved nuclear envelope and ribosomes.

[00227] In some embodiments, the nuclear extraction buffer is buffer CST.

[00228] In some embodiments, the nuclear extraction buffer comprises 10-20 mM Tris, about

0.03% Tween-20, a salt concentration having an ionic strength of l00-250mM, and about 0.01%

BSA, whereby nuclei are recovered that have a preserved nuclear envelope, rough ER and

ribosomes.

[00229] In some embodiments, the nuclear extraction buffer is buffer TST.

[00230] In some embodiments, the salts comprise 146 mM NaCl, lmM CaCl2, and 2lmM

MgCl2.

[00231] As described elsewhere herein, chopping may comprise chopping with scissors for 1-

10 minutes.



[00232] In some embodiments, nuclei from specific cell types are genetically modified to

express a detectable label on the nuclear membrane and the method further comprises enriching

nuclei from the specific cell types using the detectable label.

[00233] In some embodiments, the method may further comprise staining the recovered nuclei.

In some embodiments, the stain comprises ruby stain.

[00234] In some embodiments, the nuclei may be sorted into discrete volumes by FACS, as

described elsewhere herein.

[00235] In some embodiments, the method may further comprise pelleting the nuclei and

resuspending the nuclei in a second buffer consisting of Tris buffer and salts. In some

embodiments, the second buffer is buffer ST.

[00236] In some embodiments, the method may further comprise generating a single nucleus

barcoded library for the recovered nuclei, wherein the nucleic acid from each nucleus is labeled

with a barcode sequence comprising a cell of origin barcode, optionally the barcode sequence

includes a cell of origin barcode and a unique molecular identifier (UMI).

[00237] The term “unique molecular identifiers” (UMI) as used herein refers to a sequencing

linker or a subtype of nucleic acid barcode used in a method that uses molecular tags to detect and

quantify unique amplified products. A UMI is used to distinguish effects through a single clone

from multiple clones. The term “clone” as used herein may refer to a single transcript (e.g., mRNA)

or target nucleic acid to be sequenced. Each clone amplified will have a different random UMI

that will indicate that the amplified product originated from that clone. The UMI may also be used

to determine the number of transcripts that gave rise to an amplified product, or in the case of

target barcodes, the number of binding events. In preferred embodiments, the amplification is by

PCR or multiple displacement amplification (MDA).

[00238] In certain embodiments, reverse transcription (RT) is used to label RNA from single

cells or single nuclei with a cell of origin barcode, preferably, a cell of origin barcode and unique

molecular identifier (UMI). The barcode may be included on a barcoded RT primer. The primer

may also include a capture sequence (e.g., poly T sequence). Thus, the present invention may

include barcoding.

[00239] The term “barcode” as used herein refers to a short sequence of nucleotides (for

example, DNA or RNA) that is used as an identifier for an associated molecule, such as a target



molecule and/or target nucleic acid, or as an identifier of the source of an associated molecule,

such as a cell-of-origin or individual transcript. A barcode may also refer to any unique, non-

naturally occurring, nucleic acid sequence that may be used to identify the originating source of a

nucleic acid fragment. Although it is not necessary to understand the mechanism of an invention,

it is believed that the barcode sequence provides a high-quality individual read of a barcode

associated with a single cell, single nuclei, a viral vector, labeling ligand (e.g., antibody or

aptamer), protein, shRNA, sgRNA or cDNA such that multiple species can be sequenced together.

Exemplary barcodes may be sequences including but not limited to, TTGAGCCT, AGTTGCTT,

CCAGTTAG, ACCAACTG, GTATAACA or CAGGAGCC.

[00240] Barcoding may be performed based on any of the compositions or methods disclosed

in patent publication WO 2014047561 Al, Compositions and methods for labeling of agents,

incorporated herein in its entirety. In certain embodiments barcoding uses an error correcting

scheme (T. K . Moon, Error Correction Coding: Mathematical Methods and Algorithms (Wiley,

New York, ed. 1, 2005)). Not being bound by a theory, amplified sequences from single cells can

be sequenced together and resolved based on the barcode associated with each cell or nuclei.

[00241] The invention provides a mixture comprising a plurality of nucleotide- or

oligonucleotide- adorned beads, wherein said beads comprises: a linker; an identical sequence for

use as a sequencing priming site; a uniform or near-uniform nucleotide or oligonucleotide

sequence; a ETnique Molecular Identifier (ΕΓΜΙ) which differs for each priming site; an

oligonucleotide redundant sequence for capturing polyadenylated mRNAs and priming reverse

transcription; and optionally at least one additional oligonucleotide sequences, which provide

substrates for downstream molecular-biological reactions; wherein the uniform or near-uniform

nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequence is the same across all the priming sites on any one bead,

but varies among the oligonucleotides on an individual bead.

[00242] In some embodiments, RNA and/or DNA is labeled with the barcode sequence.

[00243] In some embodiments, the library is an RNA-seq, DNA-seq, and/or ATAC-seq library,

as described elsewhere herein.

[00244] In some embodiments, the method may further comprise sequencing the library.

[00245] In some embodiments, the tissue sample is fresh frozen.

Nucleipurification protocolfrom frozen tissue



[00246] In certain embodiments, nuclei extracted from FFPE tissues is compared to nuclei

extracted from frozen tissue. Nuclei purification protocol (see., e.g., Swiech L, et al., Nat

Biotechnol. 2015 Jan;33(l): 102-6. doi: l0.l038/nbt.3055. Epub 2014 Oct 19). The protocol may

be modified by using the lysis buffer as described above. In certain embodiments, the procedure

may be used for frozen/fixed tissue.

1. Dounce homogenize tissue in 2ml of ice-cold lysis buffer (25 times with a, 25 times

with b), transfer to a 15 ml tube.

1 . Rinse homogenizer with 2ml of ice-cold lysis buffer to get final 4 ml, and collect

in the same tube.

2 . Mix well and set on ice for 5 minutes.

3 . Collect the nuclei by centrifugation at 500 x g for 5 minutes at 4 °C. Carefully

aspirate the clear supernatant from each tube and set the nuclei pellet on ice. Note: The supernatant

contains cytoplasmic components and can be saved for later analysis or use.

4 . Resuspend. Add 1 ml cold lysis buffer and mix by pipetting gently with a lml tip

to completely suspend nuclei pellet. Add the remaining 3 ml of lysis buffer, mix well and set on

ice for 5 minutes.

5 . Collect washed nuclei by centrifugation as in step 3 . Carefully aspirate the clear

supernatant and set the nuclei pellet on ice.

6 . Optional: Wash. Resuspend in 4ml 0.01% PBS BSA or Resuspension buffer

(RB*). Collect washed nuclei by centrifugation as in step 3 .

7 . Resuspend with ~500pl Resuspension buffer (RB*) or 0.01 %PBS BSA + RNAse

inhibitor carefully by slow vortex & pipette lOx with a lml tip, then transfer to tubes (for FACS,

filter through a membrane to get better purity.

8 . Counterstain nuclei with Ruby Dye 1:500-1:1000 (check for clumps in the

microscope before sorting).

Table 3. Resuspension buffer- based on the original nuclei resuspension buffer from Swiech et

al. 2015:



[00247] In certain embodiments, nuclei extracted according to any method described herein

may be isolated by sucrose gradient centrifugation as described (Swiech L, et al. Nat Biotechnol.

2015 Jan;33(l): 102-6).

[00248] In some embodiments, the tissue sample comprises cells originating from the central

nervous system (CNS) or enteric nervous system (ENS). In some embodiments, the tissue sample

is obtained from the gut or the brain. In some embodiments, the tissue sample is obtained from a

subject suffering from a disease.

[00249] In some embodiments, the tissue sample is treated with a reagent that stabilizes RNA.

[00250] In some embodiments, the discrete volumes may be droplets, wells in a plate, or

microfluidic chambers, as described elsewhere herein.

METHODS OF TREATING DISEASES

[00251] The invention also provides a method of treating a disease selected from the group

consisting of Hirschsprung’s disease (HSCR), inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), autism

spectrum disorder (ASD), Parkinson’s disease (PD) and schizophrenia in a subject in need thereof.

The method comprises administering one or more agents capable of modulating the function or

activity of one or more neurons selected from the group consisting of PEMN1, PEMN2, PIMN1,

PIMN2, PIMN3, PIMN4, PIMN5, PIN1, PIN2, PSN and PSVN, or one or more cells functionally

interacting with the one or more neurons.

[00252] As used herein, “treatment” or “treating,” or “palliating” or “ameliorating” are used

interchangeably. These terms refer to an approach for obtaining beneficial or desired results

including but not limited to a therapeutic benefit and/or a prophylactic benefit. By therapeutic

benefit is meant any therapeutically relevant improvement in or effect on one or more diseases,

conditions, or symptoms under treatment. For prophylactic benefit, the compositions may be

administered to a subject at risk of developing a particular disease, condition, or symptom, or to a

subject reporting one or more of the physiological symptoms of a disease, even though the disease,

condition, or symptom may not have yet been manifested. As used herein "treating" includes



ameliorating, curing, preventing it from becoming worse, slowing the rate of progression, or

preventing the disorder from re-occurring (i.e., to prevent a relapse).

[00253] The term “effective amount” or “therapeutically effective amount” refers to the amount

of an agent that is sufficient to effect beneficial or desired results. The therapeutically effective

amount may vary depending upon one or more of: the subject and disease condition being treated,

the weight and age of the subject, the severity of the disease condition, the manner of

administration and the like, which can readily be determined by one of ordinary skill in the art.

The term also applies to a dose that will provide an image for detection by any one of the imaging

methods described herein. The specific dose may vary depending on one or more of: the particular

agent chosen, the dosing regimen to be followed, whether it is administered in combination with

other compounds, timing of administration, the tissue to be imaged, and the physical delivery

system in which it is carried.

Modulating Agents

[00254] In certain embodiments, the present invention provides for one or more therapeutic

agents against combinations of targets identified. Targeting the identified genes or cells may

provide for enhanced or otherwise previously unknown activity in the treatment of disease. In

certain embodiments, an agent against one of the targets may already be known or used clinically.

In certain embodiments, a combination therapy may require less of the agent as compared to the

current standard of care and provide for less toxicity and improved treatment. In certain

embodiments, the agents are used to modulate cell types. For example, the agents may be used to

modulate cells for adoptive cell transfer. In certain embodiments, the one or more agents comprises

a small molecule inhibitor, small molecule degrader (e.g., PROTAC), genetic modifying agent,

antibody, antibody fragment, antibody-like protein scaffold, aptamer, protein, or any combination

thereof.

[00255] The terms “therapeutic agent”, “therapeutic capable agent” or “treatment agent” are

used interchangeably and refer to a molecule or compound that confers some beneficial effect upon

administration to a subject. The beneficial effect includes enablement of diagnostic

determinations; amelioration of a disease, symptom, disorder, or pathological condition; reducing

or preventing the onset of a disease, symptom, disorder or condition; and generally counteracting

a disease, symptom, disorder or pathological condition.



[00256] In certain embodiments, the one or more agents is a small molecule. The term “small

molecule” refers to compounds, preferably organic compounds, with a size comparable to those

organic molecules generally used in pharmaceuticals. The term excludes biological

macromolecules (e.g., proteins, peptides, nucleic acids, etc.). Preferred small organic molecules

range in size up to about 5000 Da, e.g., up to about 4000, preferably up to 3000 Da, more preferably

up to 2000 Da, even more preferably up to about 1000 Da, e.g., up to about 900, 800, 700, 600 or

up to about 500 Da. In certain embodiments, the small molecule may act as an antagonist or agonist

(e.g., blocking an enzyme active site or activating a receptor by binding to a ligand binding site).

[00257] One type of small molecule applicable to the present invention is a degrader molecule.

Proteolysis Targeting Chimera (PROTAC) technology is a rapidly emerging alternative

therapeutic strategy with the potential to address many of the challenges currently faced in modern

drug development programs. PROTAC technology employs small molecules that recruit target

proteins for ubiquitination and removal by the proteasome (see, e.g., Zhou et al., Discovery of a

Small-Molecule Degrader of Bromodomain and Extra- Terminal (BET) Proteins with Picomolar

Cellular Potencies and Capable of Achieving Tumor Regression. J . Med. Chem. 2018, 61,

462-481; Bondeson and Crews, Targeted Protein Degradation by Small Molecules, Annu Rev

Pharmacol Toxicol. 2017 Jan 6; 57: 107-123; and Lai et al., Modular PROTAC Design for the

Degradation of Oncogenic BCR-ABL Angew Chem Int Ed Engl. 2016 Jan 11; 55(2): 807-810).

[00258] In certain embodiments, the one or more modulating agents may be a genetic modifying

agent. The genetic modifying agent may comprise a CRISPR system, a zinc finger nuclease

system, a TALEN, a meganuclease or RNAi system.

CRISPR Systems

[00259] In general, a CRISPR-Cas or CRISPR system as used in herein and in documents, such

as WO 2014/093622 (PCT/US20 13/074667), refers collectively to transcripts and other elements

involved in the expression of or directing the activity of CRISPR-associated (“Cas”) genes,

including sequences encoding a Cas gene, a tracr (trans-activating CRISPR) sequence (e.g.

tracrRNA or an active partial tracrRNA), a tracr-mate sequence (encompassing a “direct repeat”

and a tracrRNA-processed partial direct repeat in the context of an endogenous CRISPR system),

a guide sequence (also referred to as a “spacer” in the context of an endogenous CRISPR system),

or “RNA(s)” as that term is herein used (e.g., RNA(s) to guide Cas, such as Cas9, e.g. CRISPR



RNA and transactivating (tracr) RNA or a single guide RNA (sgRNA) (chimeric RNA)) or other

sequences and transcripts from a CRISPR locus. In general, a CRISPR system is characterized by

elements that promote the formation of a CRISPR complex at the site of a target sequence (also

referred to as a protospacer in the context of an endogenous CRISPR system). See, e.g, Shmakov

et al. (2015) “Discovery and Functional Characterization of Diverse Class 2 CRISPR-Cas

Systems”, Molecular Cell, DOI: dx.doi.org/l0.l0l6/j.molcel. 2015. 10.008.

[00260] In certain embodiments, a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) or PAM-like motif directs

binding of the effector protein complex as disclosed herein to the target locus of interest. In some

embodiments, the PAM may be a 5 PAM (i.e., located upstream of the 5 end of the protospacer).

In other embodiments, the PAM may be a 3 PAM (i.e., located downstream of the 5 end of the

protospacer). The term “PAM” may be used interchangeably with the term “PFS” or “protospacer

flanking site” or “protospacer flanking sequence”.

[00261] In a preferred embodiment, the CRISPR effector protein may recognize a 3 PAM. In

certain embodiments, the CRISPR effector protein may recognize a 3’ PAM which is 5Ή , wherein

H is A, C or U .

[00262] In the context of formation of a CRISPR complex, “target sequence” refers to a

sequence to which a guide sequence is designed to have complementarity, where hybridization

between a target sequence and a guide sequence promotes the formation of a CRISPR complex. A

target sequence may comprise RNA polynucleotides. The term “target RNA“ refers to a RNA

polynucleotide being or comprising the target sequence. In other words, the target RNA may be a

RNA polynucleotide or a part of a RNA polynucleotide to which a part of the gRNA, i.e. the guide

sequence, is designed to have complementarity and to which the effector function mediated by the

complex comprising CRISPR effector protein and a gRNA is to be directed. In some embodiments,

a target sequence is located in the nucleus or cytoplasm of a cell.

[00263] In certain example embodiments, the CRISPR effector protein may be delivered using

a nucleic acid molecule encoding the CRISPR effector protein. The nucleic acid molecule

encoding a CRISPR effector protein, may advantageously be a codon optimized CRISPR effector

protein. An example of a codon optimized sequence, is in this instance a sequence optimized for

expression in eukaryote, e.g., humans (i.e. being optimized for expression in humans), or for

another eukaryote, animal or mammal as herein discussed; see, e.g., SaCas9 human codon



optimized sequence in WO 2014/093622 (PCT/US20 13/074667). Whilst this is preferred, it will

be appreciated that other examples are possible and codon optimization for a host species other

than human, or for codon optimization for specific organs is known. In some embodiments, an

enzyme coding sequence encoding a CRISPR effector protein is a codon optimized for expression

in particular cells, such as eukaryotic cells. The eukaryotic cells may be those of or derived from

a particular organism, such as a plant or a mammal, including but not limited to human, or non

human eukaryote or animal or mammal as herein discussed, e.g., mouse, rat, rabbit, dog, livestock,

or non-human mammal or primate. In some embodiments, processes for modifying the germ line

genetic identity of human beings and/or processes for modifying the genetic identity of animals

which are likely to cause them suffering without any substantial medical benefit to man or animal,

and also animals resulting from such processes, may be excluded. In general, codon optimization

refers to a process of modifying a nucleic acid sequence for enhanced expression in the host cells

of interest by replacing at least one codon (e.g. about or more than about 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20,

25, 50, or more codons) of the native sequence with codons that are more frequently or most

frequently used in the genes of that host cell while maintaining the native amino acid sequence.

Various species exhibit particular bias for certain codons of a particular amino acid. Codon bias

(differences in codon usage between organisms) often correlates with the efficiency of translation

of messenger RNA (mRNA), which is in turn believed to be dependent on, among other things,

the properties of the codons being translated and the availability of particular transfer RNA (tRNA)

molecules. The predominance of selected tRNAs in a cell is generally a reflection of the codons

used most frequently in peptide synthesis. Accordingly, genes can be tailored for optimal gene

expression in a given organism based on codon optimization. Codon usage tables are readily

available, for example, at the “Codon Usage Database” available at kazusa.orjp/codon/ and these

tables can be adapted in a number of ways. See Nakamura, Y., et al. “Codon usage tabulated from

the international DNA sequence databases: status for the year 2000” Nucl. Acids Res. 28:292

(2000). Computer algorithms for codon optimizing a particular sequence for expression in a

particular host cell are also available, such as Gene Forge (Aptagen; Jacobus, PA), are also

available. In some embodiments, one or more codons (e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, or more,

or all codons) in a sequence encoding a Cas correspond to the most frequently used codon for a

particular amino acid.



[00264] In certain embodiments, the methods as described herein may comprise providing a

Cas transgenic cell in which one or more nucleic acids encoding one or more guide RNAs are

provided or introduced operably connected in the cell with a regulatory element comprising a

promoter of one or more gene of interest. As used herein, the term “Cas transgenic cell” refers to

a cell, such as a eukaryotic cell, in which a Cas gene has been genomically integrated. The nature,

type, or origin of the cell are not particularly limiting according to the present invention. Also the

way the Cas transgene is introduced in the cell may vary and can be any method as is known in

the art. In certain embodiments, the Cas transgenic cell is obtained by introducing the Cas

transgene in an isolated cell. In certain other embodiments, the Cas transgenic cell is obtained by

isolating cells from a Cas transgenic organism. By means of example, and without limitation, the

Cas transgenic cell as referred to herein may be derived from a Cas transgenic eukaryote, such as

a Cas knock-in eukaryote. Reference is made to WO 2014/093622 (PCT/US13/74667),

incorporated herein by reference. Methods of US Patent Publication Nos. 20120017290 and

201 10265198 assigned to Sangamo BioSciences, Inc. directed to targeting the Rosa locus may be

modified to utilize the CRISPR Cas system of the present invention. Methods of US Patent

Publication No. 20130236946 assigned to Cellectis directed to targeting the Rosa locus may also

be modified to utilize the CRISPR Cas system of the present invention. By means of further

example reference is made to Platt et. al. (Cell; 159(2):440-455 (2014)), describing a Cas9 knock-

in mouse, which is incorporated herein by reference. The Cas transgene can further comprise a

Lox-Stop-polyA-Lox(LSL) cassette thereby rendering Cas expression inducible by Cre

recombinase. Alternatively, the Cas transgenic cell may be obtained by introducing the Cas

transgene in an isolated cell. Delivery systems for transgenes are well known in the art. By means

of example, the Cas transgene may be delivered in for instance eukaryotic cell by means of vector

(e.g., AAV, adenovirus, lentivirus) and/or particle and/or nanoparticle delivery, as also described

herein elsewhere.

[00265] It will be understood by the skilled person that the cell, such as the Cas transgenic cell,

as referred to herein may comprise further genomic alterations besides having an integrated Cas

gene or the mutations arising from the sequence specific action of Cas when complexed with RNA

capable of guiding Cas to a target locus.



[00266] In certain aspects the invention involves vectors, e.g. for delivering or introducing in a

cell Cas and/or RNA capable of guiding Cas to a target locus (i.e. guide RNA), but also for

propagating these components (e.g. in prokaryotic cells). A used herein, a “vector” is a tool that

allows or facilitates the transfer of an entity from one environment to another. It is a replicon, such

as a plasmid, phage, or cosmid, into which another DNA segment may be inserted so as to bring

about the replication of the inserted segment. Generally, a vector is capable of replication when

associated with the proper control elements. In general, the term “vector” refers to a nucleic acid

molecule capable of transporting another nucleic acid to which it has been linked. Vectors include,

but are not limited to, nucleic acid molecules that are single-stranded, double-stranded, or partially

double-stranded; nucleic acid molecules that comprise one or more free ends, no free ends (e.g.

circular); nucleic acid molecules that comprise DNA, RNA, or both; and other varieties of

polynucleotides known in the art. One type of vector is a “plasmid,” which refers to a circular

double stranded DNA loop into which additional DNA segments can be inserted, such as by

standard molecular cloning techniques. Another type of vector is a viral vector, wherein virally-

derived DNA or RNA sequences are present in the vector for packaging into a virus (e.g.

retroviruses, replication defective retroviruses, adenoviruses, replication defective adenoviruses,

and adeno-associated viruses (AAVs)). Viral vectors also include polynucleotides carried by a

virus for transfection into a host cell. Certain vectors are capable of autonomous replication in a

host cell into which they are introduced (e.g. bacterial vectors having a bacterial origin of

replication and episomal mammalian vectors). Other vectors (e.g., non-episomal mammalian

vectors) are integrated into the genome of a host cell upon introduction into the host cell, and

thereby are replicated along with the host genome. Moreover, certain vectors are capable of

directing the expression of genes to which they are operatively-linked. Such vectors are referred

to herein as “expression vectors.” Common expression vectors of utility in recombinant DNA

techniques are often in the form of plasmids.

[00267] Recombinant expression vectors can comprise a nucleic acid of the invention in a form

suitable for expression of the nucleic acid in a host cell, which means that the recombinant

expression vectors include one or more regulatory elements, which may be selected on the basis

of the host cells to be used for expression, that is operatively-linked to the nucleic acid sequence

to be expressed. Within a recombinant expression vector, “operably linked” is intended to mean



that the nucleotide sequence of interest is linked to the regulatory element(s) in a manner that

allows for expression of the nucleotide sequence (e.g. in an in vitro transcription/translation system

or in a host cell when the vector is introduced into the host cell). With regards to recombination

and cloning methods, mention is made of U.S. patent application 10/815,730, published September

2, 2004 as US 2004-0171 156 Al, the contents of which are herein incorporated by reference in

their entirety. Thus, the embodiments disclosed herein may also comprise transgenic cells

comprising the CRISPR effector system. In certain example embodiments, the transgenic cell may

function as an individual discrete volume. In other words samples comprising a masking construct

may be delivered to a cell, for example in a suitable delivery vesicle and if the target is present in

the delivery vesicle the CRISPR effector is activated and a detectable signal generated.

[00268] The vector(s) can include the regulatory element(s), e.g., promoter(s). The vector(s)

can comprise Cas encoding sequences, and/or a single, but possibly also can comprise at least 3 or

8 or 16 or 32 or 48 or 50 guide RNA(s) (e.g., sgRNAs) encoding sequences, such as 1-2, 1-3, 1-4

1-5, 3-6, 3-7, 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, 3-8, 3-16, 3-30, 3-32, 3-48, 3-50 RNA(s) (e.g., sgRNAs). In a single

vector there can be a promoter for each RNA (e.g., sgRNA), advantageously when there are up to

about 16 RNA(s); and, when a single vector provides for more than 16 RNA(s), one or more

promoter(s) can drive expression of more than one of the RNA(s), e.g., when there are 32 RNA(s),

each promoter can drive expression of two RNA(s), and when there are 48 RNA(s), each promoter

can drive expression of three RNA(s). By simple arithmetic and well established cloning protocols

and the teachings in this disclosure one skilled in the art can readily practice the invention as to

the RNA(s) for a suitable exemplary vector such as AAV, and a suitable promoter such as the U6

promoter. For example, the packaging limit of AAV is ~4.7 kb. The length of a single U6-gRNA

(plus restriction sites for cloning) is 361 bp. Therefore, the skilled person can readily fit about 12-

16, e.g., 13 U6-gRNA cassettes in a single vector. This can be assembled by any suitable means,

such as a golden gate strategy used for TALE assembly (genome-engineering.org/taleffectors/).

The skilled person can also use a tandem guide strategy to increase the number of U6-gRNAs by

approximately 1.5 times, e.g., to increase from 12-16, e.g., 13 to approximately 18-24, e.g., about

19 U6-gRNAs. Therefore, one skilled in the art can readily reach approximately 18-24, e.g., about

19 promoter-RNAs, e.g., U6-gRNAs in a single vector, e.g., an AAV vector. A further means for

increasing the number of promoters and RNAs in a vector is to use a single promoter (e.g., U6) to



express an array of RNAs separated by cleavable sequences. And an even further means for

increasing the number of promoter-RNAs in a vector, is to express an array of promoter-RNAs

separated by cleavable sequences in the intron of a coding sequence or gene; and, in this instance

it is advantageous to use a polymerase II promoter, which can have increased expression and

enable the transcription of long RNA in a tissue specific manner (see, e.g.,

nar.oxfordj ournals.org/ content/34/7/e53.short and

nature.com/mt/journal/vl6/n9/abs/mt2008l44a.html). In an advantageous embodiment, AAV

may package U6 tandem gRNA targeting up to about 50 genes. Accordingly, from the knowledge

in the art and the teachings in this disclosure the skilled person can readily make and use vector(s),

e.g., a single vector, expressing multiple RNAs or guides under the control or operatively or

functionally linked to one or more promoters—especially as to the numbers of RNAs or guides

discussed herein, without any undue experimentation.

[00269] The guide RNA(s) encoding sequences and/or Cas encoding sequences, can be

functionally or operatively linked to regulatory element(s) and hence the regulatory element(s)

drive expression. The promoter(s) can be constitutive promoter(s) and/or conditional promoter(s)

and/or inducible promoter(s) and/or tissue specific promoter(s). The promoter can be selected from

the group consisting of RNA polymerases, pol I, pol II, pol III, T7, U6, Hl, retroviral Rous sarcoma

virus (RSV) LTR promoter, the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter, the SV40 promoter, the

dihydrofolate reductase promoter, the β-actin promoter, the phosphoglycerol kinase (PGK)

promoter, and the EFla promoter. An advantageous promoter is the promoter is U6.

[00270] Additional effectors for use according to the invention can be identified by their

proximity to casl genes, for example, though not limited to, within the region 20 kb from the start

of the casl gene and 20 kb from the end of the casl gene. In certain embodiments, the effector

protein comprises at least one HEPN domain and at least 500 amino acids, and wherein the C2c2

effector protein is naturally present in a prokaryotic genome within 20 kb upstream or downstream

of a Cas gene or a CRISPR array. Non-limiting examples of Cas proteins include Casl, CaslB,

Cas2, Cas3, Cas4, Cas5, Cas6, Cas7, Cas8, Cas9 (also known as Csnl and Csxl2), CaslO, Csyl,

Csy2, Csy3, Csel, Cse2, Cscl, Csc2, Csa5, Csn2, Csm2, Csm3, Csm4, Csm5, Csm6, Cmrl, Cmr3,

Cmr4, Cmr5, Cmr6, Csbl, Csb2, Csb3, Csxl7, Csxl4, CsxlO, Csxl6, CsaX, Csx3, Csxl, Csxl5,

Csfl, Csf2, Csf3, Csf4, homologues thereof, or modified versions thereof. In certain example



embodiments, the C2c2 effector protein is naturally present in a prokaryotic genome within 20kb

upstream or downstream of a Cas 1 gene. The terms “orthologue” (also referred to as “ortholog”

herein) and “homologue” (also referred to as “homolog” herein) are well known in the art. By

means of further guidance, a “homologue” of a protein as used herein is a protein of the same

species which performs the same or a similar function as the protein it is a homologue of.

Homologous proteins may but need not be structurally related, or are only partially structurally

related. An “orthologue” of a protein as used herein is a protein of a different species which

performs the same or a similar function as the protein it is an orthologue of. Orthologous proteins

may but need not be structurally related, or are only partially structurally related.

Guide Molecules

[00271] The methods described herein may be used to screen inhibition of CRISPR systems

employing different types of guide molecules. As used herein, the term “guide sequence” and

“guide molecule” in the context of a CRISPR-Cas system, comprises any polynucleotide sequence

having sufficient complementarity with a target nucleic acid sequence to hybridize with the target

nucleic acid sequence and direct sequence-specific binding of a nucleic acid-targeting complex to

the target nucleic acid sequence. The guide sequences made using the methods disclosed herein

may be a full-length guide sequence, a truncated guide sequence, a full-length sgRNA sequence,

a truncated sgRNA sequence, or an E+F sgRNA sequence. In some embodiments, the degree of

complementarity of the guide sequence to a given target sequence, when optimally aligned using

a suitable alignment algorithm, is about or more than about 50%, 60%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%,

95%, 97.5%, 99%, or more. In certain example embodiments, the guide molecule comprises a

guide sequence that may be designed to have at least one mismatch with the target sequence, such

that a RNA duplex formed between the guide sequence and the target sequence. Accordingly, the

degree of complementarity is preferably less than 99%. For instance, where the guide sequence

consists of 24 nucleotides, the degree of complementarity is more particularly about 96% or less.

In particular embodiments, the guide sequence is designed to have a stretch of two or more adjacent

mismatching nucleotides, such that the degree of complementarity over the entire guide sequence

is further reduced. For instance, where the guide sequence consists of 24 nucleotides, the degree

of complementarity is more particularly about 96% or less, more particularly, about 92% or less,

more particularly about 88% or less, more particularly about 84% or less, more particularly about



80% or less, more particularly about 76% or less, more particularly about 72% or less, depending

on whether the stretch of two or more mismatching nucleotides encompasses 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7

nucleotides, etc. In some embodiments, aside from the stretch of one or more mismatching

nucleotides, the degree of complementarity, when optimally aligned using a suitable alignment

algorithm, is about or more than about 50%, 60%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 97.5%, 99%, or

more. Optimal alignment may be determined with the use of any suitable algorithm for aligning

sequences, non-limiting example of which include the Smith-Waterman algorithm, the

Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, algorithms based on the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (e.g., the

Burrows Wheeler Aligner), ClustalW, Clustal X, BLAT, Novoalign (Novocraft Technologies;

available at www.novocraft.com), ELAND (Illumina, San Diego, CA), SOAP (available at

soap.genomics.org.cn), and Maq (available at maq.sourceforge.net). The ability of a guide

sequence (within a nucleic acid-targeting guide RNA) to direct sequence-specific binding of a

nucleic acid -targeting complex to a target nucleic acid sequence may be assessed by any suitable

assay. For example, the components of a nucleic acid-targeting CRISPR system sufficient to form

a nucleic acid-targeting complex, including the guide sequence to be tested, may be provided to a

host cell having the corresponding target nucleic acid sequence, such as by transfection with

vectors encoding the components of the nucleic acid-targeting complex, followed by an assessment

of preferential targeting (e.g., cleavage) within the target nucleic acid sequence, such as by

Surveyor assay as described herein. Similarly, cleavage of a target nucleic acid sequence (or a

sequence in the vicinity thereof) may be evaluated in a test tube by providing the target nucleic

acid sequence, components of a nucleic acid-targeting complex, including the guide sequence to

be tested and a control guide sequence different from the test guide sequence, and comparing

binding or rate of cleavage at or in the vicinity of the target sequence between the test and control

guide sequence reactions. Other assays are possible, and will occur to those skilled in the art. A

guide sequence, and hence a nucleic acid-targeting guide RNA may be selected to target any target

nucleic acid sequence.

[00272] In certain embodiments, the guide sequence or spacer length of the guide molecules is

from 15 to 50 nt. In certain embodiments, the spacer length of the guide RNA is at least 15

nucleotides. In certain embodiments, the spacer length is from 15 to 17 nt, e.g., 15, 16, or 17 nt,

from 17 to 20 nt, e.g., 17, 18, 19, or 20 nt, from 20 to 24 nt, e.g., 20, 21, 22, 23, or 24 nt, from 23



to 25 nt, e.g., 23, 24, or 25 nt, from 24 to 27 nt, e.g., 24, 25, 26, or 27 nt, from 27-30 nt, e.g., 27,

28, 29, or 30 nt, from 30-35 nt, e.g., 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, or 35 nt, or 35 nt or longer. In certain

example embodiment, the guide sequence is 15, 16, 17,18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,

29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54,

55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80.

81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, or 100 nt.

[00273] In some embodiments, the guide sequence is an RNA sequence of between 10 to 50 nt

in length, but more particularly of about 20-30 nt advantageously about 20 nt, 23-25 nt or 24 nt.

The guide sequence is selected so as to ensure that it hybridizes to the target sequence. This is

described more in detail below. Selection can encompass further steps which increase efficacy and

specificity.

[00274] In some embodiments, the guide sequence has a canonical length (e.g., about 15-30 nt)

is used to hybridize with the target RNA or DNA. In some embodiments, a guide molecule is

longer than the canonical length (e.g., >30 nt) is used to hybridize with the target RNA or DNA,

such that a region of the guide sequence hybridizes with a region of the RNA or DNA strand

outside of the Cas-guide target complex. This can be of interest where additional modifications,

such deamination of nucleotides is of interest. In alternative embodiments, it is of interest to

maintain the limitation of the canonical guide sequence length.

[00275] In some embodiments, the sequence of the guide molecule (direct repeat and/or spacer)

is selected to reduce the degree secondary structure within the guide molecule. In some

embodiments, about or less than about 75%, 50%, 40%, 30%, 25%, 20%, 15%, 10%, 5%, 1%, or

fewer of the nucleotides of the nucleic acid-targeting guide RNA participate in self-complementary

base pairing when optimally folded. Optimal folding may be determined by any suitable

polynucleotide folding algorithm. Some programs are based on calculating the minimal Gibbs free

energy. An example of one such algorithm is rnFold, as described by Zuker and Stiegler (Nucleic

Acids Res. 9 (1981), 133-148). Another example folding algorithm is the online Webserver

RNAfold, developed at Institute for Theoretical Chemistry at the University of Vienna, using the

centroid structure prediction algorithm (see e.g., A.R. Gruber et al., 2008, Cell 106(1): 23-24; and

PA Carr and GM Church, 2009, Nature Biotechnology 27(12): 1151-62).



[00276] In some embodiments, it is of interest to reduce the susceptibility of the guide molecule

to RNA cleavage, such as to cleavage by Casl3. Accordingly, in particular embodiments, the guide

molecule is adjusted to avoid cleavage by Casl3 or other RNA-cleaving enzymes.

[00277] In certain embodiments, the guide molecule comprises non-naturally occurring nucleic

acids and/or non-naturally occurring nucleotides and/or nucleotide analogs, and/or chemically

modifications. Preferably, these non-naturally occurring nucleic acids and non-naturally occurring

nucleotides are located outside the guide sequence. Non-naturally occurring nucleic acids can

include, for example, mixtures of naturally and non-naturally occurring nucleotides. Non-naturally

occurring nucleotides and/or nucleotide analogs may be modified at the ribose, phosphate, and/or

base moiety. In an embodiment of the invention, a guide nucleic acid comprises ribonucleotides

and non-ribonucleotides. In one such embodiment, a guide comprises one or more ribonucleotides

and one or more deoxyribonucleotides. In an embodiment of the invention, the guide comprises

one or more non-naturally occurring nucleotide or nucleotide analog such as a nucleotide with

phosphorothioate linkage, a locked nucleic acid (LNA) nucleotides comprising a methylene bridge

between the 2' and 4' carbons of the ribose ring, or bridged nucleic acids (BNA). Other examples

of modified nucleotides include 2'-0-methyl analogs, 2'-deoxy analogs, or 2'-fluoro analogs.

Further examples of modified bases include, but are not limited to, 2-aminopurine, 5-bromo-

uridine, pseudouridine, inosine, 7-methylguanosine. Examples of guide RNA chemical

modifications include, without limitation, incorporation of 2'-0-methyl (M), 2'-0-methyl

3'phosphorothioate (MS), S-constrained ethyl(cEt), or 2'-0-methyl 3'thioPACE (MSP) at one or

more terminal nucleotides. Such chemically modified guides can comprise increased stability and

increased activity as compared to unmodified guides, though on-target vs. off-target specificity is

not predictable. (See, Hendel, 2015, Nat Biotechnol. 33(9):985-9, doi: l0.l038/nbt.3290,

published online 29 June 2015 Ragdarm et a , 0215, PNAS, E71 10-E71 11; Allerson et a , J . Med.

Chem. 2005, 48:901-904; Bramsen et a , Front. Genet., 2012, 3:154; Deng et a , PNAS, 2015,

112:1 1870-1 1875; Sharma et a , MedChemComm., 2014, 5:1454-1471; Hendel et ak, Nat.

Biotechnol. (2015) 33(9): 985-989; Li et ak, Nature Biomedical Engineering, 2017, 1, 0066

D01:l0.l038/s4l55l-0l7-0066). In some embodiments, the 5 and/or 3 end of a guide RNA is

modified by a variety of functional moieties including fluorescent dyes, polyethylene glycol,

cholesterol, proteins, or detection tags. (See Kelly et ak, 2016, J . Biotech. 233:74-83). In certain



embodiments, a guide comprises ribonucleotides in a region that binds to a target RNA and one or

more deoxyribonucleotides and/or nucleotide analogs in a region that binds to Casl3. In an

embodiment of the invention, deoxyribonucleotides and/or nucleotide analogs are incorporated in

engineered guide structures, such as, without limitation, stem-loop regions, and the seed region.

For Casl3 guide, in certain embodiments, the modification is not in the 5’-handle of the stem-loop

regions. Chemical modification in the 5’-handle of the stem-loop region of a guide may abolish its

function (see Li, et al., Nature Biomedical Engineering, 2017, 1:0066). In certain embodiments, at

least 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,

29, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, or 75 nucleotides of a guide is chemically modified. In some embodiments,

3-5 nucleotides at either the 3 or the 5 end of a guide is chemically modified. In some

embodiments, only minor modifications are introduced in the seed region, such as 2’-F

modifications. In some embodiments, 2’-F modification is introduced at the 3 end of a guide. In

certain embodiments, three to five nucleotides at the 5 and/or the 3 end of the guide are

chemically modified with 2’-0-methyl (M), 2’-0-methyl 3 phosphorothioate (MS), S-constrained

ethyl(cEt), or 2’-0-methyl 3 thioPACE (MSP). Such modification can enhance genome editing

efficiency (see Hendel et al., Nat. Biotechnol. (2015) 33(9): 985-989). In certain embodiments, all

of the phosphodiester bonds of a guide are substituted with phosphorothioates (PS) for enhancing

levels of gene disruption. In certain embodiments, more than five nucleotides at the 5 and/or the

3 end of the guide are chemically modified with 2’-0-Me, 2’-F or S-constrained ethyl(cEt). Such

chemically modified guide can mediate enhanced levels of gene disruption (see Ragdarm et al.,

0215, PNAS, E71 10-E71 11). In an embodiment of the invention, a guide is modified to comprise

a chemical moiety at its 3 and/or 5 end. Such moieties include, but are not limited to amine,

azide, alkyne, thio, dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO), or Rhodamine. In certain embodiment, the

chemical moiety is conjugated to the guide by a linker, such as an alkyl chain. In certain

embodiments, the chemical moiety of the modified guide can be used to attach the guide to another

molecule, such as DNA, RNA, protein, or nanoparticles. Such chemically modified guide can be

used to identify or enrich cells generically edited by a CRISPR system (see Lee et al., eLife, 2017,

6:e253l2, DOI: 10.7554).

[00278] In some embodiments, the modification to the guide is a chemical modification, an

insertion, a deletion or a split. In some embodiments, the chemical modification includes, but is



not limited to, incorporation of 2'-0-methyl (M) analogs, 2'-deoxy analogs, 2-thiouridine analogs,

N6-methyladenosine analogs, 2'-fluoro analogs, 2-aminopurine, 5-bromo-uridine, pseudouridine

(Ψ), Nl-methylpseudouridine (me^), 5-methoxyuridine(5moU), inosine, 7-methylguanosine, 2'-

O-methyl 3'phosphorothioate (MS), S-constrained ethyl(cEt), phosphorothioate (PS), or 2'-0-

methyl 3'thioPACE (MSP). In some embodiments, the guide comprises one or more of

phosphorothioate modifications. In certain embodiments, at least 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,

13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, or 25 nucleotides of the guide are chemically modified. In certain

embodiments, one or more nucleotides in the seed region are chemically modified. In certain

embodiments, one or more nucleotides in the 3’-terminus are chemically modified. In certain

embodiments, none of the nucleotides in the 5 -handle is chemically modified. In some

embodiments, the chemical modification in the seed region is a minor modification, such as

incorporation of a 2’-fluoro analog. In a specific embodiment, one nucleotide of the seed region

is replaced with a 2’-fluoro analog. In some embodiments, 5 to 10 nucleotides in the 3 -terminus

are chemically modified. Such chemical modifications at the 3 -terminus of the Casl3 CrRNA

may improve Casl3 activity. In a specific embodiment, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10 nucleotides in

the 3 -terminus are replaced with 2’-fluoro analogues. In a specific embodiment, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 9 or 10 nucleotides in the 3 -terminus are replaced with - O-methyl (M) analogs.

[00279] In some embodiments, the loop of the 5’-handle of the guide is modified. In some

embodiments, the loop of the 5 -handle of the guide is modified to have a deletion, an insertion, a

split, or chemical modifications. In certain embodiments, the modified loop comprises 3, 4, or 5

nucleotides. In certain embodiments, the loop comprises the sequence of E C U, E U, E A E U ,

or UGUU.

[00280] In some embodiments, the guide molecule forms a stemloop with a separate non-

covalently linked sequence, which can be DNA or RNA. In particular embodiments, the sequences

forming the guide are first synthesized using the standard phosphoramidite synthetic protocol

(Herdewijn, P., ed., Methods in Molecular Biology Col 288, Oligonucleotide Synthesis: Methods

and Applications, Humana Press, New Jersey (2012)). In some embodiments, these sequences can

be functionalized to contain an appropriate functional group for ligation using the standard

protocol known in the art (Hermanson, G . T., Bioconjugate Techniques, Academic Press (2013)).

Examples of functional groups include, but are not limited to, hydroxyl, amine, carboxylic acid,



carboxylic acid halide, carboxylic acid active ester, aldehyde, carbonyl, chlorocarbonyl,

imidazolylcarbonyl, hydrozide, semicarbazide, thio semicarbazide, thiol, maleimide, haloalkyl,

sulfonyl, ally, propargyl, diene, alkyne, and azide. Once this sequence is functionalized, a covalent

chemical bond or linkage can be formed between this sequence and the direct repeat sequence.

Examples of chemical bonds include, but are not limited to, those based on carbamates, ethers,

esters, amides, imines, amidines, aminotrizines, hydrozone, disulfides, thioethers, thioesters,

phosphorothioates, phosphorodithioates, sulfonamides, sulfonates, fulfones, sulfoxides, ureas,

thioureas, hydrazide, oxime, triazole, photolabile linkages, C-C bond forming groups such as

Diels-Alder cyclo-addition pairs or ring-closing metathesis pairs, and Michael reaction pairs.

[00281] In some embodiments, these stem-loop forming sequences can be chemically

synthesized. In some embodiments, the chemical synthesis uses automated, solid-phase

oligonucleotide synthesis machines with 2’-acetoxyethyl orthoester (2’-ACE) (Scaringe et a , J .

Am. Chem. Soc. (1998) 120: 11820-1 1821; Scaringe, Methods Enzymol. (2000) 317: 3-18) or 2’-

thionocarbamate (2’-TC) chemistry (Dellinger et al., J . Am. Chem. Soc. (201 1) 133: 11540-1 1546;

Hendel et al., Nat. Biotechnol. (2015) 33:985-989).

[00282] In certain embodiments, the guide molecule comprises (1) a guide sequence capable of

hybridizing to a target locus and (2) a tracr mate or direct repeat sequence whereby the direct repeat

sequence is located upstream (i.e., 5’) from the guide sequence. In a particular embodiment the

seed sequence (i.e. the sequence essential critical for recognition and/or hybridization to the

sequence at the target locus) of the guide sequence is approximately within the first 10 nucleotides

of the guide sequence.

[00283] In a particular embodiment the guide molecule comprises a guide sequence linked to a

direct repeat sequence, wherein the direct repeat sequence comprises one or more stem loops or

optimized secondary structures. In particular embodiments, the direct repeat has a minimum length

of 16 nts and a single stem loop. In further embodiments the direct repeat has a length longer than

16 nts, preferably more than 17 nts, and has more than one stem loops or optimized secondary

structures. In particular embodiments the guide molecule comprises or consists of the guide

sequence linked to all or part of the natural direct repeat sequence. A typical Type V or Type VI

CRISPR-cas guide molecule comprises (in 3 to 5 direction or in 5 to 3 direction): a guide

sequence a first complimentary stretch (the “repeat”), a loop (which is typically 4 or 5 nucleotides



long), a second complimentary stretch (the “anti-repeat” being complimentary to the repeat), and

a poly A (often poly U in RNA) tail (terminator). In certain embodiments, the direct repeat

sequence retains its natural architecture and forms a single stem loop. In particular embodiments,

certain aspects of the guide architecture can be modified, for example by addition, subtraction, or

substitution of features, whereas certain other aspects of guide architecture are maintained.

Preferred locations for engineered guide molecule modifications, including but not limited to

insertions, deletions, and substitutions include guide termini and regions of the guide molecule

that are exposed when complexed with the CRISPR-Cas protein and/or target, for example the

stemloop of the direct repeat sequence.

[00284] In particular embodiments, the stem comprises at least about 4bp comprising

complementary X and Y sequences, although stems of more, e.g., 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12 or

fewer, e.g., 3, 2, base pairs are also contemplated. Thus, for example X2-10 and Y2-10 (wherein

X and Y represent any complementary set of nucleotides) may be contemplated. In one aspect, the

stem made of the X and Y nucleotides, together with the loop will form a complete hairpin in the

overall secondary structure; and, this may be advantageous and the amount of base pairs can be

any amount that forms a complete hairpin. In one aspect, any complementary X:Y basepairing

sequence (e.g., as to length) is tolerated, so long as the secondary structure of the entire guide

molecule is preserved. In one aspect, the loop that connects the stem made of X :Y basepairs can

be any sequence of the same length (e.g., 4 or 5 nucleotides) or longer that does not interrupt the

overall secondary structure of the guide molecule. In one aspect, the stemloop can further

comprise, e.g. an MS2 aptamer. In one aspect, the stem comprises about 5-7bp comprising

complementary X and Y sequences, although stems of more or fewer basepairs are also

contemplated. In one aspect, non-Watson Crick basepairing is contemplated, where such pairing

otherwise generally preserves the architecture of the stemloop at that position.

[00285] In particular embodiments the natural hairpin or stemloop structure of the guide

molecule is extended or replaced by an extended stemloop. It has been demonstrated that extension

of the stem can enhance the assembly of the guide molecule with the CRISPR-Cas protein (Chen

et al. Cell. (2013); 155(7): 1479-1491). In particular embodiments the stem of the stemloop is

extended by at least 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or more complementary basepairs (i.e. corresponding to the



addition of 2,4, 6, 8, 10 or more nucleotides in the guide molecule). In particular embodiments

these are located at the end of the stem, adjacent to the loop of the stemloop.

[00286] In particular embodiments, the susceptibility of the guide molecule to RNAses or to

decreased expression can be reduced by slight modifications of the sequence of the guide molecule

which do not affect its function. For instance, in particular embodiments, premature termination

of transcription, such as premature transcription of U6 Pol-III, can be removed by modifying a

putative Pol-III terminator (4 consecutive U’s) in the guide molecules sequence. Where such

sequence modification is required in the stemloop of the guide molecule, it is preferably ensured

by a basepair flip.

[00287] In a particular embodiment, the direct repeat may be modified to comprise one or more

protein-binding RNA aptamers. In a particular embodiment, one or more aptamers may be

included such as part of optimized secondary structure. Such aptamers may be capable of binding

a bacteriophage coat protein as detailed further herein.

[00288] In some embodiments, the guide molecule forms a duplex with a target RNA

comprising at least one target cytosine residue to be edited. Upon hybridization of the guide RNA

molecule to the target RNA, the cytidine deaminase binds to the single strand RNA in the duplex

made accessible by the mismatch in the guide sequence and catalyzes deamination of one or more

target cytosine residues comprised within the stretch of mismatching nucleotides.

[00289] A guide sequence, and hence a nucleic acid-targeting guide RNA may be selected to

target any target nucleic acid sequence. The target sequence may be mRNA.

[00290] In certain embodiments, the target sequence should be associated with a PAM

(protospacer adjacent motif) or PFS (protospacer flanking sequence or site); that is, a short

sequence recognized by the CRISPR complex. Depending on the nature of the CRISPR-Cas

protein, the target sequence should be selected such that its complementary sequence in the DNA

duplex (also referred to herein as the non-target sequence) is upstream or downstream of the PAM.

In the embodiments of the present invention where the CRISPR-Cas protein is a Casl3 protein,

the complementary sequence of the target sequence is downstream or 3 of the PAM or upstream

or 5 of the PAM. The precise sequence and length requirements for the PAM differ depending on

the Casl3 protein used, but PAMs are typically 2-5 base pair sequences adjacent the protospacer

(that is, the target sequence). Examples of the natural PAM sequences for different Casl3



orthologues are provided herein below and the skilled person will be able to identify further PAM

sequences for use with a given Casl3 protein.

[00291] Further, engineering of the PAM Interacting (PI) domain may allow programing of

PAM specificity, improve target site recognition fidelity, and increase the versatility of the

CRISPR-Cas protein, for example as described for Cas9 in Kleinstiver BP et al. Engineered

CRISPR-Cas9 nucleases with altered PAM specificities. Nature. 2015 Jul 23;523(756l):48l-5.

doi: 10. l038/naturel4592. As further detailed herein, the skilled person will understand that Casl3

proteins may be modified analogously.

[00292] In particular embodiment, the guide is an escorted guide. By “escorted” is meant that

the CRISPR-Cas system or complex or guide is delivered to a selected time or place within a cell,

so that activity of the CRISPR-Cas system or complex or guide is spatially or temporally

controlled. For example, the activity and destination of the 3 CRISPR-Cas system or complex or

guide may be controlled by an escort RNA aptamer sequence that has binding affinity for an

aptamer ligand, such as a cell surface protein or other localized cellular component. Alternatively,

the escort aptamer may for example be responsive to an aptamer effector on or in the cell, such as

a transient effector, such as an external energy source that is applied to the cell at a particular time.

[00293] The escorted CRISPR-Cas systems or complexes have a guide molecule with a

functional structure designed to improve guide molecule structure, architecture, stability, genetic

expression, or any combination thereof. Such a structure can include an aptamer.

[00294] Aptamers are biomolecules that can be designed or selected to bind tightly to other

ligands, for example using a technique called systematic evolution of ligands by exponential

enrichment (SELEX; Tuerk C, Gold L : “Systematic evolution of ligands by exponential

enrichment: RNA ligands to bacteriophage T4 DNA polymerase.” Science 1990, 249:505-510).

Nucleic acid aptamers can for example be selected from pools of random-sequence

oligonucleotides, with high binding affinities and specificities for a wide range of biomedically

relevant targets, suggesting a wide range of therapeutic utilities for aptamers (Keefe, Anthony D.,

Supriya Pai, and Andrew Ellington. "Aptamers as therapeutics." Nature Reviews Drug Discovery

9.7 (2010): 537-550). These characteristics also suggest a wide range of uses for aptamers as drug

delivery vehicles (Levy-Nissenbaum, Etgar, et al. "Nanotechnology and aptamers: applications in

drug delivery." Trends in biotechnology 26.8 (2008): 442-449; and, Hicke BJ, Stephens AW.



“Escort aptamers: a delivery service for diagnosis and therapy.” J Clin Invest 2000, 106:923-928.).

Aptamers may also be constructed that function as molecular switches, responding to a que by

changing properties, such as RNA aptamers that bind fluorophores to mimic the activity of green

fluorescent protein (Paige, Jeremy S., Karen Y. Wu, and Sarnie R . Jaffrey. "RNA mimics of green

fluorescent protein." Science 333.6042 (201 1): 642-646). It has also been suggested that aptamers

may be used as components of targeted siRNA therapeutic delivery systems, for example targeting

cell surface proteins (Zhou, Jiehua, and John J . Rossi. "Aptamer-targeted cell-specific RNA

interference." Silence 1.1 (2010): 4).

[00295] Accordingly, in particular embodiments, the guide molecule is modified, e.g., by one

or more aptamer(s) designed to improve guide molecule delivery, including delivery across the

cellular membrane, to intracellular compartments, or into the nucleus. Such a structure can include,

either in addition to the one or more aptamer(s) or without such one or more aptamer(s),

moiety(ies) so as to render the guide molecule deliverable, inducible or responsive to a selected

effector. The invention accordingly comprehends an guide molecule that responds to normal or

pathological physiological conditions, including without limitation pH, hypoxia, 0 2

concentration, temperature, protein concentration, enzymatic concentration, lipid structure, light

exposure, mechanical disruption (e.g. ultrasound waves), magnetic fields, electric fields, or

electromagnetic radiation.

[00296] Light responsiveness of an inducible system may be achieved via the activation and

binding of cryptochrome-2 and CIB1. Blue light stimulation induces an activating conformational

change in cryptochrome-2, resulting in recruitment of its binding partner CIB1. This binding is

fast and reversible, achieving saturation in <15 sec following pulsed stimulation and returning to

baseline <15 min after the end of stimulation. These rapid binding kinetics result in a system

temporally bound only by the speed of transcription/translation and transcript/protein degradation,

rather than uptake and clearance of inducing agents. Crytochrome-2 activation is also highly

sensitive, allowing for the use of low light intensity stimulation and mitigating the risks of

phototoxicity. Further, in a context such as the intact mammalian brain, variable light intensity

may be used to control the size of a stimulated region, allowing for greater precision than vector

delivery alone may offer.



[00297] The invention contemplates energy sources such as electromagnetic radiation, sound

energy or thermal energy to induce the guide. Advantageously, the electromagnetic radiation is a

component of visible light. In a preferred embodiment, the light is a blue light with a wavelength

of about 450 to about 495 nm. In an especially preferred embodiment, the wavelength is about

488 nm. In another preferred embodiment, the light stimulation is via pulses. The light power may

range from about 0-9 mW/cm2. In a preferred embodiment, a stimulation paradigm of as low as

0.25 sec every 15 sec should result in maximal activation.

[00298] The chemical or energy sensitive guide may undergo a conformational change upon

induction by the binding of a chemical source or by the energy allowing it act as a guide and have

the Casl3 CRISPR-Cas system or complex function. The invention can involve applying the

chemical source or energy so as to have the guide function and the Casl3 CRISPR-Cas system or

complex function; and optionally further determining that the expression of the genomic locus is

altered.

[00299] There are several different designs of this chemical inducible system: 1 . ABI-PYL

based system inducible by Abscisic Acid (ABA) (see, e.g.,

stke.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/abstract/sigtrans;4/l64/rs2), 2 . FKBP-FRB based system

inducible by rapamycin (or related chemicals based on rapamycin) (see, e.g.,

www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v2/n6/full/nmeth763.html), 3 . GID1-GAI based system inducible

by Gibberellin (GA) (see, e.g.,

www.nature.com/nchembio/journal/v8/n5/full/nchembio.922.html).

[00300] A chemical inducible system can be an estrogen receptor (ER) based system inducible

by 4-hydroxytamoxifen (40HT) (see, e.g., www.pnas.org/content/l04/3/l027. abstract). A

mutated ligand-binding domain of the estrogen receptor called ERT2 translocates into the nucleus

of cells upon binding of 4-hydroxytamoxifen. In further embodiments of the invention any

naturally occurring or engineered derivative of any nuclear receptor, thyroid hormone receptor,

retinoic acid receptor, estrogen receptor, estrogen-related receptor, glucocorticoid receptor,

progesterone receptor, androgen receptor may be used in inducible systems analogous to the ER

based inducible system.

[00301] Another inducible system is based on the design using Transient receptor potential

(TRP) ion channel based system inducible by energy, heat or radio-wave (see, e.g.,



www.sciencemag.org/content/336/608l/604). These TRP family proteins respond to different

stimuli, including light and heat. When this protein is activated by light or heat, the ion channel

will open and allow the entering of ions such as calcium into the plasma membrane. This influx of

ions will bind to intracellular ion interacting partners linked to a polypeptide including the guide

and the other components of the Casl3 CRISPR-Cas complex or system, and the binding will

induce the change of sub-cellular localization of the polypeptide, leading to the entire polypeptide

entering the nucleus of cells. Once inside the nucleus, the guide protein and the other components

of the Casl3 CRISPR-Cas complex will be active and modulating target gene expression in cells.

[00302] While light activation may be an advantageous embodiment, sometimes it may be

disadvantageous especially for in vivo applications in which the light may not penetrate the skin

or other organs. In this instance, other methods of energy activation are contemplated, in particular,

electric field energy and/or ultrasound which have a similar effect.

[00303] Electric field energy is preferably administered substantially as described in the art,

using one or more electric pulses of from about 1 Volt/cm to about 10 kVolts/cm under in vivo

conditions. Instead of or in addition to the pulses, the electric field may be delivered in a continuous

manner. The electric pulse may be applied for between 1 s and 500 milliseconds, preferably

between 1 ps and 100 milliseconds. The electric field may be applied continuously or in a pulsed

manner for 5 about minutes.

[00304] As used herein, ‘electric field energy’ is the electrical energy to which a cell is exposed.

Preferably the electric field has a strength of from about 1 Volt/cm to about 10 kVolts/cm or more

under in vivo conditions (see WO97/49450).

[00305] As used herein, the term “electric field” includes one or more pulses at variable

capacitance and voltage and including exponential and/or square wave and/or modulated wave

and/or modulated square wave forms. References to electric fields and electricity should be taken

to include reference the presence of an electric potential difference in the environment of a cell.

Such an environment may be set up by way of static electricity, alternating current (AC), direct

current (DC), etc., as known in the art. The electric field may be uniform, non-uniform or

otherwise, and may vary in strength and/or direction in a time dependent manner.

[00306] Single or multiple applications of electric field, as well as single or multiple

applications of ultrasound are also possible, in any order and in any combination. The ultrasound



and/or the electric field may be delivered as single or multiple continuous applications, or as pulses

(pulsatile delivery).

[00307] Electroporation has been used in both in vitro and in vivo procedures to introduce

foreign material into living cells. With in vitro applications, a sample of live cells is first mixed

with the agent of interest and placed between electrodes such as parallel plates. Then, the

electrodes apply an electrical field to the cell/implant mixture. Examples of systems that perform

in vitro electroporation include the Electro Cell Manipulator ECM600 product, and the Electro

Square Porator T820, both made by the BTX Division of Genetronics, Inc (see ET.S. Pat. N o

5,869,326).

[00308] The known electroporation techniques (both in vitro and in vivo) function by applying

a brief high voltage pulse to electrodes positioned around the treatment region. The electric field

generated between the electrodes causes the cell membranes to temporarily become porous,

whereupon molecules of the agent of interest enter the cells. In known electroporation applications,

this electric field comprises a single square wave pulse on the order of 1000 V/cm, of about 100

mu duration. Such a pulse may be generated, for example, in known applications of the Electro

Square Porator T820.

[00309] Preferably, the electric field has a strength of from about 1 V/cm to about 10 kV/cm

under in vitro conditions. Thus, the electric field may have a strength of 1 V/cm, 2 V/cm, 3 V/cm,

4 V/cm, 5 V/cm, 6 V/cm, 7 V/cm, 8 V/cm, 9 V/cm, 10 V/cm, 20 V/cm, 50 V/cm, 100 V/cm, 200

V/cm, 300 V/cm, 400 V/cm, 500 V/cm, 600 V/cm, 700 V/cm, 800 V/cm, 900 V/cm, 1 kV/cm, 2

kV/cm, 5 kV/cm, 10 kV/cm, 20 kV/cm, 50 kV/cm or more. More preferably from about 0.5 kV/cm

to about 4.0 kV/cm under in vitro conditions. Preferably the electric field has a strength of from

about 1 V/cm to about 10 kV/cm under in vivo conditions. However, the electric field strengths

may be lowered where the number of pulses delivered to the target site are increased. Thus,

pulsatile delivery of electric fields at lower field strengths is envisaged.

[00310] Preferably the application of the electric field is in the form of multiple pulses such as

double pulses of the same strength and capacitance or sequential pulses of varying strength and/or

capacitance. As used herein, the term “pulse” includes one or more electric pulses at variable

capacitance and voltage and including exponential and/or square wave and/or modulated

wave/square wave forms.



[00311] Preferably the electric pulse is delivered as a waveform selected from an exponential

wave form, a square wave form, a modulated wave form and a modulated square wave form.

[00312] A preferred embodiment employs direct current at low voltage. Thus, Applicants

disclose the use of an electric field which is applied to the cell, tissue or tissue mass at a field

strength of between lV/cm and 20V/cm, for a period of 100 milliseconds or more, preferably 15

minutes or more.

[00313] Ultrasound is advantageously administered at a power level of from about 0.05 W/cm2

to about 100 W/cm2. Diagnostic or therapeutic ultrasound may be used, or combinations thereof.

[00314] As used herein, the term “ultrasound” refers to a form of energy which consists of

mechanical vibrations the frequencies of which are so high they are above the range of human

hearing. Lower frequency limit of the ultrasonic spectrum may generally be taken as about 20 kHz.

Most diagnostic applications of ultrasound employ frequencies in the range 1 and 15 MHz' (From

Ultrasonics in Clinical Diagnosis, P. N . T. Wells, ed., 2nd. Edition, Publ. Churchill Livingstone

[Edinburgh, London & NY, 1977]).

[00315] Ultrasound has been used in both diagnostic and therapeutic applications. When used

as a diagnostic tool ("diagnostic ultrasound"), ultrasound is typically used in an energy density

range of up to about 100 mW/cm2 (FDA recommendation), although energy densities of up to 750

mW/cm2 have been used. In physiotherapy, ultrasound is typically used as an energy source in a

range up to about 3 to 4 W/cm2 (WHO recommendation). In other therapeutic applications, higher

intensities of ultrasound may be employed, for example, HIFU at 100 W/cm up to 1 kW/cm2 (or

even higher) for short periods of time. The term "ultrasound" as used in this specification is

intended to encompass diagnostic, therapeutic and focused ultrasound.

[00316] Focused ultrasound (FUS) allows thermal energy to be delivered without an invasive

probe (see Morocz et al 1998 Journal of Magnetic Resonance Imaging Vol.8, No. 1, pp. 136-142.

Another form of focused ultrasound is high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) which is reviewed

by Moussatov et al in Ultrasonics (1998) Vol.36, No.8, pp. 893-900 and TranHuuHue et al in

Acustica (1997) Vol.83, No. 6, pp. 1103-1 106.

[00317] Preferably, a combination of diagnostic ultrasound and a therapeutic ultrasound is

employed. This combination is not intended to be limiting, however, and the skilled reader will



appreciate that any variety of combinations of ultrasound may be used. Additionally, the energy

density, frequency of ultrasound, and period of exposure may be varied.

[00318] Preferably the exposure to an ultrasound energy source is at a power density of from

about 0.05 to about 100 Wcm-2. Even more preferably, the exposure to an ultrasound energy

source is at a power density of from about 1 to about 15 Wcm-2.

[00319] Preferably the exposure to an ultrasound energy source is at a frequency of from about

0.015 to about 10.0 MHz. More preferably the exposure to an ultrasound energy source is at a

frequency of from about 0.02 to about 5.0 MHz or about 6.0 MHz. Most preferably, the ultrasound

is applied at a frequency of 3 MHz.

[00320] Preferably the exposure is for periods of from about 10 milliseconds to about 60

minutes. Preferably the exposure is for periods of from about 1 second to about 5 minutes. More

preferably, the ultrasound is applied for about 2 minutes. Depending on the particular target cell

to be disrupted, however, the exposure may be for a longer duration, for example, for 15 minutes.

[00321] Advantageously, the target tissue is exposed to an ultrasound energy source at an

acoustic power density of from about 0.05 Wcm-2 to about 10 Wcm-2 with a frequency ranging

from about 0.015 to about 10 MHz (see WO 98/52609). However, alternatives are also possible,

for example, exposure to an ultrasound energy source at an acoustic power density of above 100

Wcm-2, but for reduced periods of time, for example, 1000 Wcm-2 for periods in the millisecond

range or less.

[00322] Preferably the application of the ultrasound is in the form of multiple pulses; thus, both

continuous wave and pulsed wave (pulsatile delivery of ultrasound) may be employed in any

combination. For example, continuous wave ultrasound may be applied, followed by pulsed wave

ultrasound, or vice versa. This may be repeated any number of times, in any order and combination.

The pulsed wave ultrasound may be applied against a background of continuous wave ultrasound,

and any number of pulses may be used in any number of groups.

[00323] Preferably, the ultrasound may comprise pulsed wave ultrasound. In a highly preferred

embodiment, the ultrasound is applied at a power density of 0.7 Wcm-2 or 1.25 Wcm-2 as a

continuous wave. Higher power densities may be employed if pulsed wave ultrasound is used.

[00324] Use of ultrasound is advantageous as, like light, it may be focused accurately on a

target. Moreover, ultrasound is advantageous as it may be focused more deeply into tissues unlike



light. It is therefore better suited to whole-tissue penetration (such as but not limited to a lobe of

the liver) or whole organ (such as but not limited to the entire liver or an entire muscle, such as the

heart) therapy. Another important advantage is that ultrasound is a non-invasive stimulus which is

used in a wide variety of diagnostic and therapeutic applications. By way of example, ultrasound

is well known in medical imaging techniques and, additionally, in orthopedic therapy.

Furthermore, instruments suitable for the application of ultrasound to a subject vertebrate are

widely available and their use is well known in the art.

[00325] In particular embodiments, the guide molecule is modified by a secondary structure to

increase the specificity of the CRISPR-Cas system and the secondary structure can protect against

exonuclease activity and allow for 5 additions to the guide sequence also referred to herein as a

protected guide molecule.

[00326] In one aspect, the invention provides for hybridizing a “protector RNA” to a sequence

of the guide molecule, wherein the “protector RNA” is an RNA strand complementary to the 3

end of the guide molecule to thereby generate a partially double-stranded guide RNA. In an

embodiment of the invention, protecting mismatched bases (i.e. the bases of the guide molecule

which do not form part of the guide sequence) with a perfectly complementary protector sequence

decreases the likelihood of target RNA binding to the mismatched basepairs at the 3 end. In

particular embodiments of the invention, additional sequences comprising an extended length may

also be present within the guide molecule such that the guide comprises a protector sequence

within the guide molecule. This “protector sequence” ensures that the guide molecule comprises a

“protected sequence” in addition to an “exposed sequence” (comprising the part of the guide

sequence hybridizing to the target sequence). In particular embodiments, the guide molecule is

modified by the presence of the protector guide to comprise a secondary structure such as a hairpin.

Advantageously there are three or four to thirty or more, e.g., about 10 or more, contiguous base

pairs having complementarity to the protected sequence, the guide sequence or both. It is

advantageous that the protected portion does not impede thermodynamics of the CRISPR-Cas

system interacting with its target. By providing such an extension including a partially double

stranded guide molecule, the guide molecule is considered protected and results in improved

specific binding of the CRISPR-Cas complex, while maintaining specific activity.



[00327] In particular embodiments, use is made of a truncated guide (tru-guide), i.e. a guide

molecule which comprises a guide sequence which is truncated in length with respect to the

canonical guide sequence length. As described by Nowak et al. (Nucleic Acids Res (2016) 44 (20):

9555-9564), such guides may allow catalytically active CRISPR-Cas enzyme to bind its target

without cleaving the target RNA. In particular embodiments, a truncated guide is used which

allows the binding of the target but retains only nickase activity of the CRISPR-Cas enzyme.

CRISPR RNA-Targeting Effector Proteins

[00328] In one example embodiment, the CRISPR system effector protein is an RNA-targeting

effector protein. In certain embodiments, the CRISPR system effector protein is a Type VI

CRISPR system targeting RNA (e.g., Casl3a, Casl3b, Casl3c or Casl3d). Example RNA-

targeting effector proteins include Casl3b and C2c2 (now known as Casl3a). It will be understood

that the term “C2c2” herein is used interchangeably with “Casl3a”. “C2c2” is now referred to as

“Casl3a”, and the terms are used interchangeably herein unless indicated otherwise. As used

herein, the term “Casl3” refers to any Type VI CRISPR system targeting RNA (e.g., Casl3a,

Casl3b, Casl3c or Casl3d). When the CRISPR protein is a C2c2 protein, a tracrRNA is not

required. C2c2 has been described in Abudayyeh et al. (2016) “C2c2 is a single-component

programmable RNA-guided RNA-targeting CRISPR effector”; Science; DOI:

l0.H26/science.aaf5573; and Shmakov et al. (2015) “Discovery and Functional Characterization

of Diverse Class 2 CRISPR-Cas Systems”, Molecular Cell, DOI:

dx.doi.org/l0.l0l6/j.molcel. 2015. 10.008; which are incorporated herein in their entirety by

reference. Casl3b has been described in Smargon et al. (2017) “Casl3b Is a Type VI-B CRISPR-

Associated RNA-Guided RNases Differentially Regulated by Accessory Proteins Csx27 and

Csx28,” Molecular Cell. 65, 1-13; dx.doi.org/l0.l0l6/j.molcel. 2016. 12.023., which is

incorporated herein in its entirety by reference.

[00329] In some embodiments, one or more elements of a nucleic acid-targeting system is

derived from a particular organism comprising an endogenous CRISPR RNA-targeting system. In

certain example embodiments, the effector protein CRISPR RNA-targeting system comprises at

least one HEPN domain, including but not limited to the HEPN domains described herein, HEPN

domains known in the art, and domains recognized to be HEPN domains by comparison to

consensus sequence motifs. Several such domains are provided herein. In one non-limiting



example, a consensus sequence can be derived from the sequences of C2c2 or Casl3b orthologs

provided herein. In certain example embodiments, the effector protein comprises a single HEPN

domain. In certain other example embodiments, the effector protein comprises two HEPN

domains.

[00330] In one example embodiment, the effector protein comprise one or more HEPN domains

comprising a RxxxxH motif sequence. The RxxxxH motif sequence can be, without limitation,

from a HEPN domain described herein or a HEPN domain known in the art. RxxxxH motif

sequences further include motif sequences created by combining portions of two or more HEPN

domains. As noted, consensus sequences can be derived from the sequences of the orthologs

disclosed in ET.S. Provisional Patent Application 62/432,240 entitled “Novel CRISPR Enzymes

and Systems,” ET.S. Provisional Patent Application 62/471,710 entitled “Novel Type VI CRISPR

Orthologs and Systems” filed on March 15, 2017, and U.S. Provisional Patent Application entitled

“Novel Type VI CRISPR Orthologs and Systems,” labeled as attorney docket number 47627-05-

2133 and filed on April 12, 2017.

[00331] In certain other example embodiments, the CRISPR system effector protein is a C2c2

nuclease (also referred to as Casl3a). The activity of C2c2 may depend on the presence of two

HEPN domains. These have been shown to be RNase domains, i.e. nuclease (in particular an

endonuclease) cutting RNA. C2c2 HEPN may also target DNA, or potentially DNA and/or RNA.

On the basis that the HEPN domains of C2c2 are at least capable of binding to and, in their wild-

type form, cutting RNA, then it is preferred that the C2c2 effector protein has RNase function.

Regarding C2c2 CRISPR systems, reference is made to U.S. Provisional 62/351,662 filed on June

17, 2016 and U.S. Provisional 62/376,377 filed on August 17, 2016. Reference is also made to

U.S. Provisional 62/351,803 filed on June 17, 2016. Reference is also made to U.S. Provisional

entitled “Novel Crispr Enzymes and Systems” filed December 8, 2016 bearing Broad Institute No.

10035. PA4 and Attorney Docket No. 47627.03.2133. Reference is further made to East-Seletsky

et al. “Two distinct RNase activities of CRISPR-C2c2 enable guide-RNA processing and RNA

detection” Nature doi: 10/1 038/nature 19802 and Abudayyeh et al. “C2c2 is a single-component

programmable RNA-guided RNA targeting CRISPR effector” bioRxiv doi: 10. 1101/054742.

[00332] In certain embodiments, the C2c2 effector protein is from an organism of a genus

selected from the group consisting of: Leptotrichia, Listeria, Corynebacter, Sutterella, Legionella,



Treponema, Filifactor, Eubacterium, Streptococcus, Lactobacillus, Mycoplasma, Bacteroides,

Flaviivola, Flavobacterium, Sphaerochaeta, Azospirillum, Gluconacetobacter, Neisseria,

Roseburia, Parvibaculum, Staphylococcus, Nitratifractor, Mycoplasma, Campylobacter, and

Lachnospira, or the C2c2 effector protein is an organism selected from the group consisting of:

Leptotrichia shahii, Leptotrichia. wadei, Listeria seeligeri, Clostridium aminophilum,

Carnobacterium gallinarum, Paludibacter propionicigenes, Listeria weihenstephanensis, or the

C2c2 effector protein is a L . wadei F0279 or L . wadei F0279 (Lw2) C2C2 effector protein. In

another embodiment, the one or more guide RNAs are designed to detect a single nucleotide

polymorphism, splice variant of a transcript, or a frameshift mutation in a target RNA or DNA.

[00333] In certain example embodiments, the RNA-targeting effector protein is a Type VI-B

effector protein, such as Casl3b and Group 29 or Group 30 proteins. In certain example

embodiments, the RNA-targeting effector protein comprises one or more HEPN domains. In

certain example embodiments, the RNA-targeting effector protein comprises a C-terminal HEPN

domain, aN-terminal HEPN domain, or both. Regarding example Type VI-B effector proteins that

may be used in the context of this invention, reference is made to US Application No. 15/33 1,792

entitled “Novel CRISPR Enzymes and Systems” and filed October 21, 2016, International Patent

Application No. PCT/US2016/058302 entitled “Novel CRISPR Enzymes and Systems”, and filed

October 21, 2016, and Smargon et al. “Casl3b is a Type VI-B CRISPR-associated RNA-Guided

RNase differentially regulated by accessory proteins Csx27 and Csx28” Molecular Cell, 65, 1-13

(2017); dx.doi.org/l0.l0l6/j.molcel. 2016. 12.023, and U.S. Provisional Application No. to be

assigned, entitled “Novel Casl3b Orthologues CRISPR Enzymes and System” filed March 15,

2017. In particular embodiments, the Casl3b enzyme is derived from Bergeyella zoohelcum.

[00334] In certain example embodiments, the RNA-targeting effector protein is a Casl3c

effector protein as disclosed in U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/525,165 filed June 26,

2017, and PCT Application No. US 2017/047193 filed August 16, 2017.

[00335] In some embodiments, one or more elements of a nucleic acid-targeting system is

derived from a particular organism comprising an endogenous CRISPR RNA-targeting system. In

certain embodiments, the CRISPR RNA-targeting system is found in Eubacterium and

Ruminococcus. In certain embodiments, the effector protein comprises targeted and collateral

ssRNA cleavage activity. In certain embodiments, the effector protein comprises dual HEPN



domains. In certain embodiments, the effector protein lacks a counterpart to the Helical- 1 domain

of Casl3a. In certain embodiments, the effector protein is smaller than previously characterized

class 2 CRISPR effectors, with a median size of 928 aa. This median size is 190 aa (17%) less than

that of Casl3c, more than 200 aa (18%) less than that of Casl3b, and more than 300 aa (26%) less

than that of Casl3a. In certain embodiments, the effector protein has no requirement for a flanking

sequence (e.g., PFS, PAM).

[00336] In certain embodiments, the effector protein locus structures include a WYL domain

containing accessory protein (so denoted after three amino acids that were conserved in the

originally identified group of these domains; see, e.g., WYL domain IPR026881). In certain

embodiments, the WYL domain accessory protein comprises at least one helix-turn-helix (HTH)

or ribbon-helix-helix (RHH) DNA-binding domain. In certain embodiments, the WYL domain

containing accessory protein increases both the targeted and the collateral ssRNA cleavage activity

of the RNA-targeting effector protein. In certain embodiments, the WYL domain containing

accessory protein comprises an N-terminal RHH domain, as well as a pattern of primarily

hydrophobic conserved residues, including an invariant tyrosine-leucine doublet corresponding to

the original WYL motif. In certain embodiments, the WYL domain containing accessory protein

is WYL1. WYL1 is a single WYL-domain protein associated primarily with Ruminococcus.

[00337] In other example embodiments, the Type VI RNA-targeting Cas enzyme is Casl3d. In

certain embodiments, Casl3d is Eubacterium siraeum DSM 15702 (EsCasl3d) or Ruminococcus

sp. N15.MGS-57 (RspCasl3d) (see, e.g., Yan et a , Casl3d Is a Compact RNA-Targeting Type

VI CRISPR Effector Positively Modulated by a WYL-Domain-Containing Accessory Protein,

Molecular Cell (2018), doi.org/l0.l0l6/j.molcel.20l8.02.028). RspCasl3d and EsCasl3d have no

flanking sequence requirements (e.g., PFS, PAM).

Casl3 RNA Editing

[00338] In one aspect, the invention provides a method of modifying or editing a target

transcript in a eukaryotic cell. In some embodiments, the method comprises allowing a CRISPR-

Cas effector module complex to bind to the target polynucleotide to effect RNA base editing,

wherein the CRISPR-Cas effector module complex comprises a Cas effector module complexed

with a guide sequence hybridized to a target sequence within said target polynucleotide, wherein

said guide sequence is linked to a direct repeat sequence. In some embodiments, the Cas effector



module comprises a catalytically inactive CRISPR-Cas protein. In some embodiments, the guide

sequence is designed to introduce one or more mismatches to the RNA/RNA duplex formed

between the target sequence and the guide sequence. In particular embodiments, the mismatch is

an A-C mismatch. In some embodiments, the Cas effector may associate with one or more

functional domains (e.g. via fusion protein or suitable linkers). In some embodiments, the effector

domain comprises one or more cytidine or adenosine deaminases that mediate endogenous editing

of via hydrolytic deamination. In particular embodiments, the effector domain comprises the

adenosine deaminase acting on RNA (ADAR) family of enzymes. In particular embodiments, the

adenosine deaminase protein or catalytic domain thereof capable of deaminating adenosine or

cytidine in RNA or is an RNA specific adenosine deaminase and/or is a bacterial, human,

cephalopod, or Drosophila adenosine deaminase protein or catalytic domain thereof, preferably

TadA, more preferably ADAR, optionally huADAR, optionally (hu)ADARl or (hu)ADAR2,

preferably huADAR2 or catalytic domain thereof.

[00339] The present application relates to modifying a target RNA sequence of interest (see,

e.g, Cox et al., Science. 2017 Nov 24;358(6366): 1019-1027). Using RNA-targeting rather than

DNA targeting offers several advantages relevant for therapeutic development. First, there are

substantial safety benefits to targeting RNA: there will be fewer off-target events because the

available sequence space in the transcriptome is significantly smaller than the genome, and if an

off-target event does occur, it will be transient and less likely to induce negative side effects.

Second, RNA-targeting therapeutics will be more efficient because they are cell-type independent

and not have to enter the nucleus, making them easier to deliver.

[00340] A further aspect of the invention relates to the method and composition as envisaged

herein for use in prophylactic or therapeutic treatment, preferably wherein said target locus of

interest is within a human or animal and to methods of modifying an Adenine or Cytidine in a

target RNA sequence of interest, comprising delivering to said target RNA, the composition as

described herein. In particular embodiments, the CRISPR system and the adenosine deaminase, or

catalytic domain thereof, are delivered as one or more polynucleotide molecules, as a

ribonucleoprotein complex, optionally via particles, vesicles, or one or more viral vectors. In

particular embodiments, the invention thus comprises compositions for use in therapy. This



implies that the methods can be performed in vivo, ex vivo or in vitro. In particular embodiments,

when the target is a human or animal target, the method is carried out ex vivo or in vitro.

[00341] A further aspect of the invention relates to the method as envisaged herein for use in

prophylactic or therapeutic treatment, preferably wherein said target of interest is within a human

or animal and to methods of modifying an Adenine or Cytidine in a target RNA sequence of

interest, comprising delivering to said target RNA, the composition as described herein. In

particular embodiments, the CRISPR system and the adenosine deaminase, or catalytic domain

thereof, are delivered as one or more polynucleotide molecules, as a ribonucleoprotein complex,

optionally via particles, vesicles, or one or more viral vectors.

[00342] In one aspect, the invention provides a method of generating a eukaryotic cell

comprising a modified or edited gene. In some embodiments, the method comprises (a) introducing

one or more vectors into a eukaryotic cell, wherein the one or more vectors drive expression of

one or more of: Cas effector module, and a guide sequence linked to a direct repeat sequence,

wherein the Cas effector module associate one or more effector domains that mediate base editing,

and (b) allowing a CRISPR-Cas effector module complex to bind to a target polynucleotide to

effect base editing of the target polynucleotide within said disease gene, wherein the CRISPR-Cas

effector module complex comprises a Cas effector module complexed with the guide sequence

that is hybridized to the target sequence within the target polynucleotide, wherein the guide

sequence may be designed to introduce one or more mismatches between the RNA/RNA duplex

formed between the guide sequence and the target sequence. In particular embodiments, the

mismatch is an A-C mismatch. In some embodiments, the Cas effector may associate with one or

more functional domains (e.g. via fusion protein or suitable linkers). In some embodiments, the

effector domain comprises one or more cytidine or adenosine deaminases that mediate endogenous

editing of via hydrolytic deamination. In particular embodiments, the effector domain comprises

the adenosine deaminase acting on RNA (ADAR) family of enzymes. In particular embodiments,

the adenosine deaminase protein or catalytic domain thereof capable of deaminating adenosine or

cytidine in RNA or is an RNA specific adenosine deaminase and/or is a bacterial, human,

cephalopod, or Drosophila adenosine deaminase protein or catalytic domain thereof, preferably

TadA, more preferably ADAR, optionally huADAR, optionally (hu)ADARl or (hu)ADAR2,

preferably huADAR2 or catalytic domain thereof.



[00343] The present invention may also use a Casl2 CRISPR enzyme. Casl2 enzymes include

Casl2a (Cpfl), Casl2b (C2cl), and Casl2c (C2c3), described further herein.

[00344] A further aspect relates to an isolated cell obtained or obtainable from the methods

described herein comprising the composition described herein or progeny of said modified cell,

preferably wherein said cell comprises a hypoxanthine or a guanine in replace of said Adenine in

said target RNA of interest compared to a corresponding cell not subjected to the method. In

particular embodiments, the cell is a eukaryotic cell, preferably a human or non-human animal

cell, optionally a therapeutic T cell or an antibody-producing B-cell.

[00345] In some embodiments, the modified cell is a therapeutic T cell, such as a T cell suitable

for adoptive cell transfer therapies (e.g., CAR-T therapies). The modification may result in one or

more desirable traits in the therapeutic T cell, as described further herein.

[00346] The invention further relates to a method for cell therapy, comprising administering to

a patient in need thereof the modified cell described herein, wherein the presence of the modified

cell remedies a disease in the patient.

[00347] The present invention may be further illustrated and extended based on aspects of

CRISPR-Cas development and use as set forth in the following articles and particularly as relates

to delivery of a CRISPR protein complex and uses of an RNA guided endonuclease in cells and

organisms:

Multiplex genome engineering using CRISPR-Cas systems. Cong, L., Ran, F.A., Cox, D.,

Lin, S., Barretto, R., Habib, N., Hsu, P.D., Wu, X., Jiang, W., Marraffmi, L.A., & Zhang,

F. Science Feb 15;339(6121):819-23 (2013);

RNA-guided editing of bacterial genomes using CRISPR-Cas systems. Jiang W., Bikard

D., Cox D., Zhang F, Marraffmi LA. Nat Biotechnol Mar;3l(3):233-9 (2013);

One-Step Generation of Mice Carrying Mutations in Multiple Genes by CRISPR-Cas-

Mediated Genome Engineering. Wang H , Yang H., Shivalila CS., Dawlaty MM., Cheng

AW., Zhang F., Jaenisch R . Cell May 9;153(4):910-8 (2013);

Optical control of mammalian endogenous transcription and epigenetic states. Konermann

S, Brigham MD, Trevino AE, Hsu PD, Heidenreich M, Cong L, Platt RJ, Scott DA, Church

GM, Zhang F. Nature. Aug 22;500(7463):472-6. doi: 10. 103 8/Nature 12466. Epub 2013

Aug 23 (2013);



Double Nicking by RNA-Guided CRISPR Cas9 for Enhanced Genome Editing Specificity.

Ran, FA., Hsu, PD., Lin, CY., Gootenberg, JS., Konermann, S., Trevino, AE., Scott, DA.,

Inoue, A., Matoba, S., Zhang, Y., & Zhang, F. Cell Aug 28. pii: S0092-8674(l3)0l0l5-5

(20 13 -A);

DNA targeting specificity of RNA-guided Cas9 nucleases. Hsu, P., Scott, D., Weinstein,

J., Ran, FA., Konermann, S., Agarwala, V., Li, Y., Fine, E., Wu, X., Shalem, O., Cradick,

TJ., Marraffmi, LA., Bao, G., & Zhang, F. Nat Biotechnol doi:l0.l038/nbt.2647 (2013);

Genome engineering using the CRISPR-Cas9 system. Ran, FA., Hsu, PD., Wright, J.,

Agarwala, V., Scott, DA., Zhang, F. Nature Protocols Nov;8(l l):228l-308 (2013-B);

Genome-Scale CRISPR-Cas9 Knockout Screening in Human Cells. Shalem, O., Sanjana,

NE., Hartenian, E., Shi, X., Scott, DA., Mikkelson, T., Heckl, D., Ebert, BL., Root, DE.,

Doench, JG., Zhang, F. Science Dec 12. (2013);

Crystal structure of cas9 in complex with guide RNA and target DNA. Nishimasu, H., Ran,

FA., Hsu, PD., Konermann, S., Shehata, SI., Dohmae, N., Ishitani, R., Zhang, F., Nureki,

O . Cell Feb 27, l56(5):935-49 (2014);

Genome-wide binding of the CRISPR endonuclease Cas9 in mammalian cells. Wu X.,

Scott DA., Kriz AJ., Chiu AC., Hsu PD., Dadon DB., Cheng AW., Trevino AE.,

Konermann S., Chen S., Jaenisch R., Zhang F., Sharp PA. Nat Biotechnol. Apr 20. doi:

l0.l038/nbt.2889 (2014);

CRISPR-Cas9 Knockin Mice for Genome Editing and Cancer Modeling. Platt RJ, Chen S,

Zhou Y, Yim MJ, Swiech L, Kempton HR, Dahlman JE, Parnas O, Eisenhaure TM,

Jovanovic M, Graham DB, Jhunjhunwala S, Heidenreich M, Xavier RJ, Langer R,

Anderson DG, Hacohen N, Regev A, Feng G, Sharp PA, Zhang F. Cell 159(2): 440-455

DOI: 10. l0l6/j. cell.2014. 09. 014(2014);

Development and Applications of CRISPR-Cas9 for Genome Engineering, Hsu PD,

Lander ES, Zhang F., Cell. Jun 5;l57(6):l262-78 (2014).

Genetic screens in human cells using the CRISPR-Cas9 system, Wang T, Wei JJ, Sabatini

DM, Lander ES., Science. January 3; 343(6166): 80-84. doi :10 .1126/science. 1246981

(2014);



y Rational design of highly active sgRNAs for CRISPR-Cas9-mediated gene inactivation,

Doench JG, Hartenian E, Graham DB, Tothova Z, Hegde M, Smith I, Sullender M, Ebert

BL, Xavier RJ, Root DE., (published online 3 September 2014) Nat Biotechnol.

Dec;32(l2): 1262-7 (2014);

In vivo interrogation of gene function in the mammalian brain using CRISPR-Cas9, Swiech

L, Heidenreich M, Banerjee A, Habib N, Li Y, Trombetta J, Sur M, Zhang F., (published

online 19 October 2014) Nat Biotechnol. Jan;33(l): 102-6 (2015);

y Genome-scale transcriptional activation by an engineered CRISPR-Cas9 complex,

Konermann S, Brigham MD, Trevino AE, Joung J, Abudayyeh OO, Barcena C, Hsu PD,

Habib N, Gootenberg JS, Nishimasu H, Nureki O, Zhang F., Nature. Jan

29;5 17(7536): 583-8 (2015).

y A split-Cas9 architecture for inducible genome editing and transcription modulation,

Zetsche B, Volz SE, Zhang F., (published online 02 February 2015) Nat Biotechnol.

Feb;33(2): 139-42 (2015);

y Genome-wide CRISPR Screen in a Mouse Model of Tumor Growth and Metastasis, Chen

S, Sanjana NE, Zheng K, Shalem O, Lee K, Shi X, Scott DA, Song J, Pan JQ, Weissleder

R, Lee H, Zhang F, Sharp PA. Cell 160, 1246-1260, March 12, 2015 (multiplex screen in

mouse), and

y In vivo genome editing using Staphylococcus aureus Cas9, Ran FA, Cong L, Yan WX,

Scott DA, Gootenberg JS, Kriz AJ, Zetsche B, Shalem O, Wu X, Makarova KS, Koonin

EV, Sharp PA, Zhang F., (published online 0 1 April 2015), Nature. Apr 9;520(7546):l86-

9 1 (2015).

Shalem et a , “High-throughput functional genomics using CRISPR-Cas9,” Nature

Reviews Genetics 16, 299-31 1 (May 2015).

y Xu et a , “Sequence determinants of improved CRISPR sgRNA design,” Genome

Research 25, 1147-1 157 (August 2015).

y Parnas et ak, “A Genome-wide CRISPR Screen in Primary Immune Cells to Dissect

Regulatory Networks,” Cell 162, 675-686 (July 30, 2015).

y Ramanan et ak, CRISPR-Cas9 cleavage of viral DNA efficiently suppresses hepatitis B

virus,” Scientific Reports 5:10833. doi: !0.l038/srepl0833 (June 2, 2015)



Nishimasu et al., Crystal Structure of Staphylococcus aureus Cas9,” Cell 162, 1113-1 126

(Aug. 27, 2015)

BCL1 1A enhancer dissection by Cas9-mediated in situ saturating mutagenesis, Canver et

al., Nature 527(7577): 192-7 (Nov. 12, 2015) doi: l0.l038/naturel552l. Epub 2015 Sep

16.

y Cpfl Is a Single RNA-Guided Endonuclease of a Class 2 CRISPR-Cas System, Zetsche et

al., Cell 163, 759-71 (Sep 25, 2015).

· Discovery and Functional Characterization of Diverse Class 2 CRISPR-Cas Systems,

Shmakov et al., Molecular Cell, 60(3), 385-397 doi: 10. l0l6/j.molcel. 2015. 10.008 Epub

October 22, 2015.

· Rationally engineered Cas9 nucleases with improved specificity, Slaymaker et al., Science

2016 Jan 1 351(6268): 84-88 doi: l0.H26/science.aad5227. Epub 2015 Dec 1.

y Gao et al, “Engineered Cpfl Enzymes with Altered PAM Specificities,” bioRxiv 09161 1;

doi: http://dx.doi.org/l0.H0l/09l6l l (Dec. 4, 2016).

> Cox et al., “RNA editing with CRISPR-Cas 13,” Science. 2017 Nov 24;358(6366):1019-

1027. doi: l0.H26/science.aaq0l80. Epub 2017 Oct 25.

Gaudelli et al. “Programmable base editing of A-T to G-C in genomic DNA without DNA

cleavage” Nature 464(551); 464-471 (2017).

each of which is incorporated herein by reference, may be considered in the practice of the instant

invention, and discussed briefly below:

y Cong et al. engineered type II CRISPR-Cas systems for use in eukaryotic cells based on

both Streptococcus thermophilus Cas9 and also Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 and

demonstrated that Cas9 nucleases can be directed by short RNAs to induce precise cleavage

of DNA in human and mouse cells. Their study further showed that Cas9 as converted into

a nicking enzyme can be used to facilitate homology-directed repair in eukaryotic cells

with minimal mutagenic activity. Additionally, their study demonstrated that multiple

guide sequences can be encoded into a single CRISPR array to enable simultaneous editing

of several at endogenous genomic loci sites within the mammalian genome, demonstrating

easy programmability and wide applicability of the RNA-guided nuclease technology. This

ability to use RNA to program sequence specific DNA cleavage in cells defined a new



class of genome engineering tools. These studies further showed that other CRISPR loci

are likely to be transplantable into mammalian cells and can also mediate mammalian

genome cleavage. Importantly, it can be envisaged that several aspects of the CRISPR-Cas

system can be further improved to increase its efficiency and versatility.

Jiang e al. used the clustered, regularly interspaced, short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-

associated Cas9 endonuclease complexed with dual-RNAs to introduce precise mutations

in the genomes of Streptococcus pneumoniae and Escherichia coli. The approach relied on

dual-RNA:Cas9-directed cleavage at the targeted genomic site to kill unmutated cells and

circumvents the need for selectable markers or counter-selection systems. The study

reported reprogramming dual-RNA:Cas9 specificity by changing the sequence of short

CRISPR RNA (crRNA) to make single- and multinucleotide changes carried on editing

templates. The study showed that simultaneous use of two crRNAs enabled multiplex

mutagenesis. Furthermore, when the approach was used in combination with

recombineering, in S. pneumoniae , nearly 100% of cells that were recovered using the

described approach contained the desired mutation, and in E. coli, 65% that were recovered

contained the mutation.

Wang et al. (2013) used the CRISPR-Cas system for the one-step generation of mice

carrying mutations in multiple genes which were traditionally generated in multiple steps

by sequential recombination in embryonic stem cells and/or time-consuming intercrossing

of mice with a single mutation. The CRISPR-Cas system will greatly accelerate the in vivo

study of functionally redundant genes and of epistatic gene interactions.

Konermann et al. (2013) addressed the need in the art for versatile and robust technologies

that enable optical and chemical modulation of DNA-binding domains based CRISPR

Cas9 enzyme and also Transcriptional Activator Like Effectors

Ran et al. (20 13 -A) described an approach that combined a Cas9 nickase mutant with

paired guide RNAs to introduce targeted double-strand breaks. This addresses the issue of

the Cas9 nuclease from the microbial CRISPR-Cas system being targeted to specific

genomic loci by a guide sequence, which can tolerate certain mismatches to the DNA target

and thereby promote undesired off-target mutagenesis. Because individual nicks in the

genome are repaired with high fidelity, simultaneous nicking via appropriately offset guide



RNAs is required for double-stranded breaks and extends the number of specifically

recognized bases for target cleavage. The authors demonstrated that using paired nicking

can reduce off-target activity by 50- to 1,500-fold in cell lines and to facilitate gene

knockout in mouse zygotes without sacrificing on-target cleavage efficiency. This versatile

strategy enables a wide variety of genome editing applications that require high specificity.

Hsu el al. (2013) characterized SpCas9 targeting specificity in human cells to inform the

selection of target sites and avoid off-target effects. The study evaluated >700 guide RNA

variants and SpCas9-induced indel mutation levels at >100 predicted genomic off-target

loci in 293T and 293FT cells. The authors that SpCas9 tolerates mismatches between guide

RNA and target DNA at different positions in a sequence-dependent manner, sensitive to

the number, position and distribution of mismatches. The authors further showed that

SpCas9-mediated cleavage is unaffected by DNA methylation and that the dosage of

SpCas9 and guide RNA can be titrated to minimize off-target modification. Additionally,

to facilitate mammalian genome engineering applications, the authors reported providing

a web-based software tool to guide the selection and validation of target sequences as well

as off-target analyses.

Ran el al. (2013-B) described a set of tools for Cas9-mediated genome editing via non-

homologous end joining (NHEJ) or homology-directed repair (HDR) in mammalian cells,

as well as generation of modified cell lines for downstream functional studies. To minimize

off-target cleavage, the authors further described a double-nicking strategy using the Cas9

nickase mutant with paired guide RNAs. The protocol provided by the authors

experimentally derived guidelines for the selection of target sites, evaluation of cleavage

efficiency and analysis of off-target activity. The studies showed that beginning with target

design, gene modifications can be achieved within as little as 1-2 weeks, and modified

clonal cell lines can be derived within 2-3 weeks.

Shalem el al. described a new way to interrogate gene function on a genome-wide scale.

Their studies showed that delivery of a genome-scale CRISPR-Cas9 knockout (GeCKO)

library targeted 18,080 genes with 64,751 unique guide sequences enabled both negative

and positive selection screening in human cells. First, the authors showed use of the

GeCKO library to identify genes essential for cell viability in cancer and pluripotent stem



cells. Next, in a melanoma model, the authors screened for genes whose loss is involved in

resistance to vemurafenib, a therapeutic that inhibits mutant protein kinase BRAE Their

studies showed that the highest-ranking candidates included previously validated genes

NF1 and MED12 as well as novel hits NF2, CUL3, TADA2B, and TADA1. The authors

observed a high level of consistency between independent guide RNAs targeting the same

gene and a high rate of hit confirmation, and thus demonstrated the promise of genome-

scale screening with Cas9.

Nishimasu et al. reported the crystal structure of Streptococcuspyogenes Cas9 in complex

with sgRNA and its target DNA at 2.5 A° resolution. The structure revealed a bilobed

architecture composed of target recognition and nuclease lobes, accommodating the

sgRNA:DNA heteroduplex in a positively charged groove at their interface. Whereas the

recognition lobe is essential for binding sgRNA and DNA, the nuclease lobe contains the

HNH and RuvC nuclease domains, which are properly positioned for cleavage of the

complementary and non-complementary strands of the target DNA, respectively. The

nuclease lobe also contains a carboxyl-terminal domain responsible for the interaction with

the protospacer adjacent motif (PAM). This high-resolution structure and accompanying

functional analyses have revealed the molecular mechanism of RNA-guided DNA

targeting by Cas9, thus paving the way for the rational design of new, versatile genome-

editing technologies.

Wu et al. mapped genome-wide binding sites of a catalytically inactive Cas9 (dCas9) from

Streptococcus pyogenes loaded with single guide RNAs (sgRNAs) in mouse embryonic

stem cells (mESCs). The authors showed that each of the four sgRNAs tested targets dCas9

to between tens and thousands of genomic sites, frequently characterized by a 5-nucleotide

seed region in the sgRNA and an NGG protospacer adjacent motif (PAM). Chromatin

inaccessibility decreases dCas9 binding to other sites with matching seed sequences; thus

70% of off-target sites are associated with genes. The authors showed that targeted

sequencing of 295 dCas9 binding sites in mESCs transfected with catalytically active Cas9

identified only one site mutated above background levels. The authors proposed a two-

state model for Cas9 binding and cleavage, in which a seed match triggers binding but

extensive pairing with target DNA is required for cleavage.



Platt et al. established a Cre-dependent Cas9 knockin mouse. The authors demonstrated in

vivo as well as ex vivo genome editing using adeno-associated virus (AAV)-, lentivirus-,

or particle-mediated delivery of guide RNA in neurons, immune cells, and endothelial

cells.

Hsu et al. (2014) is a review article that discusses generally CRISPR-Cas9 history from

yogurt to genome editing, including genetic screening of cells.

Wang et al. (2014) relates to a pooled, loss-of-function genetic screening approach suitable

for both positive and negative selection that uses a genome-scale lentiviral single guide

RNA (sgRNA) library.

Doench et al. created a pool of sgRNAs, tiling across all possible target sites of a panel of

six endogenous mouse and three endogenous human genes and quantitatively assessed their

ability to produce null alleles of their target gene by antibody staining and flow cytometry.

The authors showed that optimization of the PAM improved activity and also provided an

on-line tool for designing sgRNAs.

Swiech et al. demonstrate that AAV-mediated SpCas9 genome editing can enable reverse

genetic studies of gene function in the brain.

Konermann et al. (2015) discusses the ability to attach multiple effector domains, e.g.,

transcriptional activator, functional and epigenomic regulators at appropriate positions on

the guide such as stem or tetraloop with and without linkers.

Zetsche et al. demonstrates that the Cas9 enzyme can be split into two and hence the

assembly of Cas9 for activation can be controlled.

Chen et al. relates to multiplex screening by demonstrating that a genome-wide in vivo

CRISPR-Cas9 screen in mice reveals genes regulating lung metastasis.

Ran et al. (2015) relates to SaCas9 and its ability to edit genomes and demonstrates that

one cannot extrapolate from biochemical assays.

Shalem et al. (2015) described ways in which catalytically inactive Cas9 (dCas9) fusions

are used to synthetically repress (CRISPRi) or activate (CRISPRa) expression, showing

advances using Cas9 for genome-scale screens, including arrayed and pooled screens,

knockout approaches that inactivate genomic loci and strategies that modulate

transcriptional activity.



Xu et al. (2015) assessed the DNA sequence features that contribute to single guide RNA

(sgRNA) efficiency in CRISPR-based screens. The authors explored efficiency of

CRISPR-Cas9 knockout and nucleotide preference at the cleavage site. The authors also

found that the sequence preference for CRISPRi/a is substantially different from that for

CRISPR-Cas9 knockout.

Parnas et al. (2015) introduced genome-wide pooled CRISPR-Cas9 libraries into dendritic

cells (DCs) to identify genes that control the induction of tumor necrosis factor (Tnf) by

bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS). Known regulators of Tlr4 signaling and previously

unknown candidates were identified and classified into three functional modules with

distinct effects on the canonical responses to LPS.

Ramanan et al (20 15) demonstrated cleavage of viral episomal DNA (cccDNA) in infected

cells. The HBV genome exists in the nuclei of infected hepatocytes as a 3.2kb double-

stranded episomal DNA species called covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA), which

is a key component in the HBV life cycle whose replication is not inhibited by current

therapies. The authors showed that sgRNAs specifically targeting highly conserved

regions of HBV robustly suppresses viral replication and depleted cccDNA.

Nishimasu et al. (2015) reported the crystal structures of SaCas9 in complex with a single

guide RNA (sgRNA) and its double-stranded DNA targets, containing the 5'-TTGAAT-3'

PAM and the 5'-TTGGGT-3' PAM. A structural comparison of SaCas9 with SpCas9

highlighted both structural conservation and divergence, explaining their distinct PAM

specificities and orthologous sgRNA recognition.

Canver et al. (2015) demonstrated a CRISPR-Cas9-based functional investigation of non

coding genomic elements. The authors developed pooled CRISPR-Cas9 guide RNA

libraries to perform in situ saturating mutagenesis of the human and mouse BCL1 1A

enhancers which revealed critical features of the enhancers.

Zetsche et al. (2015) reported characterization of Cpfl, a class 2 CRISPR nuclease from

Francisella novicida U 112 having features distinct from Cas9. Cpfl is a single RNA-

guided endonuclease lacking tracrRNA, utilizes a T-rich protospacer-adjacent motif, and

cleaves DNA via a staggered DNA double-stranded break.



Shmakov et al. (2015) reported three distinct Class 2 CRISPR-Cas systems. Two system

CRISPR enzymes (C2cl and C2c3) contain RuvC-like endonuclease domains distantly

related to Cpfl. Unlike Cpfl, C2cl depends on both crRNA and tracrRNA for DNA

cleavage. The third enzyme (C2c2) contains two predicted HEPN RNase domains and is

tracrRNA independent.

Slaymaker et al (2016) reported the use of structure-guided protein engineering to improve

the specificity of Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 (SpCas9). The authors developed

"enhanced specificity" SpCas9 (eSpCas9) variants which maintained robust on-target

cleavage with reduced off-target effects.

Cox et al., (2017) reported the use of catalytically inactive Casl3 (dCasl3) to direct

adenosine-to-inosine deaminase activity by ADAR2 (adenosine deaminase acting on RNA

type 2) to transcripts in mammalian cells. The system, referred to as RNA Editing for

Programmable A to I Replacement (REPAIR), has no strict sequence constraints and can

be used to edit full-length transcripts. The authors further engineered the system to create

a high-specificity variant and minimized the system to facilitate viral delivery.

[00348] The methods and tools provided herein are may be designed for use with or Casl3, a

type II nuclease that does not make use of tracrRNA. Orthologs of Casl3 have been identified in

different bacterial species as described herein. Further type II nucleases with similar properties can

be identified using methods described in the art (Shmakov et al. 2015, 60:385-397; Abudayyeh et

al. 2016, Science, 5;353(6299)). In particular embodiments, such methods for identifying novel

CRISPR effector proteins may comprise the steps of selecting sequences from the database

encoding a seed which identifies the presence of a CRISPR Cas locus, identifying loci located

within 10 kb of the seed comprising Open Reading Frames (ORFs) in the selected sequences,

selecting therefrom loci comprising ORFs of which only a single ORF encodes a novel CRISPR

effector having greater than 700 amino acids and no more than 90% homology to a known CRISPR

effector. In particular embodiments, the seed is a protein that is common to the CRISPR-Cas

system, such as Casl. In further embodiments, the CRISPR array is used as a seed to identify new

effector proteins.

[00349] Also, “Dimeric CRISPR RNA-guided Fokl nucleases for highly specific genome

editing”, Shengdar Q . Tsai, Nicolas Wyvekens, Cyd Khayter, Jennifer A . Foden, Vishal Thapar,



Deepak Reyon, Mathew J . Goodwin, Martin J . Aryee, J . Keith Joung Nature Biotechnology 32(6):

569-77 (2014), relates to dimeric RNA-guided Fokl Nucleases that recognize extended sequences

and can edit endogenous genes with high efficiencies in human cells.

[00350] Also, Harrington et al. "Programmed DNA destruction by miniature CRISPR-Casl4

enzymes" Science 2018 doi:l0/H26/science.aav4293, relates to Casl4.

[00351] With respect to general information on CRISPR/Cas Systems, components thereof, and

delivery of such components, including methods, materials, delivery vehicles, vectors, particles,

and making and using thereof, including as to amounts and formulations, as well as CRISPR-Cas-

expressing eukaryotic cells, CRISPR-Cas expressing eukaryotes, such as a mouse, reference is

made to: US Patents Nos. 8,999,641, 8,993,233, 8,697,359, 8,771,945, 8,795,965, 8,865,406,

8,871,445, 8,889,356, 8,889,418, 8,895,308, 8,906,616, 8,932,814, and 8,945,839; US Patent

Publications US 2014-0310830 (US App. Ser. No. 14/105,031), US 2014-0287938 A l (U.S. App.

Ser. No. 14/213,991), US 2014-0273234 A l (U.S. App. Ser. No. 14/293,674), US2014-0273232

A l (U.S. App. Ser. No. 14/290,575), US 2014-0273231 (U.S. App. Ser. No. 14/259,420), US

2014-0256046 A l (U.S. App. Ser. No. 14/226,274), US 2014-0248702 A l (U.S. App. Ser. No.

14/258,458), US 2014-0242700 A l (U.S. App. Ser. No. 14/222,930), US 2014-0242699 A l (U.S.

App. Ser. No. 14/183,512), US 2014-0242664 A l (U.S. App. Ser. No. 14/104,990), US 2014-

0234972 A l (U.S. App. Ser. No. 14/183,471), US 2014-0227787 A l (U.S. App. Ser. No.

14/256,912), US 2014-0189896 A l (U.S. App. Ser. No. 14/105,035), US 2014-0186958 (U.S.

App. Ser. No. 14/105,017), US 2014-0186919 A l (U.S. App. Ser. No. 14/104,977), US 2014-

0186843 A l (U.S. App. Ser. No. 14/104,900), US 2014-0179770 A l (U.S. App. Ser. No.

14/104,837) and US 2014-0179006 A l (U.S. App. Ser. No. 14/183,486), US 2014-0170753 (US

App Ser No 14/183,429); US 2015-0184139 (U.S. App. Ser. No. 14/324,960); 14/054,414

European Patent Applications EP 2 771 468 (EP13818570.7), EP 2 764 103 (EP13824232.6), and

EP 2 784 162 (EP 14 1703 83. 5); and PCT Patent Publications WO20 14/093 661

(PCT/US20 13/074743 ), WO20 14/093694 (PCT/US20 13/074790), WO2014/093595

(PCT/US20 13/0746 11), WO20 14/0937 18 (PCT/US20 13/074825), WO20 14/093 709

(PCT/US20 13/0748 12), WO20 14/093 622 (PCT/US20 13/074667), WO2014/093635

(PCT/US20 13/074691), WO2014/093655 (PCT/US20 13/07473 6), WO2014/093712

(PCT/US20 13/0748 19), WO20 14/093 701 (PCT/US20 13/074800), WO20 14/0 18423



(PCT/US2013/051418), WO20 14/204723 (PCT/US20 14/04 1790), WO20 14/204724

(PCT/US20 14/04 1800), WO20 14/204725 (PCT/US20 14/04 1803), WO20 14/204726

(PCT/US20 14/04 1804), WO20 14/204727 (PCT/US20 14/04 1806), WO20 14/204728

(PCT/US20 14/04 1808), WO20 14/204729 (PCT/US20 14/04 1809), WO20 15/0893 5 1

(PCT/US20 14/069897), WO20 15/0893 54 (PCT/US20 14/069902), WO2015/089364

(PCT/US20 14/069925), WO20 15/089427 (PCT/US20 14/070068), WO20 15/089462

(PCT/US20 14/070 127), WO20 15/0894 19 (PCT/US20 14/070057), WO20 15/089465

(PCT/US2014/070135), WO20 15/089486 (PCT/US20 14/070 175), W02015/058052

(PCT/US20 14/06 1077), WO20 15/070083 (PCT/US20 14/064663), WO20 15/0893 54

(PCT/US20 14/069902), WO20 15/0893 5 1 (PCT/US20 14/069897), WO2015/089364

(PCT/US20 14/069925), WO20 15/089427 (PCT/US20 14/070068), WO20 15/089473

(PCT/US20 14/070 152), WO20 15/089486 (PCT/US20 14/070 175), WO20 16/049258

(PCT/US20 15/05 1830), WO20 16/094867 (PCT/US20 15/0653 85), WO20 16/094872

(PCT/US20 15/065393), WO20 16/094874 (PCT/US20 15/065396), WO20 16/1 06244

(PCT/US20 15/067 177).

[00352] Mention is also made of US application 62/180,709, l7-Jun-l5, PROTECTED GUIDE

RNAS (PGRNAS); US application 62/091,455, filed, 12-Dec- 14, PROTECTED GUIDE RNAS

(PGRNAS); US application 62/096,708, 24-Dec-l4, PROTECTED GUIDE RNAS (PGRNAS);

US applications 62/091,462, !2-Dec-l4, 62/096,324, 23-Dec-l4, 62/180,681, !7-Jun-20l5, and

62/237,496, 5-Oct-20l5, DEAD GUIDES FOR CRISPR TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS; US

application 62/091,456, l2-Dec-l4 and 62/180,692, l7-Jun-20l5, ESCORTED AND

FUNCTIONALIZED GUIDES FOR CRISPR-CAS SYSTEMS; US application 62/091,461, 12-

Dec-l4, DELIVERY, USE AND THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS OF THE CRISPR-CAS

SYSTEMS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR GENOME EDITING AS TO HEMATOPOETIC

STEM CELLS (HSCs); US application 62/094,903, l9-Dec-l4, UNBIASED IDENTIFICATION

OF DOUBLE-STRAND BREAKS AND GENOMIC REARRANGEMENT BY GENOME-

WISE INSERT CAPTURE SEQUENCING; US application 62/096,761, 24-Dec-l4,

ENGINEERING OF SYSTEMS, METHODS AND OPTIMIZED ENZYME AND GUIDE

SCAFFOLDS FOR SEQUENCE MANIPULATION; US application 62/098,059, 30-Dec-l4,

62/181,641, l8-Jun-20l5, and 62/181,667, l8-Jun-20l5, RNA-TARGETING SYSTEM; US



application 62/096,656, 24-Dec-l4 and 62/181,151, l7-Jun-20l5, CRISPR HAVING OR

ASSOCIATED WITH DESTABILIZATION DOMAINS; US application 62/096,697, 24-Dec-

14, CRISPR HAVING OR ASSOCIATED WITH AAV; US application 62/098,158, 30-Dec-l4,

ENGINEERED CRISPR COMPLEX INSERTIONAL TARGETING SYSTEMS; US application

62/151,052, 22-Apr-l5, CELLULAR TARGETING FOR EXTRACELLULAR EXOSOMAL

REPORTING; US application 62/054,490, 24-Sep-l4, DELIVERY, USE AND THERAPEUTIC

APPLICATIONS OF THE CRISPR-CAS SYSTEMS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR

TARGETING DISORDERS AND DISEASES USING PARTICLE DELIVERY

COMPONENTS; US application 61/939,154, 12-F EB-14, SYSTEMS, METHODS AND

COMPOSITIONS FOR SEQUENCE MANIPULATION WITH OPTIMIZED FUNCTIONAL

CRISPR-CAS SYSTEMS; US application 62/055,484, 25-Sep-l4, SYSTEMS, METHODS AND

COMPOSITIONS FOR SEQUENCE MANIPULATION WITH OPTIMIZED FUNCTIONAL

CRISPR-CAS SYSTEMS; US application 62/087,537, 4-Dec-l4, SYSTEMS, METHODS AND

COMPOSITIONS FOR SEQUENCE MANIPULATION WITH OPTIMIZED FUNCTIONAL

CRISPR-CAS SYSTEMS; US application 62/054,651, 24-Sep-l4, DELIVERY, USE AND

THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS OF THE CRISPR-CAS SYSTEMS AND COMPOSITIONS

FOR MODELING COMPETITION OF MULTIPLE CANCER MUTATIONS IN VIVO; US

application 62/067,886, 23-Oct-l4, DELIVERY, USE AND THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS

OF THE CRISPR-CAS SYSTEMS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR MODELING COMPETITION

OF MULTIPLE CANCER MUTATIONS IN VIVO; US applications 62/054,675, 24-Sep-l4 and

62/181,002, l7-Jun-20l5, DELIVERY, USE AND THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS OF THE

CRISPR-CAS SYSTEMS AND COMPOSITIONS IN NEURONAL CELLS/TISSUES; US

application 62/054,528, 24-Sep-l4, DELIVERY, USE AND THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS

OF THE CRISPR-CAS SYSTEMS AND COMPOSITIONS IN IMMUNE DISEASES OR

DISORDERS; US application 62/055,454, 25-Sep-l4, DELIVERY, USE AND THERAPEUTIC

APPLICATIONS OF THE CRISPR-CAS SYSTEMS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR

TARGETING DISORDERS AND DISEASES USING CELL PENETRATION PEPTIDES

(CPP); US application 62/055,460, 25-Sep-l4, MULTIFUNCTIONAL-CRISPR COMPLEXES

AND/OR OPTIMIZED ENZYME LINKED FUNCTIONAL-CRISPR COMPLEXES; US

application 62/087,475, 4-Dec-l4 and 62/181,690, l8-Jun-20l5, FUNCTIONAL SCREENING



WITH OPTIMIZED FUNCTIONAL CRISPR-CAS SYSTEMS; US application 62/055,487, 25-

Sep-l4, FUNCTIONAL SCREENING WITH OPTIMIZED FUNCTIONAL CRISPR-CAS

SYSTEMS; US application 62/087,546, 4-Dec-l4 and 62/181,687, l8-Jun-20l5,

MULTIFUNCTIONAL CRISPR COMPLEXES AND/OR OPTIMIZED ENZYME LINKED

FUNCTIONAL-CRISPR COMPLEXES; and US application 62/098,285, 30-Dec-l4, CRISPR

MEDIATED IN VIVO MODELING AND GENETIC SCREENING OF TUMOR GROWTH

AND METASTASIS.

[00353] Mention is made of US applications 62/181,659, l8-Jun-20l5 and 62/207,318, l9-Aug-

2015, ENGINEERING AND OPTIMIZATION OF SYSTEMS, METHODS, ENZYME AND

GUIDE SCAFFOLDS OF CAS9 ORTHOLOGS AND VARIANTS FOR SEQUENCE

MANIPULATION. Mention is made of US applications 62/181,663, l8-Jun-20l5 and

62/245,264, 22-Oct-20l5, NOVEL CRISPR ENZYMES AND SYSTEMS, US applications

62/181,675, l8-Jun-20l5, 62/285,349, 22-Oct-20l5, 62/296,522, l7-Feb-20l6, and 62/320,231,

8-Apr-20l6, NOVEL CRISPR ENZYMES AND SYSTEMS, US application 62/232,067, 24-Sep-

2015, US Application 14/975,085, l8-Dec-20l5, European application No. 16150428.7, US

application 62/205,733, l6-Aug-20l5, US application 62/201,542, 5-Aug-20l5, US application

62/193,507, l6-Jul-20l5, and US application 62/181,739, l8-Jun-20l5, each entitled NOVEL

CRISPR ENZYMES AND SYSTEMS and of US application 62/245,270, 22-Oct-20l5, NOVEL

CRISPR ENZYMES AND SYSTEMS. Mention is also made of US application 61/939,256, 12-

Feb-20l4, and WO 2015/089473 (PCT/US20 14/070 152), l2-Dec-20l4, each entitled

ENGINEERING OF SYSTEMS, METHODS AND OPTIMIZED GUIDE COMPOSITIONS

WITH NEW ARCHITECTURES FOR SEQUENCE MANIPULATION. Mention is also made

of PCT/US20 15/045504, l5-Aug-20l5, US application 62/180,699, l7-Jun-20l5, and US

application 62/038,358, l7-Aug-20l4, each entitled GENOME EDITING USING CAS9

NICKASES.

[00354] Each of these patents, patent publications, and applications, and all documents cited

therein or during their prosecution (“appln cited documents”) and all documents cited or referenced

in the appln cited documents, together with any instructions, descriptions, product specifications,

and product sheets for any products mentioned therein or in any document therein and incorporated

by reference herein, are hereby incorporated herein by reference, and may be employed in the



practice of the invention. All documents (e.g., these patents, patent publications and applications

and the appln cited documents) are incorporated herein by reference to the same extent as if each

individual document was specifically and individually indicated to be incorporated by reference.

[00355] In particular embodiments, pre-complexed guide RNA and CRISPR effector protein,

(optionally, adenosine deaminase fused to a CRISPR protein or an adaptor) are delivered as a

ribonucleoprotein (RNP). RNPs have the advantage that they lead to rapid editing effects even

more so than the RNA method because this process avoids the need for transcription. An important

advantage is that both RNP delivery is transient, reducing off-target effects and toxicity issues.

Efficient genome editing in different cell types has been observed by Kim et al. (2014, Genome

Res. 24(6): 1012-9), Paix et al. (2015, Genetics 204(l):47-54), Chu et al. (2016, BMC Biotechnol.

16:4), and Wang et al. (2013, Cell. 9;153(4):910-8).

[00356] In particular embodiments, the ribonucleoprotein is delivered by way of a polypeptide-

based shuttle agent as described in WO2016161516. WO2016161516 describes efficient

transduction of polypeptide cargos using synthetic peptides comprising an endosome leakage

domain (ELD) operably linked to a cell penetrating domain (CPD), to a histidine-rich domain and

a CPD. Similarly, these polypeptides can be used for the delivery of CRISPR-effector based RNPs

in eukaryotic cells.

Tale Systems

[00357] As disclosed herein editing can be made by way of the transcription activator-like

effector nucleases (TALENs) system. Transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) can be

engineered to bind practically any desired DNA sequence. Exemplary methods of genome editing

using the TALEN system can be found for example in Cermak T. Doyle EL. Christian M . Wang

L . Zhang Y. Schmidt C, et al. Efficient design and assembly of custom TALEN and other TAL

effector-based constructs for DNA targeting. Nucleic Acids Res. 201 l;39:e82; Zhang F. Cong L .

Lodato S . Kosuri S . Church GM. Arlotta P Efficient construction of sequence-specific TAL

effectors for modulating mammalian transcription. Nat Biotechnol. 201 1;29:149-153 and US

Patent Nos. 8,450,471, 8,440,431 and 8,440,432, all of which are specifically incorporated by

reference.

[00358] In advantageous embodiments of the invention, the methods provided herein use

isolated, non-naturally occurring, recombinant or engineered DNA binding proteins that comprise



TALE monomers as a part of their organizational structure that enable the targeting of nucleic acid

sequences with improved efficiency and expanded specificity.

[00359] Naturally occurring TALEs or “wild type TALEs” are nucleic acid binding proteins

secreted by numerous species of proteobacteria. TALE polypeptides contain a nucleic acid binding

domain composed of tandem repeats of highly conserved monomer polypeptides that are

predominantly 33, 34 or 35 amino acids in length and that differ from each other mainly in amino

acid positions 12 and 13. In advantageous embodiments the nucleic acid is DNA. As used herein,

the term “polypeptide monomers”, or “TALE monomers” will be used to refer to the highly

conserved repetitive polypeptide sequences within the TALE nucleic acid binding domain and the

term “repeat variable di-residues” or “RVD” will be used to refer to the highly variable amino

acids at positions 12 and 13 of the polypeptide monomers. As provided throughout the disclosure,

the amino acid residues of the RVD are depicted using the IUPAC single letter code for amino

acids. A general representation of a TALE monomer which is comprised within the DNA binding

domain is Xl-l 1-(Χ 12Χ 13)-Χ 14-33 or 34 or 35, where the subscript indicates the amino acid

position and X represents any amino acid. X12X13 indicate the RVDs. In some polypeptide

monomers, the variable amino acid at position 13 is missing or absent and in such polypeptide

monomers, the RVD consists of a single amino acid. In such cases the RVD may be alternatively

represented as X*, where X represents X12 and (*) indicates that X13 is absent. The DNA binding

domain comprises several repeats of TALE monomers and this may be represented as (Xl-l l -

(Χ 12Χ 13)-Χ 14-33 or 34 or 35)z, where in an advantageous embodiment, z is at least 5 to 40. In a

further advantageous embodiment, z is at least 10 to 26.

[00360] The TALE monomers have a nucleotide binding affinity that is determined by the

identity of the amino acids in its RVD. For example, polypeptide monomers with an RVD of NI

preferentially bind to adenine (A), polypeptide monomers with an RVD of NG preferentially bind

to thymine (T), polypeptide monomers with an RVD of HD preferentially bind to cytosine (C) and

polypeptide monomers with an RVD of NN preferentially bind to both adenine (A) and guanine

(G). In yet another embodiment of the invention, polypeptide monomers with an RVD of IG

preferentially bind to T. Thus, the number and order of the polypeptide monomer repeats in the

nucleic acid binding domain of a TALE determines its nucleic acid target specificity. In still further

embodiments of the invention, polypeptide monomers with an RVD of N S recognize all four base



pairs and may bind to A, T, G or C . The structure and function of TALEs is further described in,

for example, Moscou et al., Science 326:1501 (2009); Boch et al., Science 326:1509-1512 (2009);

and Zhang et al., Nature Biotechnology 29:149-153 (201 1), each of which is incorporated by

reference in its entirety.

[00361] The TALE polypeptides used in methods of the invention are isolated, non-naturally

occurring, recombinant or engineered nucleic acid-binding proteins that have nucleic acid or DNA

binding regions containing polypeptide monomer repeats that are designed to target specific

nucleic acid sequences.

[00362] As described herein, polypeptide monomers having an RVD of HN or NH

preferentially bind to guanine and thereby allow the generation of TALE polypeptides with high

binding specificity for guanine containing target nucleic acid sequences. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention, polypeptide monomers having RVDs RN, NN, NK, SN, NH, KN,

HN, NQ, HH, RG, KH, RH and SS preferentially bind to guanine. In a much more advantageous

embodiment of the invention, polypeptide monomers having RVDs RN, NK, NQ, HH, KH, RH,

SS and SN preferentially bind to guanine and thereby allow the generation of TALE polypeptides

with high binding specificity for guanine containing target nucleic acid sequences. In an even more

advantageous embodiment of the invention, polypeptide monomers having RVDs HH, KH, NH,

NK, NQ, RH, RN and SS preferentially bind to guanine and thereby allow the generation of TALE

polypeptides with high binding specificity for guanine containing target nucleic acid sequences.

In a further advantageous embodiment, the RVDs that have high binding specificity for guanine

are RN, NH RH and KH. Furthermore, polypeptide monomers having an RVD of NV

preferentially bind to adenine and guanine. In more preferred embodiments of the invention,

polypeptide monomers having RVDs of H*, HA, KA, N*, NA, NC, NS, RA, and S* bind to

adenine, guanine, cytosine and thymine with comparable affinity.

[00363] The predetermined N-terminal to C-terminal order of the one or more polypeptide

monomers of the nucleic acid or DNA binding domain determines the corresponding

predetermined target nucleic acid sequence to which the TALE polypeptides will bind. As used

herein the polypeptide monomers and at least one or more half polypeptide monomers are

“specifically ordered to target” the genomic locus or gene of interest. In plant genomes, the natural

TALE-binding sites always begin with a thymine (T), which may be specified by a cryptic signal



within the non-repetitive N-terminus of the TALE polypeptide; in some cases this region may be

referred to as repeat 0 . In animal genomes, TALE binding sites do not necessarily have to begin

with a thymine (T) and TALE polypeptides may target DNA sequences that begin with T, A, G or

C . The tandem repeat of TALE monomers always ends with a half-length repeat or a stretch of

sequence that may share identity with only the first 20 amino acids of a repetitive full length TALE

monomer and this half repeat may be referred to as a half-monomer (FIG. 8), which is included in

the term “TALE monomer”. Therefore, it follows that the length of the nucleic acid or DNA being

targeted is equal to the number of full polypeptide monomers plus two.

[00364] As described in Zhang et al., Nature Biotechnology 29:149-153 (201 1), TALE

polypeptide binding efficiency may be increased by including amino acid sequences from the

“capping regions” that are directly N-terminal or C-terminal of the DNA binding region of

naturally occurring TALEs into the engineered TALEs at positions N-terminal or C-terminal of

the engineered TALE DNA binding region. Thus, in certain embodiments, the TALE polypeptides

described herein further comprise an N-terminal capping region and/or a C-terminal capping

region.

[00365] An exemplary amino acid sequence of a N-terminal capping region is:

M D P I R S R T P S P A R E L L S G P Q P D G V Q P T A D R G V S P

P A G G P L D G L P A R R T M S R T R L P S P P A P S P A F S A D S

F S D L L R Q F D P S L F N T S L F D S L P P F G A H H T E AAT G

E W D E V Q S G L R AAD A P P P T M R VAV TAA R P P R A K P A

P R R R A A Q P S D A S P A A Q V D L R T L G Y S Q Q Q Q E K I K P

K V R S T V A Q H H E A L V G H G F T H A H I V A L S Q H P A A L G

T VAVKY Q D M I A A L P E A T H E A I V G V G K Q W S G A R A L

E A L L T V A G E L R G P P L Q L D T G Q L L K I A K R G G V T A V

E A V H A W R N A L T G A P L N (SEQ. I.D. No. 1)

An exemplary amino acid sequence of a C-terminal capping region is:

R P A L E S I V A Q L S R P D P A L AAL T N D H L VAL A C L G

G R P A L D AVK K G L P H A P A L I K R T N R R I P E R T S H R



V A D H A Q V V R V L G F F Q C H S H P A Q A F D D A M T Q F G M

S R H G L L Q L F R R V G V T E L E A R S G T L P P A S Q R W D R

I L Q A S G M K R A K P S P T S T Q T P D Q A S L H A F A D S L E

R D L D A P S P M H E G D Q T R A S (SEQ. I.D. No. 2)

[00366] As used herein the predetermined “N-terminus” to “C terminus” orientation of the N-

terminal capping region, the DNA binding domain comprising the repeat TALE monomers and

the C-terminal capping region provide structural basis for the organization of different domains in

the d-TALEs or polypeptides of the invention.

[00367] The entire N-terminal and/or C-terminal capping regions are not necessary to enhance

the binding activity of the DNA binding region. Therefore, in certain embodiments, fragments of

the N-terminal and/or C-terminal capping regions are included in the TALE polypeptides

described herein.

[00368] In certain embodiments, the TALE polypeptides described herein contain a N-terminal

capping region fragment that included at least 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 54, 60, 70, 80, 87, 90, 94, 100,

102, 110, 117, 120, 130, 140, 147, 150, 160, 170, 180, 190, 200, 210, 220, 230, 240, 250, 260 or

270 amino acids of an N-terminal capping region. In certain embodiments, the N-terminal capping

region fragment amino acids are of the C-terminus (the DNA-binding region proximal end) of an

N-terminal capping region. As described in Zhang et al., Nature Biotechnology 29: 149-153 (201 1),

N-terminal capping region fragments that include the C-terminal 240 amino acids enhance binding

activity equal to the full length capping region, while fragments that include the C-terminal 147

amino acids retain greater than 80% of the efficacy of the full length capping region, and fragments

that include the C-terminal 117 amino acids retain greater than 50% of the activity of the full-

length capping region.

[00369] In some embodiments, the TALE polypeptides described herein contain a C-terminal

capping region fragment that included at least 6, 10, 20, 30, 37, 40, 50, 60, 68, 70, 80, 90, 100,

110, 120, 127, 130, 140, 150, 155, 160, 170, 180 amino acids of a C-terminal capping region. In

certain embodiments, the C-terminal capping region fragment amino acids are of the N-terminus

(the DNA-binding region proximal end) of a C-terminal capping region. As described in Zhang et

al., Nature Biotechnology 29:149-153 (201 1), C-terminal capping region fragments that include



the C-terminal 68 amino acids enhance binding activity equal to the full length capping region,

while fragments that include the C-terminal 20 amino acids retain greater than 50% of the efficacy

of the full length capping region.

[00370] In certain embodiments, the capping regions of the TALE polypeptides described

herein do not need to have identical sequences to the capping region sequences provided herein.

Thus, in some embodiments, the capping region of the TALE polypeptides described herein have

sequences that are at least 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 91%, 92%, 93%, 94%, 95%, 96%,

97%, 98% or 99% identical or share identity to the capping region amino acid sequences provided

herein. Sequence identity is related to sequence homology. Homology comparisons may be

conducted by eye, or more usually, with the aid of readily available sequence comparison

programs. These commercially available computer programs may calculate percent (%) homology

between two or more sequences and may also calculate the sequence identity shared by two or

more amino acid or nucleic acid sequences. In some preferred embodiments, the capping region

of the TALE polypeptides described herein have sequences that are at least 95% identical or share

identity to the capping region amino acid sequences provided herein.

[00371] Sequence homologies may be generated by any of a number of computer programs

known in the art, which include but are not limited to BLAST or FASTA. Suitable computer

program for carrying out alignments like the GCG Wisconsin Bestfit package may also be used.

Once the software has produced an optimal alignment, it is possible to calculate % homology,

preferably % sequence identity. The software typically does this as part of the sequence

comparison and generates a numerical result.

[00372] In advantageous embodiments described herein, the TALE polypeptides of the

invention include a nucleic acid binding domain linked to the one or more effector domains. The

terms “effector domain” or “regulatory and functional domain” refer to a polypeptide sequence

that has an activity other than binding to the nucleic acid sequence recognized by the nucleic acid

binding domain. By combining a nucleic acid binding domain with one or more effector domains,

the polypeptides of the invention may be used to target the one or more functions or activities

mediated by the effector domain to a particular target DNA sequence to which the nucleic acid

binding domain specifically binds.



[00373] In some embodiments of the TALE polypeptides described herein, the activity

mediated by the effector domain is a biological activity. For example, in some embodiments the

effector domain is a transcriptional inhibitor (i.e., a repressor domain), such as an mSin interaction

domain (SID). SID4X domain or a Kriippel-associated box (KRAB) or fragments of the KRAB

domain. In some embodiments the effector domain is an enhancer of transcription (i.e. an

activation domain), such as the VP 16, VP64 or p65 activation domain. In some embodiments, the

nucleic acid binding is linked, for example, with an effector domain that includes but is not limited

to a transposase, integrase, recombinase, resolvase, invertase, protease, DNA methyltransferase,

DNA demethylase, histone acetylase, histone deacetylase, nuclease, transcriptional repressor,

transcriptional activator, transcription factor recruiting, protein nuclear-localization signal or

cellular uptake signal.

[00374] In some embodiments, the effector domain is a protein domain which exhibits activities

which include but are not limited to transposase activity, integrase activity, recombinase activity,

resolvase activity, invertase activity, protease activity, DNA methyltransferase activity, DNA

demethylase activity, histone acetylase activity, histone deacetylase activity, nuclease activity,

nuclear-localization signaling activity, transcriptional repressor activity, transcriptional activator

activity, transcription factor recruiting activity, or cellular uptake signaling activity. Other

preferred embodiments of the invention may include any combination the activities described

herein.

ZN-Finger Nucleases

[00375] Other preferred tools for genome editing for use in the context of this invention include

zinc finger systems. One type of programmable DNA-binding domain is provided by artificial

zinc-finger (ZF) technology, which involves arrays of ZF modules to target new DNA-binding

sites in the genome. Each finger module in a ZF array targets three DNA bases. A customized

array of individual zinc finger domains is assembled into a ZF protein (ZFP).

[00376] ZFPs can comprise a functional domain. The first synthetic zinc finger nucleases

(ZFNs) were developed by fusing a ZF protein to the catalytic domain of the Type IIS restriction

enzyme Fokl. (Kim, Y. G . et a , 1994, Chimeric restriction endonuclease, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.

U.S.A. 91, 883-887; Kim, Y. G . et a , 1996, Hybrid restriction enzymes: zinc finger fusions to

Fok I cleavage domain. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 93, 1156-1 160). Increased cleavage



specificity can be attained with decreased off target activity by use of paired ZFN heterodimers,

each targeting different nucleotide sequences separated by a short spacer. (Doyon, Y . et al., 201 1,

Enhancing zinc-finger-nuclease activity with improved obligate heterodimeric architectures. Nat.

Methods 8, 74-79). ZFPs can also be designed as transcription activators and repressors and have

been used to target many genes in a wide variety of organisms. Exemplary methods of genome

editing using ZFNs can be found for example in ET.S. Patent Nos. 6,534,261, 6,607,882, 6,746,838,

6,794,136, 6,824,978, 6,866,997, 6,933,113, 6,979,539, 7,013,219, 7,030,215, 7,220,719,

7,241,573, 7,241,574, 7,585,849, 7,595,376, 6,903,185, and 6,479,626, all of which are

specifically incorporated by reference.

Meganucleases

[00377] As disclosed herein editing can be made by way of meganucleases, which are

endodeoxyribonucleases characterized by a large recognition site (double-stranded DNA

sequences of 12 to 40 base pairs). Exemplary method for using meganucleases can be found in ETS

Patent Nos: 8,163,514; 8,133,697; 8,021,867; 8,119,361; 8,1 19,381; 8,124,369; and 8,129,134,

which are specifically incorporated by reference.

RNAi

[00378] In certain embodiments, the genetic modifying agent is RNAi (e.g., shRNA). As used

herein, “gene silencing” or “gene silenced” in reference to an activity of an RNAi molecule, for

example a siRNA or miRNA refers to a decrease in the mRNA level in a cell for a target gene by

at least about 5%, about 10%, about 20%, about 30%, about 40%, about 50%, about 60%, about

70%, about 80%, about 90%, about 95%, about 99%, about 100% of the mRNA level found in the

cell without the presence of the miRNA or RNA interference molecule. In one preferred

embodiment, the mRNA levels are decreased by at least about 70%, about 80%, about 90%, about

95%, about 99%, about 100%.

[00379] As used herein, the term “RNAi” refers to any type of interfering RNA, including but

not limited to, siRNAi, shRNAi, endogenous microRNA and artificial microRNA. For instance, it

includes sequences previously identified as siRNA, regardless of the mechanism of down-stream

processing of the RNA (i.e. although siRNAs are believed to have a specific method of in vivo

processing resulting in the cleavage of mRNA, such sequences can be incorporated into the vectors

in the context of the flanking sequences described herein). The term “RNAi” can include both gene



silencing RNAi molecules, and also RNAi effector molecules which activate the expression of a

gene.

[00380] As used herein, a “siRNA” refers to a nucleic acid that forms a double stranded RNA,

which double stranded RNA has the ability to reduce or inhibit expression of a gene or target gene

when the siRNA is present or expressed in the same cell as the target gene. The double stranded

RNA siRNA can be formed by the complementary strands. In one embodiment, a siRNA refers to

a nucleic acid that can form a double stranded siRNA. The sequence of the siRNA can correspond

to the full-length target gene, or a subsequence thereof. Typically, the siRNA is at least about 15-

50 nucleotides in length (e.g., each complementary sequence of the double stranded siRNA is

about 15-50 nucleotides in length, and the double stranded siRNA is about 15-50 base pairs in

length, preferably about 19-30 base nucleotides, preferably about 20-25 nucleotides in length, e.g.,

20, 2 1 , 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, or 30 nucleotides in length).

[00381] As used herein “shRNA” or “small hairpin RNA” (also called stem loop) is a type of

siRNA. In one embodiment, these shRNAs are composed of a short, e.g. about 19 to about 25

nucleotide, antisense strand, followed by a nucleotide loop of about 5 to about 9 nucleotides, and

the analogous sense strand. Alternatively, the sense strand can precede the nucleotide loop

structure and the antisense strand can follow.

[00382] The terms “microRNA” or “miRNA” are used interchangeably herein are endogenous

RNAs, some of which are known to regulate the expression of protein-coding genes at the

posttranscri phonal level. Endogenous microRNAs are small RNAs naturally present in the genome

that are capable of modulating the productive utilization of mRNA. The term artificial microRNA

includes any type of RNA sequence, other than endogenous microRNA, which is capable of

modulating the productive utilization of mRNA. MicroRNA sequences have been described in

publications such as Lim, et al., Genes & Development, 17, p . 991 - 1008 (2003), Lim et al Science

299, 1540 (2003), Lee and Ambros Science, 294, 862 (2001), Lau et al., Science 294, 858-861

(2001), Lagos-Quintana et al, Current Biology, 12, 735-739 (2002), Lagos Quintana et al, Science

294, 853- 857 (2001), and Lagos-Quintana et al, RNA, 9, 175- 179 (2003), which are incorporated

by reference. Multiple microRNAs can also be incorporated into a precursor molecule.

Furthermore, miRNA-like stem-loops can be expressed in cells as a vehicle to deliver artificial



miRNAs and short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) for the purpose of modulating the expression of

endogenous genes through the miRNA and or RNAi pathways.

[00383] As used herein, “double stranded RNA” or “dsRNA” refers to RNA molecules that are

comprised of two strands. Double-stranded molecules include those comprised of a single RNA

molecule that doubles back on itself to form a two-stranded structure. For example, the stem loop

structure of the progenitor molecules from which the single-stranded miRNA is derived, called the

pre-miRNA (Bartel et al. 2004. Cell 1 16:281 -297), comprises a dsRNA molecule.

Antibodies

[00384] In certain embodiments, the one or more agents is an antibody. The term "antibody" is

used interchangeably with the term "immunoglobulin" herein, and includes intact antibodies,

fragments of antibodies, e.g., Fab, F(ab')2 fragments, and intact antibodies and fragments that have

been mutated either in their constant and/or variable region (e.g., mutations to produce chimeric,

partially humanized, or fully humanized antibodies, as well as to produce antibodies with a desired

trait, e.g., enhanced binding and/or reduced FcR binding). The term "fragment" refers to a part or

portion of an antibody or antibody chain comprising fewer amino acid residues than an intact or

complete antibody or antibody chain. Fragments can be obtained via chemical or enzymatic

treatment of an intact or complete antibody or antibody chain. Fragments can also be obtained by

recombinant means. Exemplary fragments include Fab, Fab', F(ab')2, Fabc, Fd, dAb, VHH and

scFv and/or Fv fragments.

[00385] As used herein, a preparation of antibody protein having less than about 50% of non

antibody protein (also referred to herein as a "contaminating protein"), or of chemical precursors,

is considered to be "substantially free." 40%, 30%, 20%, 10% and more preferably 5% (by dry

weight), of non-antibody protein, or of chemical precursors is considered to be substantially free.

When the antibody protein or biologically active portion thereof is recombinantly produced, it is

also preferably substantially free of culture medium, i.e., culture medium represents less than about

30%, preferably less than about 20%, more preferably less than about 10%, and most preferably

less than about 5% of the volume or mass of the protein preparation.

[00386] The term "antigen-binding fragment" refers to a polypeptide fragment of an

immunoglobulin or antibody that binds antigen or competes with intact antibody (i.e., with the

intact antibody from which they were derived) for antigen binding (i.e., specific binding). As such



these antibodies or fragments thereof are included in the scope of the invention, provided that the

antibody or fragment binds specifically to a target molecule.

[00387] It is intended that the term "antibody" encompass any Ig class or any Ig subclass (e.g.

the IgGl, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4 subclasses of IgG) obtained from any source (e.g., humans and

non-human primates, and in rodents, lagomorphs, caprines, bovines, equines, ovines, etc.).

[00388] The term "Ig class" or "immunoglobulin class", as used herein, refers to the five classes

of immunoglobulin that have been identified in humans and higher mammals, IgG, IgM, IgA, IgD,

and IgE. The term "Ig subclass" refers to the two subclasses of IgM (H and L), three subclasses of

IgA (IgAl, IgA2, and secretory IgA), and four subclasses of IgG (IgGl, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4)

that have been identified in humans and higher mammals. The antibodies can exist in monomeric

or polymeric form; for example, lgM antibodies exist in pentameric form, and IgA antibodies exist

in monomeric, dimeric or multimeric form.

[00389] The term "IgG subclass" refers to the four subclasses of immunoglobulin class IgG -

IgGl, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4 that have been identified in humans and higher mammals by the heavy

chains of the immunoglobulins, VI - γ4, respectively. The term "single-chain immunoglobulin" or

"single-chain antibody" (used interchangeably herein) refers to a protein having a two-polypeptide

chain structure consisting of a heavy and a light chain, said chains being stabilized, for example,

by interchain peptide linkers, which has the ability to specifically bind antigen. The term "domain"

refers to a globular region of a heavy or light chain polypeptide comprising peptide loops (e.g.,

comprising 3 to 4 peptide loops) stabilized, for example, by β pleated sheet and/or intrachain

disulfide bond. Domains are further referred to herein as "constant" or "variable", based on the

relative lack of sequence variation within the domains of various class members in the case of a

"constant" domain, or the significant variation within the domains of various class members in the

case of a "variable" domain. Antibody or polypeptide "domains" are often referred to

interchangeably in the art as antibody or polypeptide "regions". The "constant" domains of an

antibody light chain are referred to interchangeably as "light chain constant regions", "light chain

constant domains", "CL" regions or "CL" domains. The "constant" domains of an antibody heavy

chain are referred to interchangeably as "heavy chain constant regions", "heavy chain constant

domains", "CH" regions or "CH" domains). The "variable" domains of an antibody light chain are

referred to interchangeably as "light chain variable regions", "light chain variable domains", "VL"



regions or "VL" domains). The "variable" domains of an antibody heavy chain are referred to

interchangeably as "heavy chain constant regions", "heavy chain constant domains", "VH" regions

or "VH" domains).

[00390] The term "region" can also refer to a part or portion of an antibody chain or antibody

chain domain (e.g., a part or portion of a heavy or light chain or a part or portion of a constant or

variable domain, as defined herein), as well as more discrete parts or portions of said chains or

domains. For example, light and heavy chains or light and heavy chain variable domains include

"complementarity determining regions" or "CDRs" interspersed among "framework regions" or

"FRs", as defined herein.

[00391] The term "conformation" refers to the tertiary structure of a protein or polypeptide (e.g.,

an antibody, antibody chain, domain or region thereof). For example, the phrase "light (or heavy)

chain conformation" refers to the tertiary structure of a light (or heavy) chain variable region, and

the phrase "antibody conformation" or "antibody fragment conformation" refers to the tertiary

structure of an antibody or fragment thereof.

[00392] The term “antibody-like protein scaffolds” or “engineered protein scaffolds” broadly

encompasses proteinaceous non-immunoglobulin specific-binding agents, typically obtained by

combinatorial engineering (such as site-directed random mutagenesis in combination with phage

display or other molecular selection techniques). Usually, such scaffolds are derived from robust

and small soluble monomeric proteins (such as Kunitz inhibitors or lipocalins) or from a stably

folded extra-membrane domain of a cell surface receptor (such as protein A, fibronectin or the

ankyrin repeat).

[00393] Such scaffolds have been extensively reviewed in Binz et al. (Engineering novel

binding proteins from nonimmunoglobulin domains. Nat Biotechnol 2005, 23:1257-1268),

Gebauer and Skerra (Engineered protein scaffolds as next-generation antibody therapeutics. Curr

Opin Chem Biol. 2009, 13:245-55), Gill and Damle (Biopharmaceutical drug discovery using

novel protein scaffolds. Curr Opin Biotechnol 2006, 17:653-658), Skerra (Engineered protein

scaffolds for molecular recognition. J Mol Recognit 2000, 13:167-187), and Skerra (Alternative

non-antibody scaffolds for molecular recognition. Curr Opin Biotechnol 2007, 18:295-304), and

include without limitation affibodies, based on the Z-domain of staphylococcal protein A, a three-

helix bundle of 58 residues providing an interface on two of its alpha-helices (Nygren, Alternative



binding proteins: Affibody binding proteins developed from a small three-helix bundle scaffold.

FEBS J 2008, 275:2668-2676); engineered Kunitz domains based on a small (ca. 58 residues) and

robust, disulphide-crosslinked serine protease inhibitor, typically of human origin (e.g. LACI-D1),

which can be engineered for different protease specificities (Nixon and Wood, Engineered protein

inhibitors of proteases. Curr Opin Drug Discov Dev 2006, 9:261-268); monobodies or adnectins

based on the lOth extracellular domain of human fibronectin III (l0Fn3), which adopts an Ig-like

beta-sandwich fold (94 residues) with 2-3 exposed loops, but lacks the central disulphide bridge

(Koide and Koide, Monobodies: antibody mimics based on the scaffold of the fibronectin type III

domain. Methods Mol Biol 2007, 352:95-109); anticalins derived from the lipocalins, a diverse

family of eight-stranded beta-barrel proteins (ca. 180 residues) that naturally form binding sites

for small ligands by means of four structurally variable loops at the open end, which are abundant

in humans, insects, and many other organisms (Skerra, Alternative binding proteins: Anticalins —

harnessing the structural plasticity of the lipocalin ligand pocket to engineer novel binding

activities. FEBS J 2008, 275:2677-2683); DARPins, designed ankyrin repeat domains (166

residues), which provide a rigid interface arising from typically three repeated beta-turns (Stumpp

et a , DARPins: a new generation of protein therapeutics. Drug Discov Today 2008, 13:695-701);

avimers (multimerized LDLR-A module) (Silverman et a , Multivalent avimer proteins evolved

by exon shuffling of a family of human receptor domains. Nat Biotechnol 2005, 23:1556-1561);

and cysteine-rich knottin peptides (Kolmar, Alternative binding proteins: biological activity and

therapeutic potential of cystine-knot miniproteins. FEBS J 2008, 275:2684-2690).

[00394] "Specific binding" of an antibody means that the antibody exhibits appreciable affinity

for a particular antigen or epitope and, generally, does not exhibit significant cross reactivity.

"Appreciable" binding includes binding with an affinity of at least 25 µΜ . Antibodies with

affinities greater than 1 x 107 M-l (or a dissociation coefficient of ΙµΜ or less or a dissociation

coefficient of lnm or less) typically bind with correspondingly greater specificity. Values

intermediate of those set forth herein are also intended to be within the scope of the present

invention and antibodies of the invention bind with a range of affinities, for example, 100ηΜ or

less, 75nM or less, 50nM or less, 25nM or less, for example 10ηΜ or less, 5nM or less, lnM or

less, or in embodiments 500pM or less, lOOpM or less, 50pM or less or 25pM or less. An antibody

that "does not exhibit significant crossreactivity" is one that will not appreciably bind to an entity



other than its target (e.g., a different epitope or a different molecule). For example, an antibody

that specifically binds to a target molecule will appreciably bind the target molecule but will not

significantly react with non-target molecules or peptides. An antibody specific for a particular

epitope will, for example, not significantly crossreact with remote epitopes on the same protein or

peptide. Specific binding can be determined according to any art-recognized means for

determining such binding. Preferably, specific binding is determined according to Scatchard

analysis and/or competitive binding assays.

[00395] As used herein, the term "affinity" refers to the strength of the binding of a single

antigen-combining site with an antigenic determinant. Affinity depends on the closeness of

stereochemical fit between antibody combining sites and antigen determinants, on the size of the

area of contact between them, on the distribution of charged and hydrophobic groups, etc.

Antibody affinity can be measured by equilibrium dialysis or by the kinetic BIACORE™ method.

The dissociation constant, Kd, and the association constant, Ka, are quantitative measures of

affinity.

[00396] As used herein, the term "monoclonal antibody" refers to an antibody derived from a

clonal population of antibody-producing cells (e.g., B lymphocytes or B cells) which is

homogeneous in structure and antigen specificity. The term "polyclonal antibody" refers to a

plurality of antibodies originating from different clonal populations of antibody-producing cells

which are heterogeneous in their structure and epitope specificity but which recognize a common

antigen. Monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies may exist within bodily fluids, as crude

preparations, or may be purified, as described herein.

[00397] The term "binding portion" of an antibody (or "antibody portion") includes one or more

complete domains, e.g., a pair of complete domains, as well as fragments of an antibody that retain

the ability to specifically bind to a target molecule. It has been shown that the binding function of

an antibody can be performed by fragments of a full-length antibody. Binding fragments are

produced by recombinant DNA techniques, or by enzymatic or chemical cleavage of intact

immunoglobulins. Binding fragments include Fab, Fab', F(ab')2, Fabc, Fd, dAb, Fv, single chains,

single-chain antibodies, e.g., scFv, and single domain antibodies.

[00398] "Humanized" forms of non-human (e.g., murine) antibodies are chimeric antibodies

that contain minimal sequence derived from non-human immunoglobulin. For the most part,



humanized antibodies are human immunoglobulins (recipient antibody) in which residues from a

hypervariable region of the recipient are replaced by residues from a hypervariable region of a

non-human species (donor antibody) such as mouse, rat, rabbit or nonhuman primate having the

desired specificity, affinity, and capacity. In some instances, FR residues of the human

immunoglobulin are replaced by corresponding non-human residues. Furthermore, humanized

antibodies may comprise residues that are not found in the recipient antibody or in the donor

antibody. These modifications are made to further refine antibody performance. In general, the

humanized antibody will comprise substantially all of at least one, and typically two, variable

domains, in which all or substantially all of the hypervariable regions correspond to those of a non

human immunoglobulin and all or substantially all of the FR regions are those of a human

immunoglobulin sequence. The humanized antibody optionally also will comprise at least a

portion of an immunoglobulin constant region (Fc), typically that of a human immunoglobulin.

[00399] Examples of portions of antibodies or epitope-binding proteins encompassed by the

present definition include: (i) the Fab fragment, having VL, CL, VH and CH1 domains; (ii) the

Fab' fragment, which is a Fab fragment having one or more cysteine residues at the C-terminus of

the CH1 domain; (iii) the Fd fragment having VH and CH1 domains; (iv) the Fd' fragment having

VH and CH1 domains and one or more cysteine residues at the C-terminus of the CHI domain; (v)

the Fv fragment having the VL and VH domains of a single arm of an antibody; (vi) the dAb

fragment (Ward et al., 341 Nature 544 (1989)) which consists of a VH domain or a VL domain

that binds antigen; (vii) isolated CDR regions or isolated CDR regions presented in a functional

framework; (viii) F(ab')2 fragments which are bivalent fragments including two Fab' fragments

linked by a disulphide bridge at the hinge region; (ix) single chain antibody molecules (e.g., single

chain Fv; scFv) (Bird et al., 242 Science 423 (1988); and Huston et al., 85 PNAS 5879 (1988));

(x) "diabodies" with two antigen binding sites, comprising a heavy chain variable domain (VH)

connected to a light chain variable domain (VL) in the same polypeptide chain (see, e.g., EP

404,097; WO 93/1 1161; Hollinger et al., 90 PNAS 6444 (1993)); (xi) "linear antibodies"

comprising a pair of tandem Fd segments (VH-Chl-VH-Chl) which, together with complementary

light chain polypeptides, form a pair of antigen binding regions (Zapata et al., Protein Eng.

8(10): 1057-62 (1995); and U.S. Patent No. 5,641,870).



[00400] As used herein, a "blocking" antibody or an antibody "antagonist" is one which inhibits

or reduces biological activity of the antigen(s) it binds. In certain embodiments, the blocking

antibodies or antagonist antibodies or portions thereof described herein completely inhibit the

biological activity of the antigen(s).

[00401] Antibodies may act as agonists or antagonists of the recognized polypeptides. For

example, the present invention includes antibodies which disrupt receptor/ligand interactions

either partially or fully. The invention features both receptor-specific antibodies and ligand-

specific antibodies. The invention also features receptor-specific antibodies which do not prevent

ligand binding but prevent receptor activation. Receptor activation (i.e., signaling) may be

determined by techniques described herein or otherwise known in the art. For example, receptor

activation can be determined by detecting the phosphorylation (e.g., tyrosine or serine/threonine)

of the receptor or of one of its down-stream substrates by immunoprecipitation followed by

western blot analysis. In specific embodiments, antibodies are provided that inhibit ligand activity

or receptor activity by at least 95%, at least 90%, at least 85%, at least 80%, at least 75%, at least

70%, at least 60%, or at least 50% of the activity in absence of the antibody.

[00402] The invention also features receptor-specific antibodies which both prevent ligand

binding and receptor activation as well as antibodies that recognize the receptor-ligand complex.

Likewise, encompassed by the invention are neutralizing antibodies which bind the ligand and

prevent binding of the ligand to the receptor, as well as antibodies which bind the ligand, thereby

preventing receptor activation, but do not prevent the ligand from binding the receptor. Further

included in the invention are antibodies which activate the receptor. These antibodies may act as

receptor agonists, i.e., potentiate or activate either all or a subset of the biological activities of the

ligand-mediated receptor activation, for example, by inducing dimerization of the receptor. The

antibodies may be specified as agonists, antagonists or inverse agonists for biological activities

comprising the specific biological activities of the peptides disclosed herein. The antibody agonists

and antagonists can be made using methods known in the art. See, e.g., PCT publication WO

96/40281; U.S. Pat. No. 5,81 1,097; Deng et a , Blood 92(6): 1981-1988 (1998); Chen et ah, Cancer

Res. 58(l6):3668-3678 (1998); Harrop et a , J . Immunol. 161(4): 1786-1794 (1998); Zhu et ak,

Cancer Res. 58(l5):3209-32l4 (1998); Yoon et ak, J . Immunol. 160(7):3 170-3 179 (1998); Prat et

ak, J . Cell. Sci. Ill (Pt2):237-247 (1998); Pitard et ak, J . Immunol. Methods 205(2): 177-190



(1997); Liautard et al., Cytokine 9(4):233-24l (1997); Carlson et al., J . Biol. Chem.

272(17): 11295-1 1301 (1997); Taryman et al., Neuron l4(4):755-762 (1995); Muller et al.,

Structure 6(9): 1153-1 167 (1998); Bartunek et al., Cytokine 8(1): 14-20 (1996).

[00403] The antibodies as defined for the present invention include derivatives that are

modified, i.e., by the covalent attachment of any type of molecule to the antibody such that

covalent attachment does not prevent the antibody from generating an anti-idiotypic response. For

example, but not by way of limitation, the antibody derivatives include antibodies that have been

modified, e.g., by glycosylation, acetylation, pegylation, phosphylation, amidation, derivatization

by known protecting/blocking groups, proteolytic cleavage, linkage to a cellular ligand or other

protein, etc. Any of numerous chemical modifications may be carried out by known techniques,

including, but not limited to specific chemical cleavage, acetylation, formylation, metabolic

synthesis of tunicamycin, etc. Additionally, the derivative may contain one or more non-classical

amino acids.

[00404] Simple binding assays can be used to screen for or detect agents that bind to a target

protein, or disrupt the interaction between proteins (e.g., a receptor and a ligand). Because certain

targets of the present invention are transmembrane proteins, assays that use the soluble forms of

these proteins rather than full-length protein can be used, in some embodiments. Soluble forms

include, for example, those lacking the transmembrane domain and/or those comprising the IgV

domain or fragments thereof which retain their ability to bind their cognate binding partners.

Further, agents that inhibit or enhance protein interactions for use in the compositions and methods

described herein, can include recombinant peptido-mimetics.

[00405] Detection methods useful in screening assays include antibody-based methods,

detection of a reporter moiety, detection of cytokines as described herein, and detection of a gene

signature as described herein.

[00406] Another variation of assays to determine binding of a receptor protein to a ligand

protein is through the use of affinity biosensor methods. Such methods may be based on the

piezoelectric effect, electrochemistry, or optical methods, such as ellipsometry, optical wave

guidance, and surface plasmon resonance (SPR).

Aptamers



[00407] In certain embodiments, the one or more agents is an aptamer. Nucleic acid aptamers

are nucleic acid species that have been engineered through repeated rounds of in vitro selection or

equivalently, SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment) to bind to

various molecular targets such as small molecules, proteins, nucleic acids, cells, tissues and

organisms. Nucleic acid aptamers have specific binding affinity to molecules through interactions

other than classic Watson-Crick base pairing. Aptamers are useful in biotechnological and

therapeutic applications as they offer molecular recognition properties similar to antibodies. In

addition to their discriminate recognition, aptamers offer advantages over antibodies as they can

be engineered completely in a test tube, are readily produced by chemical synthesis, possess

desirable storage properties, and elicit little or no immunogenicity in therapeutic applications. In

certain embodiments, RNA aptamers may be expressed from a DNA construct. In other

embodiments, a nucleic acid aptamer may be linked to another polynucleotide sequence. The

polynucleotide sequence may be a double stranded DNA polynucleotide sequence. The aptamer

may be covalently linked to one strand of the polynucleotide sequence. The aptamer may be ligated

to the polynucleotide sequence. The polynucleotide sequence may be configured, such that the

polynucleotide sequence may be linked to a solid support or ligated to another polynucleotide

sequence.

[00408] Aptamers, like peptides generated by phage display or monoclonal antibodies

("mAbs"), are capable of specifically binding to selected targets and modulating the target's

activity, e.g., through binding, aptamers may block their target's ability to function. A typical

aptamer is 10-15 kDa in size (30-45 nucleotides), binds its target with sub-nanomolar affinity, and

discriminates against closely related targets (e.g., aptamers will typically not bind other proteins

from the same gene family). Structural studies have shown that aptamers are capable of using the

same types of binding interactions (e.g., hydrogen bonding, electrostatic complementarity,

hydrophobic contacts, steric exclusion) that drives affinity and specificity in antibody-antigen

complexes.

[00409] Aptamers have a number of desirable characteristics for use in research and as

therapeutics and diagnostics including high specificity and affinity, biological efficacy, and

excellent pharmacokinetic properties. In addition, they offer specific competitive advantages over

antibodies and other protein biologies. Aptamers are chemically synthesized and are readily scaled



as needed to meet production demand for research, diagnostic or therapeutic applications.

Aptamers are chemically robust. They are intrinsically adapted to regain activity following

exposure to factors such as heat and denaturants and can be stored for extended periods (>l yr) at

room temperature as lyophilized powders. Not being bound by a theory, aptamers bound to a solid

support or beads may be stored for extended periods.

[00410] Oligonucleotides in their phosphodiester form may be quickly degraded by intracellular

and extracellular enzymes such as endonucleases and exonucleases. Aptamers can include

modified nucleotides conferring improved characteristics on the ligand, such as improved in vivo

stability or improved delivery characteristics. Examples of such modifications include chemical

substitutions at the ribose and/or phosphate and/or base positions. SELEX identified nucleic acid

ligands containing modified nucleotides are described, e.g., in ET.S. Pat. No. 5,660,985, which

describes oligonucleotides containing nucleotide derivatives chemically modified at the 2' position

of ribose, 5 position of pyrimidines, and 8 position of purines, ET.S. Pat. No. 5,756,703 which

describes oligonucleotides containing various 2' -modified pyrimidines, and U.S. Pat. No.

5,580,737 which describes highly specific nucleic acid ligands containing one or more nucleotides

modified with 2'-amino (2'-NH2), 2'-fluoro (2'-F), and/or 2'-0-methyl (2'-OMe) substituents.

Modifications of aptamers may also include, modifications at exocyclic amines, substitution of 4-

thiouridine, substitution of 5-bromo or 5-iodo-uracil; backbone modifications, phosphorothioate

or allyl phosphate modifications, methylations, and unusual base-pairing combinations such as the

isobases isocytidine and isoguanosine. Modifications can also include 3' and 5' modifications such

as capping. As used herein, the term phosphorothioate encompasses one or more non-bridging

oxygen atoms in a phosphodiester bond replaced by one or more sulfur atoms. In further

embodiments, the oligonucleotides comprise modified sugar groups, for example, one or more of

the hydroxyl groups is replaced with halogen, aliphatic groups, or functionalized as ethers or

amines. In one embodiment, the 2'-position of the furanose residue is substituted by any of an O-

methyl, O-alkyl, O-allyl, S-alkyl, S-allyl, or halo group. Methods of synthesis of 2'-modified

sugars are described, e.g., in Sproat, et al., Nucl. Acid Res. 19:733-738 (1991); Cotten, et al, Nucl.

Acid Res. 19:2629-2635 (1991); and Hobbs, et al, Biochemistry 12:5138-5145 (1973). Other

modifications are known to one of ordinary skill in the art. In certain embodiments, aptamers

include aptamers with improved off-rates as described in International Patent Publication No. W O



2009012418, “Method for generating aptamers with improved off-rates,” incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety. In certain embodiments aptamers are chosen from a library of aptamers.

Such libraries include, but are not limited to those described in Rohloff et al., “Nucleic Acid

Ligands With Protein-like Side Chains: Modified Aptamers and Their Use as Diagnostic and

Therapeutic Agents,” Molecular Therapy Nucleic Acids (2014) 3, e20l. Aptamers are also

commercially available (see, e.g., SomaLogic, Inc., Boulder, Colorado). In certain embodiments,

the present invention may utilize any aptamer containing any modification as described herein.

[00411] In some embodiments, the one or more cells functionally interacting with the one or

more neurons are selected from the group consisting of T cells, dendritic cells (DC), B cells,

fibroblasts and adipocytes.

METHODS OF MODULATING APPETITE AND ENERGY METABOLISM

[00412] In some embodiments, the invention also provides a method of modulating appetite and

energy metabolism in a subject in need thereof comprising administering one or more agents

capable of modulating the function or activity of one or more neurons selected from the group

consisting of PIMN4 and PIMN5; or one or more adipose cells functionally interacting with the

one or more neurons.

[00413] The term “modulate” broadly denotes a qualitative and/or quantitative alteration,

change or variation in that which is being modulated. Where modulation can be assessed

quantitatively - for example, where modulation comprises or consists of a change in a quantifiable

variable such as a quantifiable property of a cell or where a quantifiable variable provides a suitable

surrogate for the modulation - modulation specifically encompasses both increase (e.g., activation)

or decrease (e.g., inhibition) in the measured variable. The term encompasses any extent of such

modulation, e.g., any extent of such increase or decrease, and may more particularly refer to

statistically significant increase or decrease in the measured variable. By means of example,

modulation may encompass an increase in the value of the measured variable by at least about

10%, e.g., by at least about 20%, preferably by at least about 30%, e.g., by at least about 40%,

more preferably by at least about 50%, e.g., by at least about 75%, even more preferably by at least

about 100%, e.g., by at least about 150%, 200%, 250%, 300%, 400% or by at least about 500%,

compared to a reference situation without said modulation; or modulation may encompass a



decrease or reduction in the value of the measured variable by at least about 10%, e.g., by at least

about 20%, by at least about 30%, e.g., by at least about 40%, by at least about 50%, e.g., by at

least about 60%, by at least about 70%, e.g., by at least about 80%, by at least about 90%, e.g., by

at least about 95%, such as by at least about 96%, 97%, 98%, 99% or even by 100%, compared to

a reference situation without said modulation. Preferably, modulation may be specific or selective,

hence, one or more desired phenotypic aspects of an immune cell or immune cell population may

be modulated without substantially altering other (unintended, undesired) phenotypic aspect(s).

[00414] The term “agent” broadly encompasses any condition, substance or agent capable of

modulating one or more phenotypic aspects of a cell or cell population as disclosed herein. Such

conditions, substances or agents may be of physical, chemical, biochemical and/or biological

nature. The term “candidate agent” refers to any condition, substance or agent that is being

examined for the ability to modulate one or more phenotypic aspects of a cell or cell population as

disclosed herein in a method comprising applying the candidate agent to the cell or cell population

(e.g., exposing the cell or cell population to the candidate agent or contacting the cell or cell

population with the candidate agent) and observing whether the desired modulation takes place.

[00415] Agents may include any potential class of biologically active conditions, substances or

agents, such as for instance antibodies, proteins, peptides, nucleic acids, oligonucleotides, small

molecules, or combinations thereof, as described herein.

[00416] In some embodiments, the one or more neurons may be characterized by expression of

one or more markers according to Table 14 or Table 21.

[00417] In some embodiments, the one or more agents modulate the expression, activity or

function of one or more genes according to Table 14 or Table 21.

[00418] In some embodiments, the one or more agents may modulate the expression, activity

or function of one or more genes selected from the group consisting of: NPY, CGRP, Glutamate,

GABA, LEP, VIP, PACAP, Nitric oxide, NOS1, FGF1, PDGF, SLIT2, SLIT3, IL15, IL7, IL12A,

PENK, CHAT and TPH2; or NPYR1, CALCRL, GRM8, GABRE, LEPR, VIPR2, GRIA4,

GUCY1A3, FGFR1, PDGFRB, ROBOl, ROB02, IL15R, IL7R, IL12RB1, OPRM1, CHRNE and

HTR3A.



[00419] In some embodiments, the one or more agents may modulate the expression, activity

or function of one or more genes selected from the group consisting of NPY and CGRP; or NPYR1

and CALCRL.

[00420] In some embodiments, the one or more agents may modulate the expression, activity

or function of one or more core transcriptional programs according to Table 23.

[00421] In some embodiments, the one or more agents may modulate the expression, activity

or function of one or more genes of the one or more core transcriptional programs.

[00422] In some embodiments, the one or more agents are administered to the gut.

[00423] In some embodiments, the one or more agents may comprise an antibody, small

molecule, small molecule degrader, genetic modifying agent, nucleic acid agent, antibody-like

protein scaffold, aptamer, protein, or any combination thereof, as described elsewhere herein.

[00424] In some embodiments, the genetic modifying agent may comprise a CRISPR system,

RNAi system, a zinc finger nuclease system, a TALE, or a meganuclease, as described above.

[00425] In specific embodiments, the CRISPR system comprises Cas9, Casl2, or Casl4.

[00426] In specific embodiments, the CRISPR system comprises a dCas fused or otherwise

linked to a nucleotide deaminase. The nucleotide deaminase may be a cytidine deaminase or an

adenosine deaminase. The dCas may be a dCas9, dCasl2, dCasl3, or dCasl4.

[00427] In some embodiments, the nucleic acid agent or genetic modifying agent may be

administered with a vector.

[00428] In some embodiments, the nucleic acid agent or genetic modifying agent may be under

the control of a promoter specific to a marker gene for the one or more neurons according to Table

14 or Table 21.

METHODS OF DETECTING CELLS OF THE ENTERIC NERVOUS SYSTEM (ENS)

[00429] In some embodiments, the invention provides a method of detecting one or more cells

of the enteric nervous system (ENS) comprising detecting one or more markers according to

Tables 14-17 or Tables 20-22.

Biomarkers

[00430] The invention provides biomarkers for the identification, diagnosis and manipulation

of cell properties, for use in a variety of diagnostic and/or therapeutic indications. Biomarkers in



the context of the present invention encompasses, without limitation nucleic acids, together with

their polymorphisms, mutations, variants, modifications, subunits, fragments, and other analytes

or sample-derived measures.

[00431] Biomarkers are useful in methods of diagnosing, prognosing and/or staging an immune

response in a subject by detecting a first level of expression, activity and/or function of one or

more biomarker and comparing the detected level to a control of level wherein a difference in the

detected level and the control level indicates that the presence of an immune response in the

subject.

[00432] These biomarkers are useful in methods of identifying patient populations at risk or

suffering from an immune response based on a detected level of expression, activity and/or

function of one or more biomarkers. These biomarkers are also useful in monitoring subjects

undergoing treatments and therapies for suitable or aberrant response(s) to determine

efficaciousness of the treatment or therapy and for selecting or modifying therapies and treatments

that would be efficacious in treating, delaying the progression of or otherwise ameliorating a

symptom. The biomarkers provided herein are useful for selecting a group of patients at a specific

state of a disease with accuracy that facilitates selection of treatments.

[00433] The present invention also may comprise a kit with a detection reagent that binds to

one or more biomarkers.

[00434] In one embodiment, the signature genes, biomarkers, and/or cells may be detected or

isolated by immunofluorescence, immunohistochemistry, fluorescence activated cell sorting

(FACS), mass cytometry (CyTOF), RNA-seq, scRNA-seq (e.g., Drop-seq„ InDrop, 10X

Genomics), single cell qPCR, MERFISH (multiplex (in situ) RNA FISH) and/or by in situ

hybridization. Other methods including absorbance assays and colorimetric assays are known in

the art and may be used herein detection may comprise primers and/or probes or fluorescently

bar-coded oligonucleotide probes for hybridization to RNA (see e.g., Geiss GK, et a , Direct

multiplexed measurement of gene expression with color-coded probe pairs. Nat Biotechnol. 2008

Mar;26(3):3 17-25).

Gene Signatures

[00435] As used herein a “signature” may encompass any gene or genes, protein or proteins

(e.g., gene products), or epigenetic element(s) whose expression profile or whose occurrence is



associated with a specific cell type, subtype, or cell state of a specific cell type or subtype within

a population of cells (e.g., neurogenic cell). In certain embodiments, the signature is dependent on

epigenetic modification of the genes or regulatory elements associated with the genes (e.g.,

methylation, ubiquitination). Thus, in certain embodiments, use of signature genes includes

epigenetic modifications that may be detected or modulated. For ease of discussion, when

discussing gene expression, any of gene or genes, protein or proteins, or epigenetic element(s) may

be substituted. As used herein, the terms “signature”, “expression profile”, “transcription profile”

or “expression program” may be used interchangeably. It is to be understood that also when

referring to proteins (e.g. differentially expressed proteins), such may fall within the definition of

“gene” signature. Levels of expression or activity may be compared between different cells in

order to characterize or identify for instance signatures specific for cell (sub)populations. Increased

or decreased expression or activity or prevalence of signature genes may be compared between

different cells in order to characterize or identify for instance specific cell (sub)populations. The

detection of a signature in single cells may be used to identify and quantitate for instance specific

cell (sub)populations. A signature may include a gene or genes, protein or proteins, or epigenetic

element(s) whose expression or occurrence is specific to a cell (sub)population, such that

expression or occurrence is exclusive to the cell (sub)population. A gene signature as used herein,

may thus refer to any set of up- and/or down-regulated genes that are representative of a cell type

or subtype. A gene signature as used herein, may also refer to any set of up- and/or down-regulated

genes between different cells or cell (sub)populations derived from a gene-expression profile. For

example, a gene signature may comprise a list of genes differentially expressed in a distinction of

interest.

[00436] The signature as defined herein (being it a gene signature, protein signature or other

genetic or epigenetic signature) can be used to indicate the presence of a cell type, a subtype of the

cell type, the state of the microenvironment of a population of cells, a particular cell type

population or subpopulation, and/or the overall status of the entire cell (sub)population.

Furthermore, the signature may be indicative of cells within a population of cells in vivo. The

signature may also be used to suggest for instance particular therapies, or to follow up treatment,

or to suggest ways to modulate immune systems. The signatures of the present invention may be

discovered by analysis of expression profiles of single-cells within a population of cells from



isolated samples (e.g. nervous tissue), thus allowing the discovery of novel cell subtypes or cell

states that were previously invisible or unrecognized, for example, adult newborn neurons. The

presence of subtypes or cell states may be determined by subtype specific or cell state specific

signatures. The presence of these specific cell (sub)types or cell states may be determined by

applying the signature genes to bulk sequencing data in a sample. The signatures of the present

invention may be microenvironment specific, such as their expression in a particular spatio-

temporal context. In certain embodiments, signatures as discussed herein are specific to a particular

developmental stage or pathological context. In certain embodiments, a combination of cell

subtypes having a particular signature may indicate an outcome. The signatures may be used to

deconvolute the network of cells present in a particular developmental stage or pathological

condition. The presence of specific cells and cell subtypes may also be indicative of a particular

developmental stage, a particular response to treatment, such as including increased or decreased

susceptibility to treatment. The signature may indicate the presence of one particular cell type. In

one embodiment, the novel signatures are used to detect multiple cell states or hierarchies that

occur in subpopulations of cells that are linked to particular stages of development or particular

pathological condition, or linked to a particular outcome or progression of the disease, or linked to

a particular response to treatment of the disease (e.g. resistance to therapy).

[00437] The signature according to certain embodiments of the present invention may comprise

or consist of one or more genes, proteins and/or epigenetic elements, such as for instance 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or more. In certain embodiments, the signature may comprise or consist of two

or more genes, proteins and/or epigenetic elements, such as for instance 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or

more. In certain embodiments, the signature may comprise or consist of three or more genes,

proteins and/or epigenetic elements, such as for instance 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or more. In certain

embodiments, the signature may comprise or consist of four or more genes, proteins and/or

epigenetic elements, such as for instance 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or more. In certain embodiments, the

signature may comprise or consist of five or more genes, proteins and/or epigenetic elements, such

as for instance 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or more. In certain embodiments, the signature may comprise or

consist of six or more genes, proteins and/or epigenetic elements, such as for instance 6, 7, 8, 9,

10 or more. In certain embodiments, the signature may comprise or consist of seven or more genes,

proteins and/or epigenetic elements, such as for instance 7, 8, 9, 10 or more. In certain



embodiments, the signature may comprise or consist of eight or more genes, proteins and/or

epigenetic elements, such as for instance 8, 9, 10 or more. In certain embodiments, the signature

may comprise or consist of nine or more genes, proteins and/or epigenetic elements, such as for

instance 9, 10 or more. In certain embodiments, the signature may comprise or consist of ten or

more genes, proteins and/or epigenetic elements, such as for instance 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, or

more. It is to be understood that a signature according to the invention may for instance also include

genes or proteins as well as epigenetic elements combined.

[00438] In certain embodiments, a signature is characterized as being specific for a particular

cell or cell (sub)population if it is upregulated or only present, detected or detectable in that

particular cell or cell (sub)population, or alternatively is downregulated or only absent, or

undetectable in that particular cell or cell (sub)population. In this context, a signature consists of

one or more differentially expressed genes/proteins or differential epigenetic elements when

comparing different cells or cell (sub)populations, including comparing different neurogenic cells,

for example, neuronal stem cells, neuronal precursor cells, neuroblasts, immature neurons and

newborn neurons, as well as comparing immune cells or immune cell (sub)populations with other

immune cells or immune cell (sub)populations. It is to be understood that “differentially

expressed” genes/proteins include genes/proteins which are up- or down-regulated as well as

genes/proteins which are turned on or off. When referring to up-or down-regulation, in certain

embodiments, such up- or down-regulation is preferably at least two-fold, such as two-fold, three

fold, four-fold, five-fold, or more, such as for instance at least ten-fold, at least 20-fold, at least

30-fold, at least 40-fold, at least 50-fold, or more. Alternatively, or in addition, differential

expression may be determined based on common statistical tests, as is known in the art.

[00439] As discussed herein, differentially expressed genes/proteins, or differential epigenetic

elements may be differentially expressed on a single cell level, or may be differentially expressed

on a cell population level. Preferably, the differentially expressed genes/ proteins or epigenetic

elements as discussed herein, such as constituting the gene signatures as discussed herein, when

as to the cell population level, refer to genes that are differentially expressed in all or substantially

all cells of the population (such as at least 80%, preferably at least 90%, such as at least 95% of

the individual cells). This allows one to define a particular subpopulation of cells. As referred to

herein, a “subpopulation” of cells preferably refers to a particular subset of cells of a particular cell



type (e.g., proliferating) which can be distinguished or are uniquely identifiable and set apart from

other cells of this cell type. The cell subpopulation may be phenotypically characterized, and is

preferably characterized by the signature as discussed herein. A cell (sub)population as referred to

herein may constitute a (sub)population of cells of a particular cell type characterized by a specific

cell state.

[00440] When referring to induction, or alternatively reducing or suppression of a particular

signature, preferable is meant induction or alternatively reduction or suppression (or upregulation

or downregulation) of at least one gene/protein and/or epigenetic element of the signature, such as

for instance at least two, at least three, at least four, at least five, at least six, or all genes/proteins

and/or epigenetic elements of the signature.

[00441] Various aspects and embodiments of the invention may involve analyzing gene

signatures, protein signatures, and/or other genetic or epigenetic signatures based on single cell

analyses (e.g. single cell RNA sequencing) or alternatively based on cell population analyses, as

is defined herein elsewhere.

[00442] The invention further relates to various uses of the gene signatures, protein signature,

and/or other genetic or epigenetic signature as defined herein. Particular advantageous uses include

methods for identifying agents capable of inducing or suppressing neurogenesis, particularly

inducing or suppressing neurogenic cell(sub)populations based on the gene signatures, protein

signature, and/or other genetic or epigenetic signature as defined herein. The invention further

relates to agents capable of inducing or suppressing particular neurogenic cell (sub)populations

based on the gene signatures, protein signature, and/or other genetic or epigenetic signature as

defined herein, as well as their use for modulating, such as inducing or repressing, a particular

gene signature, protein signature, and/or other genetic or epigenetic signature. In one embodiment,

genes in one population of cells may be activated or suppressed in order to affect the cells of

another population. In related aspects, modulating, such as inducing or repressing, a particular

gene signature, protein signature, and/or other genetic or epigenetic signature may modulate

neurogenesis, and/or neurogeneic cell subpopulation composition or distribution, or functionality.

[00443] The signature genes of the present invention were discovered by analysis of expression

profiles of single-cells within a population of neurogenic cells, thus allowing the discovery of

novel cell subtypes that were previously invisible or rare in a population of cells within the nervous



tissue. The presence of subtypes may be determined by subtype specific signature genes. The

presence of these specific cell types may be determined by applying the signature genes to bulk

sequencing data in a patient. Not being bound by a theory, many cells make up a

microenvironment, whereby the cells communicate and affect each other in specific ways. As such,

specific cell types within this microenvironment may express signature genes specific for this

microenvironment. Not being bound by a theory the signature genes of the present invention may

be microenvironment specific. The signature genes may indicate the presence of one particular cell

type. In one embodiment, the expression may indicate the presence of proliferating cell types. Not

being bound by a theory, a combination of cell subtypes in a subject may indicate an outcome.

[00444] As used herein the term “biological program” can be used interchangeably with

“expression program” or “transcriptional program” and may refer to a set of genes that share a role

in a biological function (e.g., an activation program, cell differentiation program, proliferation

program). Biological programs can include a pattern of gene expression that result in a

corresponding physiological event or phenotypic trait. Biological programs can include up to

several hundred genes that are expressed in a spatially and temporally controlled fashion.

Expression of individual genes can be shared between biological programs. Expression of

individual genes can be shared among different single cell types; however, expression of a

biological program may be cell type specific or temporally specific (e.g., the biological program

is expressed in a cell type at a specific time). Expression of a biological program may be regulated

by a master switch, such as a nuclear receptor or transcription factor.

[00445] All gene name symbols refer to the gene as commonly known in the art. The examples

described herein that refer to the mouse gene names are to be understood to also encompasses

human genes, as well as genes in any other organism (e.g., homologous, orthologous genes). The

term, homolog, may apply to the relationship between genes separated by the event of speciation

(e.g., ortholog). Orthologs are genes in different species that evolved from a common ancestral

gene by speciation. Normally, orthologs retain the same function in the course of evolution. Gene

symbols may be those referred to by the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) or

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Any reference to the gene symbol is a

reference made to the entire gene or variants of the gene. The signature as described herein may

encompass any of the genes described herein.



[00446] In specific embodiments, detecting the one or more markers comprises

immunohi stochemistry .

METHODS OF SCREENING

[00447] The invention also provides for methods of screening for agents capable of modulating

expression of a transcription program according to Table 23. Such methods may comprise

administering an agent to a population of cells comprising neurons selected from the group

consisting of PEMN1, PEMN2, PIMN1, PIMN2, PIMN3, PIMN4, PIMN5, PIN1, PIN2, PSN and

PSVN; and detecting expression of one or more genes in the transcriptional program.

Screeningfor modulating agents

[00448] A further aspect of the invention relates to a method for identifying an agent capable

of modulating one or more phenotypic aspects of a cell or cell population as disclosed herein,

comprising: a) applying a candidate agent to the cell or cell population; b) detecting modulation

of one or more phenotypic aspects of the cell or cell population by the candidate agent, thereby

identifying the agent.

[00449] The term “modulate” broadly denotes a qualitative and/or quantitative alteration,

change or variation in that which is being modulated. Where modulation can be assessed

quantitatively - for example, where modulation comprises or consists of a change in a quantifiable

variable such as a quantifiable property of a cell or where a quantifiable variable provides a suitable

surrogate for the modulation - modulation specifically encompasses both increase (e.g., activation)

or decrease (e.g., inhibition) in the measured variable. The term encompasses any extent of such

modulation, e.g., any extent of such increase or decrease, and may more particularly refer to

statistically significant increase or decrease in the measured variable. By means of example,

modulation may encompass an increase in the value of the measured variable by at least about

10%, e.g., by at least about 20%, preferably by at least about 30%, e.g., by at least about 40%,

more preferably by at least about 50%, e.g., by at least about 75%, even more preferably by at least

about 100%, e.g., by at least about 150%, 200%, 250%, 300%, 400% or by at least about 500%,

compared to a reference situation without said modulation; or modulation may encompass a

decrease or reduction in the value of the measured variable by at least about 10%, e.g., by at least

about 20%, by at least about 30%, e.g., by at least about 40%, by at least about 50%, e.g., by at



least about 60%, by at least about 70%, e.g., by at least about 80%, by at least about 90%, e.g., by

at least about 95%, such as by at least about 96%, 97%, 98%, 99% or even by 100%, compared to

a reference situation without said modulation. Preferably, modulation may be specific or selective,

hence, one or more desired phenotypic aspects of an immune cell or immune cell population may

be modulated without substantially altering other (unintended, undesired) phenotypic aspect(s).

[00450] The term “agent” broadly encompasses any condition, substance or agent capable of

modulating one or more phenotypic aspects of a cell or cell population as disclosed herein. Such

conditions, substances or agents may be of physical, chemical, biochemical and/or biological

nature. The term “candidate agent” refers to any condition, substance or agent that is being

examined for the ability to modulate one or more phenotypic aspects of a cell or cell population as

disclosed herein in a method comprising applying the candidate agent to the cell or cell population

(e.g., exposing the cell or cell population to the candidate agent or contacting the cell or cell

population with the candidate agent) and observing whether the desired modulation takes place.

[00451] Agents may include any potential class of biologically active conditions, substances or

agents, such as for instance antibodies, proteins, peptides, nucleic acids, oligonucleotides, small

molecules, or combinations thereof, as described herein.

[00452] In certain embodiments, the present invention provides for gene signature screening.

The concept of signature screening was introduced by Stegmaier et al. (Gene expression-based

high-throughput screening (GE-HTS) and application to leukemia differentiation. Nature Genet.

36, 257-263 (2004)), who realized that if a gene-expression signature was the proxy for a

phenotype of interest, it could be used to find small molecules that effect that phenotype without

knowledge of a validated drug target. The signatures of the present invention may be used to screen

for drugs that reduce the signature in cells as described herein. The signature may be used for GE-

HTS. In certain embodiments, pharmacological screens may be used to identify drugs that are

selectively toxic to cells having a signature.

[00453] The Connectivity Map (cmap) is a collection of genome-wide transcriptional

expression data from cultured human cells treated with bioactive small molecules and simple

pattern-matching algorithms that together enable the discovery of functional connections between

drugs, genes and diseases through the transitory feature of common gene-expression changes (see,

Lamb et al., The Connectivity Map: ETsing Gene-Expression Signatures to Connect Small



Molecules, Genes, and Disease. Science 29 Sep 2006: Vol. 313, Issue 5795, pp. 1929-1935, DOI:

10. H26/science. 1132939; and Lamb, L, The Connectivity Map: a new tool for biomedical

research. Nature Reviews Cancer January 2007: Vol. 7, pp. 54-60). In certain embodiments, Cmap

can be used to screen for small molecules capable of modulating a signature of the present

invention in silico.

[00454] In some embodiments, detecting expression comprises RT-PCR, RNA-seq, single cell

RNA-seq, fluorescently labeled probes, or an immunoassay, as described elsewhere herein.

[00455] In some embodiments, the neurons express one or more reporter genes under control

of a promoter specific to the one or more genes in the transcriptional program. In some

embodiments, detecting comprises detecting the reporter gene.

METHODS OF IDENTIFYING GENE EXPRESSION IN SINGLE CELLS

[00456] The invention also provides a method of identifying gene expression in single cells

comprising providing sequencing reads from a single nucleus sequencing library and counting

sequencing reads mapping to introns and exons.

Microfluidics

[00457] In a preferred embodiment, single cell or single nuclei analysis is performed using

microfluidics. Microfluidics involves micro-scale devices that handle small volumes of fluids.

Because microfluidics may accurately and reproducibly control and dispense small fluid volumes,

in particular volumes less than 1 µΐ , application of microfluidics provides significant cost-savings.

The use of microfluidics technology reduces cycle times, shortens time-to-results, and increases

throughput. Furthermore, incorporation of microfluidics technology enhances system integration

and automation. Microfluidic reactions are generally conducted in microdroplets. The ability to

conduct reactions in microdroplets depends on being able to merge different sample fluids and

different microdroplets. See, e.g., US Patent Publication No. 20120219947 and PCT publication

No.W020l4085802 Al.

[00458] Droplet microfluidics offers significant advantages for performing high-throughput

screens and sensitive assays. Droplets allow sample volumes to be significantly reduced, leading

to concomitant reductions in cost. Manipulation and measurement at kilohertz speeds enable up to

108 samples to be screened in a single day. Compartmentalization in droplets increases assay



sensitivity by increasing the effective concentration of rare species and decreasing the time

required to reach detection thresholds. Droplet microfluidics combines these powerful features to

enable currently inaccessible high-throughput screening applications, including single-cell and

single-molecule assays. See, e.g., Guo et al., Lab Chip, 2012,12, 2146-2155.

[00459] The manipulation of fluids to form fluid streams of desired configuration,

discontinuous fluid streams, droplets, particles, dispersions, etc., for purposes of fluid delivery,

product manufacture, analysis, and the like, is a relatively well-studied art. Microfluidic systems

have been described in a variety of contexts, typically in the context of miniaturized laboratory

(e.g., clinical) analysis. Other uses have been described as well. For example, WO 2001/89788;

WO 2006/040551 ; U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2009/0005254; WO 2006/040554;

U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2007/0184489; WO 2004/002627; U.S. Patent No.

7,708,949; WO 2008/063227; U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2008/0003142; WO

2004/091763; U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2006/0163385; WO 2005/021 151 ; U.S.

Patent Application Publication No. 2007/0003442; WO 2006/096571 ; U.S. Patent Application

Publication No. 2009/0131543; WO 2007/089541; U.S. Patent Application Publication No.

2007/0195127; WO 2007/081385; U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2010/0137163; WO

2007/133710; U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2008/0014589; U.S. Patent Application

Publication No. 2014/0256595; and WO 201 1/079176. In a preferred embodiment, single cell

analysis is performed in droplets using methods according to WO 2014085802. Each of these

patents and publications is herein incorporated by reference in their entireties for all purposes.

[00460] Single cells or nuclei may be sorted into separate vessels by dilution of the sample and

physical movement, such as micromanipulation devices or pipetting. A computer controlled

machine may control pipetting and separation.

[00461] Single cells or single nuclei of the present invention may be divided into single droplets

using a microfluidic device. The single cells or nuclei in such droplets may be further labeled with

a barcode. In this regard reference is made to Macosko et al., 2015, “Highly Parallel Genome-wide

Expression Profiling of Individual Cells Using Nanoliter Droplets” Cell 161, 1202-1214 and Klein

et al., 2015, “Droplet Barcoding for Single-Cell Transcriptomics Applied to Embryonic Stem

Cells” Cell 161, 1187-1201 all the contents and disclosure of each of which are herein incorporated



by reference in their entirety. Not being bound by a theory, the volume size of an aliquot within a

droplet may be as small as 1 fL

[00462] Single cells or single nuclei may be diluted into a physical multi-well plate or a plate

free environment. The multi-well assay modules (e.g., plates) may have any number of wells

and/or chambers of any size or shape, arranged in any pattern or configuration, and be composed

of a variety of different materials. Preferred embodiments of the invention are multi-well assay

plates that use industry standard multi-well plate formats for the number, size, shape and

configuration of the plate and wells. Examples of standard formats include 96-, 384-, 1536- and

9600-well plates, with the wells configured in two-dimensional arrays. Other formats include

single well, two well, six well and twenty -four well and 6144 well plates. Plate free environments

of the present invention utilize a single polymerizable gel containing compartmentalized cells or

single nuclei. In one embodiment, extraction of single cells or single nuclei may be by a mechanical

punch. Single cells or single nuclei may be visualized in the gel before a punch.

[00463] In one embodiment, to ensure proper staining of intracellular and intranuclear proteins

and nucleic acids single cells or nuclei are embedded in hydrogel droplets. Not being bound by a

theory, the hydrogel mesh provides a physical framework, chemically incorporates biomolecules

and is permeable to macromolecules such as antibodies (Chung et al., (2013). Structural and

molecular interrogation of intact biological systems. Nature 497, 332-337). In one embodiment, to

further improve permeability and staining efficiency, lipids are cleared (Chung et al., 2013). Not

being bound by a theory, the clearance of the lipids and the porosity of the hydrogel allow for more

efficient washing. This higher accuracy of measurement is important for the high multiplex

measurements and computational inference of regulatory mechanisms.

[00464] In one embodiment, the nucleic acids of single cells or nuclei are crosslinked to prevent

loss of nucleic acids. Not being bound by a theory, leakage of mRNA from nuclei may be

prevented by crosslinking. Nucleic acids can be reverse cross-linked after separation of cells or

nuclei into separate wells or droplets. The contents of individual wells or droplets may then be

sequenced. In one embodiment, crosslinking may be reversed by incubating the cross-linked

sample in high salt (approximately 200 mM NaCl) at 65°C for at least 4h.

[00465] The invention provides a nucleotide- or oligonucleotide-adorned bead wherein said

bead comprises: a linker; an identical sequence for use as a sequencing priming site; a uniform or



near-uniform nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequence (e.g., each bead has a barcode sequence that

is unique to each bead in a plurality of beads); a Unique Molecular Identifier which differs for

each priming site; optionally an oligonucleotide redundant sequence for capturing polyadenylated

mRNAs and priming reverse transcription; and optionally at least one other oligonucleotide

barcode which provides an additional substrate for identification.

[00466] In an embodiment of the invention, the nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequences on the

surface of the bead is a molecular barcode. In a further embodiment, the barcode ranges from 4 to

1000 nucleotides in length. In another embodiment, the oligonucleotide sequence for capturing

polyadenylated mRNAs and priming reverse transcription is an oligo dT sequence.

[00467] In an embodiment of the invention, the linker is a non-cleavable, straight-chain

polymer. In another embodiment, the linker is a chemically-cleavable, straight-chain polymer. In

a further embodiment, the linker is a non-cleavable, optionally substituted hydrocarbon polymer.

In another embodiment, the linker is a photolabile optionally substituted hydrocarbon polymer. In

another embodiment, the linker is a polyethylene glycol. In an embodiment, the linker is a PEG-

C3 to PEG-24.

[00468] In an embodiment of the invention, the nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequence on the

surface of the bead is a molecular barcode. In a further embodiment, the barcode ranges from 4 to

1000 nucleotides in length. In another embodiment, the oligonucleotide sequence for capturing

polyadenylated mRNAs and priming reverse transcription is an oligo dT sequence.

[00469] In an embodiment of the invention, the mixture comprises at least one oligonucleotide

sequences, which provide for substrates for downstream molecular-biological reactions. In

another embodiment, the downstream molecular biological reactions are for reverse transcription

of mature mRNAs; capturing specific portions of the transcriptome, priming for DNA polymerases

and/or similar enzymes; or priming throughout the transcriptome or genome. In an embodiment of

the invention, the additional oligonucleotide sequence comprises an oligo-dT sequence. In another

embodiment of the invention, the additional oligonucleotide sequence comprises a primer

sequence. In an embodiment of the invention, the additional oligonucleotide sequence comprises

an oligo-dT sequence and a primer sequence.

[00470] The invention provides an error-correcting barcode bead wherein said bead comprises:

a linker; an identical sequence for use as a sequencing priming site; a uniform or near-uniform



nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequence which comprises at least a nucleotide base duplicate; a

Unique Molecular Identifier which differs for each priming site; and an oligonucleotide redundant

for capturing polyadenylated mRNAs and priming reverse transcription.

[00471] In an embodiment of the invention, the error-correcting barcode beads fail to hybridize

to the mRNA thereby failing to undergo reverse transcription.

[00472] The invention also provides a kit which comprises a mixture of oligonucleotide bound

beads and self-correcting barcode beads.

[00473] The invention provides a method for creating a single-cell sequencing library

comprising: merging one uniquely barcoded RNA capture microbead with a single-cell or single

nuclei in an emulsion droplet having a diameter from 50 pm to 210 pm; lysing the cell thereby

capturing the RNA on the RNA capture microbead; breaking droplets and pooling beads in

solution; performing a reverse transcription reaction to convert the cells’ RNA to first strand cDNA

that is covalently linked to the RNA capture microbead; or conversely reverse transcribing within

droplets and thereafter breaking droplets and collecting cDNA-attached beads; preparing and

sequencing a single composite RNA-Seq library, containing cell barcodes that record the cell-of-

origin of each RNA, and molecular barcodes that distinguish among RNAs from the same cell..

[00474] In an embodiment the diameter of the emulsion droplet is between 50-210 pm. In a

further embodiment, the method wherein the diameter of the mRNA capture microbeads is from

10 pm to 95 pm. In a further embodiment the diameter of the emulsion droplet is 90 pm.

[00475] The invention provides a method for preparing a plurality of beads with unique nucleic

acid sequence comprising: performing polynucleotide synthesis on the surface of the plurality of

beads in a pool-and-split process, such that in each cycle of synthesis the beads are split into a

plurality of subsets wherein each subset is subjected to different chemical reactions; repeating the

pool-and-split process from anywhere from 2 cycles to 200 cycles.

[00476] In an embodiment of the invention the polynucleotide synthesis is phosphoramidite

synthesis. In another embodiment of the invention the polynucleotide synthesis is reverse direction

phosphoramidite chemistry. In an embodiment of the invention, each subset is subjected to a

different nucleotide. In another embodiment, each subset is subjected to a different canonical

nucleotide. In an embodiment of the invention the method is repeated three, four, or twelve times.



[00477] In an embodiment the covalent bond is polyethylene glycol. In another embodiment

the diameter of the mRNA capture microbeads is from 10 pm to 95 pm. In an embodiment,

wherein the multiple steps is twelve steps.

[00478] In a further embodiment the method further comprises a method for preparing uniquely

barcoded mRNA capture microbeads, which has a unique barcode and diameter suitable for

microfluidic devices comprising: 1) performing reverse phosphoramidite synthesis on the surface

of the bead in a pool-and-split fashion, such that in each cycle of synthesis the beads are split into

four reactions with one of the four canonical nucleotides (T, C, G, or A); 2) repeating this process

a large number of times, at least six, and optimally more than twelve, such that, in the latter, there

are more than 16 million unique barcodes on the surface of each bead in the pool.

[00479] In an embodiment, the diameter of the mRNA capture microbeads is from 10 pm to 95

pm.

[00480] The invention provides a method for simultaneously preparing a plurality of nucleotide-

or oligonucleotide-adorned beads wherein a uniform, near-uniform, or patterned nucleotide or

oligonucleotide sequence is synthesized upon any individual bead while vast numbers of different

nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequences are simultaneously synthesized on different beads,

comprising: forming a mixture comprising a plurality of beads; separating the beads into subsets;

extending the nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequence on the surface of the beads by adding an

individual nucleotide via chemical synthesis; pooling the subsets of beads in (c) into a single

common pool; repeating steps (b), (c) and (d) multiple times to produce a combinatorially a

thousand or more nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequences; and collecting the nucleotide- or

oligonucleotide-adorned beads.

[00481] In an embodiment of the invention, the nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequence on the

surface of the bead is a molecular barcode. In a further embodiment, the pool-and-split synthesis

steps occur every 2-10 cycles, rather than every cycle.

[00482] In an embodiment of the invention, the barcode contains built-in error correction. In

another embodiment, the barcode ranges from 4 to 1000 nucleotides in length. In embodiment of

the invention the polynucleotide synthesis is phosphoramidite synthesis. In a further embodiment,

the polynucleotide synthesis is reverse direction phosphoramidite chemistry. In an embodiment

of the invention each subset is subjected to a different nucleotide. In a further embodiment, one



or more subsets receive a cocktail of two nucleotides. In an embodiment, each subset is subjected

to a different canonical nucleotide.

[00483] The method provided by the invention contemplates a variety of embodiments wherein

the bead is a microbead, a nanoparticle, or a macrobead. Similarly, the invention contemplates

that the oligonucleotide sequence is a dinucleotide or trinucleotide.

[00484] The invention provides a method for simultaneously preparing a thousand or more

nucleotide- or oligonucleotide-adorned beads wherein a uniform or near-uniform nucleotide or

oligonucleotide sequence is synthesized upon any individual bead while a plurality of different

nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequences are simultaneously synthesized on different beads,

comprising: forming a mixture comprising a plurality of beads; separating the beads into subsets;

extending the nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequence on the surface of the beads by adding an

individual nucleotide via chemical synthesis; pooling the subsets of beads in (c) into a single

common pool; repeating steps (b), (c) and (d) multiple times to produce a combinatorically large

number of nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequences; and collecting the nucleotide- or

oligonucleotide-adorned beads; performing polynucleotide synthesis on the surface of the plurality

of beads in a pool-and-split synthesis, such that in each cycle of synthesis the beads are split into

a plurality of subsets wherein each subset is subjected to different chemical reactions; repeating

the pool-and-split synthesis multiple times.

[00485] In an embodiment of the invention, the nucleotide or oligonucleotide sequence on the

surface of the bead is a molecular barcode. In an embodiment, the pool-and-split synthesis steps

occur every 2 to 10 cycles, rather than every cycle. In an embodiment, the generated barcode

contains built-in error correction. In another embodiment, the barcode ranges from 4 to 1000

nucleotides in length. In embodiment of the invention the polynucleotide synthesis is

phosphoramidite synthesis. In a further embodiment, the polynucleotide synthesis is reverse

direction phosphoramidite chemistry. In an embodiment of the invention each subset is subjected

to a different nucleotide. In a further embodiment, one or more subsets receive a cocktail of two

nucleotides. In an embodiment, each subset is subjected to a different canonical nucleotide.

[00486] The method provided by the invention contemplates a variety of embodiments wherein

the bead is a microbead, a nanoparticle, or a macrobead. Similarly, the invention contemplates

that the oligonucleotide sequence is a dinucleotide or trinucleotide.



[00487] The invention further provides an apparatus for creating a composite single-cell

sequencing library via a microfluidic system, comprising: an oil-surfactant inlet comprising a filter

and two carrier fluid channels, wherein said carrier fluid channel further comprises a resistor; an

inlet for an analyte comprising a filter and two carrier fluid channels, wherein said carrier fluid

channel further comprises a resistor; an inlet for mRNA capture microbeads and lysis reagent

comprising a carrier fluid channel; said carrier fluid channels have a carrier fluid flowing therein

at an adjustable and predetermined flow rate; wherein each said carrier fluid channels merge at a

junction; and said junction being connected to a constriction for droplet pinch-off followed by a

mixer, which connects to an outlet for drops.

[00488] In an embodiment of the apparatus, the analyte comprises a chemical reagent, a

genetically perturbed cell, a protein, a drug, an antibody, an enzyme, a nucleic acid, an organelle

like the mitochondrion or nucleus, a cell or any combination thereof. In an embodiment of the

apparatus the analyte is a cell. In a further embodiment, the analyte is a mammalian cell. In another

embodiment, the analyte of the apparatus is complex tissue. In a further embodiment, the cell is a

brain cell. In an embodiment of the invention, the cell is a retina cell. In another embodiment, the

cell is a human bone marrow cell. In an embodiment, the cell is a host-pathogen cell. In an

embodiment, the analyte is a nucleus from a cell.

[00489] In an embodiment of the apparatus the lysis reagent comprises an anionic surfactant

such as sodium lauroyl sarcosinate, or a chaotropic salt such as guanidinium thiocyanate. In an

embodiment of the apparatus the filter is consists of square PDMS posts; the filter on the cell

channel consists of such posts with sides ranging between 125-135 pm with a separation of 70

100 mm between the posts. The filter on the oil-surfactant inlet comprises square posts of two

sizes; one with sides ranging between 75-100 pm and a separation of 25-30 pm between them and

the other with sides ranging between 40-50 pm and a separation of 10-15 pm. In an embodiment

of the apparatus the resistor is serpentine having a length of 7000 9000 pm, width of 50 75 pm

and depth of 100 150 mm. In an embodiment of the apparatus the channels have a length of 8000

12,000 pm for oil-surfactant inlet, 5000 7000 for analyte (cell) inlet, and 900 1200 pm for the

inlet for microbead and lysis agent. All channels have a width of 125 250 mm, and depth of 100

- 150 mm. In another embodiment, the width of the cell channel is 125-250 pm and the depth is

100-150 pm. In an embodiment of the apparatus the mixer has a length of 7000-9000 pm, and a



width of 110-140 µιη with 35-45° zig-zigs every 150 µ . In an embodiment, the width of the

mixer is 125 µιη . In an embodiment of the apparatus the oil-surfactant is PEG Block Polymer,

such as BIORAD™ QX200 Droplet Generation Oil. In an embodiment of the apparatus the carrier

fluid is water-glycerol mixture.

[00490] A mixture comprising a plurality of microbeads adorned with combinations of the

following elements: bead-specific oligonucleotide barcodes created by the methods provided;

additional oligonucleotide barcode sequences which vary among the oligonucleotides on an

individual bead and can therefore be used to differentiate or help identify those individual

oligonucleotide molecules; additional oligonucleotide sequences that create substrates for

downstream molecular-biological reactions, such as oligo-dT (for reverse transcription of mature

mRNAs), specific sequences (for capturing specific portions of the transcriptome, or priming for

DNA polymerases and similar enzymes), or random sequences (for priming throughout the

transcriptome or genome). In an embodiment, the individual oligonucleotide molecules on the

surface of any individual microbead contain all three of these elements, and the third element

includes both oligo-dT and a primer sequence.

[00491] In another embodiment, a mixture comprising a plurality of microbeads, wherein said

microbeads comprise the following elements: at least one bead-specific oligonucleotide barcode

obtainable by the process outlined; at least one additional identifier oligonucleotide barcode

sequence, which varies among the oligonucleotides on an individual bead, and thereby assisting in

the identification and of the bead specific oligonucleotide molecules; optionally at least one

additional oligonucleotide sequences, which provide substrates for downstream molecular-

biological reactions. In another embodiment the mixture comprises at least one oligonucleotide

sequences, which provide for substrates for downstream molecular-biological reactions. In a

further embodiment the downstream molecular biological reactions are for reverse transcription of

mature mRNAs; capturing specific portions of the transcriptome, priming for DNA polymerases

and/or similar enzymes; or priming throughout the transcriptome or genome. In a further

embodiment the mixture the additional oligonucleotide sequence comprising an oligo-dT

sequence. In another embodiment the mixture further comprises the additional oligonucleotide

sequence comprises a primer sequence. In another embodiment the mixture further comprises the

additional oligonucleotide sequence comprising an oligo-dT sequence and a primer sequence.



[00492] Examples of the labeling substance which may be employed include labeling

substances known to those skilled in the art, such as fluorescent dyes, enzymes, coenzymes,

chemiluminescent substances, and radioactive substances. Specific examples include

radioisotopes (e.g., 32P, 14C, 1251, 3H, and 1311), fluorescein, rhodamine, dansyl chloride,

umbelliferone, luciferase, peroxidase, alkaline phosphatase, β-galactosidase, β-glucosidase,

horseradish peroxidase, glucoamylase, lysozyme, saccharide oxidase, microperoxidase, biotin, and

ruthenium. In the case where biotin is employed as a labeling substance, preferably, after addition

of a biotin-labeled antibody, streptavidin bound to an enzyme (e.g., peroxidase) is further added.

[00493] Advantageously, the label is a fluorescent label. Examples of fluorescent labels

include, but are not limited to, Atto dyes, 4-acetamido-4'-isothiocyanatostilbene-2,2'disulfonic

acid; acridine and derivatives: acridine, acridine isothiocyanate; 5-(2'-

aminoethyl)aminonaphthalene-l -sulfonic acid (EDANS); 4-amino-N-[3-

vinylsulfonyl)phenyl]naphthalimide-3,5 disulfonate; N-(4-anilino-l-naphthyl)maleimide;

anthranilamide; BODIPY; Brilliant Yellow; coumarin and derivatives; coumarin, 7-amino-4-

methylcoumarin (AMC, Coumarin 120), 7-amino-4-trifluoromethylcouluarin (Coumaran 151);

cyanine dyes; cyanosine; 4',6-diaminidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI); 5'5"-dibromopyrogallol-

sulfonaphthalein (Bromopyrogallol Red); 7-diethylamino-3-(4'-isothiocyanatophenyl)-4-

methylcoumarin; diethylenetriamine pentaacetate; 4,4'-diisothiocyanatodihydro-stilbene-2,2'-

disulfonic acid; 4,4'-diisothiocyanatostilbene-2,2'-disulfonic acid; 5-[dimethylamino]naphthalene-

l-sulfonyl chloride (DNS, dansylchloride); 4-dimethylaminophenylazophenyl-4'-isothiocyanate

(DABITC); eosin and derivatives; eosin, eosin isothiocyanate, erythrosin and derivatives;

erythrosin B, erythrosin, isothiocyanate; ethidium; fluorescein and derivatives; 5-

carboxyfluorescein (FAM), 5-(4,6-dichlorotriazin-2-yl)aminofluorescein (DTAF), 2',7'-

dimethoxy-4'5'-dichloro-6-carboxyfluorescein, fluorescein, fluorescein isothiocyanate, QFITC,

(XRITC); fluorescamine; IR144; IR1446; Malachite Green isothiocyanate; 4-

methylumbelliferoneortho cresolphthalein; nitrotyrosine; pararosaniline; Phenol Red; B-

phycoerythrin; o-phthaldialdehyde; pyrene and derivatives: pyrene, pyrene butyrate, succinimidyl

1-pyrene; butyrate quantum dots; Reactive Red 4 (Cibacron.TM. Brilliant Red 3B-A) rhodamine

and derivatives: 6-carboxy-X-rhodamine (ROX), 6-carboxyrhodamine (R6G), lissamine

rhodamine B sulfonyl chloride rhodamine (Rhod), rhodamine B, rhodamine 123, rhodamine X



isothiocyanate, sulforhodamine B, sulforhodamine 101, sulfonyl chloride derivative of

sulforhodamine 101 (Texas Red); Ν ,Ν ,Ν ',Ν ' tetramethyl-6-carboxyrhodamine (TAMRA);

tetramethyl rhodamine; tetramethyl rhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC); riboflavin; rosolic acid;

terbium chelate derivatives; Cy3; Cy5; Cy5.5; Cy7; IRD 700; IRD 800; La Jolta Blue; phthalo

cyanine; and naphthalo cyanine.

[00494] The fluorescent label may be a fluorescent protein, such as blue fluorescent protein,

cyan fluorescent protein, green fluorescent protein, red fluorescent protein, yellow fluorescent

protein or any photoconvertible protein. Colormetric labeling, bioluminescent labeling and/or

chemiluminescent labeling may further accomplish labeling. Labeling further may include energy

transfer between molecules in the hybridization complex by perturbation analysis, quenching, or

electron transport between donor and acceptor molecules, the latter of which may be facilitated by

double stranded match hybridization complexes. The fluorescent label may be a perylene or a

terrylen. In the alternative, the fluorescent label may be a fluorescent bar code.

[00495] In an advantageous embodiment, the label may be light sensitive, wherein the label is

light-activated and/or light cleaves the one or more linkers to release the molecular cargo. The

light-activated molecular cargo may be a major light-harvesting complex (LHCII). In another

embodiment, the fluorescent label may induce free radical formation.

[00496] In an advantageous embodiment, agents may be uniquely labeled in a dynamic manner

(see, e.g., US provisional patent application serial no. 61/703,884 filed September 21, 2012). The

unique labels are, at least in part, nucleic acid in nature, and may be generated by sequentially

attaching two or more detectable oligonucleotide tags to each other and each unique label may be

associated with a separate agent. A detectable oligonucleotide tag may be an oligonucleotide that

may be detected by sequencing of its nucleotide sequence and/or by detecting non-nucleic acid

detectable moieties to which it may be attached.

[00497] The oligonucleotide tags may be detectable by virtue of their nucleotide sequence, or

by virtue of a non-nucleic acid detectable moiety that is attached to the oligonucleotide such as but

not limited to a fluorophore, or by virtue of a combination of their nucleotide sequence and the

nonnucleic acid detectable moiety.

[00498] In some embodiments, a detectable oligonucleotide tag may comprise one or more

nonoligonucleotide detectable moieties. Examples of detectable moieties may include, but are not



limited to, fluorophores, microparticles including quantum dots (Empodocles, et al., Nature

399:126-130, 1999), gold nanoparticles (Reichert et al., Anal. Chem. 72:6025-6029, 2000),

microbeads (Lacoste et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 97(l7):946l-9466, 2000), biotin, DNP

(dinitrophenyl), fucose, digoxigenin, haptens, and other detectable moieties known to those skilled

in the art. In some embodiments, the detectable moieties may be quantum dots. Methods for

detecting such moieties are described herein and/or are known in the art.

[00499] Thus, detectable oligonucleotide tags may be, but are not limited to, oligonucleotides

which may comprise unique nucleotide sequences, oligonucleotides which may comprise

detectable moieties, and oligonucleotides which may comprise both unique nucleotide sequences

and detectable moieties.

[00500] A unique label may be produced by sequentially attaching two or more detectable

oligonucleotide tags to each other. The detectable tags may be present or provided in a plurality of

detectable tags. The same or a different plurality of tags may be used as the source of each

detectable tag may be part of a unique label. In other words, a plurality of tags may be subdivided

into subsets and single subsets may be used as the source for each tag.

[00501] In some embodiments, one or more other species may be associated with the tags. In

particular, nucleic acids released by a lysed cell may be ligated to one or more tags. These may

include, for example, chromosomal DNA, RNA transcripts, tRNA, mRNA, mitochondrial DNA,

or the like. Such nucleic acids may be sequenced, in addition to sequencing the tags themselves,

which may yield information about the nucleic acid profile of the cells, which can be associated

with the tags, or the conditions that the corresponding droplet or cell was exposed to.

[00502] The invention described herein enables high throughput and high resolution delivery

of reagents to individual emulsion droplets that may contain cells, organelles, nucleic acids,

proteins, etc. through the use of monodisperse aqueous droplets that are generated by a

microfluidic device as a water-in-oil emulsion. The droplets are carried in a flowing oil phase and

stabilized by a surfactant. In one aspect single cells or single organellesor single molecules

(proteins, RNA, DNA) are encapsulated into uniform droplets from an aqueous

solution/dispersion. In a related aspect, multiple cells or multiple molecules may take the place of

single cells or single molecules. The aqueous droplets of volume ranging from 1 pL to 10 nL work



as individual reactors. Disclosed embodiments provide thousands of single cells in droplets which

can be processed and analyzed in a single run.

[00503] To utilize microdroplets for rapid large-scale chemical screening or complex biological

library identification, different species of microdroplets, each containing the specific chemical

compounds or biological probes cells or molecular barcodes of interest, have to be generated and

combined at the preferred conditions, e.g., mixing ratio, concentration, and order of combination.

[00504] Each species of droplet is introduced at a confluence point in a main microfluidic

channel from separate inlet microfluidic channels. Preferably, droplet volumes are chosen by

design such that one species is larger than others and moves at a different speed, usually slower

than the other species, in the carrier fluid, as disclosed in U.S. Publication No. US 2007/0195127

and International Publication No. WO 2007/089541, each of which are incorporated herein by

reference in their entirety. The channel width and length is selected such that faster species of

droplets catch up to the slowest species. Size constraints of the channel prevent the faster moving

droplets from passing the slower moving droplets resulting in a train of droplets entering a merge

zone. Multi-step chemical reactions, biochemical reactions, or assay detection chemistries often

require a fixed reaction time before species of different type are added to a reaction. Multi-step

reactions are achieved by repeating the process multiple times with a second, third or more

confluence points each with a separate merge point. Highly efficient and precise reactions and

analysis of reactions are achieved when the frequencies of droplets from the inlet channels are

matched to an optimized ratio and the volumes of the species are matched to provide optimized

reaction conditions in the combined droplets.

[00505] Fluidic droplets may be screened or sorted within a fluidic system of the invention by

altering the flow of the liquid containing the droplets. For instance, in one set of embodiments, a

fluidic droplet may be steered or sorted by directing the liquid surrounding the fluidic droplet into

a first channel, a second channel, etc. In another set of embodiments, pressure within a fluidic

system, for example, within different channels or within different portions of a channel, can be

controlled to direct the flow of fluidic droplets. For example, a droplet can be directed toward a

channel junction including multiple options for further direction of flow (e.g., directed toward a

branch, or fork, in a channel defining optional downstream flow channels). Pressure within one

or more of the optional downstream flow channels can be controlled to direct the droplet



selectively into one of the channels, and changes in pressure can be effected on the order of the

time required for successive droplets to reach the junction, such that the downstream flow path of

each successive droplet can be independently controlled. In one arrangement, the expansion and/or

contraction of liquid reservoirs may be used to steer or sort a fluidic droplet into a channel, e.g.,

by causing directed movement of the liquid containing the fluidic droplet. In another embodiment,

the expansion and/or contraction of the liquid reservoir may be combined with other flow-

controlling devices and methods, e.g., as described herein. Non-limiting examples of devices able

to cause the expansion and/or contraction of a liquid reservoir include pistons.

[00506] Key elements for using microfluidic channels to process droplets include: (1) producing

droplet of the correct volume, (2) producing droplets at the correct frequency and (3) bringing

together a first stream of sample droplets with a second stream of sample droplets in such a way

that the frequency of the first stream of sample droplets matches the frequency of the second stream

of sample droplets. Preferably, bringing together a stream of sample droplets with a stream of

premade library droplets in such a way that the frequency of the library droplets matches the

frequency of the sample droplets.

[00507] Methods for producing droplets of a uniform volume at a regular frequency are well

known in the art. One method is to generate droplets using hydrodynamic focusing of a dispersed

phase fluid and immiscible carrier fluid, such as disclosed in U.S. Publication No. US

2005/0172476 and International Publication No. WO 2004/002627. It is desirable for one of the

species introduced at the confluence to be a pre-made library of droplets where the library contains

a plurality of reaction conditions, e.g., a library may contain plurality of different compounds at a

range of concentrations encapsulated as separate library elements for screening their effect on cells

or enzymes, alternatively a library could be composed of a plurality of different primer pairs

encapsulated as different library elements for targeted amplification of a collection of loci,

alternatively a library could contain a plurality of different antibody species encapsulated as

different library elements to perform a plurality of binding assays. The introduction of a library of

reaction conditions onto a substrate is achieved by pushing a premade collection of library droplets

out of a vial with a drive fluid. The drive fluid is a continuous fluid. The drive fluid may comprise

the same substance as the carrier fluid (e.g., a fluorocarbon oil). For example, if a library consists

of ten pico-liter droplets is driven into an inlet channel on a microfluidic substrate with a drive



fluid at a rate of 10,000 pico-liters per second, then nominally the frequency at which the droplets

are expected to enter the confluence point is 1000 per second. However, in practice droplets pack

with oil between them that slowly drains. Over time the carrier fluid drains from the library

droplets and the number density of the droplets (number/mL) increases. Hence, a simple fixed rate

of infusion for the drive fluid does not provide a uniform rate of introduction of the droplets into

the microfluidic channel in the substrate. Moreover, library-to-library variations in the mean

library droplet volume result in a shift in the frequency of droplet introduction at the confluence

point. Thus, the lack of uniformity of droplets that results from sample variation and oil drainage

provides another problem to be solved. For example if the nominal droplet volume is expected to

be 10 pico-liters in the library, but varies from 9 to 11 pico-liters from library-to-library then a

10,000 pico-liter/second infusion rate will nominally produce a range in frequencies from 900 to

1,100 droplet per second. In short, sample to sample variation in the composition of dispersed

phase for droplets made on chip, a tendency for the number density of library droplets to increase

over time and library-to-library variations in mean droplet volume severely limit the extent to

which frequencies of droplets may be reliably matched at a confluence by simply using fixed

infusion rates. In addition, these limitations also have an impact on the extent to which volumes

may be reproducibly combined. Combined with typical variations in pump flow rate precision and

variations in channel dimensions, systems are severely limited without a means to compensate on

a run-to-run basis. The foregoing facts not only illustrate a problem to be solved, but also

demonstrate a need for a method of instantaneous regulation of microfluidic control over

microdroplets within a microfluidic channel.

[00508] Combinations of surfactant(s) and oils must be developed to facilitate generation,

storage, and manipulation of droplets to maintain the unique chemical/biochemical/biological

environment within each droplet of a diverse library. Therefore, the surfactant and oil combination

must (1) stabilize droplets against uncontrolled coalescence during the drop forming process and

subsequent collection and storage, (2) minimize transport of any droplet contents to the oil phase

and/or between droplets, and (3) maintain chemical and biological inertness with contents of each

droplet (e.g., no adsorption or reaction of encapsulated contents at the oil-water interface, and no

adverse effects on biological or chemical constituents in the droplets). In addition to the

requirements on the droplet library function and stability, the surfactant-in-oil solution must be



coupled with the fluid physics and materials associated with the platform. Specifically, the oil

solution must not swell, dissolve, or degrade the materials used to construct the microfluidic chip,

and the physical properties of the oil (e.g., viscosity, boiling point, etc.) must be suited for the flow

and operating conditions of the platform.

[00509] Droplets formed in oil without surfactant are not stable to permit coalescence, so

surfactants must be dissolved in the oil that is used as the continuous phase for the emulsion library.

Surfactant molecules are amphiphilic—part of the molecule is oil soluble, and part of the molecule

is water soluble. When a water-oil interface is formed at the nozzle of a microfluidic chip for

example in the inlet module described herein, surfactant molecules that are dissolved in the oil

phase adsorb to the interface. The hydrophilic portion of the molecule resides inside the droplet

and the fluorophilic portion of the molecule decorates the exterior of the droplet. The surface

tension of a droplet is reduced when the interface is populated with surfactant, so the stability of

an emulsion is improved. In addition to stabilizing the droplets against coalescence, the surfactant

should be inert to the contents of each droplet and the surfactant should not promote transport of

encapsulated components to the oil or other droplets.

[00510] A droplet library may be made up of a number of library elements that are pooled

together in a single collection (see, e.g., US Patent Publication No. 2010002241). Libraries may

vary in complexity from a single library element to 1015 library elements or more. Each library

element may be one or more given components at a fixed concentration. The element may be, but

is not limited to, cells, organelles, virus, bacteria, yeast, beads, amino acids, proteins, polypeptides,

nucleic acids, polynucleotides or small molecule chemical compounds. The element may contain

an identifier such as a label. The terms "droplet library" or "droplet libraries" are also referred to

herein as an "emulsion library" or "emulsion libraries." These terms are used interchangeably

throughout the specification.

[00511] A cell library element may include, but is not limited to, hybridomas, B-cells, primary

cells, cultured cell lines, cancer cells, stem cells, cells obtained from tissue (e.g., brain, gut or

gastrointestinal, retinal or human bone marrow), peripheral blood mononuclear cell, or any other

cell type. Cellular library elements are prepared by encapsulating a number of cells from one to

hundreds of thousands in individual droplets. The number of cells encapsulated is usually given

by Poisson statistics from the number density of cells and volume of the droplet. However, in some



cases the number deviates from Poisson statistics as described in Edd et al., "Controlled

encapsulation of single-cells into monodisperse picolitre drops." Lab Chip, 8(8): 1262-1264, 2008.

The discrete nature of cells allows for libraries to be prepared in mass with a plurality of cellular

variants all present in a single starting media and then that media is broken up into individual

droplet capsules that contain at most one cell. These individual droplets capsules are then

combined or pooled to form a library consisting of unique library elements. Cell division

subsequent to, or in some embodiments following, encapsulation produces a clonal library

element.

[00512] A variety of analytes may be contemplated for use with the foregoing Drop-Sequencing

methods. Examples of cells which are contemplated are mammalian cells, however the invention

contemplates a method for profiling host-pathogen cells. To characterize the expression of host-

pathogen interactions it is important to grow the host and pathogen in the same cell without

multiple opportunities of pathogen infection.

[00513] A bead based library element may contain one or more beads, of a given type and may

also contain other reagents, such as antibodies, enzymes or other proteins. In the case where all

library elements contain different types of beads, but the same surrounding media, the library

elements may all be prepared from a single starting fluid or have a variety of starting fluids. In the

case of cellular libraries prepared in mass from a collection of variants, such as genomically

modified, yeast or bacteria cells, the library elements will be prepared from a variety of starting

fluids.

[00514] Often it is desirable to have exactly one cell or nuclei per droplet with only a few

droplets containing more than one cell or nuclei when starting with a plurality of cells or yeast or

bacteria, engineered to produce variants on a protein. In some cases, variations from Poisson

statistics may be achieved to provide an enhanced loading of droplets such that there are more

droplets with exactly one cell per droplet and few exceptions of empty droplets or droplets

containing more than one cell.

[00515] Examples of droplet libraries are collections of droplets that have different contents,

ranging from beads, cells, nuclei, small molecules, DNA, primers, antibodies. Smaller droplets

may be in the order of femtoliter (fL) volume drops, which are especially contemplated with the

droplet dispensors. The volume may range from about 5 to about 600 fL. The larger droplets range



in size from roughly 0.5 micron to 500 micron in diameter, which corresponds to about 1 pico liter

to 1 nano liter. However, droplets may be as small as 5 microns and as large as 500 microns.

Preferably, the droplets are at less than 100 microns, about 1 micron to about 100 microns in

diameter. The most preferred size is about 20 to 40 microns in diameter (10 to 100 picoliters). The

preferred properties examined of droplet libraries include osmotic pressure balance, uniform size,

and size ranges.

[00516] The droplets comprised within the emulsion libraries of the present invention may be

contained within an immiscible oil which may comprise at least one fluorosurfactant. In some

embodiments, the fluorosurfactant comprised within immiscible fluorocarbon oil is a block

copolymer consisting of one or more perfluorinated polyether (PFPE) blocks and one or more

polyethylene glycol (PEG) blocks. In other embodiments, the fluorosurfactant is a triblock

copolymer consisting of a PEG center block covalently bound to two PFPE blocks by amide

linking groups. The presence of the fluorosurfactant (similar to uniform size of the droplets in the

library) is critical to maintain the stability and integrity of the droplets and is also essential for the

subsequent use of the droplets within the library for the various biological and chemical assays

described herein. Fluids (e.g., aqueous fluids, immiscible oils, etc.) and other surfactants that may

be utilized in the droplet libraries of the present invention are described in greater detail herein.

[00517] The present invention provides an emulsion library which may comprise a plurality of

aqueous droplets within an immiscible oil (e.g., fluorocarbon oil) which may comprise at least one

fluorosurfactant, wherein each droplet is uniform in size and may comprise the same aqueous fluid

and may comprise a different library element. The present invention also provides a method for

forming the emulsion library which may comprise providing a single aqueous fluid which may

comprise different library elements, encapsulating each library element into an aqueous droplet

within an immiscible fluorocarbon oil which may comprise at least one fluorosurfactant, wherein

each droplet is uniform in size and may comprise the same aqueous fluid and may comprise a

different library element, and pooling the aqueous droplets within an immiscible fluorocarbon oil

which may comprise at least one fluorosurfactant, thereby forming an emulsion library.

[00518] For example, in one type of emulsion library, all different types of elements (e.g., cells

or beads), may be pooled in a single source contained in the same medium. After the initial pooling,

the cells or beads are then encapsulated in droplets to generate a library of droplets wherein each



droplet with a different type of bead or cell is a different library element. The dilution of the initial

solution enables the encapsulation process. In some embodiments, the droplets formed will either

contain a single cell or bead or will not contain anything, i.e., be empty. In other embodiments, the

droplets formed will contain multiple copies of a library element. The cells or beads being

encapsulated are generally variants on the same type of cell or bead. In one example, the cells may

comprise cancer cells of a tissue biopsy, and each cell type is encapsulated to be screened for

genomic data or against different drug therapies. Another example is that 101 1 or 1015 different

type of bacteria; each having a different plasmid spliced therein, are encapsulated. One example is

a bacterial library where each library element grows into a clonal population that secretes a variant

on an enzyme.

[00519] In another example, the emulsion library may comprise a plurality of aqueous droplets

within an immiscible fluorocarbon oil, wherein a single molecule may be encapsulated, such that

there is a single molecule contained within a droplet for every 20-60 droplets produced (e.g., 20,

25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60 droplets, or any integer in between). Single molecules may be

encapsulated by diluting the solution containing the molecules to such a low concentration that the

encapsulation of single molecules is enabled. In one specific example, a LacZ plasmid DNA was

encapsulated at a concentration of 20 fM after two hours of incubation such that there was about

one gene in 40 droplets, where 10 pm droplets were made at 10 kHz per second. Formation of

these libraries rely on limiting dilutions.

[00520] The present invention also provides an emulsion library which may comprise at least a

first aqueous droplet and at least a second aqueous droplet within a fluorocarbon oil which may

comprise at least one fluorosurfactant, wherein the at least first and the at least second droplets are

uniform in size and comprise a different aqueous fluid and a different library element. The present

invention also provides a method for forming the emulsion library which may comprise providing

at least a first aqueous fluid which may comprise at least a first library of elements, providing at

least a second aqueous fluid which may comprise at least a second library of elements,

encapsulating each element of said at least first library into at least a first aqueous droplet within

an immiscible fluorocarbon oil which may comprise at least one fluorosurfactant, encapsulating

each element of said at least second library into at least a second aqueous droplet within an

immiscible fluorocarbon oil which may comprise at least one fluorosurfactant, wherein the at least



first and the at least second droplets are uniform in size and comprise a different aqueous fluid and

a different library element, and pooling the at least first aqueous droplet and the at least second

aqueous droplet within an immiscible fluorocarbon oil which may comprise at least one

fluorosurfactant thereby forming an emulsion library.

[00521] Lysis or homogenization solutions may further contain other agents, such as reducing

agents. Examples of such reducing agents include dithiothreitol (DTT), β-mercaptoethanol, DTE,

GSH, cysteine, cysteamine, tricarboxyethyl phosphine (TCEP), or salts of sulfurous acid.

[00522] Size selection of the nucleic acids may be performed to remove very short fragments

or very long fragments. The nucleic acid fragments may be partitioned into fractions which may

comprise a desired number of fragments using any suitable method known in the art. Suitable

methods to limit the fragment size in each fragment are known in the art. In various embodiments

of the invention, the fragment size is limited to between about 10 and about 100 Kb or longer.

[00523] In another embodiment, the sample includes individual target proteins, protein

complexes, proteins with translational modifications, and protein/nucleic acid complexes. Protein

targets include peptides, and also include enzymes, hormones, structural components such as viral

capsid proteins, and antibodies. Protein targets may be synthetic or derived from naturally-

occurring sources. In one embodiment of the invention protein targets are isolated from biological

samples containing a variety of other components including lipids, non-template nucleic acids, and

nucleic acids. In certain embodiments, protein targets may be obtained from an animal, bacterium,

fungus, cellular organism, and single cells. Protein targets may be obtained directly from an

organism or from a biological sample obtained from the organism, including bodily fluids such as

blood, urine, cerebrospinal fluid, seminal fluid, saliva, sputum, stool and tissue. Protein targets

may also be obtained from cell and tissue lysates and biochemical fractions. An individual protein

is an isolated polypeptide chain. A protein complex includes two or polypeptide chains. Samples

may include proteins with post translational modifications including but not limited to

phosphorylation, methionine oxidation, deamidation, glycosylation, ubiquitination,

carbamylation, S-carboxymethylation, acetylation, and methylation. Protein/nucleic acid

complexes include cross-linked or stable protein-nucleic acid complexes.



[00524] Extraction or isolation of individual proteins, protein complexes, proteins with

translational modifications, and protein/nucleic acid complexes is performed using methods

known in the art.

[00525] Methods of the invention involve forming sample droplets. The droplets are aqueous

droplets that are surrounded by an immiscible carrier fluid. Methods of forming such droplets are

shown for example in Link et al. (U.S. patent application numbers 2008/0014589, 2008/0003142,

and 2010/0137163), Stone et al. (U.S. Pat. No. 7,708,949 and U.S. patent application number

2010/0172803), Anderson et al. (U.S. Pat. No. 7,041,481 and which reissued as RE4l,780) and

European publication number EP2047910 to Raindance Technologies Inc. The content of each of

which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

[00526] The sample fluid may typically comprise an aqueous buffer solution, such as ultrapure

water (e.g., 18 mega-ohm resistivity, obtained, for example by column chromatography), 10 mM

Tris HC1 and 1mM EDTA (TE) buffer, phosphate buffer saline (PBS) or acetate buffer. Any liquid

or buffer that is physiologically compatible with nucleic acid molecules can be used. The carrier

fluid may include one that is immiscible with the sample fluid. The carrier fluid can be a non-polar

solvent, decane (e.g., tetradecane or hexadecane), fluorocarbon oil, silicone oil, an inert oil such

as hydrocarbon, or another oil (for example, mineral oil).

[00527] In certain embodiments, the carrier fluid may contain one or more additives, such as

agents which reduce surface tensions (surfactants). Surfactants can include Tween, Span,

fluorosurfactants, and other agents that are soluble in oil relative to water. In some applications,

performance is improved by adding a second surfactant to the sample fluid. Surfactants can aid in

controlling or optimizing droplet size, flow and uniformity, for example by reducing the shear

force needed to extrude or inject droplets into an intersecting channel. This can affect droplet

volume and periodicity, or the rate or frequency at which droplets break off into an intersecting

channel. Furthermore, the surfactant can serve to stabilize aqueous emulsions in fluorinated oils

from coalescing.

[00528] In certain embodiments, the droplets may be surrounded by a surfactant which

stabilizes the droplets by reducing the surface tension at the aqueous oil interface. Preferred

surfactants that may be added to the carrier fluid include, but are not limited to, surfactants such

as sorbitan-based carboxylic acid esters (e.g., the "Span" surfactants, Fluka Chemika), including



sorbitan monolaurate (Span 20), sorbitan monopalmitate (Span 40), sorbitan monostearate (Span

60) and sorbitan monooleate (Span 80), and perfluorinated polyethers (e.g., DuPont Krytox 157

FSL, FSM, and/or FSH). Other non-limiting examples of non-ionic surfactants which may be used

include polyoxyethylenated alkylphenols (for example, nonyl-, ρ-dodecyl-, and dinonylphenols),

polyoxyethylenated straight chain alcohols, polyoxyethylenated polyoxypropylene glycols,

polyoxyethylenated mercaptans, long chain carboxylic acid esters (for example, glyceryl and

polyglyceryl esters of natural fatty acids, propylene glycol, sorbitol, polyoxyethylenated sorbitol

esters, polyoxyethylene glycol esters, etc.) and alkanolamines (e.g., diethanolamine-fatty acid

condensates and isopropanolamine-fatty acid condensates).

[00529] In certain embodiments, the carrier fluid may be caused to flow through the outlet

channel so that the surfactant in the carrier fluid coats the channel walls. In one embodiment, the

fluorosurfactant can be prepared by reacting the perfluorinated polyether DuPont Krytox 157 FSL,

FSM, or FSH with aqueous ammonium hydroxide in a volatile fluorinated solvent. The solvent

and residual water and ammonia can be removed with a rotary evaporator. The surfactant can then

be dissolved (e.g., 2.5 wt %) in a fluorinated oil (e.g., Fluorinert (3M)), which then serves as the

carrier fluid.

[00530] Activation of sample fluid reservoirs to produce regent droplets is now described. The

disclosed invention is based on the concept of dynamic reagent delivery (e.g., combinatorial

barcoding) via an on demand capability. The on demand feature may be provided by one of a

variety of technical capabilities for releasing delivery droplets to a primary droplet, as described

herein.

[00531] An aspect in developing this device will be to determine the flow rates, channel lengths,

and channel geometries. Once these design specifications are established, droplets containing

random or specified reagent combinations can be generated on demand and merged with the

“reaction chamber” droplets containing the samples/cells/substrates of interest.

[00532] By incorporating a plurality of unique tags into the additional droplets and joining the

tags to a solid support designed to be specific to the primary droplet, the conditions that the primary

droplet is exposed to may be encoded and recorded. For example, nucleic acid tags can be

sequentially ligated to create a sequence reflecting conditions and order of same. Alternatively,

the tags can be added independently appended to solid support. Non-limiting examples of a



dynamic labeling system that may be used to bioninformatically record information can be found

at US Provisional Patent Application entitled “Compositions and Methods for Unique Labeling of

Agents” filed September 21, 2012 and November 29, 2012. In this way, two or more droplets may

be exposed to a variety of different conditions, where each time a droplet is exposed to a condition,

a nucleic acid encoding the condition is added to the droplet each ligated together or to a unique

solid support associated with the droplet such that, even if the droplets with different histories are

later combined, the conditions of each of the droplets are remain available through the different

nucleic acids. Non-limiting examples of methods to evaluate response to exposure to a plurality

of conditions can be found at US Provisional Patent Application entitled “Systems and Methods

for Droplet Tagging” filed September 21, 2012.

[00533] Applications of the disclosed device may include use for the dynamic generation of

molecular barcodes (e.g., DNA oligonucleotides, fluorophores, etc.) either independent from or in

concert with the controlled delivery of various compounds of interest (drugs, small molecules,

siRNA, CRISPR guide RNAs, reagents, etc.). For example, unique molecular barcodes can be

created in one array of nozzles while individual compounds or combinations of compounds can be

generated by another nozzle array. Barcodes/compounds of interest can then be merged with cell-

containing droplets. An electronic record in the form of a computer log file is kept to associate

the barcode delivered with the downstream reagent(s) delivered. This methodology makes it

possible to efficiently screen a large population of cells for applications such as single-cell drug

screening, controlled perturbation of regulatory pathways, etc. The device and techniques of the

disclosed invention facilitate efforts to perform studies that require data resolution at the single

cell (or single molecule) level and in a cost effective manner. Disclosed embodiments provide a

high throughput and high resolution delivery of reagents to individual emulsion droplets that may

contain cells, nucleic acids, proteins, etc. through the use of monodisperse aqueous droplets that

are generated one by one in a microfluidic chip as a water-in-oil emulsion. Hence, the invention

proves advantageous over prior art systems by being able to dynamically track individual cells and

droplet treatments/combinations during life cycle experiments. Additional advantages of the

disclosed invention provides an ability to create a library of emulsion droplets on demand with the

further capability of manipulating the droplets through the disclosed process(es). Disclosed

embodiments may, thereby, provide dynamic tracking of the droplets and create a history of



droplet deployment and application in a single cell based environment. In certain example

embodiments, the methods disclosed herein may be used to conduct pooled CRISPR screening

such as that disclosed in Datlinger et al. bioRXiv dx.doi.org/l0. 1101/083774.

[00534] Droplet generation and deployment is produced via a dynamic indexing strategy and in

a controlled fashion in accordance with disclosed embodiments of the present invention. Disclosed

embodiments of the microfluidic device described herein provides the capability of microdroplets

that be processed, analyzed and sorted at a highly efficient rate of several thousand droplets per

second, providing a powerful platform which allows rapid screening of millions of distinct

compounds, biological probes, proteins or cells either in cellular models of biological mechanisms

of disease, or in biochemical, or pharmacological assays.

[00535] A plurality of biological assays as well as biological synthesis are contemplated for the

present invention.

[00536] In an advantageous embodiment, polymerase chain reactions (PCR) are contemplated

(see, e.g., US Patent Publication No. 20120219947). Methods of the invention may be used for

merging sample fluids for conducting any type of chemical reaction or any type of biological assay.

In certain embodiments, methods of the invention are used for merging sample fluids for

conducting an amplification reaction in a droplet. Amplification refers to production of additional

copies of a nucleic acid sequence and is generally carried out using polymerase chain reaction or

other technologies well known in the art (e.g., Dieffenbach and Dveksler, PCR Primer, a

Laboratory Manual, Cold Spring Harbor Press, Plainview, N.Y. [1995]). The amplification

reaction may be any amplification reaction known in the art that amplifies nucleic acid molecules,

such as polymerase chain reaction, nested polymerase chain reaction, polymerase chain reaction-

single strand conformation polymorphism, ligase chain reaction (Barany F. (1991) PNAS 88:189-

193; Barany F. (1991) PCR Methods and Applications 1:5-16), ligase detection reaction (Barany

F. (1991) PNAS 88:189-193), strand displacement amplification and restriction fragments length

polymorphism, transcription based amplification system, nucleic acid sequence-based

amplification, rolling circle amplification, and hyper-branched rolling circle amplification.

[00537] In certain embodiments, the amplification reaction is the polymerase chain reaction.

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) refers to methods by K . B . Mullis (U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,683,195 and

4,683,202, hereby incorporated by reference) for increasing concentration of a segment of a target



sequence in a mixture of genomic DNA without cloning or purification. The process for amplifying

the target sequence includes introducing an excess of oligonucleotide primers to a DNA mixture

containing a desired target sequence, followed by a precise sequence of thermal cycling in the

presence of a DNA polymerase. The primers are complementary to their respective strands of the

double stranded target sequence.

[00538] To effect amplification, primers are annealed to their complementary sequence within

the target molecule. Following annealing, the primers are extended with a polymerase so as to

form a new pair of complementary strands. The steps of denaturation, primer annealing and

polymerase extension may be repeated many times (i.e., denaturation, annealing and extension

constitute one cycle; there may be numerous cycles) to obtain a high concentration of an amplified

segment of a desired target sequence. The length of the amplified segment of the desired target

sequence is determined by relative positions of the primers with respect to each other, and

therefore, this length is a controllable parameter.

[00539] Methods for performing PCR in droplets are shown for example in Link et al. (U.S.

Patent application numbers 2008/0014589, 2008/0003142, and 2010/0137163), Anderson et al.

(U.S. Pat. No. 7,041,481 and which reissued as RE4l,780) and European publication number

EP2047910 to Raindance Technologies Inc. The content of each of which is incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety.

[00540] The first sample fluid contains nucleic acid templates. Droplets of the first sample fluid

are formed as described above. Those droplets will include the nucleic acid templates. In certain

embodiments, the droplets will include only a single nucleic acid template, and thus digital PCR

may be conducted. The second sample fluid contains reagents for the PCR reaction. Such reagents

generally include Taq polymerase, deoxynucleotides of type A, C, G and T, magnesium chloride,

and forward and reverse primers, all suspended within an aqueous buffer. The second fluid also

includes detectably labeled probes for detection of the amplified target nucleic acid, the details of

which are discussed below. This type of partitioning of the reagents between the two sample fluids

is not the only possibility. In certain embodiments, the first sample fluid will include some or all

of the reagents necessary for the PCR whereas the second sample fluid will contain the balance of

the reagents necessary for the PCR together with the detection probes.



[00541] Primers may be prepared by a variety of methods including but not limited to cloning

of appropriate sequences and direct chemical synthesis using methods well known in the art

(Narang et al., Methods Enzymol., 68:90 (1979); Brown et al., Methods Enzymol., 68:109 (1979)).

Primers may also be obtained from commercial sources such as Operon Technologies, Amersham

Pharmacia Biotech, Sigma, and Life Technologies. The primers may have an identical melting

temperature. The lengths of the primers may be extended or shortened at the 5' end or the 3' end to

produce primers with desired melting temperatures. Also, the annealing position of each primer

pair may be designed such that the sequence and, length of the primer pairs yield the desired

melting temperature. The simplest equation for determining the melting temperature of primers

smaller than 25 base pairs is the Wallace Rule (Td=2(A+T)+4(G+C)). Computer programs may

also be used to design primers, including but not limited to Array Designer Software (Arrayit Inc.),

Oligonucleotide Probe Sequence Design Software for Genetic Analysis (Olympus Optical Co.),

NetPrimer, and DNAsis from Hitachi Software Engineering. The TM (melting or annealing

temperature) of each primer is calculated using software programs such as Oligo Design, available

from Invitrogen Corp.

[00542] A droplet containing the nucleic acid is then caused to merge with the PCR reagents in

the second fluid according to methods of the invention described above, producing a droplet that

includes Taq polymerase, deoxynucleotides of type A, C, G and T, magnesium chloride, forward

and reverse primers, detectably labeled probes, and the target nucleic acid.

[00543] Once mixed droplets have been produced, the droplets are thermal cycled, resulting in

amplification of the target nucleic acid in each droplet. In certain embodiments, the droplets are

flowed through a channel in a serpentine path between heating and cooling lines to amplify the

nucleic acid in the droplet. The width and depth of the channel may be adjusted to set the residence

time at each temperature, which may be controlled to anywhere between less than a second and

minutes.

[00544] In certain embodiments, the three temperature zones are used for the amplification

reaction. The three temperature zones are controlled to result in denaturation of double stranded

nucleic acid (high temperature zone), annealing of primers (low temperature zones), and

amplification of single stranded nucleic acid to produce double stranded nucleic acids

(intermediate temperature zones). The temperatures within these zones fall within ranges well



known in the art for conducting PCR reactions. See for example, Sambrook et al. (Molecular

Cloning, A Laboratory Manual, 3rd edition, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring

Harbor, N.Y., 2001).

[00545] In certain embodiments, the three temperature zones are controlled to have

temperatures as follows: 95°C (TH), 55°C (TL), 72°C (TM). The prepared sample droplets flow

through the channel at a controlled rate. The sample droplets first pass the initial denaturation zone

(TH) before thermal cycling. The initial preheat is an extended zone to ensure that nucleic acids

within the sample droplet have denatured successfully before thermal cycling. The requirement

for a preheat zone and the length of denaturation time required is dependent on the chemistry being

used in the reaction. The samples pass into the high temperature zone, of approximately 95° C.,

where the sample is first separated into single stranded DNA in a process called denaturation. The

sample then flows to the low temperature, of approximately 55° C., where the hybridization

process takes place, during which the primers anneal to the complementary sequences of the

sample. Finally, as the sample flows through the third medium temperature, of approximately

72°C, the polymerase process occurs when the primers are extended along the single strand of

DNA with a thermostable enzyme.

[00546] The nucleic acids undergo the same thermal cycling and chemical reaction as the

droplets pass through each thermal cycle as they flow through the channel. The total number of

cycles in the device is easily altered by an extension of thermal zones. The sample undergoes the

same thermal cycling and chemical reaction as it passes through N amplification cycles of the

complete thermal device.

[00547] In other embodiments, the temperature zones are controlled to achieve two individual

temperature zones for a PCR reaction. In certain embodiments, the two temperature zones are

controlled to have temperatures as follows: 95°C (TH) and 60°C (TL). The sample droplet

optionally flows through an initial preheat zone before entering thermal cycling. The preheat zone

may be important for some chemistry for activation and also to ensure that double stranded nucleic

acid in the droplets is fully denatured before the thermal cycling reaction begins. In an exemplary

embodiment, the preheat dwell length results in approximately 10 minutes preheat of the droplets

at the higher temperature.



[00548] The sample droplet continues into the high temperature zone, of approximately 95°C,

where the sample is first separated into single stranded DNA in a process called denaturation. The

sample then flows through the device to the low temperature zone, of approximately 60° C., where

the hybridization process takes place, during which the primers anneal to the complementary

sequences of the sample. Finally, the polymerase process occurs when the primers are extended

along the single strand of DNA with a thermostable enzyme. The sample undergoes the same

thermal cycling and chemical reaction as it passes through each thermal cycle of the complete

device. The total number of cycles in the device is easily altered by an extension of block length

and tubing.

[00549] After amplification, droplets may be flowed to a detection module for detection of

amplification products. The droplets may be individually analyzed and detected using any methods

known in the art, such as detecting for the presence or amount of a reporter. Generally, the

detection module is in communication with one or more detection apparatuses. The detection

apparatuses may be optical or electrical detectors or combinations thereof. Examples of suitable

detection apparatuses include optical waveguides, microscopes, diodes, light stimulating devices,

(e.g., lasers), photo multiplier tubes, and processors (e.g., computers and software), and

combinations thereof, which cooperate to detect a signal representative of a characteristic, marker,

or reporter, and to determine and direct the measurement or the sorting action at a sorting module.

Further description of detection modules and methods of detecting amplification products in

droplets are shown in Link et al. (U.S. patent application numbers 2008/0014589, 2008/0003142,

and 2010/0137163) and European publication number EP2047910 to Raindance Technologies Inc.

[00550] In another embodiment, examples of assays are ELISA assays (see, e.g., US Patent

Publication No. 20100022414). The present invention provides another emulsion library which

may comprise a plurality of aqueous droplets within an immiscible fluorocarbon oil which may

comprise at least one fluorosurfactant, wherein each droplet is uniform in size and may comprise

at least a first antibody, and a single element linked to at least a second antibody, wherein said first

and second antibodies are different. In one example, each library element may comprise a different

bead, wherein each bead is attached to a number of antibodies and the bead is encapsulated within

a droplet that contains a different antibody in solution. These antibodies may then be allowed to

form "ELISA sandwiches," which may be washed and prepared for a ELISA assay. Further, these



contents of the droplets may be altered to be specific for the antibody contained therein to

maximize the results of the assay.

[00551] In another embodiment, single-cell assays are also contemplated as part of the present

invention (see, e.g., Ryan et al., Biomicrofluidics 5, 021501 (201 1) for an overview of applications

of microfluidics to assay individual cells). A single-cell assay may be contemplated as an

experiment that quantifies a function or property of an individual cell when the interactions of that

cell with its environment may be controlled precisely or may be isolated from the function or

property under examination. The research and development of single-cell assays is largely

predicated on the notion that genetic variation causes disease and that small subpopulations of cells

represent the origin of the disease. Methods of assaying compounds secreted from cells, subcellular

components, cell-cell or cell-drug interactions as well as methods of patterning individual cells are

also contemplated within the present invention

[00552] In other embodiments, chemical prototyping and synthetic chemical reactions are also

contemplated within the methods of the invention.

[00553] In certain embodiments, nucleic acids are labeled with a nucleoside analogue. The

nucleoside analogue may be any nucleoside analogue known in the art or developed after the filing

of the present invention that is incorporated into replicated DNA and can be detectable by a label.

The label may be incorporated into the nucleoside analogue or may include a labeling step after

incorporation into DNA with a detectable label. In preferred embodiments, the label is a

fluorescent label. In certain embodiments, the nucleoside analogue may be EdU (5-ethynyl-2'-

deoxyuridine) or BrdU (5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine).

[00554] In one embodiment of the invention, the method comprises obtaining at least one

section from one or more tissue samples. Any suitable tissue sample can be used in the methods

described herein. For example, the tissue can be epithelium, muscle, organ tissue, nerve tissue,

tumor tissue, and combinations thereof. Samples of tissue can be obtained by any standard means

(e.g., biopsy, core puncture, dissection, and the like, as will be appreciated by a person of skill in

the art). At least one section may be labeled with a histological stain, to produce a histologically

stained section. As used in the invention described herein, histological stains can be any standard

stain as appreciated in the art, including but not limited to, alcian blue, Fuchsin, haematoxylin and

eosin (H&E), Masson trichrome, toluidine blue, Wrighf s/Giemsa stain, and combinations thereof.



As will be appreciated by a person of skill in the art, traditional histological stains are not

fluorescent. At least one other section may be labeled with at least one fluorescently labeled

reagent to produce a fluorescently labeled section. As used in the invention described herein, the

panel of fluorescently labeled reagents comprises a number of reagents, such as fluorescently

labeled antibodies, fluorescently labeled peptides, fluorescently labeled polypeptides,

fluorescently labeled aptamers, fluorescently labeled oligonucleotides (e.g. nucleic acid probes,

DNA, RNA, cDNA, PNA, and the like), fluorescently labeled chemicals and fluorescent chemicals

(e.g., Hoechst 33342, propidium iodide, Draq-5, Nile Red, fluorescently labeled phalloidin), and

combinations thereof. Each fluorescently labeled reagent is specific for at least one biomarker. As

used herein, a “biomarker” is a molecule which provides a measure of cellular and/or tissue

function. For example, and without limitation, a biomarker can be the measure of receptor

expression levels, (e.g., estrogen receptor expression levels, Her2/neu expression); transcription

factor activation; location or amount or activity of a protein, polynucleotide, organelle, and the

like; the phosphorylation status of a protein, etc. In one embodiment, a biomarker is a nucleic acid

(e.g., DNA, RNA, including micro RNAs, snRNAs, mRNA, rRNA, etc.), a receptor, a cell

membrane antigen, an intracellular antigen, and extracellular antigen, a signaling molecule, a

protein, and the like. In one embodiment of the invention, a panel of fluorescently labeled reagents

detects at least about four different biomarkers. In another embodiment of the invention, a panel

of fluorescently labeled reagents detects at least about four to about six, to about ten, to about

twelve different biomarkers or more. In a further embodiment, each fluorescently labeled reagent

has different fluorescent properties, which are sufficient to distinguish the different fluorescently

labeled reagents in the panel.

[00555] A single biomarker can provide a read-out of more than one feature. For example,

Hoechst dye detects DNA, which is an example of a biomarker. A number of features can be

identified by the Hoechst dye in the tissue sample such as nucleus size, cell cycle stage, number

of nuclei, presence of apoptotic nuclei, etc. In one embodiment of the invention, the imaging

procedures are automated.

[00556] In one embodiment of the invention, the one or more tissue samples are isolated from

one or more animals. For example, in one embodiment, the one or more animals are one or more

rodents, preferably a mouse. The tissue may be isolated from a human subject. In certain



embodiments tissues are isolated post mortem. In a particular embodiment, one or more tissue

samples are isolated from an animal at one or more time points.

[00557] Methods of dissecting tissues from any organism are well known in the art. One method

that may be utilized according to the present invention may be microdissection. Laser Capture

Microdissection (LCM) enables separation of clusters of cells or even individual cells of interest

from a background of millions of other cells. The collected cells can be directly visualized to verify

their identity and purity. LCM is used to select small clusters of cells of interest from frozen

sections of tissue by embedding them in a transfer film, e.g., a thermoplastic polymer. An example

of a suitable thermoplastic polymer is ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA). The general methods of LCM

are well known. See, e.g., U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,985,085; 5,859,699; and 5,843,657; as well as Suarez-

Quian et a , "Laser Capture Microdissection of Single Cells from Complex Tissues,"

BioTechniques, Vol. 26, pages 328- 335 (1999); Simone et al., "Laser-capture microdissection:

opening the microscopic frontier to molecular analysis," TIG, Vol. 14, pages 272-276 (1998); and

Bonner et al., "Laser Capture Microdissection: Molecular Analysis of Tissue," Science, Vol. 278,

pages 1481-1483 (1997).

[00558] LCM is a process by which cells and portions of biological tissue samples are acquired

directly from tissue sections mounted on glass slides or other solid surfaces. Once the cells or

tissue portions of interest (tissue targets) are located in the sample, a laser is focused over the tissue

targets. When the laser is fired, the thin-film located directly above the tissue targets melts, flows

down and adheres to the tissue targets. The tissue targets are now stabilized and ready for

molecular analysis.

[00559] The present may also be performed on tissue samples isolated from transgenic animals,

such as mice. In certain embodiments, the animals may express a transgene. The transgene may

be expressed in a specific cell type (e.g., a neuron). Expression of the transgene may produce a

marker that can be used to enrich for single cells or nuclei of a specific cell type. In certain

embodiments, the animal may express a genome editing system such as described in “In vivo

interrogation of gene function in the mammalian brain using CRISPR-Cas9” Swiech L., et al., Nat

Biotechnol Oct 19. (2014). The animal may be xenograft. Xenotransplantation of tumor cells into

immunocompromised mice is a research technique frequently used in pre-clinical oncology



research. The tissue may express a transgene for isolating tissue specifically from a tumor. The

tissue may be labeled with a nucleoside analogue in order to isolate cells of a developmental stage.

[00560] In some embodiments, the method further comprises filtering the single nuclei, as

described elsewhere herein. In some embodiments, nuclei doublets are removed by filtering.

[00561] In some embodiments, nuclei containing ambient RNA or ambient RNA alone are

removed by filtering.

[00562] The invention is further described in the following examples, which do not limit the

scope of the invention described in the claims.

EXAMPLES

Example 1 - Performing Single Cell Genomics in FFPE Tissue

Summary of Results

[00563] Extracting single nuclei or cells from FFPE samples requires many variables, including

temperature, chemical, buffers, and mechanical variables (Fig. 1). cDNA may be obtained from

single nuclei by sorting the nuclei into plates or droplets (Fig. 1). Applicants varied extraction

methods and were able to isolate nuclei and whole cells from FFPE. Nuclei and whole cells can

subsequently be used for transcriptome analysis; RNA extraction, cDNA generation, WTA

amplification (whole transcriptome amplification), library construction, sequencing, and cell type

identification. Nuclei and whole cells can subsequently be used for chromatic analysis using single

cell/nucleus ATAC-seq, single cell/nucleus ChIP, or bulk (pooled) nuclei analysis using these

methods. Single cells/nuclei can subsequently be used for single cell/nucleus DNA sequencing

(e.g. cancer mutations in single cells). Single cells and nuclei can be stained by antibodies and

FACS sorted following isolation from FFPE to isolate specific single cells or to get single-cell

type population profiling for transcriptomes, DNA sequences (e.g. mutations in cancer), or

epigenomic analysis. Applicants are developing low-RNA input transcriptome generation. This

has been done down to 33 pg. Applicants can perform RNA analysis from bulk FFPE extracted

nuclei. Applicants have obtained WTA from 5000 pooled nuclei as assessed by a bioanalyzer.

Determinants of RNA quality from FFPE samples has been described previously (see, e.g., von

Ahlfen et a , 2007, Determinants of RNA Quality from FFPE Samples. PLoS ONE 2(12): el26l).



Tissue extraction and nuclei isolation method 1:

Cut excess paraffin from tissue (FFPE brain) and split into 30-100 mg pieces

- Dissolve paraffin at room temperature with two x 10-minute changes of xylene (5 mL each)

Perform 1 wash at 37C for 10 min

Cut tissue into smaller pieces, take 1 piece/tube and repeat 37 C wash.

The tissue was then rehydrated with 100 l of 95%, 75%, and 50% ethanol (EtOH) for 2

minutes each

The tissue was either chopped in CST or TST for 10 min or dounce homogenized (these

are buffers from the Raisin-seq filing).

Tissue was filtered through 40 uM filter

Tissue was washed in ST and filtered again in 30 uM filter

Images taken and FACS test with Ruby stain

[00564] Results are shown using dounce homogenization (Fig. 2) and chopping (Fig. 3).

Tissue extraction and nuclei isolation method 2:

Cut tissue (FFPE brain) out of paraffin

- Dissolve paraffin:

o Room temperature with three 10-minute changes of xylene ( 1 mL each) in the

microcentrifuge tube

o Room temperature for 10 min and then 2 x 90C, 10 min washes

For each change, remove xylene

The tissue was then rehydrated with 100 µΐ of 95%, 75%, and 50% ethanol (EtOH) for 2

minutes each.

Split each tissue in ½ and re-suspend in NST

- Dounce and either add PK (proteinase K) or proceed to spin without PK.

- For PK, add PK to ST and proceed

- Enzymatic digestion was then performed by adding 100 µΐ of freshly prepared proteinase

K solution. Stock at 800 U/ml, use at 1:50 so for 1 mL add 20 uL and incubate at RT

for 10 minutes.

Spin down and re-suspend in ST

- Ruby stain, sort and also analyze by microscope



[00565] Results of method 2 are shown in Figs. 4-7.

Tissue extraction and nuclei isolation method 3:

[00566] Nuclei and whole cells are isolated depending on temperature (e.g., 90C steps for nuclei

and room temperature steps for cells).

Add protease inhibitors to CST and ST buffers prior to starting

Cut tissue out of paraffin (B16 and D4M.3A FFPE tumor tissue; melanoma PDX)

Dissolve paraffin in lml xylene at RT for 10 min

- Divide tissue in halThalf. Tissue will get two additional 10 min washes in lml xylene:

either at room temperature or at 90C.

Rehydrate tissue with lmL of 95%, 75%, and 50% ethanol (EtOH) for 2 minutes

each.

All subsequent steps on ice.

- Place tissue into lmL of CST and chop for lOmin

Bring to 2 mL with CST

Filter in large 40 uM filter

Add 3 mL of ST

Spin down at 500g for 5min and re-suspend in 500uL ST

- Examine under microscope

[00567] Results of method 3 are shown in Figs. 8-1 1 .

[00568] Applicants have tested several protocols for nuclei extraction (Fig. 12). These are

examples of what the nuclei suspensions look like with filtering alone for debris removal. The

mouse brain nuclei image was from an experiment that tested use of heat and/or proteinase K on

deparaffmization using NST buffer. The Melanoma Nuclei and cells image was taken from an

experiment omitting heat from the deparaffmization step, and chopping in CST buffer. The Mouse

Lung nuclei image was from an experiment that tested using Mineral Oil and heat

deparaffmization, and douncing or chopping. These are representative images showing that the

methods yield nuclei. Additional images of nuclei and cell extraction are also shown.

Example 2 - FFPE RNA extraction and Whole Transcriptome Amplification (WTA)

[00569] Applicants performed RNA extraction of FFPE tissue using FormaPure RNA

extraction kit. This kit uses mineral oil for deparaffmization. Applicants also modified the



beginning of this protocol to use Xylene for deparaffmization. The RNA quality was low in the

Xylene and oil experiments compared to the control (Fig. 13). The control was frozen tissue

extracted using Qiagen RNeasy kit with DNA eliminator columns. The FormaPure FFPE RNA

extraction kit most similarly follows the SMART-Seq2 protocol in that it also uses SPRI beads for

total nucleotide extraction. There is an option to elute with a DNAse I digestion and rebind the

RNA to the SPRI beads. Applicants did not perform that step as it is not used for the SS2 protocol.

RNA was quantified by Qubit RiboGreen HS RNA kit, which only binds to RNA and not double-

stranded DNA. Applicants analyzed cDNA production with the low input RNA extraction from

FFPE. Applicants observed high quality cDNA traces from FFPE bulk extractions (Fig. 13). Low

input yields could be improved with added PCR cycles. Applicants extracted RNA from 5000

nuclei and tested cDNA from RNA extracted from bulk sorted FFPE nuclei with and without heat

(Fig. 14). Applicants observed high quality cDNA under both conditions.

[00570] Applicants extracted RNA from FFPE of mouse brain tissue using this kit: FormaPure

RNA cat. no. Cl 9683AB with the following modifications to the manufacturer protocol

Deparaffinization by Xylene

• Cut a tiny section of tissue from the FFPE block.

• in l.5mL tubes, dissolve paraffin in Xylene:

o Room Temp for lOmins and then 2 x 90C, lmL each wash

o For each change, remove xylene

• Rehydrate with lmL of 90% Ethanol, then 75%, then 50% for 2 mins each at room temp.

• Rinse with ice cold ST buffer to remove last traces of ethanol.

• Proceed to FormaPure protocol step: 3 Tissue Digestion

• Note: will not observe a phase separation

o Skip step 4 - no need to remove lower phase to a new tube.

o Make careful observations of how well the tissue is dissolved (can include a

homogenization step)

• Proceed to step 5 with no other modifications to the protocol

Deparaffinization by FormaPure method (mineral oil)

• Transfer 3 lOum thick sections of tissue to a l.5mL tube and add 450ul of Mineral Oil.



o Note: FFPE blocks are not prepared properly to use a microtome. The tissue can be

minced prior to adding to mineral oil.

• Follow FormaPure protocol and make careful observations of how well paraffin is

dissolved and tissue is lysed.

[00571] SS2 of bulk sorted nuclei without modifications does not yield any measurable amount

of cDNA. Adding a Proteinase K heat step to help reverse cross linking of sorted and lysed nuclei

works well (Fig. 15) (5,000 nuclei are sorted into 5ul of TCL+l%BME lysis buffer -Final volumes

are around l5-l7ul. Removed l5ul to a new plate for SS2). cDNA traces are still of high quality

with large fragment sizes. (5000 nuclei and 14 cycles of PCR). Applicants can perform library

construction and sequencing. Applicants also tested including after the Proteinase K digestion, an

extra heat step which acts to reverse cross link RNA and also to inactivate the Proteinase K . These

samples need SPRI cleaning and this extra heat step does seem to cause some degradation -

although yields may be slightly increased.

[00572] Following the sNuc-Seq SMART-Seq2 protocol with a range of input concentrations

of RNA Applicants added lul of RNA to 4ul of the Mix 1 and proceeded from step 22.

[00573] Input RNA concentrations across 12 wells in rows (Table 4):

Table 4.



Table 5. Qubit Results:



[00574] Highlighted wells were also run on BioAnalyzer High Sensitivity Chip (Fig. 16).

WTA preparationfrom FFPE extracted nuclei:

Xylene Deparaffmization:

1. Using a 1 5mm punch biopsy tool to section tissue from FFPE blocks

2 . Add lmL xylene to tissue in eppendorf tubes - in fume hood.

3 . Incubate l Omin atRT, and then 2 x 90C, lmL each wash. For each change, remove xylene,

and wrap caps with parafilm

4 . Rehydrate tissue with lmL of 95%, 75% and 50% ethanol for 2 mins each at room temp.

5 . All subsequent steps on ice, move quickly

6 . Place tissue in lmL of CST for chop in a well of 6w plate, chop for 10 mins.

7 . Add lmL of CST and filter

8 . Raise volume to 5mL with ST buffer - 5mL final volume

9 . Centrifuge at 500g for 5mins (lower brake speed to 5)

10. Remove supernatant, and resuspend pellet in desired volume of ST buffer plus 0.04% BSA

11. examine under microscope, and count with cellometer.

Mineral Oil Deparaffmization

1 . Add 450ul of mineral oil to tissue in eppendorf tubes, incubate at 80C for 15 mins.

2 . Remove mineral oil and Rehydrate with lmL of 95%, 75% and 50% ethanol for 2 mins

each at room temp.

3 . Continue from step 4 above.

[00575] Add Ruby to each sample and sort with the SONY sorter (FACS).



Prepare Lysis Platesfor Sorting

[00576] 6 Plates each of TCL + BME, and 4 Plates of TritonX-lOO using Eppendorf twin.tec

PCR Plate 96, skirted, colorless

[00577] Make 750ul of each lysis buffer:

[00578] TCL buffer - add lOul per mL for 1% solution

Table 6.

[00579] a . Aliquot 85ul to 8 wells of strip tube and use a multichannel to pipet 5ul of TCL+ 1%

BME to each well of columns 1 and 2 of 6 plates

[00580] b . Aliquot 85ul to 8 wells of a strip tube and use a multichannel to pipet 4ul of TritonX-

lOO lysis buffer to each well of columns 1 and 2 of 6 plates

[00581] Seal plates and place one ice. Prior to sorting, spin them down.

SS2 of bulk samples:

[00582] ETsing one sample of bulk - A l in TCL + 1% BME. Add wells of RNA at lng and 5ng

total input, and use 14 cycles of amplification for cDNA Amp. Also include an no template control

(NTC) for 4 wells total. Take total RNA with R N 8 or better, dilute to lng/ul and 0.2ng/ul for the

lng and 5ng input positive controls.

[00583] 5,000 nuclei (measured volume to be around l5-l7ul); added 34ul of SPRI

• 5ng RIN 9 -lOul of each (5ul of TCL buffer, plus the 5ul of RNA controls)

• lng RIN 9

• 5ng Xylene RNA

• NTC



[00584] Applicants used 34ul of SPRI for all of these and proceeded with the protocol eluting

in 4ul of Mix 1. Applicants observed that the nuclei did not amplify as the RNA controls did (Fig.

17). Applicants hypothesized that cross-linking was not fully reversed.

Test using Proteinase K

[00585] Prior to SPRI nucleotide purification from lysate, pick a bulk lysate from the TCL and

the Triton X-100 lysis buffers, and include lng RNAs as controls- degraded xylene extracted RNA,

and RIN9 and NTC. Take l5ul of the bulk sorted nuclei - (the volume from the sorter significantly

raises the volume of the sample) all of it.

[00586] Make a Proteinase K dilution and add lul to each sample:

NEB P8107S 800U/mL = 20mg/mL = 20ug/ul = 0.8U/ul

Use lul and dilute into 49ul of water

Set Thermal Cycler to 60C for 60 mins and on for 55C for l5mins

Samples for 60C for 60 mins

A - 5K nuclei - TX lysis buf - mineral oil isolation (take l5ul)

B - 5K nuclei - TCL lysis buf - mineral oil isolation (take l5ul)

C - lng RIN 9 positive control

D - lng Xylene extracted total RNA (RIN 2)

E - NTC

F - 5K nuclei - TX lysis buf - xylene isolation

Samples for 55C for l5mins

A - 5K nuclei - TX lysis buf - mineral oil isolation

B - 5K nuclei - TCL lysis buf - mineral oil isolation

C - lng RIN 9 positive control

D - lng Xylene extracted total RNA (RIN 2)

E - NTC

[00587] Applicants used maxima RT enzyme and 14 cycles of PCR.

[00588] Applicants observed that the TX lysis buffer does not work as the nuclei probably did

not lyse. The 55 for l5min plate obtained good WTA from the bulk nuclei in TCL buffer (Fig. 18).

The 55 for l5min plate obtained good WTA from the Xylene extracted total RNA (Fig. 19).



Example 3 - FFPE Materials and Methods

[00589] TCL lysis buffer (Qiagen, #1031576) was used as described herein. Single nucleus

RNA was first purified using RNAClean XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Agencourt RNA-Clean XP,

#A63987) at 2.2X beads to sample volume ratio. Single nucleus derived cDNA libraries can be

generated following a modified Smart-seq2 method. Reverse transcription (RT) can be performed

with Maxima RNase-minus RT (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Maxima Reverse Transcriptase,

#EP0752), 2µ1 5x Maxima RT buffer, 2µ1Betaine (Sigma Aldrich, 5M, #B0300), 0.9µ1MgCl2

(Sigma Aldrich, lOOmM, #Μ 1028), Ι µΐ TSO primer (10 pm), 0.25pl RNase inhibitor (40U/pl).

Samples can then be amplified with KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix (KAPA Biosystems,

#KK2602). PCR product can be purified using AMPure XP (Beckman Coulter, Agencourt

AMPure XP, #A63880) and eluted in TE buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #AM9849). Purified

cDNA libraries can be analyzed on Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Agilent High Sensitivity

DNA Kit, #5067-4626) and quantified using picogreen (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Quant-iT

PicoGreen dsDNA Assay Kit, #P 11496) on a plate reader (Biotek, Synergy H4, wavelength at

485nm, 528nm with 20nm bandwidth). Sequencing libraries can be prepared using Nextera XT kit

(Illumina, #FC-l3 1-1024) as described previously. Chopping can use sharp dissection scissors for

10 min. 40 micron nylon cell strainer (Falcon 352340) may be used.

[00590] Pieces of tissue should be small; less than 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 or 200 mg, or

less than about 1 cm3, or half an almond. If tissue is limited, one can go as low as 10, 15, 20 or 25

mg for a single preparation.

[00591] In certain embodiments, buffers were used to extract nuclei by chopping tissue with

scissors for 10 minutes in the respective buffer. In certain embodiments, extracted nuclei or cells

were filtered through a 40 micron filter, and washed once. Compositions of buffers used are shown

in Table 7 and Table 8 . Reagents used to make buffers were procured from VWR, Sigma, and

other vendors. Alternative buffer component concentrations that deviate from the buffers below

may be used. In certain embodiments, tricine may improve small molecule diffusion. Regarding

buffering agents (e.g., Tris, Tricine, HEPES, PIPES) if a tissue is neutral pH then the buffer

concentration may be close to zero (e.g. 1 mM). Regarding detergents, Applicants tested down to

0.0012 for tween-20. In certain embodiments, the concentration for detergents is between 0.001 or

0.0005 % . In certain embodiments, detergent concentration is up to 1-2%. Regarding salts, the



buffer may be adjusted down to 10 mM for NaCl, 0.1 mM for CaCl2, and 1 mM for

MgCl2. Regarding polyamines, the buffer may be adjusted down to 0.1 mM for both spermidine

and spermine.

Table 7. Compositions of Buffers

Table 8. Compositions of Buffers.



Example 4 - sNucER-seq

[00592] Previously, Applicants developed single nucleus RNA sequencing (sNuc-seq) as a

method to profile the expression of single cells. The outer membrane of the nucleus is continuous

with the rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER). The RER is a site of RNA translation. Preserving a

portion of it with the nucleus would improve RNA recovery and single cell expression profiling.

Applicants conducted a screen to improve sNuc-seq. The compositions of nuclei isolation solutions

that worked best preserve a portion of the nuclear outer membrane/RER along with ribosomes as

determined by electron microscopy. This method is referred to as single nucleus and rough

endoplasmic reticulum (sNucER)-seq.

[00593] Screen summary. Applicants focused on the enteric nervous system, which represents

a rare cell population in a complex tissue. Applicants used a double transgenic mouse which labels

enteric nervous system nuclei with GFP and allows for FACS following nuclei isolation. Selected

nuclei were processed using smart-seq2 and sequenced.

[00594] Detergents·. Applicants conducted a screen to optimize single nucleus RNA profiling

of cells from tissues. Applicants tested a range of detergents that have previously been reported

for nuclei extraction (Tween-20, Nonidet P-40/IGEPAL CA-630, Digitonin), and not reported



(CHAPS). Applicants also compared a commercial nuclei extraction reagent (Nuclei EZ lysis

buffer, SIGMA).

[00595] Based on the published literature it was not clear which concentrations of detergents

would be optimal for nuclei extraction for sNuc-seq. Additionally, there was no data on CHAPS.

Applicants chose to include CHAPS to increase detergent diversity. Tween-20, and Nonidet P-

40/IGEPAL CA-630 are both non-ionic detergents. CHAPS is a zwitterionic detergent; as a note,

CHAPS performed the best, and it is likely other zwitterionic detergents could do equally well.

[00596] Applicants chose the detergent concentrations based on the critical micelle

concentration (CMC) for each detergent. Applicants then varied it either above or below the CMC.

[00597] B uff ers . As part of the screen, Applicants also tested different buffers that have been

used in the literature (Tris, Tricine, and HEPES). Although Tris performed the best, it is likely that

the buffer choice is less critical than the detergents.

[00598] Salts . Applicants chose fixed salts concertation for the tests, although Applicants did

try hypotonic solutions. The salts concentration was based on cellular concentrations of salts and

what has been previously reported. Applicants used 146 mM NaCl, lmM CaCl2, and 2lmM

MgCl2. The NaCl concertation can likely be varied up to 300 mM, or completely eliminated, and

replaced with another salt such as KC1 (as has been done in various biochemistry preparations as

needed). Similar, CaCl2 can likely be replaced with other calcium containing salts and

concentrations can be increased to 20 mM or more. The same is true for varying MgCl2 or adding

in other salts.

[00599] R esults . From the screen Applicants identified four compositions that worked the best

for isolating enteric nervous system nuclei (appropriate cell types detected, high gene

representation of expected cell types, most genes per cell, least background) (see, Table 2).

[00600] Applicants performed a further comparison among these four and compositions 2 and

3 (Table 2) performed the best. Applicants examined these nuclei preparations with electron

microscopy and found that they preserved a portion of the outer nuclear envelope/RER with the

nuclei. As a comparison, Applicants tested the commercial Nuclei EZ lysis buffer from Sigma,

which did not preserve the nuclear envelope. Applicants are in the process of performing EM on

preparations from the other 2 buffers.



[00601] CST with 0.49% CHAPS was the top extraction solution with the highest ENS score

and lowest contamination. The nuclei have a nuclear membrane (not double membrane in all

places), the membrane contiguous with RER and has ribosomes, and mitochondrial contamination

was reduced.

[00602] Applicants found that the CST buffer has a lower intron/exon ratio compared to nuclei-

only preps with EZ lysis reagent supporting more spliced RNA. The Intron/Exon ratio for each

were as follows: CST = 1.27904; EZ frozen = 1.642955; and EZ chop = 2.081659.

[00603] Additionally, Applicants confirmed that droplet based, DroNcER-seq works and that

the isolated nuclei are compatible with the Chromium lOx single cell system. Additionally,

Applicants are testing whether sNucER-seq works with other cell types and tissues. Preliminary

data suggest the method is compatible with epithelial cells, brain cells, most cell types tested

(immune, epithelial, vasculature, lyphatics, muscle, adipose, neuron, glia, muscle) and the lOx

system.

Example 5 - The enteric nervous system of the human and mouse colon at a single-cell

resolution

[00604] The enteric nervous system (ENS) is an extensive network of neurons and glia along

the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, which coordinates motility, digestion, nutrient absorption, and

barrier defense (1). The human ENS rivals the spinal cord in complexity (2). The ENS is broadly

partitioned into the myenteric (Auerbach's) plexus and submucosal (Meissner's) plexus (3); with

anecdotally reported differences in anatomy and composition within ganglia, across intestinal

regions, and among species (2). In addition, other factors were proposed to contribute to ENS

diversity, including age (4), sex (5), circadian oscillations (6), and functional dysmotility disorders

(7).

[00605] The ENS is implicated in abroad range of intra- and extra- intestinal disorders. Primary

enteric neuropathies, including Hirschsprung's disease, chronic intestinal pseudo-obstruction,

Waardenburg syndrome type IV, and MASH1 deficiency, directly affect enteric neurons, result in

agangliosis and impaired GI transit (2) and are poorly understood (8). Moreover, studies of neuro-

epithelial and neuro-immune interactions (1), such as neuronal activation of group 2 innate

lymphoid cells (ILC2s) (9), suggest that ENS dysfunction can impact local inflammation,

motivating ENS characterization in other diseases that affect the gut (10). Intriguingly, several



extra-intestinal disorders, including those affecting the central nervous system (CNS) (e.g., autism

spectrum disorders ( 11) and Parkinson’s disease (12)) are associated with early GI motility

dysfunction. However, the pathophysiology of the ENS across these disorders, including affected

cell types, is poorly understood.

[00606] Here, Applicants generated a reference map of the ENS at single cell resolution across

age, gender, location, circadian phases, and species (Fig. 20A). Applicants first developed a new

method, Ribosomes And Intact Single Nucleus (“RAISIN”) RNA-seq, and applied it to generate

a high quality single-cell census of the ENS in adult humans and mice, overcoming challenges in

single-cell and single-nucleus RNA-seq (scRNA-Seq, snRNA-seq) (14-18) of the ENS. In the

mouse, Applicants used genetic tools to directly enrich for and profile 2,447 enteric neurons using

deep, full-length snRNA-Seq spanning four colon segments (proximal to distal) of three transgenic

models (both sexes, multiple ages, two phases of the circadian rhythm). In humans, where

enrichment was not possible, Applicants sequenced 163,741 single RAISINs (i.e. nuclei and

attached ribosomes) from the muscularis propria of 10 individuals (men and women; 35-90 years

old) and identified diverse cell types, among them 83 1 enteric neurons and 43 1 rare Interstitial

Cells of Cajal (ICCs). Enteric neurons partitioned into 24 murine and 11 human subsets, which

Applicants annotated with putative functions (e.g., motor, sensory, secretomotor) using known

marker genes, and matched between the two species based on conserved transcriptional programs.

Applicants mapped signaling interactions between human enteric neurons and other cell types in

the colon, identifying possible neuro-immune, neuro-adipose, neuro-epithelial, neuro-muscular,

and neuro-ICC regulatory pathways. Finally, Applicants show that enteric neurons express genes

specifically associated with primary enteroneuropathies, inflammatory disorders of the gut, as well

as with CNS disorders with early gut motility dysfunction, highlighting their potential roles in

these disorders.

Example 6 - Systematic optimization of nuclei extraction conditions enables profiling of

single ENS nuclei from the colon

[00607] Because neurons comprise less than 1% of all colon cells, Applicants first devised a

strategy to enrich for the mouse ENS. Applicants used three mouse models: (1) Wntl-Cre2 (19)

and (2) SoxlO-Cre (20) transgenic mice, which are established Cre-drivers that efficiently label

the neural crest (21, 22), and (3) Uchl 1-Histone2BmCherry:GFP-gpi mice, which specifically



labels neurons (23). For both Cre-driver mice, nuclei were tagged using the conditional INTACT

(Isolation of Nuclei TAgged in specific Cell Types) allele (24). In all cases, Applicants extracted

labeled nuclei, FACS-enriched them, and profiled them using SMART-Seq2 (17) (Fig. 20A,B, fig.

24A-C).

[00608] Previously published snRNA-seq protocols (16, 17) did not perform well on ENS

nuclei from the colon, in contrast to their excellent performance on labelled nuclei from the brain

(fig. 24D). In addition, the Wntl-Cre2 driver mostly labeled non-ENS cells within the colon (fig.

24B), and the SoxlO-Cre driver labelled both neurons and oligodendrocytes in the brain (fig. 24D),

whereas Applicants anticipated recovering only brain oligodendrocytes (25). These limitations

raised the need to develop new snRNA-seq approaches.

[00609] To develop snRNA-seq methods that are compatible with a broader range of tissues,

including colon, Applicants performed an optimization with nuclei from adult SoxlO-

Cre;INTACT mice, systematically varying the detergent (NP40, CHAPS, Tween, or Digitonin),

detergent concentrations, buffer (HEPES, Tris, Tricine), mechanical extraction conditions

(dounced, chopped, or ground tissue), and added modifiers (e.g. salts, polyamines) used in nuclei

isolation (SOM), and compared to published protocols (16, 17) (fig. 25). Applicants profiled 5,236

nuclei isolated across 104 preparations spanning 36 extraction conditions (mean = 145 nuclei per

condition) using SMART-Seq2 (Fig. 20A; fig. 25). Applicants scored conditions by (1) the

recovery rate of neurons and glia relative to other cells (i.e. damaged or contaminating cells), (2)

the number of genes detected per cell; and (3) an ENS signature score of known markers of enteric

neurons and glia (Fig. 20C; fig. 25B-E and 26; SOM).

[00610] Detergent type, detergent concentration, buffer, and mechanical force each impacted

quality metrics (fig. 25B-E and 26) and Applicants identified two conditions with high ENS

recovery and low contamination rates (-20% neurons, 55% glia, 25% contamination across both

conditions, Fig. 20C), which also yielded high-quality profiles enriched in the ENS signature score

(fig. 25B-E). Applicants termed these preparations CST (0.49% CHAPS detergent, Salts, Tris

buffer, and “chopped” tissue) and “TST” (0.03% Tween-20 detergent, Salts, Tris buffer, and

“chopped” tissue). Both preparations yielded higher numbers of detected genes than published

methods (mean = 2,486 for CST and 2,542 for TST vs. 1,502 for published protocols on average

across all nuclei; p < 10-10 for both comparisons; Wilcoxon test).



[00611] For all three transgenic lines, Applicants validated nuclei labeling within TUBB3+

neurons and confirmed their ability to enrich for extracted labeled nuclei using FACS (Figure

24C). For the SoxlO-Cre driver, Applicants confirmed extensive neuron labeling by generating a

triple transgenic animal harboring SoxlO-Cre, INTACT, and conditional tdTomato (Madisen et al.,

2010) alleles, to label both the nuclei (i.e. INTACT) and cell bodies and their projections (i.e.

tdTomato) of the ENS. There was excellent concordance between TUBB3 (neuron)

immunostaining and reporter expression within the mouse colon (Figure 90; tdTomato+/TUBB3-

cells represent glia). For the Wntl-Cre2 driver, Applicants observed labeled neuron nuclei, and

also extensive signal in the colon mucosa (Figure 24C); Applicants validated that the Wntl-Cre2

driver also labeled colon epithelial cells by snRNA-seq. This off-target labeling may explain why

a previous study using the Wntl-Cre driver to target the ENS removed the mucosa when profiling

enteric neurons of early post-natal mice with scRNA-seq (Zeisel et al., 2018). Lastly, for the

Uchll-H22B mCherry mice, Applicants observed labeling of enteric neurons but not of

enterendocrine cells (the main neuroendocrine type in the intestine; Modlin et al., 2008), by

histology (Figure 24C) and snRNA-seq.

Example 7 - Preservation of ribosomes or rough endoplasmic reticulum on the nuclear

envelope allows for mature mRNA capture

[00612] To understand the basis for these performance differences among nuclei preparations,

Applicants compared nuclei structure between CST, TST, and published preparations for snRNA-

seq (16, 17), using ultrathin-section transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (SOM, Fig. 20D).

As expected, the two published methods yielded isolated intact nuclei (Fig. 20D). In contrast, CST

preserved not only the nuclear envelope, but also the ribosomes (26) on the outer nuclear

membrane (Fig. 20D); Applicants thus termed this method RAISIN (Ribosomes And Intact Single

Nucleus) RNA-seq. TST maintained both the rough ER and its attached ribosomes (26) on the

outer nuclear membrane (Fig. 20D); Applicants thus termed this method, INNER Cell (INtact

Nucleus and Endoplasmic Reticulum from a single Cell) RNA-seq. Consistent with the TEM

results, both RAISIN-RNA-seq and INNER-Cell RNA-seq yielded higher exomintron ratios than

the published methods (Fig. 20E; 41% and 64% increases, respectively), suggesting greater

recovery of mRNA relative to pre-mRNA.



[00613] Of the two methods, Applicants opted to use RAISIN RNA-seq to profile the mouse

and human ENS, because it captures more neurons and has fewer contaminants than INNER Cell

RNA-seq (Fig. 20C; fig. 25B-E). To test whether RAISIN RNA-seq is compatible with massively

parallel droplet-based scRNA-seq, Applicants also sequenced 10,889 unsorted RAISINs from the

mouse colon (SOM). Applicants recovered most major cell types in the colon, including epithelial

cells, myocytes, fibroblasts, endothelial cells, immune cells, mesothelial cells, neurons, and glia

(Fig. 20F), without any apparent “doublet” clusters, indicating that RAISINs correspond to single

nuclei rather than to cellular aggregates. Therefore, even though RAISIN RNA-seq captures RNA

both inside and outside the nuclear envelope, it is compatible with droplet-based scRNA-seq and

yields little observed contamination.

Example 8 - RAISIN RNA-seq survey of the ENS from adult mice identifies 24 neuron and

3 glia subsets

[00614] Applicants used RAISIN RNA-seq with SMART-Seq2 to profile 5,181 high-quality

transcriptomes from the ENS of 24 adult mice, spanning a range of ages ( 11-52 weeks), both males

and females, and two phases of the circadian rhythm (morning or evening), and dividing each

colon specimen into four equally sized segments along the proximal-distal axis to capture

differences in anatomical location (Fig. 20A). Applicants initially used Wntl-Cre2;INTACT and

SoxlO-Cre;INTACT mice to label both neurons and glia, and Uchll-Histone2BmCherry:GFP-gpi

mice to subsequently enrich for enteric neurons (fig. 24A-C); however, because the Wntl-Cre2

driver targeted mainly epithelial cells (fig. 24B), Applicants focused on the other transgenic mouse

models.

[00615] Among the 5,181 transcriptomes, Applicants identified 2,447 neurons and 2,710 glia

(mean 7,491 and 4,732 genes per RAISIN, respectively), which Applicants clustered into 24

neuron and 3 glia subsets (Fig. 2lA,B; fig. 27A,B, table 18), arranged into a hierarchy (Fig. 21B),

and annotated post-hoc by known marker genes (Fig. 21B; SOM), many of which Applicants

validated in situ (Fig. 2lG,H, 27D,E 28). Of the 2,447 neurons and 2,710 glia identified, there was

an average of 7,491 and 4,732 genes detected per RAISIN, respectively, which partitioned into 24

and 3 subsets, respectively (Figs. 9 1A-91C; 2 1A, 27B). The clusters were enriched for markers of

neuron and glia transcriptomes from scRNA-seq studies (Figs. 91A, 91B) (Haber et a , 2017;

Lasrado et a , 2017), with no detectable epithelial or enteroendocrine contamination, except for 8



contaminating cells in the “Other 2” cluster (Fig. 91A-91C). Neurons and glia clustered primarily

by cell subsets, rather than by mouse, intestinal region, or other known technical covariates (fig.

27A,B). Applicants estimate that enteric neurons comprise less than 1% of all nuclei in the murine

colon after adjusting the numbers of FACS-sorted nuclei by the proportions of neurons identified

in each mouse model (SOM) (fig. 27C).

[00616] Broadly, neurons partitioned into either cholinergic (Chat+) or nitrergic (Nosl+)

subsets (Fig. 21B, Ach and NO producing, respectively). As exceptions, four subsets expressed

both Chat and Nosl (defined as log2(TPlOK+l) > 0.5), which Applicants validated in situ (fig.

27D), and one subset expressed neither marker. Based on expression of known marker genes,

Applicants defined putative neurons subsets (Fig. 2lA,B), including: (1) Chat+Tacl+ excitatory

motor neurons (PEMNs; 6 subsets), and (2) Nosl+Vip+ inhibitory motor neurons (PIMNs; 7

subsets), which together coordinate muscle contraction and relaxation; (3) CGRP+ sensory

neurons (PSNs; 4 subsets), which sense and respond to chemical and mechanical signals in the

intestine; (4) interneurons (PINs; 3 subsets), which relay signals between neurons; and (5) Glp2r+

secretomotor and vasodilator neurons (PSVNs; 2 subsets), which trigger secretions and fluid

movement in other cell types.

[00617] The only major marker that Applicants could not detect was the neuronal enzyme for

serotonin synthesis, Tph2 (Gershon, 2009; Mawe and Hoffman, 2013). Applicants probed for

Tph2 in situ in the colon as well as targeted brain regions, which served as positive (raphe nuclei)

and negative (pontine reticular nucleus) controls (Fig. 92A-92E), but only observed Tph2 signal

in the brain. Applicants considered the possibility that Tph2-expressing enteric neurons are rare

(Costa et a , 1982, 1996), and examined published bulk RNA-seq data (Sollner et al., 2017),

finding Tph2 expression in the brain, but not the colon (Fig. 92F). Lastly, an independent scRNA-

seq study of the small intestine myenteric plexus did not yield serotonergic neurons (Zeisel et al.,

2018). However, Applicants cannot exclude the possibility that Tph2 is expressed only under

different physiological conditions, in other locations, or cannot be captured using current genomic

and RNA-FISH tools. One possibility is that serotonergic neurons only populate the small

intestines, as conditional Tphl knock-out mice crossed with a Villin-Cre driver, which lack

serotonin production by the mucosa, have detectable serotonin in the duodenum and jejunum;



although these regions still had detectable Tphl mRNA in the conditional knock-out (Kim et a ,

2018).

Example 9 - ENS composition and expression programs vary by region and with circadian

oscillations

[00618] To systematically assess sources of variation in the ENS, Applicants leveraged the fact

that the atlas comprises samples that vary by genetic background, age, sex, circadian time point,

and anatomical location, to test how each factor impacts ENS composition (i.e. the relative

proportions of neuron subsets) or gene expression within each neuron subset.

[00619] The transgenic background had profound effects on neuron composition (Fig. 21B; fig.

27A), suggesting distinct developmental origins for some neuron subsets. In particular, two subsets

of putative sensory neurons (PSN1 and PSN2) were nearly absent from SoxlO-Cre mice (Fig.

21B), suggesting they may arise from distinct lineages (20, 27). ENS composition also varied

significantly along the length of the colon within each of the SoxlO and ETchll lines, with distinct

neuron subsets enriched in different regions (Fig. 21B). For example, PSN1 and PSN2 were

enriched in the proximal colon (P < 10-22 and 10-6, respectively; Fisher’s exact test), whereas

distinct subsets of putative motor neurons (PMNs) were enriched in either the proximal or distal

colon (Fig. 21B).

[00620] Applicants next used a regression framework to identify genes that were differentially

expressed (DE) with respect to age, sex, circadian phase, and colon location, in a manner shared

across neuron subsets (SOM). Overall, few DE genes were associated with age or sex (with the

exception of genes on the X and Y chromosomes) (Table 18); however, the circadian clock and

colon location had substantial impacts on gene expression of many neuron genes (table 18). For

example, core clock regulators were among the most DE genes during morning (Arntl) and evening

(Perl, Per2, Per3) (Fig. 21C). In the morning, there was also increased expression of cytoskeleton-

associated genes (e.g., Tubb3, Prph, Tubb2a, Cfll), suggesting circadian regulation of structural

remodeling (28), and genes involved in neuronal signaling (e.g., Scg2, Pcskln, and Slc7al l). In

PSN1 and PSN2, Applicants also observed morning upregulation of genes involved in neuro-

immune signaling (e.g., Caleb, Ill3ral) (Fig. 21C) (29,30). In the evening, several TFs were

upregulated relative to morning, including Nrld2, Tef, Rfx2, and Dbp (Fig. 21C), many of which

are known circadian regulators (31).



[00621] In addition, there were significant changes in gene expression across colon regions,

after controlling for differences in ENS composition (which itself varies by location) (Fig. 21D).

Most notably, neurons in the distal mouse colon had higher expression of several neurotransmitter

receptors, including serotonin receptors (Htr3a, Htr3b), glutamate receptors (Gria3, Gridl),

acetylcholine receptors (Chrna7, Chrml), and potassium and sodium channels (Kcnq5, Scn5a),

suggesting electrophysiological differences along the ENS.

Example 10 - Motor neuron expression profiles suggest that mechanosensation drives the

peristaltic reflex

[00622] The myenteric plexus is a major functional unit of the ENS, moving luminal contents

along the intestine through coordinated muscle contraction and relaxation (13). The canonical

model of the peristaltic reflex (Fig. 21E, left) (13) begins with the release of serotonin (5HT) by

enterochromaffm cells, which acts on sensory neurons via the 5HT receptor 4 (HTR4).

Interneurons then relay this signal to ascending and descending motor neurons, which elicit muscle

contraction and relaxation, respectively (13). This model is based on associations between muscle

contraction and serotonin release, but was recently challenged, because neither ablation of

serotonin synthesis in enterochromaffm cells nor mucosa removal abrogate muscle contraction

(32). Applicants therefore hypothesized that the molecular signatures of neuron subsets could help

build and test models of peristalsis.

[00623] The transcriptional profiles of putative motor neurons suggest revisions to the

peristaltic model, with a possible role for the mechanosensation of gut distention in driving

peristaltic reflexes (Fig. 21F, right). First, nearly all putative motor neurons express the

mechanosensitive ion channel, Piezol (Fig. 21G, PEMNs and PIMNs; confirmed in situ, fig. 28A),

suggesting they have the capacity to directly sense distention. Mechanosensation in the GI tract is

currently attributed to enterochromaffm cells, with speculation that some interneurons and

intestinofugal neurons are also mechanosensitive (33). However, expression of Piezol in putative

motor neurons, and the dispensability of mucosal serotonin for smooth muscle activity, raises the

hypothesis that peristalsis is at least partially driven by distention, specifically via motor neuron

depolarization through Piezol.

[00624] Moreover, although the peristaltic model posits that enterochromaffm cells act on

sensory neurons via serotonin receptor 4 (Htr4) (Fig. 21F, left) (13), Htr4 is expressed by putative



excitatory motor neurons (PEMNs), and Applicants confirmed this in situ in Chat+ neurons of the

myenteric plexus (fig. 28B). This suggests that serotonin may be able to act directly on motor

neurons rather than only via sensory and interneuron intermediates.

Example 11 - Sensory neurons express key regulators of ILC responses and tissue

homeostasis

[00625] Applicants identified four subsets of putative sensory neurons (PSNs) by expression of

calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), a marker of sensory neurons expressed in two forms

(Calca, Caleb), which is involved in feeding, pain sensation, hormone secretion, and inflammation

(34). While all four subsets express Caleb, only PSN3 expresses Calca at significant (but low)

levels (fig. 29A), which Applicants confirmed in situ (fig. 28C). The CGRP receptor (Calcrl) and

one of its three co-receptors (Rampl) are expressed in all neurons, except putative secretomotor

neurons (fig. 29A).

[00626] Applicants inferred the likely target cells for each PSN subset based on the signaling

molecules and receptors that they express (Fig. 21B, table 18, fig. 29A,B). For example, most

sensory neuron subsets express receptors for glucagon (Gcgr), glucagon-like peptide 1 (Glplr),

and galanin (Galr) (Fig. 21B; fig. 29A), peptides that are produced by enteroendocrine cells with

roles in hunger and satiety (35). One subset, PSN3, co-expresses Cck and Vip (Fig. 21B), markers

of intestinofugal neurons that innervate the prevertebral ganglia (36), thus supporting connections

to the sympathetic nervous system. This subset also uniquely expresses brain-derived neurotrophic

factor (Bdnf, Fig. 29B), which is elevated in patients with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), where

it is correlated to abdominal pain (37), and Piezo2 (Fig. 21G), a mechanosensitive ion channel,

which may help detect and regulate smooth muscle tone (38) (confirmed in situ; fig. 28D). Another

Calcb+ subset, PSN4, uniquely expresses somatostatin (Sst, Fig. 21B, fig. 29B) (validated in situ;

fig. 28E), previously attributed to interneurons (13); the role of SST in the GI tract is poorly

understood, but has been broadly linked to regulating most GI functions, including motility,

secretion, absorption and the sensation of visceral pain (39). Localization of Sst expression to a

single neuron subset now empowers dissection of its function in the ENS.

[00627] One sensory neuron subset, PSN1, uniquely expresses Noggin (Nog) and Neuromedin

El (Nmu) (Fig. 21B), validated in situ (Fig. 2lH,I): both genes are known key regulators of

epithelial stem cells (40) and immune cells (9), respectively. In particular, Noggin is a BMP



antagonist that is necessary for maintaining the intestinal stem cell niche, but whose cellular source

is unknown. Noggin expression by sensory neurons raises the hypothesis that these neurons could

help regulate the positioning or differentiation of intestinal stem cells. Furthermore, the

neuropeptide NMU regulates type 2 cytokine responses via activation of innate lymphoid cells

(ILCs) (9). Expression of its receptors, Nmurl andNmur2, on excitatory motor (PEMN1, PEMN2;

fig. 29A) and sensory (PSN1, PSN2, PSN3; fig. 29B) neurons, respectively, suggests diverse

neuronal targets of NMU, that may help orchestrate inflammation. PSN1 cells also express

additional genes that may interact with ILCs, including Caleb, both subunits of the 11-13 receptor

(Il4ra and IIUral, fig. 29A), and 11-7 (fig. 29B), a major regulator of ILC differentiation and

survival (41). Lastly, both PSN1 and PSN2 cells express gastrin-releasing peptide (Grp, Fig. 21B),

which in the lung is produced by neuroendocrine cells and contributes to the response to tissue

injury (42).

Example 12 - Secretomotor neurons may integrate epithelial and immune signals

[00628] Secretomotor/vasodilator neurons (SVNs) integrate signals from the mucosa and

sympathetic ganglia to regulate fluid movement between the body and the lumen. Applicants

identified two subsets of putative secretomotor/vasodilator neurons (PSVNs) corresponding to

non-cholinergic (PSVN1) and cholinergic (PSVN2) subtypes (43) (Fig. 2lA,B). Both subsets

uniquely express receptors for GLP-2 (Glp2r) and secretin (Sctr), hormones released by

enteroendocrine cells that stimulate blood flow (44) and epithelial secretions (45), respectively

(Fig. 21B; fig. 29A). Most local reflexes regulating water and electrolyte balance likely act through

non-cholinergic SVNs (43), and the data suggest that cholinergic SVNs may support tissue

homeostasis. Specifically, the GM-CSF receptor (Csf2rb, Csf2rb2, fig. 29B) and Thymic Stromal

Lymphopoietin (Tslp, fig. 29A) are expressed by PSVN2s, suggesting these neurons participate in

GI immune responses (46, 47).

Example 13 - Profiling the human muscularis propria using RAISIN RNA-seq

[00629] Next, Applicants profiled human colon enteric neurons. Unlike genetic mouse models,

Applicants could not enrich for nuclei from human enteric neurons, and thus opted to profile the

muscularis propria (MP), which has a higher proportion of neurons than the submucosa or mucosa.

Applicants isolated and profiled nuclei from cancer-adjacent normal colon segments from

colorectal cancer resections from both genders (5 male, 5 female) and a range of ages (35 - 90)



(Tables 19-22). Based on the mouse data (fig. 27C), Applicants conservatively estimated a 0.5%

capture rate for neuron nuclei, such that in order to capture 500 human neurons, Applicants would

need to profile at least 100,000 unsorted nuclei.

[00630] Profiling 134,835 human RAISINs from the muscularis propria recovered

transcriptomes from neurons, adipocytes, endothelial cells (lymphatic, vascular), fibroblasts, glia,

immune cells (macrophages, mast cells, lymphoid cells), interstitial cells of Cajal (ICCs),

myocytes, and pericytes (Fig. 22A), each annotated by expression of known marker genes (fig.

30A; Tables 19-22). Some subsets were enriched in specific patients (fig. 30A-F), which may be

due to differences in sampled locations, variable cellular states or variation in the sampling of rare

cells. Additionally, human RAISIN RNA-seq data contained more background contamination than

either mouse RAISIN SMART-Seq2 or droplet data (data not shown), possibly due to delayed

tissue freezing time following resection.

Example 14 - Human enteric neurons cluster into 11 subsets with distinct transcriptional

programs

[00631] The 134,835 RAISINs include 83 1 human enteric neurons (0.6%), which clustered into

11 subsets (Fig. 22B) after correcting for putative differences in cell quality (fig. 30G-J; SOM).

Notably, the neuron recovery rate in humans slightly exceeded Applicants original estimate, likely

because the muscularis propria is enriched for neurons relative to the rest of the colon.

[00632] Although Applicants detect many hallmark neurotransmitters, CHAT was lowly

expressed (fig. 3 1A), either due to actual low expression in human cells, reduced levels in the

nucleus, or cancer-adjacent effects. Applicants do detect the SLC5A7 (fig. 31A), a transporter that

mediates choline uptake into cholinergic neurons (48), which is co-expressed with Chat in mouse

neurons. Applicants therefore used SLC5A7 as a surrogate marker for CHAT in human neurons.

Interestingly, Applicants observed broad, albeit low, levels of expression of tryptophan

hydroxylase 2 (TPH2; required for serotonin biosynthesis) across almost all human neuron subsets

(fig. 31B), but not in mouse neurons (data not shown), suggesting differences in serotonergic

signaling between the two species.



Example 15 - Human ENS contains sensory, motor, interneuron, and

secretomotor/vasodilator subsets that share core transcriptional programs with mouse

[00633] Applicants used a classification-based approach (SOM) to map the 11 subsets of human

neurons onto the 24 mouse subsets (Fig. 22C), leveraging the larger number of cells and deeper

sequencing data in mouse to annotate the human cells. Applicants identified 2 PEMN subsets, 5

PIMN subsets, 1 PSN subset, 2 PIN subsets, and 2 PSVN subsets (Fig. 22B) and confirmed these

annotations with known markers (fig. 3lA,B). Despite representing distinct regions of the colon

(i.e. full colon vs. muscularis propria), both species contained similar neuron compositions, with

excitatory and inhibitory motor neurons being the most abundant classes (Fig. 22C). However,

sensory neurons were more abundant and more diverse in mouse. This may be due to removal of

the human submucosa: humans contained only one sensory subset, whereas mice contained four

(although Applicants cannot entirely rule out the possibility that the different number of profiled

neurons may contribute to this difference as well). Furthermore, while the fraction of

secretomotor/vasodilator neurons was similar across both species, the human muscularis propria

lacked the cholinergic subtype, whereas mice contained both cholinergic and non-cholinergic

subsets.

[00634] Applicants leveraged the human-mouse mapping to identify conserved (core) programs

(Fig. 22D; Table 23; SOM) for each of five major neuron types. For example, the core

transcriptional program for excitatory motor neurons (n = 75 genes) includes acetylcholine, various

receptors (e.g., GFRA2, OPRK1, HTR4), solute transporters (e.g., SLC5A7), transcription factors

(e.g., CASZ1), and COLQ, which tethers acetylcholinesterase within the neuromuscular junction

(49) (Fig. 22D, fig. 31B, Table 23). In addition, human PEMNs uniquely express the

mechanosensitive ion channel, PIEZ02 (fig. 31B), whereas mice express Piezol (Fig. 21G).

Similarly, Applicants defined core transcriptional programs for inhibitory motor neurons (n = 89

genes; e.g., VIP, NOS1, CARTPT, GFRA1, OPRD1, ETV1), sensory neurons (n = 76 genes; e.g.,

CALCB, NMU, NOG, SST, VIPR2), interneurons (n = 57 genes; e.g., PENK, TAC1, ADRA2A),

and secretomotor/vasodilator neurons (n = 46 genes; e.g., VIP, GAL, SCGN, CALB2) (Fig. 22D;

Table 23).



Example 16 - Human Interstitial Cells of Cajal (ICCs) may underlie smooth muscle

relaxation

[00635] Applicants’ reference map of the human muscularis propria includes 43 1 KIT +ANOl +

ICCs (Fig. 22A; fig. 30A), which are regarded as pacemaker cells that rhythmically alter the

excitability of smooth muscle tissue (50, 51). Two major models exist for ICC function (50): either

(1) neurons signal directly to smooth muscle, with an indirect role for ICCs (e.g., to generate motor

patterns), or (2) neurons signal to ICCs, which then relay signals to smooth muscle to coordinate

peristalsis.

[00636] To distinguish between these possibilities, Applicants defined a gene signature for

ICCs (Fig. 22E) and mapped known ligand-receptor pairs onto neurons, ICCs, and smooth muscle

cells (SOM). Although motor activity requires both excitatory (i.e. cholinergic) and inhibitory (i.e.

nitrergic) signals to elicit contraction and relaxation, respectively, smooth muscle cells only

expressed the receptors for acetylcholine (Fig. 22F). In contrast, the receptor for nitric oxide were

expressed by ICCs (Fig. 22F), which Applicants validated in situ (Fig. 22G). As a positive control,

Applicants note that nitric oxide receptors are detected in pericytes (Fig. 22F) (52). These results

suggest a revised model of smooth muscle function, where enteric neurons directly activate smooth

muscle contraction, but elicit smooth muscle relaxation indirectly via ICCs (Fig. 22H). Consistent

with this hypothesis, smooth muscle-specific knockout of the B l subunit of the nitric oxide

receptor only partially reduces relaxation, whereas its global knockout nearly abolishes relaxation

(53).

Example 17 - Enteric neurons interact with diverse stromal and immune cells in the colon

[00637] To systematically examine interactions between the enteric nervous system and other

cell types in the human colon, Applicants analyzed profiles from the 134,835 RAISINs from the

muscularis propria (above) together with 115,517 single cells from the colon mucosa (i.e.

epithelium and lamina propria) (54). In total, these data include a wide range of cell types in the

human colon, including 16 epithelial subsets, 26 immune subsets (myeloid and lymphoid), 7

endothelial subsets, 9 fibroblast subsets, myocytes, ICCs, adipocytes, 2 glia subsets (muscularis

propria and lamina propria), and 11 neuron subsets. Applicants mapped thousands of receptor-

ligand pairs onto this dataset and identified pairs of cell subsets expressing a significantly greater

number of cognate receptor-ligand pairs than is expected under a null model (Fig. 221; SOM).



[00638] Broadly, neurons were enriched for interactions with other cells from the muscularis

propria rather than from the mucosa, suggesting the recovery of local interactions. This approach

highlighted known interactions between excitatory motor neurons and smooth muscle (13),

secretomotor/vasodilator neurons and both epithelial cells (i.e. tuft and enteroendocrine) and

lymphatics (2), and glia and multiple subsets of neurons (Fig. 221).

[00639] More unexpectedly, Applicants found statistically enriched interactions between

neurons and diverse stromal cells, most notably adipocytes and fibroblasts (Fig. 221,J), the two

largest producers of neurotrophic growth factor (NGF) outside of the ENS in the data (Tables 19-

22). Potential enteric neuron signaling to adipocytes spanned neuropeptides that regulate appetite

and energy metabolism (CGRP/CALCRL, NPY/NPYR1) (55, 56), and two neurotransmitters

(glutamate/GRM8, GABA/GABRE) (Fig. 22J). Adipocytes reciprocally signal to neurons via the

leptin pathway, with all neuron subsets expressing the leptin receptor (LEPR) (Fig. 22J). In

addition, inferred neuron signaling to fibroblasts included neuropeptides (PACAP/VIP/VIPR2)

(Fig. 22J), neurotransmitters (glutamate/GRIA4, nitric oxide/GUCYlA3), growth factors

(FGF1/FGFR1, PDGF/PDGFRB), guidance cues (SLIT2/ROB01, SLIT3/R0B02), and

IL15/IL15R (Fig. 22J).

[00640] Even if cell subsets are not enriched for interactions, they may still interact through a

more limited, but functionally important, receptor-ligand repertoire. Given recent reports

describing neuro-immune crosstalk (1), Applicants searched for specific examples of interactions

between neurons and immune cells (Fig. 22J). Applicants identified potential neuron signaling to

(1) T cells via IL7/IL7R, IL12A/IL12RB1 (neuronal expression validated in situ, Fig. 22K,L), and

PENK/OPRM1, (2) dendritic cells via CHAT/CHRNE, and (3) B cells via TPH2/HTR3A (Fig.

22J). Both IL-7 and IL-12 have key roles in lymphocyte and ILC survival and Thl polarization

(57), suggesting key pathways by which enteric neurons may regulate adaptive immunity. Finally,

human PSNls express NMU, which activates ILC2s (9); however, Applicants did not detect

expression of the NMU receptor gene in the ILCs.

Example 18 - Human enteric neurons express risk genes for enteric neuropathies,

intestinal inflammatory disorders, and extra-intestinal disorders with GI dysmotility

[00641] To interrogate potential contributions of the ENS to human diseases, Applicants

examined whether enteric neurons expressed any genes associated with diseases with varying



degrees of known ENS involvement. These ranged from Hirschsprung’s disease (HSCR), a

primary enteroneuropathy that directly affects the ENS to autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and to

Parkinson’s disease (PD), which are extra-intestinal CNS disorders that are associated with

dysfunctions in gut motility that occur early in disease progression (58-60). In addition, because

the ENS is thought to play a pivotal role in inflammation - for example, through the activation of

ILCs (9) - Applicants also examined whether IBD-associated genes are expressed by enteric

neurons.

[00642] Mapping a curated list of 185 disease-associated genes (SOM) onto cell subsets from

the muscularis propria, lamina propria, and epithelium (above), Applicants identified many genes

that were specifically enriched in enteric neurons (Fig. 23A). For example, even though it is a

neurodevelopmental disorder, Applicants mapped most HSCR-associated genes onto adult enteric

neurons, including RET, PHOX2B, GFRA1, ZEB2, and ECE1 (Fig. 23A). The two exceptions,

EDN3 and EDNRB, mediate endothelin signaling in the embryonic neural crest (61). Although

most IBD risk genes localize to epithelial and immune cells, a subset of genes were most highly

expressed in neurons, including GRP, BTBD8, KSR1, NDFIP1, and REV3L (Fig. 23B). In

particular, GRP products stimulate GI hormone release, muscle contraction, and epithelial cell

proliferation (62). Another such gene, REV3L, is also perturbed in the craniofacial neurologic

disorder Mobius syndrome (63). Indeed, increased expression of many neuropeptides (e.g.,

tachykinin and galanin) has been reported in IBD patients (64).

[00643] The risk genes for CNS diseases with concomitant GI dysfunction predominantly

mapped to enteric neurons, with exceptions in ASD and PD (e.g., P2RX5 and IL1R2 in B cells

and epithelial cells, respectively) (Fig. 23C). CNS disease risk genes that mapped specifically to

enteric neurons include: (1) ANK2, DSCAM, and NRXN1 for ASD, and (2) DLG2, SCNA and

SCN3A for PD (Fig. 23C). Expression of these risk genes specifically by enteric neurons,

compared with a colon reference map, motivate further investigation of the role that enteric

neurons play in the development and progression of dysmotility in intra- and extra- intestinal

disorders. Applicants also show the disease risk genes for schizophrenia are expressed in neurons

(FIG. 32).



Example 19 - Discussion

[00644] Here, Applicants constructed reference maps of the colon enteric nervous system of

adult mice and humans at single cell resolution, revealing the broad capacity of neurons to

orchestrate tissue homeostasis. Isolating individual enteric neurons from adult animals for

transcriptional profiling has not been previously possible due to technical limitations, and recent

efforts using whole-cell dissociations have been limited to embryonic or post-natal animals (21,

22). The development of RAISIN and INNER Cell RNA-seq, which preserve ribosome-attached

RNA on intact nuclei, allowed Applicants to profile 2,447 mouse and 83 1 human enteric neurons,

along with other diverse cell types from both species (e.g., epithelial, stromal, and immune cells).

These methods can be applied to both fresh and frozen tissue specimens, opening the way to

characterizing the ENS and a range of archived frozen tissue samples. Additionally, preservation

of the ER on nuclei may allow for the enrichment of nuclei with antibodies targeting specific

membrane proteins, which are synthesized in the ER.

[00645] Applicants identified all major classes of enteric neurons, spanning 24 mouse subsets

and 11 human subsets, including motor, sensory, secretomotor/vasodilator and interneuron types.

Mining their expression signatures allowed Applicants to infer signaling among neurons and

between neurons and non-neuronal cells, such as adipocytes, ICCs, immune cells, and epithelial

cells. Applicants show circadian regulation of the ENS, including core clock genes, motivating

further investigation into temporal variation of ENS function, nutrient absorption, and metabolism

(65). Applicants also show differences in neuron composition across the mouse colon (e.g., sensory

neurons enriched in the proximal colon) suggesting that ENS function varies along the length of

the GI tract. Comparison of mouse and human neurons allowed Applicants to derive core

transcriptional signatures for subsets across species, highlighting biological processes that can be

modeled in mouse; for example, sensory neurons in both species express Noggin a gene known to

support the epithelial stem cell niche (40). Taken together, these data enable the generation of

testable hypothesis and experimental dissection of ENS function.

[00646] Finally, given the extensive neuro-immune signaling Applicants observe in the mouse

and human ENS, Applicants propose that neuronal dysfunction can lead to immune dysregulation,

which can exacerbate inflammation and related pathologies. For example, several IBD risk genes

are expressed in neurons, raising the need to further characterize the role of enteric neurons in



intestinal inflammation. Intriguingly, dozens of risk genes for early-life and late-onset CNS

disorders with concomitant gut dysmotility are highly expressed by enteric neurons suggesting a

mechanism for gut motility dysfunction in these diseases, and that profiling the much more

accessible ENS may allow Applicants to study human disease biology. Furthermore, recent

associations between the gut microbiota and extra-intestinal diseases, such as autoimmune

disorders (reviewed in (66) and cancers and cancer therapies (reviewed in (67), suggest that

immune modulation in the gut can have systemic effects. Proper immune function is thought to be

necessary for CNS maintenance and repair, with immune dysregulation contributing to

neurodegenerative disease (reviewed in (68). Thus, the ENS may be a central conduit linking the

gut, the immune system and the brain, and neurological dysfunction in the gut may exacerbate

diseases of the CNS.

Example 20 - ENS Materials and Methods

[00647] Human donors and tissue samples. All colon resection samples were obtained from

colon cancer patients after informed consent at either the Dana Farber Cancer Institute, Boston

(IRB 03-189; ORSP 3490) or Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston (IRB 02-240; ORSP 1702).

Metadata for the samples are provided in Tables 19-22. Normal colon located proximal to tumor

was placed into conical tubes containing Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) media

supplemented with 2% human serum and placed on ice for transport to the Broad Institute, Boston.

ETpon arrival, the muscularis propria was dissected from the remainder of the tissue (e.g.,

submucosa), divided into pieces (approximately 20-120 mg), which were placed into cryo-vials,

frozen on dry-ice and stored at -80°C. When possible, a portion of the tissue was fixed overnight

in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4°C for histology.

[00648] Mouse models. All animal work was performed under the guidelines of the Division

of Comparative Medicine, in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and ETse Committees

(IACETC) relevant guidelines at the Broad Institute and MIT, and consistent with the Guide for

Care and ETse of Laboratory Animals, National Research Council, 1996 (institutional animal

welfare assurance no. A471 1-01), with protocol 0122-10-16. Mice were housed under specific-

pathogen-free (SPF) conditions at the Broad Institute vivarium. The following strains were used:

Table 9.



[00649] Tissue collection for snRNA-seq. For snRNA-seq optimization, tissue was collected

from 11-14 week animals. For the ENS atlas, tissue was collected from 11-14 week old and 50-52

week old mice at either 7-8am or 7-8pm. Each colon was isolated and rinsed in ice cold PBS. Next,

the colon was opened longitudinally and separated into four equally-sized sections, which were

frozen in a 1.5 mL tube on dry ice. For brain collection, the brain was removed, quartered and

frozen in a 1.5 mL tube on dry ice. Frozen tissue was stored at -80°C until subsequent tissue

processing.

[00650] Tissue collection and preparation for RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization and

immunohistochemistry. For RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (RNA FISH) and

Immunohistochemistry (IHC), isolated colon was cut into four sections of equal size and processed

as described (71). Briefly, tissue was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight at 4°C. Then, tissue

was sequentially passed through PBS containing 7.5%, 15% and 30% (w/v) sucrose at 4°C. Tissue

was then embedded in O.C.T. (23-730-571, Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH) and stored at -80°C.

Tissue was cut at 25 micron thick sections onto Superfrost Plus microscope slides (22-037-246,

Fisher Scientific) using a Leica CM1950 Cryostat (Leica Biosystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL).

[00651] Immunofluorescence (IF). Slides with tissue sections were washed three times in PBS

for 10 minutes, blocked 1 hour in CAS-Block Histochemical Reagent (00-8120, Thermo Fisher

Scientific), incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C, washed three times in PBS for 10

minutes, and then incubated with secondary antibodies at for 1 hour at room temperature. Slides

were then washed twice in PBS for 10 minutes and then for 10 minutes with a PBS containing

DAPI (D9542, Sigma-Aldrich). Lastly, slides were mounted using Southern Biotech Fluoromount-

G (010001, VWR) and sealed. Antibodies used for IF: Rabbit anti-Tubb3 (1:1000, A 18207,



Abeam), Chicken anti-mCherry (1:1000, AB3 56481, EMD Millipore), and Alexa Fluor 488-, 594-

, and 647-conjugated secondary antibodies (Life Technologies) were used.

[00652] Single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH). RNAScope Multiplex

Fluorescent Kit (Advanced Cell Diagnostics) was used per manufacturer’s recommendations for

fresh-frozen samples with the following alterations. All Wash Buffer times were increased to 5

minutes and, following final HRP-Block step, slides were washed for 10 minutes with PBS

containing DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich) followed by mounting with Southern Biotech Fluoromount-G

(VWR) and sealed. Probes used for smISH (Advanced Cell Diagnostics): Calca (417961), Caleb

(42551 1), Cck (402271), Chat (40873 1-C2), Grp (317861-C2), Nmu (446831), Nog (467391),

Nosl (43765 1-C3), Piezol (50051 1), Piezo2 (400191-C3), Sst (40463 1-C3), ANOl (349021-C2),

CHAT (450671 and 450671-C2), GUCY1A3 (425831), IL7 (424251), IL12A (402061), KIT

(606401-C3), and NOS1 (506551-C2) were used.

[00653] Combined smFISH and IF. smFISH was performed as described above, with the

following changes. After the final HRP-Block step, tissue sections were incubated with primary

antibodies overnight at 4°C, washed in TBST for 5 minutes, twice, and then incubated with

secondary antibodies for 30 min at room temperature. Slides were then washed in TBST for 5

minutes, twice, followed by a 10 minutes wash with containing DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich) before

mounting with Southern Biotech Fluoromount-G (VWR) and sealed.

[00654] Confocal microscopy and image analysis. Images were taken using a Nikon TI-E

microscope with a Yokohama W l spinning disk, 405/488/561/640 lasers, and a Plan Apo 60X/1.4

objective. Images were visualized and overlaid using FIJI (72-75). The Bio-Formats plugin (76)

was used to import all images.

[00655] Nuclei Extractions. The following nuclei extractions were performed from either

mouse colon or brain and subsequently processed for profiling:

[00656] Dounce homogenization: Nuclei were extracted using either dounce homogenization

followed by sucrose gradient centrifugation as described (77), or using the Nuclei EZ Prep

(NUC101-1KT, Sigma-Aldrich) as described (78), with the following modifications. The tissues

were dounce homogenized with a 7 mL Dounce Tissue Grinder (VWR 22877-280) (20 times pestle

A, 20 times pestle B) and buffer volumes were increased to 5 mL for homogenization.



[00657] Tissue grinding: Fresh-Frozen tissues were crushed into a fine powder with a mortar

and pestle (89038-144 and 89038-160, VWR) over a bath of liquid nitrogen. The powder was

briefly resuspended in 2 mL of liquid nitrogen for transfer to a 50 mL conical tube, where liquid

nitrogen was allowed to evaporate. The tissue powder was resuspended in 5 mL of Nuclei EZ Prep

reagent (NUC101-1KT, Sigma-Aldrich) or NST (NP-40, Salts and Tris; see Tables 11 and 12) and

transferred to a 7 mL Dounce Tissue Grinder. For the Nuclei EZ Prep kit, all subsequent steps

were as described (78). For NST, the tissue was dounce homogenized with a 7 mL Dounce Tissue

Grinder (VWR 22877-280) (20 times pestle A, 20 times pestle B), filtered through a 40 pm strainer

(Falcon), and flow-through was spun at 500g for 5 minutes at 4°C. The pellet was resuspended in

0.5-3 mL of ST (Salts: 146 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 2 1 mM MgCl2; Tris; see Tables 11 and 12).

[00658] Chopping extraction: Fresh-frozen tissues were disaggregated in 1 mL of custom

nuclear extraction buffer (see Tables 11 and 12 for all combinations used) with mild chopping by

Tungsten Carbide Straight 11.5 cm Fine Scissors (14558-1 1, Fine Science Tools, Foster City, CA)

for 10 minutes on ice. Large debris were removed with a 40 pm strainer (Falcon). An additional 1

mL of buffer was used to wash the filter before proceeding to fluorescence-activated cell sorting

(FACS). For droplet-based RNA-Seq, nuclei were isolated as described above, but with the

addition of 3 ml of ST (Salts and Tris; Tables 11 and 12) to extracted nuclei. Nuclei were then

pelleted at 500g for 5 mins at 4°C. Supernatant was discarded and the nuclei pellet was

resuspended in 100-500 pL of ST buffer (Salts and Tris; Tables 11 and 12) before filtering through

a 40 pm strainer-capped round bottom tube (Falcon).

[00659] Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). Prior to sorting, isolated nuclei and

RAISINs were stained with Vybrant DyeCycle Ruby Stain (V-10309, Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Sorting was performed on a MoFlo Astrios EQ Cell Sorter (Beckman Coulter) using 488nm (GFP,

513/26 filter) or 56lnm (mCherry 614/20 filter), and 640nm (Vybrant DyeCycle Ruby, 671/30

filter) lasers. Single nuclei were sorted into the wells of a 96-well PCR plate containing 5 pl of

TCL buffer (1031576, Qiagen) with 1% β-mercaptoethanol. The 96 well plate was sealed tightly

with a Microseal F and centrifuged at 800g for 3 minutes before being frozen on dry ice. Frozen

plates were stored at -80°C until whole-transcriptome amplification, library construction,

sequencing, and processing.



[00660] Whole-transcriptome amplification, library construction, sequencing, and

processing. Libraries from isolated single nuclei and RAISINs were generated using SMART-

seq2 as described (79), with the following modifications. RNA from individual wells was first

purified with Agencourt RNAClean XP beads (A63987, Beckman Coulter) prior to oligo-dT

primed reverse transcription with Maxima reverse transcriptase (EP0753, Thermo Fisher

Scientific) and locked TSO oligonucleotide, which was followed by 2 1 cycles of PCR

amplification using KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix (NC0295239, KAPA Biosystems). cDNA

was purified twice using Agencourt AMPure XP beads (A63881, Beckman Coulter) as described

(79). The Nextera XT Library Prep kit (FC-13 1-1096, Illumina, San Diego, CA) with custom

barcode adapters (sequences available upon request) was used for library preparation. Libraries

from 384 wells (nuclei/RAISINs) with unique barcodes were combined and sequenced using a

NextSeq 500 sequencer (FC-404-2005, Illumina).

[00661] Droplet-based RAISIN RNA-seq. Single RAISINs were processed through the

GemCode Single Cell Platform using the GemCode Gel Bead kit (v2 chemistry), Chip and Library

Kits (10X Genomics, Pleasanton, CA), following the manufacturer’s protocol. RAISINs were

resuspended in ST buffer (Salt and Tris; Tables 11 and 12). An input of 7,000 RAISINs was added

to each channel of a chip. The RAISINs were then partitioned into Gel Beads in Emulsion (GEMs)

in the GemCode instrument, where lysis and barcoded reverse transcription of RNA occurred,

followed by amplification, shearing and 5' adaptor and sample index attachment. Libraries were

sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 500.

[00662] Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Extracted nuclei and RAISINs were

pelleted and fixed at 4°C overnight in 2.5% Glutaraldehyde and 2% Paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M

sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4). The pellet was then washed in 0.1M cacodylate buffer, and

post-fixed with 1% Osmiumtetr oxide (Os04) and 1.5% Potassiumferrocyanide (KFeCN6) for 1

hour. Next, the pellet was washed in water 3 times and incubated in 1% aqueous uranyl acetate for

1 hour followed by 2 washes in water and subsequent dehydration in grades of alcohol (10 minutes

each; 50%, 70%, 90%, 100%, and 100%). The pellet was then put in propyleneoxide for 1 hour

and infiltrated overnight in a 1:1 mixture of propyleneoxide and TAAB Epon (Marivac Canada

Inc. St. Laurent, Canada). The following day the samples were embedded in TAAB Epon and

polymerized at 60oC for 48 hours.



[00663] Ultrathin sections (about 60nm) were cut on a Reichert Ultracut-S microtome, picked

up on to copper grids stained with lead citrate and examined in a JEOL 1200EX Transmission

electron microscope and images were recorded with an AMT 2k CCD camera.

[00664] Processing FASTQ reads into gene expression matrices. For SMART-seq2, FASTQ

files were demultiplexed and aligned to a reference transcriptome (see “Mouse and human

reference transcriptomes”), and transcripts were quantified using RSEM, as previously described

(80). For droplet-based scRNA-Seq, Cell Ranger v2.0 was used to demultiplex the FASTQ reads,

align them to a reference transcriptome, and extract their “cell” and “ΕΓΜΙ” barcodes. The output

of each pipeline is a digital gene expression (DGE) matrix for each sample, which records the

number of transcripts or EIMIs for each gene that are associated with each cell barcode. DGE

matrices were filtered to remove low quality cells, defined as cells with fewer than 500 detected

genes. This cutoff was set to remove contaminating cells, while retaining neurons and glia, which

typically have high numbers of detected genes. To account for differences in sequencing depth

across cells, DGE counts were normalized by the total number of transcripts or EIMIs per cell and

converted to transcripts-per-l 0,000 (henceforth “TP10K”).

[00665] Mouse and human reference transcriptomes. For the optimization of nuclei

extraction conditions, reads were aligned to the mm 10 reference transcriptome. However, for the

mouse and human ENS atlases, Applicants augmented the reference transcriptomes with introns,

thus allowing pre-mRNAs to be mapped along with mature mRNAs. Both the mm 10 and hgl9

reference transcriptomes were modified according to the instructions provided by the 10X

Genomics website (support.lOxgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-

expression/software/pipelines/latest/advanced/references). Briefly, Applicants converted the

standard GTF files into pre-mRNA GTF files by changing all “transcript” feature tags to “exon”

feature tags. Elsing these modified GTF files, Applicants then constructed Cell Ranger compatible

references using the Cell Ranger “mkref command. These modified GTF files were used for both

the Cell Ranger pipeline and for the SMART-seq2 data (i.e. mouse ENS atlas).

[00666] Cell clustering overview. To cluster single cells into distinct cell subsets, Applicants

followed the general procedure Applicants have previously outlined in (81) with additional

modifications. This workflow includes the following steps: the selection of variable genes, batch

correction, dimensionality reduction by PCA, and clustering. In all cases, clustering was performed



twice: first, to separate neurons and glia from other cells, and then, to sub-cluster the neurons and

glia to obtain high-resolution clusters within each group.

[00667] Partitioning cells into neuron, glia, and “other” compartments. Cells were

partitioned into neuron, glia, and non-ENS compartments based on their expression of known

marker genes (see “Gene signatures”). Signature scores were calculated as the mean

log2(TPlOK+l) across all genes in the signature. Each cluster was assigned to the compartment of

its maximal score and all cluster assignments were inspected to ensure the accurate segregation of

cells. Neurons and glia were then assembled into two separate DGE matrices for further analysis.

[00668] Variable gene selection. To identify variable genes within a sample, Applicants first

calculated the mean (µ) and the coefficient of variation (CV) of expression of each gene. Genes

were then grouped into 20 equal -frequency bins (ventiles) according to their mean expression

levels. LOESS regression was used to fit the relationship, log(CV) ~ log(p), and the 1,500 genes

with the highest residuals were evenly sampled across these expression bins. To extend this

approach to multiple samples, Applicants performed variable gene selection separately for each

sample to prevent “batch” differences between samples from unduly impacting the variable gene

set. A consensus list of 1,500 variable genes was then formed by selecting the genes with the

greatest recovery rates across samples, with ties broken by random sampling. This consensus gene

set was then pruned through the removal of all ribosomal, mitochondrial, immunoglobulin, and

ELLA genes, which were found to induce unwanted batch effects in some samples in downstream

clustering steps.

[00669] Batch correction. Applicants observed substantial variability between cells that had

been obtained from different mice or different individuals, which likely reflects a combination of

technical and biological differences. In some cases, these “batch effects” led to cells clustering

first by mouse or individual, rather than by cell type or cell state. To control for these batch

differences, Applicants ran ComBat (Johnson et a , 2007) with default parameters on the

log2(TPlOK+l) expression matrix, allowing cells to be clustered by cell type or cell state.

Importantly, these batch-corrected data were only used for the PCA and other steps relying on

PCA (e.g. clustering, t-SNE visualization); all other analyses (e.g. differential expression analysis)

were based on the original expression data. Note that Applicants tested two additional methods for

batch correction - one based on Canonical Correlation Analysis (82) and another on a k-nearest



neighbors (k-NN) approach (79) - but did not obtain any enhancement in performance (data not

shown).

[00670] Dimensionality reduction, graph clustering, and t-SNE visualization. Cells were

clustered at two stages of the analysis: first, to initially partition the cells into neuron, glia, and

“other” compartments, and second, to sub-cluster neurons and glia into different subsets. In all

cases, Applicants ran low-rank PCA on the variable genes of the batch-corrected log2(TPlOK+l)

expression matrix. Applicants then applied Phenograph (Levine et a , 2015) to the k-NN graph

defined using the first n PCs and k nearest neighbors, which were separately estimated for each

dataset. First, to estimate n, Applicants calculated the number of “significant” PCs using a

permutation test. Because this test may underestimate the number of PCs, Applicants

conservatively increased this number (i.e. to 15 or 30; see Table 10 below) to ensure that most of

the variability in the dataset was captured. Next, to estimate k, Applicants considered a range of

clustering solutions with varying values of k, and calculated the marker genes for each set of

clusters. Applicants selected k based on inspection of the data. When clustering data from multiple

cell types, Applicants tried to select k such that the major cell types (e.g. neurons, glia, and muscle)

were split, without fragmenting them into several sub-clusters. When clustering neurons and glia,

Applicants tried to select a k yielding the highest granularity clusters that were still biologically

distinct, determined by close examination of the marker gene lists. Finally, the Barnes-Hut t-

Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) algorithm was run on the selected PCs with

perplexity = 20 and for 10,000 iterations to produce two-dimensional embeddings of the data for

visualization.

Table 10.



* See “Clustering of human neurons”.

[00671] Clustering of human neurons. Initial clustering of the 831 human neurons revealed

15 subsets (fig. 30H). However, in several cases, Applicants noticed that a single neuron type had

been split into two clusters based on the expression of oxidative phosphorylation genes, which

were strongly enriched in PC1 (fig. 301,J). This could reflect differences in differentiating vs.

mature neurons (79), cancer-proximal effects, or a rapid transcriptional response to tissue resection

or handling. Applicants therefore re-clustered the cells based on the other PCs (i.e. PCs 2 to 30),

yielding 11 final subsets of human neurons (fig. 30C,G).

[00672] Scoring nuclei extraction conditions. To identify optimal conditions for snRNA-seq

of the ENS, Applicants performed nuclei extractions while systematically varying the detergent

(CHAPS, Digitonin, EZ, NP40, Tween), buffer (HEPES, Tricine, Tris), mechanical extraction

conditions (Dounce, Grind, Chop), and additional modifiers (e.g. polyamines, RNAse inhibitors)

(Tables 11 and 12). In total, 104 different extraction conditions were examined. For each

extraction, Applicants profiled single nuclei transcriptomes by SMART-Seq2 and clustered the

resulting RNA into neurons, glia, and “other” (i.e. non-ENS or low quality) clusters (see “Cell

clustering overview”). To compare extractions, Applicants calculated several quality metrics for

each condition: (1) the proportion of recovered neurons, glia, and “other” cells, (2) the mean

number of detected genes per cell, and (3) the mean ENS signature score (derived from markers

of neurons and glia; see “Cell type signatures”). Conditions that yielded high-quality nuclei

enriched in the ENS signature score were then identified.

[00673] Cell lineage dendrogram. As an auxiliary tool, cell subsets were organized on a

dendrogram according to their transcriptional similarities (Fig. 21B, top). To construct this tree,



Applicants performed complete linkage clustering on the distance matrix corresponding to the

mean transcriptional distances among all cell subsets, calculated using the variable genes from the

log2(TPlOK+l) expression matrix. These calculations were performed using the “hclust” and

“dist” functions in R with default parameters.

[00674] Enteric neuron annotation and classification. Applicants employed the following

markers and considerations in annotating enteric neurons subsets post hoc.

Broad segmentation of the mouse ENS

[00675] Broadly, neurons segmented into two major divisions comprising either cholinergic or

nitrergic subsets. This broad division was correlated with several other genes. For example, the

glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) family receptors a l (Gfiral) and a2 (Gfra2)

segregate Nosl and Chat expressing neurons, respectively. Gfral/2 are co-receptors for the GDNF

receptor, Ret, which is necessary for ENS formation (83,84). Similar, Chat and Nosl expressing

subsets also differentially expressed the transcription factors (TFs), Caszl and Etvl.

Annotating mouse excitatory motor neurons

[00676] Applicants annotated 6 subsets of putative excitatory motor neurons (PEMNs) based

on co-expression of Chat and Tael (85) and position within the dendrogram on one subtree (Fig.

21B). Subsets of PEMNs express the endogenous opioid, enkephalin (Penk), which is found in

motor neurons (85), and/or the myenteric motor neuron marker, calretinin (Calb2) (86).

Annotating mouse inhibitory motor neurons

[00677] Applicants annotated 7 subsets of putative inhibitory motor neurons (PIMNs), which

have high Nosl and Vip co-expression (87,88), and occupy one subtree of the dendrogram (Fig.

21B). In total, 73% of Vip-positive neurons co-express Nosl, which is consistent with the

previously reported estimate of 75% (87,88). In addition, PIMN 6 and 7 have significant

expression of somatostatin receptor 2 (Sstr2), which plays an important role in cauded relaxation,

as blocking Sstr2 nearly abolishes muscle relaxation (87).

Annotating mouse interneurons

[00678] Enteric interneurons (INs) relay sensory information and coordinate excitatory and

inhibitory motor neuron activity, but their classification is unclear. Six potential subtypes have

been previously reported: (1) descending INs that signal via Chat, 5HT and ATP, (2) descending

Nosl+Vip+Grp+Chat- INs, (3) descending Vip+Chat+Nosl+ INs with ATP signaling, (4)



descending Chat+Sst+ INs, (5) descending Penk+ INs (responsive to Sst), and (6) ascending

Chat+Penk+ INs with ATP signaling (87, 89-91).

[00679] Some of these subsets (3, 5, 6) are at least partly matched as discrete clusters in the

data, whereas others (1, 2, 4) are not clearly observed in the atlas. PIMN7 is a potential candidate

for the descending Vip+Chat+Nosl+ INs with ATP signaling (3 above), based on co-expression

of Vip, Chat, Nosl, and various ATP transporters (e.g. SLC28al, Slc28a2, Slc28a3, Slc29al,

Slc29a2, Slc29a3, Slc29a4; (85). PSN3 also express these genes, but their expression of Cck,

Calca, and Caleb makes it unlikely they are interneurons. Three subsets of Chat+Penk+ putative

INs (PIN1-3) may reflect either descending Penk+ INs (5 above; responsive to Sst), or ascending

Chat+Penk+ INs with ATP signaling (6 above). Because all express combinations of Sst receptors,

they may be descending INs. However, given the substantial number of additional receptors

expressed by all of these PINs (for 5HT, VIP, GAL, GLP, prolactin, prostaglandin E2, EGF and

BMP) or some of them (e.g., catecholamine synthetic enzymes), they may not be INs. Finally,

there was little to no evidence for other IN subtypes: Applicants did not detect any serotonergic

(5HT) neurons ( 1 above) in the sampling, consistent with previous observations (88); found no

discernible cluster of Nosl+Vip+Grp+Chat- cells; and the only Chat+Sst+ neurons Applicants

observed were the Calcb+ PSN4 subset, which Applicants interpret as a sensory neuron, not INs.

Annotating mouse secretomotor and vasodilator neurons

[00680] Applicants annotated two subsets of Glp2r+ putative secretomotor/vasodilator

(PSVNs) in one subtree of the dendrogram (Fig. 21B), one Vip+ non-cholinergic subtype (PSVN1)

and one Chat+ cholinergic subset (PSVN2). The PSVN2 subset expresses Gal, previously reported

in neurons that innervate the epithelium and arterioles (92) and neuropeptide Y expressed in a

secretomotor neurons (90). Also, some neurons in PSVN2 expresses glutamate decarboxylase 2

(Gad2), possibly forming cholinergic/GABAergic neurons.

Annotating human interneuron subtype 2

[00681] Human PIN2s express two specific markers of mouse sensory neurons, CALCB and

GRP, suggesting they may be misannotated sensory neurons. Another possibility is that PIN2s

correspond to multiple neuron subtypes, which cannot be resolved with the number of neurons

Applicants profiled. Consistent with this possibility, PENK and CALCB expression are mutually

exclusive within this subset (3 of 34 co-positive cells; expected = 7.24; Fisher test, p < 0.001).



[00682] Differential expression analysis. Differential expression (DE) tests were performed

using MAST (Finak et al., 2015), which fits a hurdle model to the expression of each gene,

consisting of logistic regression for the zero process (i.e. whether the gene is expressed) and linear

regression for the continuous process (i.e. the expression level). For the mouse atlas, this regression

model included terms to capture the effects of the cell subset, age, sex, colon location, circadian

phase, transgenic model, and cell complexity. For the human atlas, this regression model only

included terms for cell subset and cell complexity.

[00683] For the mouse atlas, Applicants used the regression formula, Yi ~ X + A + C + L + S

+ T + N, where Yi is the standardized log2(TPlOK+l) expression vector for gene i across cells, X

is a variable reflecting cell subset membership (e.g. PSNs vs. non-PSNs), A is the age associated

with each cell (adult vs. aged), C is the circadian phase for each cell (morning vs. evening), L is

the location for each cell (segments 1-4), S is the sex for each cell (male vs. female), T is the

transgenic model for each cell (SoxlO vs. Uchll), and N is the standardized number of genes for

each cell (i.e. cell complexity). For the human atlas, Applicants used the regression formula, Yi ~

X + N, with X and N defined as above.

[00684] Additionally, two heuristics were used to increase the speed of the tests: Applicants

required all tested genes to have a minimum fold change of 1.2 and to be expressed by at least 1%

of the cells within the group of interest. In all cases, the discrete and continuous coefficients of the

model were retrieved and p-values were calculated using the likelihood ratio test in MAST. Q-

values were separately estimated for each cell subset comparison using the Benjamini-Hochberg

correction. Unless otherwise indicated, all reported DE coefficients and q-values correspond to the

discrete component of the model (i.e. the logistic regression).

[00685] Acquisition and scoring of gene signatures. Applicants compiled the following lists

of marker genes for enteric neurons and glia from the literature (93). These gene signatures were

then combined to construct an overall ENS signature score (Fig. 20C and fig. 25).

[00686] Neurons: Tubb3, Elavl4, Ret, Phox2b, Chrnb4, Eml5, Smpd3, Tagln3, Snap25, Gpr22,

Gdaplll, Stmn3, Chrna3, Scg3, Syt4, Ncan, Crmpl, Adcyaplrl, Elavl3, Dlg2, Cacna2d.

[00687] Glia: Erbb3, SoxlO, Fabp7, Plpl, Gas7, Nidl, Qk, Sparc, Mest, Nfia, Wwtrl, Gpm6b,

Rasa3, Flrtl, Itpripll, Itga4, Lama4, Postn, Ptprzl, Pdpn, Coll8al, Nrcam.



[00688] To prevent highly expressed genes from dominating a gene signature score, Applicants

scaled each gene vector of the log2(TPlOK+l) expression matrix by its root mean squared

expression across all cells (using the ‘scale’ function in R with center = FALSE). The signature

score for each cell was then computed as the mean scaled expression across all genes in the

signature.

[00689] Estimation of false discovery rate. Unless otherwise specified, false discovery rates

were estimated with the Benjamini-Hochberg correction (94), using the “p. adjust” R function with

the “fdr” method.

[00690] Matching human and mouse subsets. To map human neurons onto their mouse

counterparts, Applicants first trained a Random Forest classifier to distinguish the each of 24

subsets of mouse neurons (i.e., PEMN, PIMN, PIN, PSN, PSVN) using the log2(TPlOK+l)

expression matrix of the mouse variable genes that also had human orthologs (see “Variable gene

selection”). The Random Forest model was built with the R “randomForest” package using default

parameters with the following exception: to account for class imbalances, Applicants down-

sampled each neuron class to the minimum class size while constructing each tree (implemented

using the “sampsize” argument). In total, the “out of bag” estimate of the error rate (which

estimates test rather than training error) was 8.8%, indicating that Applicants can accurately

distinguish among major neuron classes. Next, to extend this model to humans, Applicants

predicted the class for each human neuron using expression data for the human orthologs of the

variable genes. All class assignments were then manually examined to ensure accurate predictions

for all cells. Note that Applicants also tested an alternative approach using a variational

autoencoder (VAE) (95), but did not observe a noticeable improvement in performance (data not

shown).

[00691] Identifying a core transcriptional program for major neuron classes. To identify

conserved transcriptional signatures for each of the 5 major neuron classes (i.e., PEMN, PIMN,

PIN, PSN, PSVN), Applicants first mapped all mouse genes to their corresponding human

orthologs (using only 1:1 orthologs), and combined both expression matrices according to these

genes. Applicants next calculated DE orthologs within each major neuron class (see “Differential

expression analysis”), then selected genes that were significantly DE in the combined dataset, the

mouse dataset, and the human dataset (Table 6).



[00692] Using receptor-ligand pairs to infer cell-cell interactions. To identify cell-cell

interactions, Applicants mapped the FANTOM5 database of literature-supported receptor-ligand

interactions (96) onto the lists of cell subset markers. Following a recent approach (CellPhoneDB

(97)), Applicants filtered this database to remove all integrins (defined using the HUGO “Integrin”

gene group), which were involved in many non-specific cell-cell interactions. Applicants further

required cell subset markers to be expressed in at least 5% of all cells within the subset. For all

networks, Applicants quantified the interaction strength between two cell subsets as the number of

unique receptors and ligands connecting them, resulting in an adjacency matrix summarizing all

cell-cell interactions within the dataset. Statistical significance was then empirically assessed by

permuting the receptors and ligands among all cell subsets, thus preserving the number of receptors

and ligands encoded within each cell subset, and preserving the distribution of ligand-receptor

connectivity (but possibly changing the connectivity between cell subsets, in those cases where

one receptor has multiple ligands, or vice versa). After running 10,000 total permutations, p-values

were computed as the number of times the edge strength in the permuted network was greater than

or equal to the edge strength in the true network. To plot cell-cell interaction networks, Applicants

applied the Fruchterman-Reingold layout algorithm to a network defined using the -logl0(p-

value), using only the edges with p-value < 0.05. Although edge weights were used to generate the

layout, they were removed from the final visualization for visual clarity (Fig. 221).

[00693] Defining disease risk genes. Applicants compiled lists of genes that have been

implicated by human genetics or genome-wide association studies (GWAS) as contributing to risk

for the following diseases: Hirschsprung’s disease (HRSC), inflammatory bowel disease (IBD),

autism spectrum disorders (ASDs), and Parkinson’s disease (PD). Because GWAS or human

genetics studies do not always pinpoint a causative risk gene, Applicants used the literature to

identify sets of genes that are particularly likely to contribute to disease risk, including: 9 HRSC-

associated genes (98), 106 IBD-associated genes (99), 28 ASD-associated genes (100), and 29 PD-

associated genes (101).

Tables

[00694] Tables 11-12. Optimization of nuclei extractions for the enteric nervous system.

Description and statistics for nuclei extractions, aggregated either by sample (Table 11) or

condition (Table 12). Includes descriptions of the buffers, detergents, detergent concentrations,



salts, and modifiers profiled, along with various statistics, including exon:intron ratios, the number

of genes per cell, and ENS compositions.

Table 11. Samples

















Table 12. Conditions









[00695] Tables 13-17. Summary and marker genes for mouse ENS atlas. (Table 13)

Description of each mouse and mouse sample profiled in this study, including model, age, sex,

circadian phase, and colon location. Marker genes for mouse (Tables 14 and 15) neurons

sequenced with SS2 (Table 14, markers; Table 15, Covariates), (Table 16) mouse glia sequenced

with SS2, and (Table 17) all cells from the mouse colon profiled with droplet-based 10X

sequencing.
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Table 15.



















Table 16.





































[00696] Table 18. Genes comprising signatures in Figure 21B. Gene(s) encoding either

synthetic enzymes or respective receptors displayed in Figure 21B.

[00697] Tables 19-22. Summary and marker genes for human ENS atlas. (Table 19)

Description of each patient and sample profiled in this study, including age, sex, and colon

location. Marker genes for all (Table 20) cells, (Table 21) neurons, and (Table 22) glia from the

human muscularis propria profiled with droplet-based 10X sequencing.

Table 19.



Table 20.

































Table 21.



















Table 22.

















[00698] Table 23. Conserved transcriptional programs in human and mouse enteric

neurons. Differentially expressed genes for major neuron classes that are shared between human

and mouse, including expression statistics for both mouse and human neurons.













Example 21 - Improved single nuclei RNA-seq analysis

[00699] Applicants provide an improved pipeline to apply single-cell genomics to multiple

tissue types and multiple individuals (Fig. 33). Applicants provide for methods to solve problems

associated with analyzing single nuclei. Applicants provide examples of how analysis of single

nuclei transcriptomic data is different from single cell transcriptomic data. Applicants provide

examples showing variation of single cell/single nuclei RNA-seq analysis across preps,

individuals, and tissues. Applicants provide methods to scale up the approaches to many

individuals. Figure 34 shows the single nuclei RNA-seq analysis pipeline. The pipeline can result

in a tSNE plot showing clustering of individual nuclei. The individual nuclei clustered can be

classified based on differential expression of genes in each cluster. The clusters can be assigned to

a specific cell type based on known marker genes. New cell subtypes can also be identified.



[00700] An important difference in single nuclei RNA-seq compared to single cell RNA-seq is

that many reads in single nuclei RNA-seq map to introns. Applicants hypothesized that counting

reads that map to introns can allow better recovery of biological processes. Applicants determined

that counting reads mapping to introns allows higher detection of genes (Fig. 35). Applicants also

determined that counting reads mapping to introns allows higher detection of nuclei (Fig. 36).

[00701] Applicants also determined that filtering using computational methods developed for

single cell RNA-seq can lead to low numbers of genes detected and important cell subsets can be

lost (Fig. 37 and 38). For example, T cell receptor is expressed in nuclei subset 13 indicating that

this subset are nuclei from T cells. Applicants show that by using thresholds from single cell RNA-

seq T cells are lost because the number of genes detected is low.

[00702] Another issue to overcome is removing nuclei that are potential doublets (Fig. 39). One

computational method that can be used to remove doublets is Scrublet (Wolock, Samuel L.,

Romain Lopez, and Allon M . Klein. "Scrublet: computational identification of cell doublets in

single-cell transcriptomic data." BioRxiv(20l8): 3573). Other filtering methods may be used.

[00703] Another issue to overcome is removing nuclei that potentially only contain ambient

RNA (Fig. 40). One computational method that can be used for ambient RNA is EmptyDrops

(Lun, Aaron TL, et al. "EmptyDrops: distinguishing cells from empty droplets in droplet-based

single-cell RNA sequencing data." Genome biology 20.1 (2019): 63). The total number of unique

molecular identifiers ( M I) can be used to distinguish the nuclei, as nuclei encapsulated in droplets

have a higher rank and greater total M Is.

[00704] Applicants successfully clustered lung cell subsets using single nuclei RNA-seq (Fig.

41). Applicants observed variation across different nuclei preparations for the same individuals

(Fig. 42) and across individual tissue samples when using the same nuclei preparation (Fig. 43).

Applicants also show that there is variation between tissue types that needs to be accounted for.

For example, the proportion of reads mapping to mitochondrial genes is much higher in heart tissue

(Fig. 44).

[00705] Applicants determined that combining samples increases the power to detect cell

subsets, but requires performing batch corrections (Fig. 45). The tSNE plots show that cells cluster

by the individuals they came from without using batch correction. Applicants show that using

batch correction allows for nuclei to cluster by cell type (Fig. 46). Applicants used 3 different batch



correction methods: COMBAT, CCA, and LIGER. Applicants were able to identify corresponding

cell subsets while not over-correcting and losing biological state information. Applicants can

demultiplex the 12 samples to produce 12 individual tSNE plots (Fig. 47). The nuclei subsets are

consistent across the 12 tSNE plots. Applicants identified cell subsets using differentially

expressed genes (Fig. 48). Applicants also identified cell subsets using genes curated from the

literature. For example, PTPRC (CD45) is a marker for lymphocytes, CD163 is a marker for

macrophages, AGER, PDPN and HOPX are markers for Alveolar Type I cells, SFTPB and SFTPC

are markers for Alveolar Type II cells, KRT5, TP63 and KRT14 are markers for basal epithelial

(CD271+) cells, FOXJ1, TEIBA1A and CDHR3 are markers for ciliated epithelial cells, and

BPIFA1, SCGB1A1, SCGB3A1 and SCGB3A2 are markers for club epithelial cells. Applicants

recovered the major subsets of parenchymal, stromal, and immune cells in lung tissue (Fig. 49).

The methods also were able to be applied to 8 GTEx tissues (Fig. 50).

[00706] Applicants also determined methods for detecting QTLs (Fig. 51). Applicants

determined that for sufficient power to detect QTLs, expression measurements from 10-1 00s of

individuals was required. A quantitative trait locus (QTL) is a region of DNA which is associated

with a particular phenotypic trait, which varies in degree and which can be attributed to polygenic

effects, i.e., the product of two or more genes, and their environment. Rather than loading each

individual on a separate lOx channel (lOx Genomics), the samples are mixed together at high

concentration. Cord blood from 8 individuals with sequenced genomes is mixed with cells from

all 8 individuals and processed together. Droplet-based cell isolation is used. Applicants can

distinguish individuals using their sequenced SNPs and remove doublets based on cells or nuclei

having SNPs from multiple individuals. Batch effects from cells being encapsulated in droplets

can be controlled for.

[00707] Applicants show genetic demultiplexing to identify which individual each nuclei came

from using lung nuclei pooled from 3 individuals. Applicants pooled three different samples and

ran them on the same lOx channel.
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Example 22 - A single-cell and single-nucleus RNA-seq toolbox for fresh and frozen human

tumors

[00708] Single cell RNA-Seq (scRNA-Seq) has transformed the ability to analyze tumors,

revealing cell types, states, genetic diversity, and interactions in the complex tumor ecosystem 1-

6 . However, successful scRNA-Seq requires dissociation tailored to the tumor type, and involves

enzymatic digestion that can lead to loss of sensitive cells or changes in gene expression.

Moreover, obtaining fresh tissue is time-sensitive and requires tight coordination between tissue

acquisition and processing teams, posing a challenge in clinical settings. Conversely, single-

nucleus RNA-Seq (snRNA-Seq) allows profiling of single nuclei isolated from frozen tissues,

decoupling tissue acquisition from immediate sample processing. snRNA-Seq can also handle

samples that cannot be successfully dissociated even when fresh, due to size or cell fragility 7,8, as

well as multiplexed analysis of longitudinal samples from the same individual9. However, nuclei

have lower amounts of mRNA compared to cells, and are more challenging to enrich or deplete.

Both scRNA-Seq and snRNA-Seq pose experimental challenges when applied to different tumor

types, due to distinct cellular composition and extracellular matrix (ECM) in different tumors.

[00709] To address these challenges, Applicants developed a systematic toolbox for fresh and

frozen tumor processing using single cell (sc) and single nucleus (sn) RNA-Seq, respectively (Fig.



53A). Applicants tested eight tumor types with different tissue characteristics (Fig. 53B), including

comparisons of matched fresh and frozen preparations from the same tumor specimen. The tumor

types span different cell-of-origin (e.g., epithelial, neuronal), solid and non-solid, patient ages, and

transitions (e.g., primary, metastatic, Fig. 53B).

[00710] Applicants evaluated and compared protocols based on (i) cell/nucleus quality; (ii)

number of recovered vs. expected cells/nuclei; and (iii) cellular composition (Fig. 53A). For

“cell/nucleus quality”, Applicants considered both experimental and computational metrics.

Experimentally, Applicants measured cell viability (for scRNA-Seq), the extent of doublets or

aggregates in the cell/nucleus suspension, and cDNA quality recovered after Whole Transcriptome

Amplification (Methods). Computationally, Applicants evaluated the overall number of

sequencing reads in a library, the percent of reads mapping to the transcriptome, genome, and

intergenic regions, the number of cells/nuclei exceeding a minimal number of genes and unique

transcripts (reflected by Unique Molecular Identifiers; UMI), the number of reads, transcripts

(UMIs), and genes detected per cell/nucleus, and the percent of UMIs from mitochondrial genes

(Methods). For “number of recovered vs. expected cells/nuclei”, Applicants considered the

proportion of droplets scored as likely empty (i.e., containing only ambient RNA rather than the

RNA from an encapsulated cell 10), and the proportion of doublets 1 1 (Methods). Finally, for

“cellular composition”, Applicants considered the diversity of cell types captured, the proportion

of cells/nuclei recovered from each subset, and the copy number aberration (CNA) pattern classes

that are recovered in malignant cells (Methods). Applicants annotated the malignant cells based

on the presence of CNAs (when detectable) and the cell type signature they most closely resembled

(Methods). Applicants conducted most data analysis using scCloud, a Cloud based single-cell

analysis pipeline 12 (https://github.com/klarman-cell-observatory/scCloud, Methods, Fig. 53A and

93).

[00711] For scRNA-seq, Applicants’ toolbox encompasses successful protocols for five types

of fresh tumors: non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC), metastatic breast cancer (MBC), ovarian

cancer, glioblastoma (GBM), and neuroblastoma, as well as a cryopreserved non-solid, chronic

lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) (Figs. 53B, 55). Applicants constructed workflows that minimize the

time interval between removal of the sample from the patient in a clinical setting and its

dissociation into cells, to maximize cell viability and preservation of RNA profiles. Applicants



determined dissociation conditions for each of the tumor types and constructed specific steps as a

decision tree to adjust for differences between types of clinical samples (e.g., size, presence of red

blood cells) (Fig. 53C, Methods). To choose the best performing dissociation method, Applicants

apportioned large tumor specimens into smaller pieces (-0.5-2 cm), dissociating each piece with

a different protocol.

[00712] Applicants selected enzymatic mixtures for processing fresh tissues based on the

specific characteristics of each tumor type, such as cell type composition and ECM components,

and ultimately recommend the method that sufficiently breaks down the ECM and cell-to-cell

adhesions, while minimizing processing time and supporting the cell type diversity in the sample.

For example, to break down collagen fibers in breast cancer 13 14, Applicants used Liberase™

(Methods), whereas to break down ECM in GBM15 Applicants used papain (cysteine protease).

Applicants also included DNase I to digest DNA released from dead cells to decrease viscosity in

all dissociation mixtures. Applicants subjected the samples that yielded high quality single cell

suspensions to droplet-based scRNA-Seq (Methods).

[00713] As an example of the optimization process, consider NSCLC (sample NSCLC14, Figs.

55-57) where Applicants used three processing protocols: (1) Collagenase 4 [NSCLC-C4]; (2) a

mixture of Pronase, Dispase, Elastase, and Collagenases A and 4 [PDEC]; or (3) Liberase™ and

Elastase [LE]; each in combination with DNase I and elastase, to break down the elastin fibers

found in lung tissue 16
’
17 (Methods) (Figs. 53D-53G; 56, 57). For the other tumor types, Applicants

show the application of the recommended protocol out of those tested (Figs. 53H-53L; 55).

[00714] Protocols often performed similarly on standard quality control measures (e.g., number

of cells recovered), but differed markedly in cellular diversity or in the fraction of droplets

predicted to contain only ambient RNA (“empty drops”) — two evaluation criteria that Applicants

prioritized. For example, in the NSCLC resection sample above, all methods yielded a similar

number of cells with high-quality expression profiles and similar CNA patterns in malignant cells

(Fig. 53D-53G, 56A-56L). However, only the PDEC and LE protocols recovered stromal and

endothelial cells (Fig. 53F; 56G), and C4 had a lOO-fold higher fraction of drops called as “empty”

(7% vs. 0.08% and 0.04% in PDEC and LE, respectively, 56A). The drops designated “empty” in

C4 clustered within macrophages (Figs. 53E; 56E, 56G-56I), the most prevalent cell type,

suggesting that these cell barcodes either had lower sequencing saturation or that the sample itself



had higher ambient RNA content. While Applicants estimated similarly low levels of ambient

RNA18 across the three protocols (Fig. 56M-560), NCSLC-C4 indeed had lower sequencing

saturation and lower reads per cell (Fig. 56A, 56C). Ultimately, taking all of these features into

consideration, Applicants recommend the PDEC protocol for processing NSCLC tumor samples.

[00715] Comparing QC metrics across protocols can be challenging due to differences in cell

type recovery and in sequencing depth between preparations, which Applicants controlled for by

also evaluating QC metrics within each cell type and down-sampling by total reads across

protocols (Figs. 56D and 57). For example, overall, for the NSCLC sample, C4 had a significantly

higher median number of detected genes (P=l.3*l0-90 vs. PDEC; 1.4*10-62 vs. LE, Mann-

Whitney U test), but within B cells, PDEC had a significantly higher number of genes (P=2*l0-

15 vs. C4; 2*10-10 vs. LE), whereas within epithelial cells, LE had the highest number (P=5*l0-

6 vs. C4; 2*10-4 vs. PDEC) (Figs. 53D; 56D). Because cell type proportions may vary between

protocols, and the number of detected genes (and other metrics) varies between cell types, it is

important also to assess cell-type specific QCs when choosing a protocol. Down-sampling by total

reads did not qualitatively change any of the protocol evaluation metrics (Fig. 57).

[00716] Because in some tumor specimens the proportion of malignant cells is relatively low,

Applicants further optimized an immune-cell depletion strategy (Methods). Depletion of CD45+

expressing cells circumvents the need for enriching with specific surface markers (e.g., EpCAM),

which might otherwise bias the selection of specific cell populations, such as loss of representation

of malignant cells undergoing EMT. Depletion applied to another NSCLC tumor sample

(NSCLC17) increased the proportion of malignant epithelial cells from 26% in non-depleted

scRNA-seq to 82% (Figs. 53F; 58), and from 1.2% (by FACS) to 29.5% when applied to an ovarian

ascites sample (Fig. 53H, sample 727; Fig. 59).

[00717] Applicants also successfully applied the scRNA-Seq toolbox to much smaller core

biopsy clinical samples. For example, in MBC, we applied the LD (Liberase™ and DNase I)

protocol to a resection (HTAPP-254) and a biopsy (HTAPP-735) from lymph node metastases

from two patients, yielding similarly successful QCs (Figs. 53H-53L; 61, 61). The resection and

biopsy of the two patients had, however, different cellular compositions (Fig. 53H): a higher

proportion of epithelial, endothelial, and fibroblast cells and a lower proportion of T cells in the

biopsy compared to the resection. Applicants similarly successfully profiled biopsies of MBC liver



metastases (HTAPP-285, HTAPP-963) with the same protocol (Fig. 53H-53L; 62; 63Fig. 53H).

Thus, this protocol can be used across breast cancer metastases from different anatomical

metastatic sites.

[00718] The scRNA-Seq toolbox performs well on samples obtained post-treatment, which can

be challenging as a result of cell death and changes in cell type composition with treatment.

Applicants demonstrate this in profiling a pre-treatment diagnostic biopsy and post-treatment

resection from the same neuroblastoma patient using the NB-C4 protocol (Fig. 53H-53L, HTAPP-

3l2-pre, HTAPP-3 l2-post; Figs. 64, 65). More cells but of fewer cell types were recovered in the

pre-treatment biopsy (4,369 cells: neuroendocrine, T cells, and macrophages) than the post-

treatment resection (786 cells: neuroendocrine, T cells, macrophages, as well as endothelial cells,

and fibroblasts), consistent with observed post-treatment fibrosis. Applicants tested an additional

dissociation protocol in a neuroblastoma orthotopic patient-derived xenograft (O-PDX) sample

(O-PDXl) 19
’
20, which is not expected to include non-malignant human cells, and indeed resulted

in high quality malignant cell profiles (Fig. 66).

[00719] In addition to NSCLC, MBC, ovarian cancer ascites, and neuroblastoma samples (Fig.

53H-53L; Figs. 56-67), Applicants established effective scRNA-Seq protocols for GBM, ovarian

cancer, and CLL (Figs. 53H-53L; 68-70). In particular, in CLL, Applicants successfully recovered

the expected cell types from a cryopreserved sample, containing viable cells. This reflects the

increased resilience of immune cells to freezing compared to other cell types, also observed in

other settings2 1, and the lack of a dissociation step in CLL scRNA-Seq (Methods).

Cryopreservation, however, can increase the proportion of damaged cells22 and may not

successfully recover all the malignant and other non-malignant cells in the tumor.

[00720] Thus, for frozen specimens from solid tumors, Applicants optimized snRNA-Seq,

focusing on different methods for nucleus isolation (Fig. 54A) across seven tumor types: MBC,

neuroblastoma, ovarian cancer, pediatric sarcoma, melanoma, pediatric high-grade glioma, and

CLL (Figs. 53B; 55). Applicants initially divided larger samples or used multiple biopsies to

compare four isolation methods (EZPrep8, Nonidet™ P40 with salts and Tris (NST) [modified

from Gao, R., et al 23], CHAPS, with salts and Tris (CST), and Tween with salts and Tris (TST),

which differ primarily in the mechanical force (e.g., chopping or douncing), buffer, and/or

detergent composition (Fig. 54A, Methods). Because in early tests EZPrep routinely



underperformed CST, NST, and TST (data not shown), Applicants only included it in initial

comparisons (below). To evaluate protocols, Applicants used the post-hoc computational criteria

above, except Applicants excluded the estimation of empty drops, because it was only developed

and tested on single-cell RNA-seq data. Applicants further customized scCloud for snRNA-Seq

data, mapping reads to both exons and introns, and adapted the QC thresholds for transcript (UMI)

and gene counts to reflect the lower expected mRNA content in nuclei (Methods). Experimentally,

Applicants added in-process light microscopy QCs to ensure complete nuclei isolation, and to

estimate doublets, aggregates, and debris (Fig. 54A, Methods, Fig. 93).

[00721] Overall, three nucleus isolation methods — TST, CST, and NST — had comparable

performance based on the assessed nucleus quality (Fig. 54B-54H), with TST typically yielding

the greatest cell type diversity and number of nuclei per cell type, together with highest expression

of mitochondrial genes, and NST typically having the fewest genes per nucleus and lowest

diversity of types. For example, in neuroblastoma, testing each of the four protocols on a single

resection sample (HTAPP-244) (Figs. 54B-54D; 71) yielded a similar number of high-quality

nuclei (7,896, 6,157, 7,531, and 7,415 for EZ, CST, NST, and TST, respectively), malignant cells

with similarly detectable CNAs, and the expected cell types — with malignant neuroendocrine

cells being the most prevalent (Fig. 54C; 71D; 71F-71M). However, nuclei prepared with the EZ

protocol had lower numbers of E M Is and genes detected (Fig. 54B), while TST recovered more

endothelial cells, fibroblasts, neural crest cells, and T cells than the other protocols (Fig. 54C).

TST yielded a higher expression of mitochondrial genes (Fig. 54B), in this and all other tumors

tested (Fig. 54H), since the nuclear membrane, ER, and ribosomes remain attached to the nucleus

when using this method (unpublished results). The same trends were preserved when down-

sampling by the total number of sequencing reads (Fig. 72), as well as for cell-type specific QCs

(Fig. 71D).

[00722] The CST, NST, and TST nucleus isolation methods had similar performance

characteristics when tested with MBC, ovarian cancer, and pediatric sarcoma samples, with TST

again providing the most diversity in cell types, especially in non-malignant cells. In MBC,

Applicants compared CST and NST in one metastatic brain resection (HTAPP-394), and CST and

TST in another metastatic brain resection (HTAPP-589) and in a metastatic liver biopsy (HTAPP-

963) (Fig. 54E-54H; 73-75). In all cases, QC statistics (Figs. 54F-54H; 73; 74; 75A-75D) and CNA



patterns (Figs. 73; 74; 75G-75H) were similar between protocols, and nuclei from epithelial cells

were the most prevalent (Fig. 54E). CST and NST captured a very similar distribution of cell types,

while TST captured more non-malignant cells, including T cells (Fig. 54E) and a higher fraction

of mitochondrial reads (Fig. 54H). In ovarian cancer, CST, NST, and TST recovered similar CNA

patterns from the same sample (HTAPP-316, Fig. 76), but NST recovered fewer cells, genes per

cell, and EIMIs per cell (Fig. 54E-54G), and had a lower cell type diversity, despite having greater

overall sequencing depth, whereas TST captured the greatest cell type diversity (Figs. 54E; 76A).

In a rhabdomyosarcoma sample (HTAPP-951), CST and TST captured the same cell types at

similar proportions (Fig. 54E) and showed similar CNA patterns (Fig. 77).

[00723] Overall, Applicants recommend the TST protocol for most tumor types, and CST for

tumors from neuronal tissues, such as pediatric high-grade glioma (Figs. 55; 78). With the

recommended protocols (Fig. 53B, right column), Applicants profiled additional neuroblastoma

tumors as well as Ewing sarcoma, melanoma, pediatric high-grade glioma, and CLL tumor

samples — spanning biopsies, resections, and treated samples (Figs. 53B; 54E-54H; 78-84).

Applicants also tested a pediatric rhabdomyosarcoma sample (HTAPP-951) by two different

chemistries for droplet based snRNA-Seq (v2 vs. v3 from lOx Genomics, Methods), obtaining

overall similar results in terms of cell types detected, an improved number of recovered vs.

expected nuclei and higher complexity per nucleus in v3 (Fig. 85).

[00724] Finally, when Applicants compared scRNA-Seq and snRNA-Seq by testing matching

samples from the same specimen each in CLL, MBC, neuroblastoma, and O-PDX (Figs. 54I-54J;

86-89), the methods typically recovered similar cell types with similar transcriptional profiles, but

sometimes at varying proportions. In both neuroblastoma and MBC, immune cells were more

prevalent in scRNA-Seq, and parenchymal (especially malignant) cells were more prevalent in

snRNA-Seq (Figs. 87; 88). Cell and nucleus profiles were comparable based on grouping together

when using batch correction by canonical correlation analysis (CCA)24 (Methods) (Figs. 54J; 86-

89).

[00725] In conclusion, Applicants developed a toolbox for processing fresh and frozen clinical

tumor samples by single cell and single nucleus RNA-Seq, and demonstrated it across eight tumor

types. For fresh tissues, Applicants recommend testing 2-3 dissociation methods based on the

tumor type, the tissue composition and the decision tree (Fig. 53C), and choose to apply the best



performing protocol by assessing both experimental and computational QC metrics, and, if desired,

adding a depletion step. For frozen tissues, Applicants recommend testing the NST, TST, and CST

protocols (Fig. 54A). While TST is often favorable due to its superior ability to capture the most

diverse set of cells, in some tumors Applicants recommend CST or NST (e.g., CST for pediatric

high-grade glioma, Fig. 55). CST also yields fewer mitochondrial reads, reducing sequencing cost.

When possible, Applicants recommend testing both scRNA-Seq and snRNA-Seq for the same

tumor type, as the two approaches differ in the distribution of cell types detected. Processing frozen

samples by snRNA-Seq allows studying many rare, unusual, and longitudinal banked tumor

samples. Our toolbox will help researchers systematically profile additional human tumors, leading

to a better understanding of tumor biology and ultimately to an era of precision medicine.

Example 23 - Experimental Methods for single-cell and single-nucleus RNA-seq toolbox

for fresh and frozen human tumors

[00726] Human Patient Samples. All work performed for this study was approved by either

the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute Institutional Review Board (IRB) [Lung cancer (IRB protocol

98-063), metastatic breast cancer (IRB protocol 05-246), neuroblastoma (IRB protocols 11-104

and 17-104), ovarian cancer (IRB protocol 02-051), melanoma (IRB protocol 11-104), sarcoma

(IRB protocol 17-104), GBM(IRB protocol 10-417), and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (IRB

protocol 99-224), with secondary use protocol 14-238] or by the St. Jude Children’s Research

Hospital IRB [pediatric high-grade glioma (IRB protocol 97BANK), neuroblastoma (IRB protocol

TBANK [protocol for collecting, banking and distributing human tissue samples: St. Jude

Children’s Research Hospital Biorepository] for the human samples and MAST [Molecular

analysis of solid tumors] for creating O-PDX sample)], and patients were properly consented.

[00727] Collection of Fresh Tissue for scRNA-Seq. Collection of fresh solid tumor tissue for

lung cancer, ovarian cancer and metastatic breast cancer at BWH/DFCI, was performed following

protocols established to reduce the time elapsed between removal of the tumor tissue from the

body, placement of the specimen in media, and processing for scRNA-Seq. To this end, Applicants

established procedures between the hospital team (surgeon/clinical research coordinator

(CRC)/clinical pathologist), the coordinating team (project managers/ pathology technician) and

the processing team (staff scientists/research technicians) prior to procedure day. This included



providing the hospital team with collection containers with appropriate media, and pre-defming

allocation priorities to ensure quick handling by the pathology technician of the sample received.

On the day of the procedure, timely communication between the teams ensured quick specimen

transfer from the hospital team to the research team, timely transport to the Broad for processing,

and immediate loading of the single cell suspension into the lOx Genomics Single-Cell Chromium

Controller (below).

[00728] In all cases, the tissue received from the hospital team was examined by the research

pathology technician and following procurement of a specimen for anatomic pathology review,

the highest quality portion (or core) was allocated for scRNA-Seq, placed in media and transported

to the Broad institute for dissociation following the appropriate protocol (below). Tissue quality is

assessed based on visual examination and rapid pathology interpretation at the time of collection,

and determined based on tumor content, necrosis, calcification, fat, and hemorrhage.

[00729] For ovarian cancer ascites, approximately -300 mL were usually received from the

hospital team within 1 hour after taken out of the body, which contained a vast majority of non-

malignant (mainly immune) cells. Hence, all ascites samples were subjected to CD45+ cell

depletion (below) to enrich for malignant cells.

[00730] For CLL, samples were generated from peripheral blood mononuclear cells isolated

using density centrifugation (Ficoll-Paque) and stored in freezing media (FBS +10% DMSO) in

liquid nitrogen until processing.

[00731] For orthotopic PDX of neuroblastoma samples (O-PDX), Foxnl-/- nude mice (Charles

River Laboratories) were orthotopically injected via ultrasound-guided para-adrenal injection with

cells derived from a patient MYCN-amplified neuroblastoma (available as sample SJNBL046 X 1

through the Childhood Solid Tumor Network 19 20 . A portion of O-PDX tumor was flash-frozen for

future single-nucleus RNA-Seq, while the remainder underwent dissociation as described below.

[00732] Preservation of Tissue for snRNA-Seq. For those samples that were prospectively

collected by Applicants for snRNA-seq (Neuroblastoma HTAP), freezing of tumor samples was

performed as quickly as possible after sample collection using standard biobanking technique and

the dates when samples were frozen were recorded. (Other samples were obtained from tissue

banks with limited record on how they were frozen, which is a typical scenario.) Samples were

placed in cryo-tubes without any liquid. Complete removal of liquid from the sample was



accomplished by gently wiping it (not patting, as this would damage the tissue) on the side of the

container, before placing in the cryotube. The tubes were then covered in dry-ice and transferred

to -80°C for long term storage.

[00733] The other frozen samples from snRNA-Seq were obtained from tissue banks as follows:

Ovarian OCT-frozen archival samples were obtained from the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Gynecology Oncology Tissue Bank; sarcoma snap-frozen samples were obtained from the Boston

Children’s Hospital Tissue Bank; pediatric snap-frozen glioma samples were obtained from the St.

Jude Children’s Research Hospital Biorepository; neuroblastoma snap-frozen samples were

obtained from the St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital Biorepository and the Boston Children’s

Hospital Precision Link Biobank for Health Discovery; metastatic breast cancer OCT-frozen

samples were obtained from the Center for Cancer Precision Medicine Bank; snap-frozen

melanoma samples were obtained through the laboratory of Dr. Charles Yoon at BWH.

Example 24 - Dissociation Workflow from Fresh Solid Tumor Samples

[00734] MBC, NSCLC (protocols PDEC and LE), ovarian cancer solid tumor, and

neuroblastoma workflows. Fresh tissue dissociation of MBC, NSCLC (protocols PDEC and LE),

ovarian cancer solid tumor, and neuroblastoma were performed using a similar workflow (Fig.

53C), with different components of the dissociation mixture for each tumor type, as described in

the next section.

[00735] Samples were transferred from interventional radiology (biopsies) or the operating

room (resections) in DMEM (MBC), RPMI (NSCLC), or RPMI with HEPES (ovarian cancer and

neuroblastoma) medium. Upon arrival to the laboratory, the sample was washed in cold PBS and

transferred into either a 2 mL Eppendorf tube containing dissociation mixture (for biopsies) or a 5

mL Eppendorf tube containing 3 mL dissociation mixture (for resections). Next, the sample was

minced in the Eppendorf tube using spring scissors (Fine Science Tools, catalog no. 15514-12)

into fragments under ~0.4 mm, and incubated at 37°C, while rotating at approximately 14 RPM,

for 10 minutes. After 10 minutes, the sample was pipetted 20 times with a 1 mL pipette tip at room

temperature, and placed back into incubation with rotation for an additional 10 minutes. The

sample was pipetted again 20 times using a 1 mL pipette tip, and transferred to 1.7 mL Eppendorf

tube and centrifuged at 300g for 4 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was removed and the pellet



was resuspended in 200-500 pL of ACK red blood cell lysis buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

A1049201). The ACK volume added depended on the size of the pellet; while pellet size is hard

to quantify Applicants suggest adding about 100 pL ACK lysis buffer per 100,000 cells, with a

minimum volume of 200 pL. The sample was incubated in ACK red blood cell lysis buffer for 1

minute on ice, followed by the addition of cold PBS at twice the volume of the ACK. The cells

were pelleted by a short centrifugation for 8 seconds at 4°C using the short spin setting with

centrifugal force ramping up to, but not exceeding, 11,000 g . The supernatant was removed. The

pellet color was assessed, if RBCs remained (pellet color pink or red), the ACK step was repeated

up to two additional times. To remove cell clumps, the pellet was resuspended in 100 pL of TrypLE

(Life Technologies, catalog no. 12604013) and incubated while constantly pipetting at room

temperature for 1 minute with a 200 pL pipette tip. TrypLE was inactivated by adding 200 pL of

cold RPMI 1640 with 10% FBS. The cells were pelleted using short centrifugation as described

above. The pellet was resuspended in 50 pL of 0.4% BSA (Ambion, catalog no. AM2616) in PBS.

To assess the single cell suspension, viability, and cell count, 5 pL of Trypan blue (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, catalog no. T10282) was mixed with 5 pL of the sample and loaded on INCYTO C-

Chip Disposable Hemocytometer, Neubauer Improved (VWR, catalog no. 82030-468). The cell

concentration was adjusted if necessary to a range of 200-2,000 cells/pL. A total of 8,000 cells

were loaded into each channel of the lOx Genomics Single-Cell Chromium Controller. Due to

differences between clinical samples, some steps may need to be repeated or adjusted; for a general

overview of guidelines see Fig. 53C.

[00736] NSCLC-C4protocol workflow. A similar workflow was used for protocol NSCLC-C4

with the following modifications: Following mechanical chopping as above, sample was

dissociated for 15 minutes in a 15 mL falcon tube, with gentle vortex every 5 minutes, followed

by filtration through a 70 pm filter, and washed with 20 mL of ice cold PBS and centrifuged at

580 g for 5 minutes. RBS lysis was performed similarly to the above workflow by resuspending

the pellet in 1 mL ACK lysis buffer with incubation on ice for 1 minute. 20 mL of ice cold PBS

were added to quench the ACK lysis buffer, followed by filtration through a 70 pm filter, and

centrifugation at 580 g for 5 minutes. The sample was then cleaned using Viahance™ dead-cell

removal kit (BioPAL, catalog no. CP-50VQ02) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Cells



were then re-suspended in M l 99 and loaded on the lOx Genomics Single-Cell Chromium

Controller as described above.

[00737] GBM workflow. All steps were done on ice. Sample was minced thoroughly in Petri

dish, thereafter, 4mL HBSS were added (Life Technologies, catalog number 14175095),

transferred to 15 mL tubes and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 2 minutes. After centrifugation,

supernatant was removed, pre-heated Buffer X was added, and the sample was incubated while

shaking at 37°C for 15 minutes. Sample was pipetted up-down 20 times, incubated at 37°C for an

additional 15 minutes, and pipetted again. After dissociation, the sample was filtered through a

100 pm cell strainer (Fisher Scientific, Cat # 22-363-547) into 50 mL tube. Applicants recommend

keeping any tissue fragments left in the cell strainer, as they can be reprocessed with the same

protocol if initial cell recovery is low. Filtrate was centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 3 minutes, and the

supernatant was removed. If the pellet was bloody, RBC removal was performed when needed

using LYMPHOLYTE H (CedarLAne, Cat.# CL5015) or Red Blood Cell (RBC) Lysis Solution

(lOx) (Miltenyi Biotech, Cat# 130-094-183). The pellet was washed with 10 mL of cold PBS/l%

BSA, transferred to 15 mL tube and centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 3 minutes. Supernatant was

removed and the pellet was resuspended in 0.4 BSA in PBS. Single cell suspension was visualized,

counted and loaded on the lOx Genomics Single-Cell Chromium Controller as described above.

[00738] Dissociation mixtures for different tumor types. Dissociation mixtures were prepared

approximately 5-10 minutes before sample processing from frozen aliquoted stocks, as follows:

[00739] MBC, LD Protocol. 950 pl of RPMI 1640 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no.

11875093), 10 pL of 10 mg/mL DNAse I (Sigma Aldrich, catalog no. 11284932001) to a final

concentration of 100 pg/mL, and 40 pL of 2.5 mg/mL Liberase™.

[00740] Ovarian cancer resection. Dissociation mixture was based on Miltenyi Human Tumor

Dissociation Kit (Miltenyi Biotec, catalog no. 130-095-929). Before starting, Enzymes H, R, and

A were resuspended according to manufacturer’s instructions. Dissociation mix containing 2.2 mL

RPMI, 100 pL enzyme H, 50 pL enzyme R, and 12.5 enzyme A, was prepared immediately before

use.

[00741] Neuroblastoma, NB-C4 protocol. Medium 199, Hanks Balanced Salts Buffer (Thermo

Fisher Scientific) with 100 pg/mL of DNAse I (Millipore Sigma, catalog no. 11284932001), 100

pg/mL Collagenase IV (Worthington; catalog no. LS004186).



[00742] Orthotopic PDX neuroblastoma. Worthington Papain Dissociation System (catalog

no. LK003150). Dissociation was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions, with

deviation of the dissociation duration, which was shortened to 15 minutes.

[00743] NSCLC, PDEC protocol. 2692 HBSS (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no.

141701 12), 187.5 L of 20 mg/mL pronase (Sigma Aldrich, catalog no. 10165921001) to a final

concentration of 1,250 pg/mL, 27.6 pL of 1 mg/mL elastase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog

no. NC9301601) to a final concentration of 9.2 pg/mL, 30 pL of 10 mg/mL DNase I (Sigma

Aldrich, catalog no. 11284932001) to a final concentration of 100 pg/mL, 30 pL of 10 mg/mL

Dispase (Sigma Aldrich, catalog no. 4942078001) to a final concentration of 100 pg/mL, 30 pL

of 150 mg/mL Collagenase A (Sigma Aldrich, catalog no. 10103578001) to a final concentration

of 1,500 pg/mL, 3 pL of 100 pg/mL collagenase IV (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no.

NC9836075) to a final concentration of 1250 pg/mL.

[00744] NSCLC, LE protocol. 5 mL RPMI 1640 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no.

11875093), 200 pL of 2.5 mg/mL Liberase™ (Millipore Sigma, 5401 119001) to a final

concentration of 100 pg/mL, 50 pL of 10 mg/mL DNase I (Sigma Aldrich, catalog no.

11284932001) to a final concentration of 100 pg/mL, 27.6 pL of 1mg/mL elastase (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, catalog number NC9301601) to a final concentration of 9.2 pg/mL.

[00745] NSCLC, C4protocol. 5 mL M l 99 with DNase 1 (final concentration of 10 pg/mL) and

Collagenase iv (final concentration of 100 pg/mL).

[00746] GBM Brain Tumor Dissociation Kit (P) (Miltenyi Biotech. Catalog number 130-095-

942). 4 mL Buffer X , 40 pL Buffer Y, 50 p Enzyme N, 20 p Enzyme A .

Processing of non-solid tumor samplesfor scRNA-Seq

[00747] CLL Frozen (cryopreserved) cells were thawed in 10 mL RPMI, pelleted and washed

with an additional 10 mL RPMI. Live cells were sorted using the MoFlo Astrios EQ Cell Sorter,

and 8,000 cells were loaded on one channel of the lOx Genomics Single-Cell Chromium

Controller. Remaining cells were pelleted by short centrifugation, the supernatant was discarded

and the pellet was frozen on dry ice and stored in -80°C.

[00748] Ovarian cancer ascites. Ascites samples without spheres were selected and delivered

in six 50 mL conical tubes, for a total of 300 mL of fluid. Tubes were spun down at 580xg for 5

minutes in a 4°C pre-cooled centrifuge and supernatants was aspirated.



[00749] Pellets were resuspended in 5 mL cold ACK Lysing Buffer, and combined from all

tubes at this step. ACK lysis was done on ice for 3 minutes, and quenched by adding 10 mL of

cold PBS, followed by centrifugation at 580xg for 5 minutes at 4°C. The pellet color was assessed

and if it was pink or red, revealing a significant portion of erythrocytes, ACK treatment steps were

repeated as needed at most two additional times. Post ACK treatment, the pellet was resuspended

in 20 mL cold PBS, filtered through a 70 pm cell strainer into a 50 mL conical tube, and the filter

was washed with additional 20 mL cold PBS to recover as many cells as possible. The sample was

then centrifuged at 580xg for 5 minutes at 4°C. To reduce the fraction of immune cells in the

sample, CD45+ cell depletion was performed using the MACS CD45 depletion protocol described

below.

[00750] Depletion of CD45+ cellsfor scRNA-Seq. Depletion of CD45+ cells in ovarian cancer

ascites samples and NSCLC was performed using CD45 MicroBeads (Miltenyi Biotec, catalog no.

130-045-801) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Briefly, following dissociation of ascites

or NSCLC samples, cells were counted. The single-cell suspension was centrifuged at 500g for 4

minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was removed and the pellet was resuspended in 80 pL of MACS

buffer (PBS supplemented with 0.5% BSA, and 2mM EDTA) per 106 cells. 20 pL of the MACS

CD45 microbeads were added to the cell suspension per 10 million cells. The cells incubated on

ice for 15 minutes. During the incubation, the LS column was prepared by attaching the column

to a MidiMACS separator and rinsing the column with 3 mL MACS buffer. Following the

incubation, the cells and bead conjugate was washed with 900 pL MACS buffer per 10 million

cells. The cells were centrifuged at 500g for 4 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was removed and

the pellet was resuspended in 500 pL MACS buffer. The cell suspension was transferred to the LS

column and the effluent was collected (CD45- fraction). The column was washed three times with

3 mL MACS buffer. The CD45- fraction was centrifuged at 500g for 4 minutes at 4°C. In ascites

samples, bead attachment and column separation can be repeated to increase the number of tumor

and stromal cells relative to immune cells. The pellet was resuspended in 50 pL of 0.4% BSA

(Ambion, catalog no. AM2616) in PBS. Cells were counted by mixing 5 pL of Trypan blue

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no. T10282) with 5 pL of the sample and loaded on INCYTO

C-Chip Disposable Hemocytometer, Neubauer Improved (VWR, catalog no. 82030-468). The cell



concentration was adjusted if necessary to a range of 200-2,000 cells/pL. 8,000 cells were loaded

into each channel of the lOx Genomics Single-Cell Chromium Controller.

[00751] ST based buffersfor snRNA-seq. 2X stock of salt-Tris solution (ST buffer) containing

146 mMNaCl (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no. AM9759), 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 (Thermo

Fisher Scientific, catalog no. 15567027), 1 mM CaCl2 (Vwr, catalog no. 97062-820), and 2 1 mM

MgCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog no. M1028) was made and used to prepare three buffers. For CST :

1 mL of 2X ST buffer, 980 L of 1% CHAPS (Millipore), 10 µΐ of 2% BSA (New England

BioLabs), and 10 pL of nuclease-free water. For TST : 1 mL of 2X ST buffer, 60 pL of 1% Tween-

20 (Sigma-aldrich, catalog no. P-7949), 10 pL of 2% BSA (New England Biolabs, catalog no.

B9000S), and 930 pL of nuclease-free water. For NST: 1 mL of 2X ST buffer, 40 pL of 10%

Nonidet™ P40 Substitute (Fisher Scientific), 10 pL of 2% BSA (NEB), and 950 pL of nuclease-

free water lx ST buffer was prepared by dilution 2x ST with ultra-pure water (Thermo Fisher

Scientific catalog no. 10977023) in a ratio of 1:1.

[00752] Nucleus isolation from frozen samples for snRNA-seq. On dry ice, tissue was split

and subjected to one of three salt-Tris (ST)-based nucleus isolation protocols (ED, NVW, CS,

ORR and AR; unpublished results) and the EZ nuclei isolation buffer8, as detailed below.

[00753] Nucleus isolation workflow for ST-based buffers. On ice, a piece of frozen tumor

tissue was placed into a well of a 6-well plate (Stem cell Technologies, catalog no. 38015) with 1

mL of either CST, TST, or NST buffer. For samples frozen in OCT, an additional step of removing

the surrounding OCT, and washing any residual OCT from the sample with PBS was performed

in a 10 cm Petri dish. Tissue was then chopped using Noyes Spring Scissors (Fine Science Tools,

catalog no. 15514-12) for 10 minutes on ice. For cell pellets, such as for CLL frozen cells, sample

was pipetted in the buffer on ice, instead of chopping. The homogenized solution was then filtered

through a 40 pm Falcon™ cell strainer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no. 08-771-2). An

additional 1 mL of the detergent buffer solution was used to wash the well and filter. The volume

was brought up to 5 mL with 3 mL of IX ST buffer. The sample was then transferred to a 15 mL

conical tube and centrifuged at 4°C for 5 minutes at 500g in a swinging bucket centrifuge. The

pellet was resuspended in IX ST buffer. Resuspension volume was dependent on the size of the

pellet, usually within the range of 100-200 pL. The nucleus solution was then filtered through a

35 pm Falcon™ cell strainer (Corning, catalog no. 352235). Nuclei were counted using C-chip



disposable hemocytometer (VWR International Ltd, catalog no. 22-600-100). 10,000 or 8,000

nuclei (V2 or V3 lOx genomics, receptively) of the single-nucleus suspension were loaded onto

the Chromium Chips for the Chromium Single Cell 3' Library (V2, PN-120233; V3 PN-1000075)

according to the manufacturer’s recommendations (lOx Genomics).

[00754] Nucleus isolation workflow using EZ lysis buffer. Nucleus isolation was done as

previously described8. Briefly, tissue samples were cut into pieces <0.5 cm and homogenized

using a glass dounce tissue grinder (Sigma, Catalog no. D8938). The tissue was homogenized 25

times with pestle A and 25 times with pestle B in 2 mL of ice-cold nuclei EZ lysis buffer. The

sample was then incubated on ice for 5 minutes, with an additional 3 mL of cold EZ lysis buffer.

Nuclei were centrifuged at 500g for 5 minutes at 4°C, washed with 5 mL ice-cold EZ lysis buffer

and incubated on ice for 5 minutes. After centrifugation, the nucleus pellet was washed with 5 mL

Nuclei Suspension Buffer (NSB; consisting of lx PBS, 0.01% BSA and 0.1% RNAse inhibitor

(Clontech, Catalog no.23 13A)). Isolated nuclei were resuspended in 2 mL NSB, filtered through a

35 pm cell strainer (Corning- Falcon, Catalog no. 352235) and counted. A final concentration of

1,000 nuclei/pL was used for loading on lOx v2 channel.

[00755] Droplet-based sc/snRNA-seq. An input of 8,000 single cells or 10,000 single nuclei

(8,000 for v3 lOx technology) were loaded into each channel of the Chromium single cell 3 ’ Chip.

Single cells/nuclei were partitioned into droplets with Gel Beads in the Chromium. After

emulsions were formed, barcoded reverse transcription of RNA took place. This was followed by

cDNA amplification, fragmentation and adaptor and sample index attachment, all according to the

manufacturer’s recommendations. Libraries from four lOx channels were pooled together and

sequenced on one lane of an Illumina HiSeqX with paired end reads, Read 1: 26 nt, Read 2 : 55 nt,

Index 1: 8 nt, Index 2 : 0 nt.

Computational Methods

[00756] scRNA-seq dataprocessing. Applicants used Cell Ranger mkfastq (v2.0 and v3.0) (lOx

Genomics) to generate demultiplexed FASTQ files from the raw sequencing reads. Applicants

aligned these reads to the human GRCh38 genome and quantified gene counts as UMIs using Cell

Ranger count (v2.0 and v3.0) (lOx Genomics). For single-nucleus RNA-seq reads, Applicants

counted reads mapping to introns as well as exons, as this results in a greater number of genes

detected per nucleus, more nuclei passing quality control, and better cell type identification, as



previously described25. To count introns during read mapping, Applicants followed the approach

described at https://support.lOxgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-

expression/software/pipelines/latest/advanced/references. Briefly, Applicants built a “pre-mRNA”

human GRCh38 reference using Cell Ranger mkref (v3.0) (lOx Genomics) and a modified gene

transfer format (GTF) file, where for each transcript, the feature type had been changed from

transcript to exon. The starting GTF files came from refdata-cellranger-GRCh38-l.2.0.tar.gz or

refdata-cellranger-GRCh38-3.0.0.tar.gz, and are available for download at

https://support.l0xgenomics.eom/single-cell-gene-expression/software/downloads/3.0.

[00757] To down-sample sequencing reads or gene counts (UMIs) when comparing protocols,

Applicants used downsampleReads and downsampleMatrix, respectively from the R package 10

DropletUtils. Reads were down-sampled to match the protocol with the lowest number of total

reads. After down-sampling by total reads, Applicants used write lOxCounts from DropletUtils and

a custom python script to generate an HDF5 file for input into the analysis pipelines described

below.

[00758] Quality control of scRNA-seq data. To maintain explicit control over all gene and cell

quality control filters, in all the downstream analyses Applicants used the raw feature-barcode

matrix, rather than the filtered feature-barcode matrix generated by Cell Ranger. Applicants

removed low quality cells by requiring each cell to have a minimal number of UMIs and genes

detected. Applicants used different thresholds depending on the experimental modality (single cell

or single nucleus) and on the lOx kit (V2 or V3 chemistry). For single nucleus data, Applicants

retained nuclei with at least 200 genes and 400 UMIs detected by V2 chemistry and with at least

500 genes and 1,000 UMIs detected by V3 chemistry. For single cell data, Applicants retained

cells with at least 500 genes and 1,000 UMIs detected by either V2 or V3 chemistry. For both data

types, Applicants filtered out those cells or nuclei where >20% of UMIs came from mitochondrial

genes. Finally, Applicants normalized the total UMIs per cell or nucleus to one-hundred thousand

(CP100K), and log-transformed these values to report gene expression as E = log(CPlOOK+l).

[00759] Applicants reported the following QC metrics: number of total reads per library sample,

sequencing saturation (fraction of reads originating from an already-observed UMI as reported by

Cell Ranger count), total recovered cells or nuclei, number of reads per cell or nucleus, number

of UMIs per cell or nucleus, number of genes detected per cell or nucleus, fraction of UMIs in a



cell or nucleus aligned to mitochondrial genes, fraction of droplets estimated to contain only

ambient RNA (“empty drops”), fraction of cell or nucleus doublets, the number of detected cell

types, and the pattern of copy number aberration (CNA) for malignant cells. For a subset of

samples, Applicants also calculated the UMI saturation for each cell or nucleus by subsampling

from the total number of sequencing reads in the cell or nucleus26, the number of cells or nuclei

per detected cell type, and the estimated level of ambient RNA in droplets containing cells.

[00760] Applicants predicted droplets containing only ambient RNA and no cells using

EmptyDrops, with the retain parameter set by the knee of the curve in the barcode rank plot (cell

barcodes ranked by their total UMIs) 10 . Applicants predicted potential doublets using Scrublet with

expected doublet rate = 0.061 1. Applicants estimated the levels of ambient RNA using SoupX

and a set of cell-type specific marker genes 18 . Importantly, Applicants flagged the doublets and

empty drops and retained them in their analysis, instead of immediately filtering them out. Droplets

that appear to contain doublets or empty drops can arise from many different effects, such as

cellular differentiation or insufficient sequencing, and by carrying them through the analysis,

potential doublets or empty drops can be more clearly interpreted in the context of the full dataset.

[00761] Dimensionality reduction, clustering, and visualization. For each tumor sample,

Applicants analyzed the filtered expression matrix to identify cell subsets, as previously

described27
’
28. Applicants chose highly variable genes with a z-score cutoff of 0 .52 9 , centered and

scaled the expression of each gene to have a mean of zero and standard deviation of one, and

performed dimensionality reduction on the variable genes using principal component analysis

(PCA). Applicants used the top 50 principal components (PCs) as input to Louvain graph-based

clustering, with the resolution parameter set to 1.3. For each cluster of cells, Applicants identified

cluster-specific differentially expressed genes using the following tests: an AUC classifier,

Welch’s t-test, and Fisher’s exact test. For tests that returned a p-value, Applicants controlled the

false discovery rate at 5% with the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure 30. Applicants visualized gene

expression and clustering results by embedding cells or nuclei profiles in a Uniform Manifold

Approximation and Projection (UMAP) 3 1 of the top 50 PCs, with min dist = 0 .5, spread = 1.0, the

number of neighbors = 15, and the Euclidean distance metric.

[00762] Annotating cell subsets. For each cell subset identified by clustering, Applicants

assigned a cell type from the malignant, parenchymal, stromal, and immune compartments of the



tumor microenvironment using a combination of differentially expressed genes, known gene

signatures, and SingleR32, an automated annotation package. When running SingleR, only cell

types assigned to 30 or more cells were considered. When scoring cells for the expression of known

gene signatures, Applicants used the AddModuleScore function in Seurat (v2.3.4)24 . Applicants

note that overlapping expression programs between T cells and NK cells make these cell types

sometimes more difficult to accurately identify.

[00763] Applicants identified the malignant cells by inferring chromosomal copy number

aberrations (CNAs) from the gene-expression data using inferCNV (vl.l.O) 33. On a sample-by-

sample basis, Applicants used the immune and endothelial cells as a healthy reference to estimate

CNAs in the malignant cells. Applicants created the count matrix file and annotation file for

inferCNV by randomly subsetting the counts data to sample at most 2,000 cells or nuclei.

Applicants created a gene ordering file from the human GRCh38 assembly, which contains the

chromosomal start and end positions for each gene. To run inferCNV, Applicants used a cutoff of

0.1 for the minimum average read counts per gene among reference cells or nuclei, clustered

according to the annotated cell types, denoised our output, ran an HMM to predict CNA level,

implemented inferCNV’ s i6 HMM model, and requested 8 threads for parallel steps.

[00764] Comparing single cell and single nucleus RNA-Seq data. To compare profiles

between single cell and single nucleus RNA-Seq data collected from the same sample, Applicants

used a batch-correction approach.

[00765] For the batch correction approach, Applicants performed batch correction using

canonical correlation analysis (CCA) as implemented in Seurat (v2.3.4)24 . Applicants selected

1,500 genes that were variable across both the cell and nucleus data, used those genes as input to

RunCCA to compute the first 20 canonical components, and aligned the first 12 canonical

components with AlignSubspace. The aligned canonical components represent a co-embedding of

the cell and nucleus data, and Applicants carried out clustering in this dimensionality-reduced

space using FindClusters.

[00766] Software and data availability. Applicants implemented all major analysis steps, from

FASTQ files to identifying cell subsets, in pipelines executed in a Cloud environment. Applicants

named this collection of pipelines scCloud, which may be executed in both a Cloud-based

environment and a local, python environment.



[00767] Pipelines were written in the Workflow Description Language (WDL) and run on

Cromwell in the Terra Cloud platform (https://app.terra.bio/), and data was stored in Google Cloud

Plaform storage buckets. Applicants wrote two WDL workflows: cellranger workflow, a wrapper

for running Cell Ranger mkfastq and count, and scCloud, a novel, fast, and scalable analysis

pipeline for single cell and single nucleus RNA-Seq data. All analysis workflows will be publicly

available through https://github.com/klarman-cell-observatory/scCloud.

[00768] Applicants ran additional quality control steps, cell-subset annotations, and protocol

comparison steps in R (v3.5) by converting the single-cell AnnData objects from scCloud into

Seurat objects. An example script for this analysis will be made available at

https://github.com/klarman-cell-observatory/HTAPP-Pipelines.

[00769] Raw data will be available in the controlled access repository DUOS

(https://duos.broadinstitute.Org/#/home).
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Example 25 - Expanded single-cell and single-nucleus RNA-Seq toolbox for processing

tumors.

[00770] Applicants began by processing fresh tissue. To choose the best performing

dissociation method, Applicants apportioned large tumor specimens into smaller pieces (-0.5-2

cm), dissociating each piece with a different protocol for fresh tissue dissociation. Collagenase 4

is NSCLC-C4, PDEC is a mixture of Pronase, Dispase, Elastase, and Collagenases A and 4 . LE

consists of Liberase™ and Elastase. Each of these was prepared in combination with DNase I .

While the QCs looked similar (Fig. 94A) we see that each protocol results in a different proportion

of cell types (Fig. 94B). For example C4 does not recover mast cells, endothelial cells, or

fibroblasts, while the other two protocols do. In this case Applicants chose the PDEC protocol for

future processing and also used this protocol for processing fresh normal lung samples.

[00771] Applicants found that the C4 protocol has the highest number of genes detected per cell

overall. However, looking within cell types, Applicants found that similar number of cells were

recovered across all three protocols, with C4 having greater cell type proportion of epithelial cells

and macrophages. These cells are typically larger, have more starting RNA and more genes



detected per cell, and so overall have the highest number genes detected per cell. Because cell type

proportions may vary between protocols, and the number of detected genes (and other metrics)

varies between cell types, it is important to also assess cell-type specific QCs when choosing a

protocol. For example, while C4 has the highest number of genes detected overall per cell, LE has

the greatest number of genes detected per cell in epithelial cells and PDEC has the greatest number

of genes detected per cell in B cells (Fig. 95).

[00772] Overall, Applicants processed five types of fresh tumors: non-small cell lung

carcinoma (NSCLC), metastatic breast cancer (MBC), ovarian cancer, glioblastoma (GBM), and

neuroblastoma, as well as a cryopreserved non-solid, chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) (Fig.

96). Applicants measured QCs for all tissue types, looked at cell proportions and chose a

recommended protocol for each tumor type (Fig. 97). While fresh sample processing generally

works well, it has several limitations. First, one has to tailor cell dissociation to tumor type (cell

type and ECM components). Processing is also time sensitive. Changes in gene expression are also

common and there is loss of sensitive cells during dissociation. Moreover, there is no possibility

for multiplexing.

[00773] To address these limitations Applicants previously developed a single-nuclei (snRNA-

seq) method for profiling expression in single nuclei (Fig. 98). See also WO 2017/0164936, the

entirety of which is incorporated by reference herein. snRNA-seq has several advantages. For

example, it does not require cell dissociation, can use frozen or lightly fixed tissue, decouples

collection from processing, can use banked samples, allows early pooling within and across

donors, and allows for massively parallel implementation.

[00774] Application of the protocol tumor tissues required some modification. Buffers,

detergent, and force were optimized with over 104 preparations and Applicants developed a nuclei

processing toolbox to quickly and effectively profile frozen tissues. The best general approach was

testing four different nucleus isolation buffers, three of which were very similar to each other apart

from the detergent and the original buffer EZ (Fig. 99).

[00775] To understand the basis for performance differences among nuclei preparations,

Applicants compared nuclei structure between the new and published preparations for snRNA-seq

electron microscopy. The published methods yielded isolated intact nuclei. In contrast, CST

preserved not only the nuclear envelope, but also the ribosomes on the outer nuclear membrane.



Applicants thus termed this method RAISIN (Ribosomes And Intact Single Nucleus) RNA-seq.

TST maintained both the rough ER and its attached ribosomes on the outer nuclear membrane,

Applicants thus termed this method, INNER Cell (INtact Nucleus and Endoplasmic Reticulum

from a single Cell). Consistent with the TEM results, both RAISIN RNA-seq and INNER Cell

RNA-seq yielded higher exorrintron ratios than the published methods (41% and 64% increases,

respectively), suggesting greater recovery of mRNA relative to pre-mRNA.

[00776] With this toolbox in hand, Applicants tested it on tumors, starting with Neuroblastoma.

Applicants observed a similar number of nuclei recovered across protocols, but different cell type

proportions, in particular in the T cells, fibroblasts, and zona glomerulosa. Applicants did observe

that the EZ buffer did not perform as well. Applicants could apply this across many tumor types,

including Neuroblastoma, MBC, glioma, CLL, ovarian cancer, melanoma, and sarcoma (Fig. 100).

[00777] Looking again at QCs and proportions, Applicants observed that in most cases the TST

buffer outperforms the other buffers - so while it has more mitochondrial reads - in most cases it

detects more immune cells. EZ performed the least well among these tumor types. Applicants next

wanted to compare sc/sn RNA-Seq on the same tumor sample, so they took two pieces. One freshly

processed by scRNA-seq, one frozen and processed by snRNA-seq. Applicants combined the two

datasets, clustered them to identify cell types, and visualized them in UMAP embedding.

Applicants observed more T cells in scRNA-seq, more neural crest (cell of origin), endothelial cell

in snRNA-seq. Each method has different biases to types of cells recovered.

[00778] Lastly, Applicants wanted to test frozen pre-cancer samples, so a frozen DCIS sample

and profile was run using the nuclei toolbox. After analysis, Applicants obtained good QC metrics

and could detect several cell types - including two clusters of epithelial cells, immune cells,

endothelial cells, and fibroblasts (Fig. 101).

[00779] Applicants also looked at specific breast cancer markers, such as estrogen receptor,

progesterone receptor, and ERBB2- HER2. Applicants observed PIP-prolactin induced protein, a

biomarker for early stage BC (Fig. 102).

[00780] In summary, to choose the protocol for the cancer type in question, it is best to compare

two to three protocols in parallel on the same tissue sample. It is also advisable to check all QCs

and if possible, compare sc/snRNA-seq on the same tissue sample. The “best” protocol depends



on the biological question: one must choose the protocol that recovers the greatest cellular diversity

(for atlas), and it also depends on whether one is looking at deletion or enrichment of markers.

[00781] To optimize the protocol on FFPE tissues, it is necessary to focus on 4 main steps in

the protocol: 1) deparafmization - get rid of the FFPE; 2) decrosslinking; 3) isolation of nuclei;

and 4) capture RNA and Library construction (Fig. 103). Some steps may be tissue specific. All

steps for the workflow were optimized, as illustrated in Fig. 104. In terms of samples Applicants

focused on mouse brain (Fig. 105B). Many methods are developed using this tissue because it has

a lot of RNA. All the FFPE blocks were made fresh and processed quickly. Applicants are now

also working on getting scrolls from lung cancer patients (Fig. 105A).

[00782] During optimization, Applicants compared different deparaffmization methods.

Applicants optimized digestion with ProteinaseK and heat decrosslinking. Applicants also used

two different library construction (LC) methods - SCRB-Seq and Smart-seq2 (Fig. 106). Both

methods are poly A based, but the main difference is that SMART-Seq2 generates full length

transcripts, while SCRB-Seq you get the 3 end of mRNA transcripts. Another difference is that

in SMART-Seq2 each cell is processed by itself, while in SCRB-Seq there is early pooling of cells

as a barcode is added at the cDNA stage (Fig. 107).

[00783] SCRB-Seq Whole Transcriptome Amplification (WTA) was tested for FFPE because

it allows for a high level of multiplexing - barcoding of samples started at reverse transcription

(RT). SCRB-Seq has high sensitivity because it amplifies pools of samples (there is more PCR

template present). It uses unique molecular identifiers (EIMIs) to detect and quantify unique

mRNA transcripts. The cost of constructing sequencing libraries is low - with one library per pool

of samples.

[00784] Applicants made the following modifications to the SCRB-Seq protocol for FFPE. RT

reaction was done with barcode primers in SMART-Seq2 reaction conditions with less expensive

template switching oligos, post-RT PCR conditions were optimized, and cDNA-seq library

construction was improved.

[00785] Applicants compared the two methods using the chosen extraction buffer (Xylene RT),

used a frozen sample as a positive control and used had a varying number of nuclei. When

Applicants looked at the QC they observed that in both SMART-Seq2 and SCRB-Seq libraries a



significant number of genes can be detected. Also, the mitochondrial and ribosomal fractions are

considerably low (Fig. 108A).

[00786] Applicants then looked at correlation of expression across library preps, nuclei

extraction method and number of nuclei. Applicants observed that when they processed 100 nuclei

- there was good correlation between the different frozen samples and between the different FFPE

samples. For the FFPE samples, even if the prep was not the same, he samples still clustered

together and Applicants also saw that there was a good correlation between FFPE and frozen

samples. As expected, the correlation goes down with the numbers of nuclei tested - since cortex

mouse is a complex tissue with many cell types. Correlation across preps was as follows: 100/10

frozen nuclei preps tend to cluster together and 100/10 FFPE nuclei preps tend to cluster together

but one can see good correlation between frozen and FFPE at 100 nuclei (precision=XXX). Lower

correlation was observed at 1 nucleus since brain cortex has many cell types and states and data

are sparse (Fig. 109).

[00787] Applicants next tried to cluster the single nuclei and did not observe clear clusters - as

the number of cells profiled was too low. However, when looking at known mouse marker genes

-expression of specific markers for neurons, glia, and astrocytes in the single cells is observerd

(Fig. 110). Moreover, Applicants could use data generated for single cells in mouse cortex brain

(from the BICCN) and predict cell types from the FFPE data. Accordingly, Applicants were able

to predict several cell types at good accuracy (Figs. 111A, 111B). Applicants used 2,006 genes

detected found in both the 10X data (mouse BICCN) and the single nuclei FFPE data to train

classifier. First, Applicants split the 10X data in half (train and test data sets), then they ran the

classifier on train set, and used it to predict cell type labels on test set.

[00788] Various modifications and variations of the described methods, pharmaceutical

compositions, and kits of the invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art without departing

from the scope and spirit of the invention. Although the invention has been described in connection

with specific embodiments, it will be understood that it is capable of further modifications and that

the invention as claimed should not be unduly limited to such specific embodiments. Indeed,

various modifications of the described modes for carrying out the invention that are obvious to

those skilled in the art are intended to be within the scope of the invention. This application is



intended to cover any variations, uses, or adaptations of the invention following, in general, the

principles of the invention and including such departures from the present disclosure come within

known customary practice within the art to which the invention pertains and may be applied to the

essential features herein before set forth.



CLAIMS
What is claimed is:

1 . A method of recovering nuclei or whole cells from a formalin-fixed paraffin-

embedded (FFPE) tissue comprising:

a . dissolving paraffin from a FFPE tissue sample in a solvent, preferably the solvent

is selected from the group consisting of xylene and mineral oil, wherein the tissue is dissolved at

a temperature between 4C to 90C, preferably room temperature (20 to 25C) for recovering whole

cells and 90C for recovering nuclei;

b. rehydrating the tissue using a gradient of ethanol from 100% to 0% ethanol (EtOH);

c . transferring the rehydrated tissue to a volume of a first buffer comprising a

buffering agent, a detergent and an ionic strength between lOOmM and 200mM, optionally the

first buffer comprises protease inhibitors or proteases and/or BSA;

d . chopping or dounce homogenizing the tissue in the buffer; and

e . removing debris by filtering and/or FACS sorting.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising isolating nuclei or cell types by FACS

sorting.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein dissolving paraffin from a FFPE tissue sample,

comprises incubating at least one time in xylene, at room temperature (RT), for about 10 minutes

each, and wherein xylene is removed at each change.

4 . The method of claim 3, further comprising washing the tissue at least two times

with xylene for about 10 min each, wherein the washes are performed at room temperature (RT),

90C, or at least one time at room temperature (RT) and at least one time at 90C, wherein xylene is

removed at each change.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein dissolving paraffin from a FFPE tissue sample,

comprises incubating at least twice in about 5 ml xylene per 30-100 mg FFPE tissue sample, at

room temperature, for about 10 minutes each, wherein xylene is removed at each change.



6 . The method of claim 5, further comprising washing the tissue with xylene at 37C

for about 10 min.

7 . The method of claim 6, further comprising cutting the tissue into two or more pieces

and washing at least one piece of the tissue with xylene at 37C for about 10 min.

8 . The method of claim 1, wherein dissolving paraffin from a FFPE tissue sample,

comprises incubating at least three times in xylene, at room temperature, for about 10 minutes

each, and wherein xylene is removed at each change.

9 . The method of claim 8, further comprising washing the tissue three additional times

with xylene for about 10 min each, wherein the first wash is at room temperature and the second

and third washes are at 90C, and wherein xylene is removed at each change.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein rehydrating the tissue comprises a step gradient of

ethanol (EtOH) and the tissue is incubated between 1 to 10 minutes at each step.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the step gradient comprises incubating the tissue

for about 2 minutes each in successive washes of 95%, 75%, and 50% ethanol (EtOH).

12. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein after rehydrating the tissue the

method further comprises placing the tissue samples on ice or on a device capable of maintaining

the tissue between 4 and 10C, wherein all subsequent steps are performed at a temperature between

4 and 10C.

13. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein after the step of dissolving

paraffin from the tissue or rehydrating the tissue the method further comprises dividing the tissue,

preferably in half.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the first buffer comprises a detergent selected from

the group consisting of NP40, CHAPS and Tween-20.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the NP40 concentration is about 0.2%.



16. The method of claim 14, wherein the Tween-20 concentration is about 0.03%.

17. The method of claim 14, wherein the CHAPS concentration is about 0.49%.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the first buffer is selected from the group consisting

of CST, TST, NST and NSTnPo.

19. The method of claim 1, wherein after the step of chopping or dounce homogenizing

the method further comprises centrifuging, preferably, the sample is centrifuged at about 500g for

about 5 min, and resuspending the sample in a second buffer comprising a buffering agent and an

ionic strength between lOOmM and 200mM, optionally the second buffer comprises protease

inhibitors.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the second buffer is ST, optionally comprising

protease inhibitors.

21. The method of claim 1, wherein the sample is filtered through a 40 uM filter.

22. The method of claim 21, further comprising washing the filtered sample in the first

buffer.

23. The method of claim 22, further comprising filtering the sample through a 30 uM

filter.

24. The method of claim 1, wherein after the step of chopping or dounce homogenizing

the method further comprises adding an additional 2 volumes of the first buffer (3 volumes total)

and filtering the sample through a 40 uM filter.

25. The method of claim 24, further comprising adding an additional three volumes of

the first buffer (6 volumes total), centrifuging, preferably, the sample is centrifuged at about 500g

for about 5 min, and resuspending the sample in a second buffer comprising a buffering agent and

an ionic strength between lOOmM and 200mM, optionally the second buffer comprises protease

inhibitors.



26. The method of claim 25, wherein the second buffer is ST, optionally comprising

protease inhibitors.

27. The method of any of the preceding claims, further comprising reversing cross-

linking in the tissue sample before or during any step of the method.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein reversing cross-linking comprises proteinase

digestion.

29. The method of claim 28, wherein the proteinase is proteinase K or a cold-active

protease.

30. The method of any of the preceding claims, further comprising adding a reagent

that stabilizes RNA to the tissue sample before or during any step of the method.

31. The method of any of the preceding claims, further comprising lysing recovered

cells or nuclei and performing reverse transcription.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein the reverse transcription is performed in

individual reaction vessels.

33. The method of claim 31, wherein the reaction vessels are wells, chambers, or

droplets.

34. The method of any of the preceding claims, further comprising performing single

cell, single nucleus or bulk RNA-seq, DNA-seq, ATAC-seq, or ChIP on the recovered nuclei or

whole cells.

35. The method of any of the preceding claims, further comprising staining the

recovered cells or nuclei.

36. The method of claim 35, wherein the stain comprises ruby stain.



37. A method of recovering nuclei and attached ribosomes from a tissue sample

comprising:

a . chopping the tissue sample at between 0-4 °C in a nuclear extraction buffer

comprising Tris buffer, a detergent and salts; and

b. filtering the sample through a filter between 30-50 uM, preferably 40 uM, and

optionally washing the filter with fresh nuclear extraction buffer,

wherein the nuclei are present in the supernatant passed through the filter.

38. The method of claim 37, wherein the nuclear extraction buffer comprises 10-20

mM Tris, about 0.49% CHAPS, a salt concentration having an ionic strength of l00-250mM, and

about 0.01% BSA, whereby nuclei are recovered that have a preserved nuclear envelope and

ribosomes.

39. The method of claim 38, wherein the nuclear extraction buffer is buffer CST.

40. The method of claim 37, wherein the nuclear extraction buffer comprises 10-20

mM Tris, about 0.03% Tween-20, a salt concentration having an ionic strength of l00-250mM,

and about 0.01% BSA, whereby nuclei are recovered that have a preserved nuclear envelope, rough

ER and ribosomes.

4 1. The method of claim 40, wherein the nuclear extraction buffer is buffer TST.

42. The method of any of claims 37 to 41, wherein the salts comprise 146 mM NaCl,

lmM CaCl2, and 2lmM MgCl2.

43. The method of any of claims 37 to 42, wherein chopping comprises chopping with

scissors for 1-10 minutes.

44. The method of any of claims 37 to 43, wherein nuclei from specific cell types are

genetically modified to express a detectable label on the nuclear membrane and the method further

comprises enriching nuclei from the specific cell types using the detectable label.



45. The method of any of claims 37 to 44, further comprising staining the recovered

nuclei.

46. The method of claim 45, wherein the stain comprises ruby stain.

47. The method of any of claims 37 to 46, wherein the nuclei are sorted into discrete

volumes by FACS.

48. The method of any of claims 37 to 46, further comprising pelleting the nuclei and

resuspending the nuclei in a second buffer consisting of Tris buffer and salts.

49. The method of claim 48, wherein the second buffer is buffer ST.

50. The method of any of claims 37 to 49, further comprising generating a single nuclei

barcoded library for the recovered nuclei, wherein the nucleic acid from each nuclei is labeled with

a barcode sequence comprising a cell of origin barcode, optionally the barcode sequence includes

a cell of origin barcode and a unique molecular identifier (UMI).

51. The method of claim 50, wherein RNA and/or DNA is labeled with the barcode

sequence.

52. The method of claim 51, wherein the library is an RNA-seq, DNA-seq, and/or

ATAC-seq library.

53. The method of any of claims 50 to 52, further comprising sequencing the library.

54. The method of any of claims 37 to 53, wherein the tissue sample is fresh frozen.

55. The method of any of claims 37 to 54, wherein the tissue sample comprises cells

originating from the central nervous system (CNS) or enteric nervous system (ENS).

56. The method of any of claims 37 to 55, wherein the tissue sample is obtained from

the gut or the brain.



57. The method of any of claims 37 to 56, wherein the tissue sample is obtained from

a subject suffering from a disease.

58. The method of any of claims 37 to 57, wherein the tissue sample is treated with a

reagent that stabilizes RNA.

59. The method of any of claims 47 to 58, wherein the discrete volumes are droplets,

wells in a plate, or microfluidic chambers.

60. A method of treating a disease selected from the group consisting of Hirschsprung’ s

disease (HSCR), inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), autism spectrum disorder (ASD), Parkinson’s

disease (PD) and schizophrenia in a subject in need thereof comprising administering one or more

agents capable of modulating the function or activity of:

a) one or more neurons selected from the group consisting of PEMN1, PEMN2,

PIMN1, PIMN2, PIMN3, PIMN4, PIMN5, PIN1, PIN2, PSN and PSVN; or

b) one or more cells functionally interacting with the one or more neurons.

61. The method of claim 60, wherein the one or more cells functionally interacting with

the one or more neurons are selected from the group consisting of T cells, dendritic cells (DC), B

cells, fibroblasts and adipocytes.

62. A method of modulating appetite and energy metabolism in a subject in need

thereof comprising administering one or more agents capable of modulating the function or activity

of:

a) one or more neurons selected from the group consisting of PIMN4 and PIMN5; or

b) one or more adipose cells functionally interacting with the one or more neurons.

63. The method of any of claims 60 to 62, wherein the one or more neurons are

characterized by expression of one or more markers according to Table 14 or Table 21.



64. The method of any of claims 60 to 63, wherein the one or more agents modulate

the expression, activity or function of one or more genes according to Table 14 or Table 21.

65. The method of any of claims 60, 61, 63 or 64, wherein the one or more agents

modulate the expression, activity or function of one or more genes selected from the group

consisting of:

a) NPY, CGRP, Glutamate, GABA, LEP, VIP, PACAP, Nitric oxide, NOS1, FGF1,

PDGF, SLIT2, SLIT3, IL15, IL7, IL12A, PENK, CHAT and TPH2; or

b) NPYR1, CALCRL, GRM8, GABRE, LEPR, VIPR2, GRIA4, GUCY1A3, FGFR1,

PDGFRB, ROBOl, ROB02, IL15R, IL7R, IL12RB1, OPRM1, CHRNE and HTR3A.

66. The method of claim 62, wherein the one or more agents modulate the expression,

activity or function of one or more genes selected from the group consisting of:

c) NPY and CGRP; or

d) NPYR1 and CALCRL.

67. The method of any of claims 60 to 66, wherein the one or more agents modulate

the expression, activity or function of one or more core transcriptional programs according to Table

23.

68. The method of claim 67, wherein the one or more agents modulate the expression,

activity or function of one or more genes of the one or more core transcriptional programs.

69. The method of any of claims 60 to 68, wherein the one or more agents are

administered to the gut.

70. The method of any of claims 60 to 69, wherein the one or more agents comprise an

antibody, small molecule, small molecule degrader, genetic modifying agent, nucleic acid agent,

antibody-like protein scaffold, aptamer, protein, or any combination thereof.



7 1. The method of claim 70, wherein the genetic modifying agent comprises a CRISPR

system, RNAi system, a zinc finger nuclease system, a TALE, or a meganuclease.

72. The method of claim 71, wherein the CRISPR system comprises Cas9, Casl2, or

Casl4.

73. The method of claim 71, wherein the CRISPR system comprises a dCas fused or

otherwise linked to a nucleotide deaminase.

74. The method of claim 73, wherein the nucleotide deaminase is a cytidine deaminase

or an adenosine deaminase.

75. The method of claim 73, wherein the dCas is a dCas9, dCasl2, dCasl3, or dCasl4.

76. The method of claim 70, wherein the nucleic acid agent or genetic modifying agent

is administered with a vector.

77. The method of claim 76, wherein the nucleic acid agent or genetic modifying agent

is under the control of a promoter specific to a marker gene for the one or more neurons according

to Table 14 or Table 21.

78. A method of detecting one or more cells of the enteric nervous system (ENS)

comprising detecting one or more markers according to Table 14-17 or Table 20-22.

79. The method of claim 78, wherein detecting the one or more markers comprises

immunohi stochemistry .

80. A method of screening for agents capable of modulating expression of a

transcription program according to Table 23 comprising:

a) administering an agent to a population of cells comprising neurons selected from

the group consisting of PEMN1, PEMN2, PIMN1, PIMN2, PIMN3, PIMN4, PIMN5, PIN1, PIN2,

PSN and PSVN; and



b) detecting expression of one or more genes in the transcriptional program.

81. The method of claim 80, wherein detecting expression comprises RT-PCR, RNA-

seq, single cell RNA-seq, fluorescently labeled probes, or an immunoassay.

82. The method of claim 80, wherein the neurons express one or more reporter genes

under control of a promoter specific to the one or more genes in the transcriptional program and

detecting comprises detecting the reporter gene.

83. A method of identifying gene expression in single cells comprising providing

sequencing reads from a single nucleus sequencing library and counting sequencing reads mapping

to introns and exons.

84. The method of claim 83, further comprising filtering the single nuclei.

85. The method of claim 84, wherein nuclei doublets are removed by filtering.

86. The method of claim 84, wherein nuclei containing ambient RNA or ambient RNA

alone is removed by filtering.
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